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Abstnact

Anyone who read a Canadian newspaper or magazine in the fifties would have been

aware of a 'crisis of education' gripping the country. The debate over public eduçation was

described as a methodological one between'þrogressiveso', who promoted participatory learning

and a diverse cuniculum designed to appeal to students' interests versus "traditionalists" who

advocated a strictly academic progrâm of teaching 'the 3 R's' via. ln retrospect, however, this

debate was not so much about åorry childre,n were to be educated as it was aboutwlry.

Progressives or Traditionalists were not solely schools of educational thought but also "historical

blocs" who advocated two distinct ideologicat positions. Progressives advocated what I term the

"new liberalism": a vision of Canadian society in which Keynesian economics, compromise

ben¡resn labor and capital and mass consumerism would provide economic prosperity for a

nation of middte-class, patriarchal, nuclear families. Supporters of progressive education

included most major political parties, deparhent of education officials, child psychologists,

Teachers organizations and University-trained educational experts. Traditionalists were a more

diverse group consisting of University professors, culnnal conservatives, small 'l' liberals,

journalists, retired teachers and concerned parents. The uni$ing factor Íxnong fuaditionalists was

their opposition to what they saw as a flawed approach to post-war reconstruction. They argued

thæthe postwar compromise was poised to create a society of "soft" and materialistic philistines,

overly in thrall of psychology and unable to think for themselves or succeed without the heþ of

govemment. They argued that only through an academically süenuous program of education that

focused upon the aminority of students with superior ability could Canada reach its full potential

and fight offthe "soviet threat'. Thus, the battle over public education was a battle for the future

ofCanada
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Human History becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe

- H. G. Wells

In 1945 Bruce Moorhead, principal ofthe Manitobanormal school, ended his

annual report to the deparhent of educæion by paraphrasing H. G. Wells, stating: "the

race 'between education and catastrophe' has been intensified by the trend of world

events. The incidence of the ssnflict has shifted from the war of nations to the etemal

struggle against ignorance and superstition."r Describing the job of teachers in such

apocalyptic terms was not as unusual or out of place as it may seem to today's reader.

The writings of Manitoban educational authorities and their counterparts throughout

Canadaandthe United States inthe immediate post-warperiod are filledwith similar

assessments. These men and r¡romen believed thal once the war against Fascism in

Europe \üas over, education was to be on the front lines of a ne% even more difficult

struggle to '\rin the peace".

As Len Kuffert has observed, it would have been virtually impossible to live in

Canada afterthe Second World War and not be intimately familiar with the term

'Ieconstnrctiod'.2 After l943,when it became clear that allied victory was mereþ a

matter of time, the cental questions that preoccupied Canadia¡s did not concern the war

itsefso much as the kind of society that would emerge afterward. Kuffert shows that

reconstruction was not merely a top-down process of the government "easing the

çconomic and occupational transitionto peacetime" but a genuine grass-roots culfural

movement inwhich*more pragmatic intentions broughtto light questions aboutthe kind

t D. Bruce Moorhead, *Report of the Normal School", Monitoba.Ánnual Report on Education, 194445

2 L. B Kuffsrt, A Great DuIy: Canadian Responses to Modern Life and Mass Culnre, 1939-1967

{Monheal: Mccill Queens University Press, 2003),66



of society that Canadians could (or should) fashion once the war ended."3 Eric

Hobsbawm has termed the years from 1914-1945 the "Age of Catastrophe-'* When

viewed from a Canadianperspective this tabel certainly seeÍrs apt. One catastrophic

T.l---^-^^* --^-:- --,L:^L ^-,^- lnn flñfl /ìo-o,lio-e t'a'f lroan ¡asrâltt-+es hc¡l heen fnllo¡¡r-e¡lirur'ûPüin w¿tr ¡-li wti¡uli uvci ¿vu vvv v<ruêu(qD u4* wvu vlÐu

by a period of dramatic confrontation between labor and capital, a horrific depression and

anotherWorld War. Thus, the issue of reconstruction concemed not onlythe immediate

reintegration of veterans and the transition to a peacet'me economy but a rearrangement

of the relationships b€tween capitat and labor, between government and citizens and

between Canada and the wider world.

In the process of inventing the post-war world, Canadians reformed many of their

most imllortant institutions, including the public education system. Although most

reached a coff¡ensus that the purpose of reconstruction was to avoid economic depression

and cr€ate a morc active democratic citizenship, they fourd the question of how to

accomplish these tofty goals more complicated. Behind the universally held notion that

education would shape the next generation into the sort of citizens capable of success in

the reconstructed post-war world lay a great divide over the issues of how education was

to reach its goals and indeed what those goals were in the first place. The 1950s in

Canada were thus the era of perhaps the most publicized and heated debate surrounding

.3 Kuftert,6T

a Eric Hobsbawm, Age of Extremes: The ShortTwentiethCentury 1914-1991 (London: Abacus, 1995)

5 The exactnumber is virtually impossible io calculatebutprobabty lies in the area of 240000 dead and

wounded- ColinNicolson,The Longman companionto the First WorldWø : Ewope, 191'l'1918 (New

York Lonman,2001)248



public education since the Manitoba Schools question.

Anyone who regularly read a Canadian newspaper or magazine in the fi-fties

would have been aware of a "crisis of education'' gipping the country. Agonizing over

ar- - -t-:r:L- -f ---t-l:^ ^l--^^¿:^- +^ --^-^-ã -*^Ia tn cr'¡¡aa¡l in e -ntnnf cv ñfì(¡f-lltâfuIcaoilltyUIpuu[Ul'uLlui1Lrurr[uPIçP4lçJUuuólruvPlwtvùgvwvg

world seer6 to have been a favorite sport of Canada's intellectuals at this time. The

debate over public education was described as a methodological one between

'þrogressives", who promoted particþatory leaming and a diverse curriculum designed to

appeal to students' interests, versr¡s "naditionalists" who demanded that schools return to

a strictþ academic prograrn of teaching 'the 3 R's' via older methods of drill and rote

leaming. Left tmanswered by observers of the time was the question of why certain

people became progressives and others traditionalists. The question becomes more

difficult when one looks closely at the individuals who made up the two ideological

camps. Progressives and Traditionalists were not homogeneous groups but rather

represented ngmerous different segments of society. Many people who self-identified

with either camp had little r¡nderstanding of the intricacies of educational theory and

indee{ often showed little understanding of the educational methods they were

advocating. Some progressives advocated methods that have been termed

'traditionalisf', such as standardized testing, while some proponents of a "rettun" to

"traditional" education argued for methods that had never been part of the public

education system, such as special "enriched'classes for academically superior students.

To understand these apparent contradictions, we must move beyond the

perspective of those who have viewed the battle over education as solely a



methodological one or a d.ifference of opinion regarding whose techniques would best

produce the desired goals of the school system. A closer examination of the battle over

public education in Manitoba reveals that the most important reason for the

*^+!.^,1-^-!^+ioc! ¡!+h-ot4 !!Dc q ¡nrranlate lqel¡ nf aç.-eement on úe viÞ! issue of u.¿hatai¡çl¡¡Ui¡UluË¡úa¡r ur;u4!v w@ 4 vvrrrPrvùv ¡sv¡\ v¡

€xactly the goals of the school system were. This was an ideological debate disguised as

a methodological debate. What seemed like fairly dry disagreements regarding how

reading should be øught, whether standardized testing and competitive marking should

be utilized, or whether history and geography should be combined into something called

'social studies' represented a deeper and more fundamental debate about the nature of

post war society that took place not just in the realm of educational philosophy but

throughout Canadian society as awhole.

Ideology was disguised as methodology in these debates. "Progressives"

advocated what some historians have termed the'þostwar compromise'ú, what was in the

United States termed the 'New Deal" and what I will refer to as the *new liberalism": a

vision of Canadian society in which Keynesian economics, a limited social welfare state,

compromise between labor and capital, and mass consumerism would provide economic

prosperity for a nation of middte-class, patriarchal, nuclear families.T Supporters of

Progressive education included most major political parties, teachers' unions, deparhent

ó See for example, peter S. þfçInnis, Harnessing Labour Confrontatìon: Shaping the Postwør Settlement in

Canada 1943-1950 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000)

? Note füat ..new liberalism" is not to be confused with the 'heo-liberalism" of the post 1973 era which is

perhaps the exact opposition of the postwar new liberalism. Neo-liberals advocated complet'e deregulation

äa conptete laisseïfaire capitalism rather üan the Keynesian approach favored by those in favor of the

newliberalism.



of education officials, childpsychologists, and social scientists. 1'*¿ifisnalists, who

argued for a "retum to basics", were arguing against the new liberalism and for a more

conservative postwar vision of Canada. They were generally individuals outside the

æ -:-t ---Lt:^ ^l--^-¿.:^- ^-+^Lti^L*^-+ ^-,1 :-^1",{^,:l ^^-oon¡otirro ,r-i.rarcitrt nrnfÉ¡ccnrc
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such as the most celebrated critic of progressive education, HildaNeatby, cultural

conser:vatives, some business leaders, joumalists, retired teachers and concerned parents

groups. The unifring factor among traditionalists was their opposition to what they saw

as a flawed approach to post-war reconstruction- They argred that the new liberalism

would create a society of "soft" and materialistic philistines who were overþ in thrall of

the discipline of psychology and unable to think for themselves or to succeed without the

help of govemment. The traditionalists' critique led them to attack an education system

which they saw as perpetuating such a weakened society. Those who advocafed the

postwm new liberalism chose progressive methods as the way to create citizens who

supportd their ideas of a tripartite, corporatist Canada in which cooperation between

labor, business and government would produce a prcsperous nation benevolently guided

by experts trained in the social sciences. Thus, the battle over public education was

perceived as nothing less than a battle for the future of Canada itself.

The idea that the study of the public education system in Canada between 1945

and 1960 is vitally important to our understanding of Canadian society as a whole during

this era diverges from most of the traditional historiography of education, which does not

regard public education as a catalyst for radical social change, and from postwar

Canadian historiography which has ignored the importance of this debate in national



atrairs. Education historians have, ironicall¡ often downplayed the importance of their

subjec! claiming that education is inherently conservative, reflecting the most deeply

entrenched values of society and seldom if ever challenging the status quo. Brian Titley,

Þ .t - r.- 7.i- i-L- J---¡-:^- +^ /a----)i* E.!",-^t:^-- ÍJìotnyìanl Thowoc nnìlror exampre, ul llls llltf,uuuuuull LU r-ut.uut.,tr. nuuuut.vf .. tt.Ð.v' úvs' ! 'w,'Dv

Contemporary Issues,states: "schools seem to follow rather than lead; they react rather

than innovate. Their pu{pose and function is to provide stability and continuity; they

cannot take an independent path."t In the postwar context, however, "stability and

continuity''fail to describe the ambitions of Canadians who saw reconstruction as leading

to a new social and political order that could solve the problems of the crisis decades.

Those responsible for curriculum changes in Manitoba in the late 1940s saw themselves

not as reacting but as innovating, using the latest pqychological knowledge to bring

progress and rationalityto an outdated system of education. Eventraditionalists believed

in the radical potential of education, which was why they were so horrified by what they

saw ris a wholesale abandonment of common sense and tied and tested educational

practices in favor of experimental pedagogy, weakened standards and questionable goals-

Historians of Manitoba education, whether they believe in education's innate

conservatism or no! have portrayed the 1950s as "a period of comparative stagnation"e in

uihich "comparatively little educational development ocçurred."lo This interpretation is

s E. Brian Titley ed-, Canadian Hucation: Hßtorícal Themes and Contemporary Issues (Calgary:

Detselig Enterprises Limitd 1990), 3

e Alexander Gregor and Keith Wilsoq The Development of Education in Manitoba @ubuque:

KendalVlftmt Pub. Co, 1984)

t0 Keith Wilson, '"The Development of Education in Manitoba" (PhD Dissertation, University of
Michigan, 1967),329



itself reminiscent of critiques of the public education system from the 1950s. Keith

Wilson's claim that Manitoba was "a lackluster province characterized by dull

uniformity; a province with little interest beyond the materialistic; aprovince continually

.. - --:-- - - r - -t-i- - .':-^^¿:^- ^-l J-*^*:^ l^^,t---L;^tt .'-^-ilì^oll*'
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accepts the obsen¡ations of traditionalists as reality and behays aview of history that is

colored heavily bypartisan political views.rr The pronouncement that the 1950s were a

"dreary decade" when it came to public education has been commonplace among

historians throughout Canada.r2 Historians who have paid attention to the advent of

progressive education generally do not extend their discussion of it to the 1950s, stating

that this was a decade in which "Canadian schools had abandoned their flirtation with

American progressivism. The clamor for noveþ and experimentation that had often

characterized the inter-wa¡ period had dissipated and the otd puritanism and elitism which

had always been fundamental to the system were once more ulqusstioningly to the

fore.,,r3 This dismissal of progressive education as arelic of the inter-war period or as a

failed experiment that foreshadowed the radical "child-centered" reforms of the late

1960s and 1970s but had no lasting influence can be explained as a result of the

rr Wilson, 44 (Atthough condemning Liberal-Progressive administrations, Wilson goes on to describe the

Conserr¡ative Uof noUlio adminisbation as, otnencumbered by a philosophy shaped by long years of
depression" anti states that it'þiedged iself to a vtgorous programme of reform, incluCing not least +Jre

reform ofeducation')

12 Brian Tittey and Kas fvøzr¡reh 'Backto Basics? Forward to the Frmdamentals?" in Titley ed.,

C qnadian Education, 1 | |

13 Titley and Mazurek; See also Robert S. Paterson, "The Canadian Experience with^Progressive

Educaúon," in Titley ed., Canadian Hucation; Gerald E. Thomson, "A Fondness for Chrts and

Children: Scientific progressivism inVancouver Schools 1920-1950," HistorÌcal Studìes in Mucation 12,

Nos. l-2 (2000): 1l1-2fandRobert Stmp, The Schools of OntarÌo 1876-1976, (Toronto: University of
TorontoPress, 1982)



abandonment ofthe language of progressivism in the 1950s. Faced with mounting public

condemnation of postwar reforms by traditionalists, educational authorities increasingly

denied that they were implementing 'þrogressive education " which had become a dirty

wor<i intire mainsheem media

When one looks at the curricula in theory and practice, however, the basic

principtes of progressive education were firmly entrenched in Canadian public schools-

particularly in the western provinces, the 1950s marked the actual implementation of the

principles of progressive education moÍe than ever before. Perhaps historians of

edueation in the 1950s have in part fallen prey to the myth of the "conservative fifties"-

Recent Canadian and American scholarship has criticized earlier writing on this decade

that echoed popular culture in suggesting the 1950s were a time characterized by

generalized conservatism.r4 In Born at the Ríght Time,Doug Owram writes of a post-war

Canada inwhich a generation of Canadians, afterthe dislocations of the previous

decades, wanted nothing more than to get well-paying jobs, live in the suburbs, and

support the status quo (even if thât status quo w¿ls actually a radical new situation).tt

Education historian Robert Stamp has echoed this characterization of the fifties, writing,

..the teenagers of the post-war era were an apathetic and altogether unadventurous

¡a See: Joanne Meyerowi@ Not Jme Cleqver: Women qnd Gender in Postwar Amerícø, 1945 -1960

(philadelphia: Túple University Press, 1994); Monalee Gleason, Normalízíng the ldeal: Psychologt'

ichoory sndthe Fømiþ n Poitwar Canodo (foronto: University ofToronto Press, 1999); Liabeth

Cohen, Ã Cot sumers Ripublic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in the Postwar Era (New York: Knopf,

2003); Mary Louise Adams, The Troublewith Normal: Postwm Youth and the Møking of Heterosæualìty

lfotáomr Univosity of Toronto Press, 1997); Elaine Tyler May Homeward Bound: American Families

in the Cold War Era- (New York Basic Books , 1999)

ts Doug Ovram , Born øt the Righf Tíme: A History of ttæ Baby Boom Generatian(Toronto: Universþ of
Toronûo Press, 1996)



generation. As they reached their later teen years, their greatest ambition was to join the

economic and social establishment in order to participate in the good life. Protest was

out; conformism was in."l6 Such simptistic generationat analysis has beenrightly

-¡ r - - r r--- T ---:-- ^ 
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conservative world of suburbs, nuclear families, upward mobility and consumerism are

net unimportant, but they should be viewed as prescriptions promoted by a minority,

¡ather than descriptions of objective reality for the majority of Canadians'r?

Just as the 1950s were more complex than many have claimed, the history of

education in this time defies simple characterizations. The implementation of new

curricula and the promotion of progressive education demonstate an attempt to promote

the sort of society that historians such as Owram assume most Canadians lived in and

zupported. However, some historians who have paid attention to the debate between

progressives and traditionalists have questioned its actual relevance to dayto day life in

schools. Paul Axelrod argues that the rhetoric in the media regarding progressive

education very little reflected actual experience in school during the 1950s. Although he

relies partially on anecdotal evidence and personal experience, Axelrod makes a

convincing claim that neither exteme of progressive nor traditional education ever

existed in practice.t* He conforms to the consensus aurong education historians,

however, in arguing that "tradition rather than progressivism characterized education in

16 Stamp, 196

l7 Adpms

,8 Paul Axelrod, 'Beyond the Progressive Education Debate," Hîstorícal Studies in Education 17, No. 2
gal2005)



the 1950s."re Studying the progressive versus taditionalist debate only interms of actual

classroom practice is usefirl but somewhat limiting. What does the debate tell us about

Canadian society in the 1950s? In a broader sense, how does education history contribute

. 1 : -L - -- - - - ---r- ^l^O ü¡L^+ i^ -^^Å^'l ì- ^-r{o. +n qncu¡ar cnlch
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questions is to examine the debate over public education not only in terms of day to day

practice in classrooms but in terms of discourse.

Like all discourses, the debate on education reveals less about objective reality

than it does about the hopes, aspirations and fears sf Ç¿¡¿dians in the 1950s' Education

was not simply 'reflective' of society in general nor did it 'lag' behind the intellectual

debates of the time. Education was a key contested ground in the battle over post-war

reconstuction. Whatever forrn an ideal post-war society took in the imaginations of

Canadians, education was almost always perceived as being vital to its construction. If

the extremes of 'progressive' education or a 'retum to traditionalism' existed only in the

imaginations of Canadianso then these imaginings are no less worthy of study by

historians of education than the goings-on of classrooms because of what they reveal

about the subjectivities of those involved in the education system. In other words we

shoutd understand how the debates constructed a discourse that the participants then used

to come to terms with the ever-changing world around them and their place within it.

As different groups of Canadians fought for their different visions of the post-wm

world, they formed alliances with each other along broad lines of ideological agreement-

In terms of education, these alliances became two identifiable groups which contained

teAxelrod

10



intemat diversity but contained" too, a sharcd ideologicat thread that united them against

the other. The progressive and traditionalist camps in the battle over education mirrored

two largerpolitical grorrps which existed in Canada inthe immediate post-warperiod:

õ t ,t - - . -. - t:L ---t:-- ^- ) +L^^^ 
-J-^ ^*-^--rl :+ 'T'ltoco æ rrñc
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constituted what Antonio Gramsci has termed historical blocs or loose alliances âmong

diverse groups with temporarily shared interests. The goal of any historical bloc is not

simply to obtain temporary control of the power of the st¿te and goes beyond merely

implementing its short-term policy agenda. The true goal of a historical bloc is to win

such widespread consent for its policies and belief in the assumptions underlþg those

policies that its entire world view becomes hegemonic, or is regarded as coÍlmon seße'

whereas opposing views become regarded as excessively radical or beyond the realm of

serious debate and discussion. When what was once contested and controversial becomes

so wideþ accepted as to be considered 'common sense' bythe vast majority, it has

become hegemonic. How anyhistorical bloc gains control over cultural hegemony,

however, is avery complicated process and defies simplistic explanations.

The concept of culturat hegemony was formulated bythe Italian Mamist Antonio

Gramsci to explain howthe bourgeoisie is able to rule over the working class without

constant recourse to physical coercion. The concept becomes particularly useful for

societies with some degree of democracy in which the use of force is limited or less

prevalent than in authoritarian ones. Gramsci poshrlated that the ruling class, by creating

¿11d imposing a framework of what constitutes "common sense", is able to gain the

spontaneor¡s consent of the working class for their policies, including those that act

l1



against the workers' owtl class interest. A discouse, or a way of using language to

describe reality, is created that makes certain ideas seem natu¡al and timeless when in fact

they are human creations which are historically derived- Similarly, the discourse brands

other ideas as unnaiurai, radical and beyonri úe teair,, of possibiliry. For åe histoiian.,he

difficulty lies not only in identiffing what is hegemonic at any given time and place, but

in explaining how and why certain ideas came to be hegemonic in the first place.20

The concept of culhral hegemony provides away to move beyond the two

itominant but unsatisfactory theoretical frameworks that have dominated education

history: the Whiggish notion of education as progress and the idea of education as social

control. Education historian Ken Osborne sruns up these two schools of thought:

On the one side were those who saw the establishment of public education as the

targely benevolent spread of enlightenment, spearheaded by progressive

refórmers, philanthrãpists and assorted radicals. On the other hand were those

u¡ho saw it as a t<in¿ of vast conspiracy in which the powerfi'rl hoodwinked the

powerless into accepting and even believing in their inferiority- Today the

accumulation of detailed smdies, examining specific phenomena, has made it
difficult to accePt either th*ty.tt

Certainly, those who influenced the public education system felt that they were btingng

progress and enlightenment to the worlù but their idea of what represented "progrest''

was not necessarily accepted by everyone else in society and certainly should not be

Ð For more on the Gramscian concept of culhrral hegemony see: Antonio Gramsci, Selectíons from the

Prßon Notebooñs, Translated & Edited by Quintin Home and Geoffiey Nowell smith (New York:

Intemational hrblishers, I 97 I ), or Antonio Gramsci, I n Antanio Gramsci Reader' Selected Wrítíngs

Ig16-lg31,¡¡1ited by David Fórgacs (New York NYU Press, 2000) as well as T. J. Jackson Lears, '"The

Concept of Cott ¡¡d if"g"-ony: Éoble,ms and Possibilities'',The Americqn Hßtorical Review 90, no' 3

(Jun., 1985)

2r Ken Osborne, *Introduction" in Rosa Bnmo Joffie d-" Issues in the Hístory of Education in Manitoba

(Lewistoa NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1993)

t2



accepted uncritically by the historian. On the other hand, the social conhol school' while

correctly observing that what reformers of education really meant by "spreading progress"

was making everyone else accqlt their own world view, makes the mistake of assuming

that such a task was rearüly acirievabie. ì.îo dou'ut'rhe goai of schcoling'was sccial

control, as Stamp demonstrates when he quotes from a teachers' matual with a key

chapter entitled, didactically, "Education for Sociat Control."22 But social contol is not

as simple amatter as the training of teachers and the construction of curricula. To assume

that control over what is being taught in school means the same as control over the

outcome of the experience of schooling is to assume that individual historical actors, even

if they are children, have no ability to decide what to accept as true based on theír own

experiences. In short, the social control concept denies agency and tums all those without

the power to control the content of schooling into objects rather than historic zubjects-

Even a cursory knowledge of current Canadian historical ovriting demonstrates that while

a particular historical bloc would often wish to be able to impose hegemony in a top-

down fashion, historical agents are notoriously independent and often choose not to

believe what they are told.

The concept of cultural hegemony is an attempt to change the way we look at the

attemp1s of one group of people in society to control the ideas of another' It stipulates

that hegemony is not a "thing" but aprocess and therefore is being negotiated and

renegotiated constantly. People must collectively choose which ideas to accept as

common sense and which to reject. This may be a conscious or (in most cases once

t3
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hegemony is established) anunconscious process of passive consent on a daily basis. For

example, by sending my children to school, I am consenting to the hegemonic notion that

public education is legitimate and beneficial. If, however, enough people for whatever

l rL -:- ^L:f l-^- ¿^ ^^L^^1 +Li^ --^-+^-ô^'rõ ^^ãêâ-* 
io lnaf anrl

rgason starT Io ren¡se úo setr(¡: uttil( çuuurçu Lr, ùLlruul, LLllù ùÌruut,¿ruvuþ w¡¡ùwur ¡ù rvsu w¡s

the old hegemony is thrown into doubt. At this point the old hegemony may be

renegotiated (the education system may be reformed until people see it as beneficial

again) or an entirely new hegemony may take hold þeople educating their children in

private schools for example). What i5 important to emphasize is that while individual

actors always have the choice to accept or reject hegemony the consequences of rejection

may be quite adverse (the state could take away your child).

Thus, individuals find it more difficult to challenge hegemony than do large

historical blocs that can wield greater amounts ofpower. Therefore, the ability to create a

new hegemony is always to some degree a product of power. Althougb no one can ever

force someone to accept hegemon¡ each person's choice regarding what to believe is a

product of the different options presented to them. Certain groups have more ability than

others to transmit their vision of cultural hegemony. To paraphrase Marx, people make

their own history, but not within circumstances of their own choosing. The children who

were objects of the educational state in Manitoba in the post-war era made their own

history, but within the framework of the cultural hegemony promoted every day in the

classroom. Foucault addresses these same iszues with the concept of "normalization" or

the ideathat schools provide a discourse that defines what is considered "normal" or

..abnorma1". By the very act of attending school, or participating in any institution, the
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individuat is in part acquiescing to established standards of what constitutes normal and

abnormal, even if one later rebels against or challenges the norm.2',

Education, then, is a most important subject for the historian interested in the

creation oihegemony. The ideas ihat we aÍe toi'Í are comäìoû sense when'v'íe aÍe

children have a great impact on the way we will live the rest of our lives, even if we later

reject them. In the dialectical process of forming, challenging and reforming hegemony

the initial discourse that people absorb has a profound effect, even in shaping ideas that

react against that discourse. Certainly, offiy of the historical actors discussed in this

dissertation believed inthe po\ñrer of public education for creating hegemony- The

passionate debates about the future of Manitoba education as contained in professional

journals, curriculum materials, government reports, newspapers and magazines, speeches

and oral testimonies demonstrate that contolling the public education system was¡ seen as

vital to properþ reconstructing a society that could zucceed in the nçw and uncertain age

emerging from an age of catashoPhe'

Ilr Manitoba" educational reform was regarded as nothing less than a panacea for

accomplishing the goal of reconstructing a society that could avoid the pitfalls of the

previous decades inctuding conflict between labor and capital, economic depression and

intemational conflict. The school system needed to produce a new generation of citizens

uÀo accepted the 'onew liberal" hegemony of the postwar era and had the skills, both

academic and social, to live successflrlly within it. Thus, even if some historians argue

æ See l.¿fichel Foucaulq Disciplìne and Punish: The Birth of the Príson, fanslated by Alan Sheridan (New

York: Pantheon Books, 1977)
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that education does not often lead the process of social reform, it does produce the

citizens who give social reforrls a chance at becoming accepted as universal and timeless

rommorr sense rather than recent and unstable compromises. [r postwar Manitoba" both

progressives an<i traditionaiists soughi to create a form oischooiing t¡hat was compatible

with their ideological agenda and would prepare the next generation for life in a radically

different but, they hoped, successfully reconstructed Canada.
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Chapter l: Reconstruction, the New Liberalism and Child Psychology

In the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, the concept of

reconstruction was conceived at first to be mostly an economic and political project of

eiiæs. Quiciriy, however, raiher tÌran simpiy "oeirrg ccrntel-uÊd with',he transidon åcm a

wartime to peacetime economy, reconstruction became a social movement that assumed a

"distinctþ cultural cast."l Ordinary Canadians desired to participate in the project of

reconstruction, in no small part because they felt that, given the catastrophic events of the

inter-war period and the war itseffi reconstruction was sorely needed. Hope and fear

existed side by side inthe minds of Canadians. The end of the war represented a chance

for a nation that had escaped its first-hand effects to retum to peace time much more

easily than most of the world. On the other hand, the promise of peace and prosperíty

seemed very fragile indeed, eeming at the end of a decade of depression followed by

another six years of war and with the country now facing another potential world conflict-

In late lg43,the president of the Manitoba Teachers Society (MTS)' Floyd WilloughbS

summed up the situation facing g¿¡¿dians:

As the war moves onward to its inevitable climax, the complete defeat and

unconditional surrender of our axis enemies, it is only natural that we should

begln to think more and more of the peace that will follow the final collapse of the

forces of oppression and evil. What will the future years hold for mankind? \Mill

there really be a just and lasting peace at the end of this gigantic conflict or will
there be merely another breathing space before the plunge into still another and

even greafer world war?2

I L. B. Kuffert, A Greø Duty: Cønadion Responses to Modern Life and Mass Culture, 1939-1967

(Montreal: McGill Queens University Press, 2003), 67

2 Floyd Willoughby, The Monitoba Teocher 22, no, 3 (Nov-Dec 1943) p' 34
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The answer to these questions, according to Willoughb¡ would depend on the quatity of

education provided to fi¡ture generations. This conclusion was wideþ accepted among

educational'oexperts" such as teachers, administrators, superintendents, school inspectors,

and other members of the provinciai cieparimeni of eríucadon. Edr¡cation was, forthese

individuals, avital part of the process of reconstruction that would determine Canada's

fate in the brave new world of the post-war era. In tlLe Manitoba School Journal,the

official organ of the deparhnent of education which was delivered free to every classroom

teacher and school trustee in the province, John Dryden, Manitoba's Minister of

Education, wrote in 1945 thag "the character of the work done in our schools today will

determine in large measure what will be done in the world of tomorrow. Never \üas a

greater challenge presented to all concerned with education-"3

An immense amor¡nt of loffy rhetoric was produced by educational professionals

both within and outside of the deparhent of education. Annual reports which in later

years would consist of dry banalities about the past year and the lengthy reporting of

statistics became, in the immediate post-war er4 opportunities for grandiose statements

about reconstruction and education's role within it. John C. Dryden, minister of

education from 1944 to 1948, constantly used the Mønitoba School Journal to inform

teachers tbat they were among the most important citizens in the process of reconstruction

and that'þurposeful direction in the classroom will be essential if hope is to be held out

for progress.'r He occasionally struck a rather apocalyptic tone, as when he stated, *We

3 John C. Drydea "Minist€r's Page", Manitoba School Jotrnal S, no. 1 (sep 1945) p. 2

a Dryden, 'Minister's Page', Mønitoba School Jownal 7, no | (sep l9aa) p. 3
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who a¡e interested in education realize that the development of (peace) is primarily an

educational task. OnIy by increasing the intensity of the forces that make for peace can

we hope to combat the dmk allurements that have brought our world to the brink of

riestruction."5

Not only was there widespread sentiment emoflg educational authorities that

education was key to societal reconstruction but there was also nearly universal

acknowledgment that reconstruction meant radical experimentation and change to the

program of public education. C. K. Rogers, Provincial Superintendent of Education,

wrote n 1944 'þe see changes all about us. Education must keep pace with these

changes." He acknowledged that Manitoba's educational program was plagued \À¡ith

weaknesses and shortcomings that prevented it ûom meeting the needs ofthe students of

the firtuie.6 R J. Johns, Direcüor of Technical Education, was even more emphatic,

stating in a January 1946 articte in the Manítoba School Journal thaçwhile the exact

changes to the curriculum remained a mystery 'lnihat is known and generally accepted is

that revision is inevitable."T The idea that the program of public education in Manitoba

might not be radically reorganized was dismissed out of hand by Johns who insisted that,

.bo one who thinks in terrrs of education doubts the validity of the movement for a

change."t Many observers speculated that, in the future, Manitoba would have to expand

5 Dryden, ..Minister's Page", Mqnitoba school Jownal9,no.5 (Jan 1947) p- I

6 C. K. Rogers, "Superintendent's Page", Manitoba school Journal T, no. 2 (Oct l 944) p. 4

? R J. Johns, "Between Doubt and Confidence', Manitoba School Journal S, no' 5 (Jan 19a6) p- 5

E Johns, *Between Doubt and Confidence"
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its program to include such areas as counseling, mental hygiene, drama" art and music'

To educdional professionals, improvement in education in order to meet the needs of the

post-waf world was almost always envisioned as'þrogressive education''. Reforms were

to make schooiing moïe accessibie to a iarger pnrpordon of the population and more

practical in responding to the needs of everyday life. Labor historian Peter S- Mclnnis

afgUes that working Canadians en masse envisioned a greatly changed world after the war

was ovef: .?eople spoke ofhowtheir lives would improve once the fightinghad stopped'

and many vowed that the collective sacrifices of citizens must be rewarded with a secure

future.,,e Educational professionals took it for granted that the postwar compromise

would require a radically different system of public education and not surprisingly reacted

with astonishment when their attempts to implement radical change were met with scorn

and derision bY traditionalists.

It was not simply those within the system, however, who lookedto public

education to lead the way in the project of reconsEuction. Business and labor leaders as

well as politicians and intellectuals all weighed in on the imFortance of education in the

postwar era. Educational issues increasingly gained a higher profile on the pages of

nev¡spapers in the province. In particular, Manitoba newspapers promulgated the notion

that the use of education in the process of post-war reconstruction would require much

gteater levels of funding and perhaps direct involvement &om the federal government

e peter S. Mclnnis, Harnessíng Labour Confiontation: Shapingthe Postwar SettlemenÍ in Cønada 1943-

/950 (Toronto: University of Toronto Prass, 2000) 45



despite public education being traditionally a solely provincial responsibility.ro In

addition to supporting such a radical new scheme for funding public education,

newspapers also called for immediate implementation of the 1944 Legßlative Specíal

Committee Report on Educqtion and roun<üy criticized the government when zuch

implementation was not irnmediateþ forthcsming.rr In criticizing the Manitoba

Govemment for spending a much smaller proportion of its budget (IgW on education

than BC (38%o) and Ontario (44ry",the.Wínnipeg Tribme argued that significant

increases in govemment spending were necessary in order to füfill "the requirements of a

long-term educational program worthy of Canada's status among democratic nations'"l3

In otherwords, in the quest for reconstruction, norrnally fiscally conservative

governments could not afford to be thriffy in the area of public education'

In the early 1950s it cerøinly seemed as though everyone and anyone had both a

concem with public education and a prescription for turning it into a usefirl tool for post-

war reconsffuction. The Royal Bank of Canada in its newsletter proclaimed that"

..education rescues men and women from slave-like insignificance" and '\rill, as a matter

of course, give us a feeling of significance...and a knowledge of our purpose as citizens in

10 See: "Equalize Rlucational Chances Member Asks; 3 Parties Aged', Winnipeg Trihune' O-c¡'20 1949;;

.Ðominion aid to School {', Tribwe, March 5 1949;"Schools Need Federal Heþ", Ottau¡a Citizen Oú'

t21949; "Federal Aid for Schools", Tribune' Dec' 6 1951

rr 'Îtf[-A Raps Inaction in School Policies", WinnipegTribune, }y'ræ;ch 16, 1950; "F'ducation Stån'ls

Where itDid', Winnípeg Tribune, Ma¡ch 25, 1950

lz <e¡fl.4 Raps Inaction"

13 ßM'üoba'sEducationhoblen", Winnipeg Triburæ, Feb'23 1944
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a potitical society."ra Sidney KaV, of Macleans rcminded Canadians that "next in

imFortance to freedom and justice is popular education without which neither freedom

nor justice can be pe,rmanentþ maintained.r:ls 1y1r¡1. some expressed vague and idealistic

beliefs about education, others took a more praciicai approach to expressing their

concern. During canadian Education week, an annual event designedto bringthe school

and the community closer together, numefous organizations took an active par! including

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, the Canadian Chamber of Commerce' the

Canadian Federation of Agriculture and the Labor Congress of Canada.lo Big business

hd since the mid 19ü Century, played an important role in shaping the course of public

education in Canada, realizing that it was key to molding "a supply of suitably trained and

disciplined workers".rT Organized labor was a relative ne\¡¡comer to the area of public

education, although some more radical labor leaders and socialist groups had prwiousþ

argued that universal education of the working class would lead to greater potential for

worker activism and radicalism. In the post-war era' however, it seemed that more and

more working class organizations were interested in the shape of public schools' For

example, the Manitoba council of the canadian Brotherhood of Railway Employees

ta *The Beauties of Leamin €" Royai Bank. of canadø Newsletfer,l'Ãareh2z1957

Ë SidnæyKata "The Crisis in Education-', Macleans' Mârch t 1953

t6 Miller, *The Minister 's Pagè" , Monitoba school Journal l3,no. 6 (Feb. 1952\ p' 2

1? Ken Osbome, 
*lntoduction" in Rosa Bruno Jofte ed', ßsues in the Hßtory of Education in Mqnitoba

(Lewiston, NY: E<lwin Mellen Press" 1993)- p. 10 For more on the role of indusnialists in the creation of

p"tfi" efuc¿tion in Canada¡ the 19ih C*to.y see: Alison hentice, The School Promoters: Eùrcation

ønd Socisl Class in mìd-nineteenth cenfiry tJpper Cønada(Don Mills: Oxford University Press' 1977) and

Bruce C\rtis , Making the F.ducational state: canûdo west iasø-lg7l (London, oN: Althouse' 1988)
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joined the chorus of groups who requested that the govemment appoint a Royal

commission to study the education system and make ¡sssmmendations for its

imptovement.ls

Just as those on the inside of the e<iucation system generaüy saw an archaic

system in need of new ideas and radical reorganization, those on the outside advocated

sweeping changes in the very nature of the education system itself. Newspaper editorials

echoed the statements of those within the deparhent in assuming that the education

system was currently backward and outdated and in need 6f immediate change. The

Winnipeg Tribune declared that "education in Manitoba has been on the decline for a

score of years or more...it is not doing a complete job of fitting the young of the

community to take their rigbtful places as good citizens of a progressive society.'ore Tlis

statement in a sense epitonizedthe dominantpoint of view âmong Canadians regarding

education's role in reconstruction in the immediate postwar era. Educ¿tion was widely

judgedto be onthe decline and inneed of significant attention. C. Rhodes Smith'

minister of education from 1949 to 1950, wrote in his inaugural address to the Manitoba

Schools Journal,'1.{ever in the history of our land has there been a greater demand for

education than that of todaY."2o

Tn úe darkest days of the Twentieth Century, the survival of liberal democracy

seçmed quiæ far from assured. For those, such as education officials, who saw education

rt "Urges Probe of Educ¿ti on", 'Winnipeg Tribune, Oct' l9 1956

le cr'¡1r¡ Year of Disgrace" . Winnipeg Tribune. April 13 19214

20 C. Rhodes Smith, "A Greeting from the Honorable ô. Rno¿r, Smith, K- C' Minister of Education",

Manitoba ScInoI Journal l0, no. 6 (Feb' ßa\ p-2
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as the secret to postwar $lccess, both Communism and Fascism represented very real

threats that could gain support emong an unhappy and improperþ educated population

ln Ig42the city of Winnipeg stågd an event known as "If Dat'', inwhich citizens were

given a hands-on demonshation oiwirat io expeci if iÍre war were iost ar-rd Fascism ll'ere

to take over Canadian society. Actors representing Nazi troops carried out mock arrests

of political dissidents, priests and the city's mayor, placed them in concentration camps

and banned all forrns ofreligious worship andthe teaching of democracyinthe school.2r

Such an exercise not only caried the message that tife under the occupation of the eûemy

would be intolerable, but conveyed the theme of "it can happen here" which was

frequently used to amplify fears of Fascism and more cotnmonly as time went on'

Communism. Both the media and the public education system promoted the notion that

the only alternative to liberal democracywas totalitarianism and that failure on the part of

intlividuals to obtain an appropriate education would tead to such a system. In a

citizenship textbooþ students in Manitobawere informed tha! 'Ðemocracy, though

difficult to define, can nevertheless be understood in terms of its basic concepts and by

comparison with the tot¿litarian form of society" in whicb, '1he people have no voice

whatever in making the laws...they are slaves to the caprice of the dictator who is above

the laws. The people live in mental and spirituat bondage."22 An article in the Winnípeg

Tribunewarned readers that a recent wildcat strike in the automobile indusûry was a

symptom of a wider trend in society of people breaking their word and thus showing a

2I Kuffert,l Great Duly, 56

P A MuruuIof Civics andCitizenshipfor Schools, Manitoba" Deparment of Education' 1956' l0
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lack of civic responsibility and democratic spirit. It went on to describe the ramifications

of such a trend: "Jþs military strength of the Communist countries is indeed a threat to

democracy. But the greater threat to democracy is its own moral sickness. If that

sickness is not remedied...oru enemies wiii not need to <irop one bomb..'Democrae-y will

have accomplished its own destruction."æ Not surprisingly, the cure to democracy's

sickness ttras a renewed program of education.

klucationists advocating sweeping changes to the system of public education after

the Second World War were motivated not only by utopian visions of a new postwar

consensus that could only be maintained with a properþ educated citizenry but also by

fears that should the next generation not be o'educated for democracy''they would fall

prey to totalitarianism. Educational philosophers of the time, in exaggerating their abitity

to shape the minds of young people, espoused a vision of human nature in which human

beings were little more than empty vessels, waiting to be filled with whatever ideas were

poured into them, able to be easily molded for good or for evil. Neville Scarfe, Dean of

Education at University of Manitobq wrote:

As a result of psychologicat studies, it is possible to show that people can be

conditioned oi indoctrinated in such a way that they will commit crimes or follow
blindty an ideological hare. Behavior, beliefs, and performance can be modified

for good or evil by cleverþ contrived situations and instruction. The insidious

influence of television, comics, movies on children and the enorTnous success of
Hitler and his propaganda show how effective are techniques in modiffing

behavior.2a

È'osee.ls of Destruction", WinnipegTrìbune, June 22 1955

tn N. V. Scarfe, "Is Teacher Training Really Necessar¡/', Manitoba Schnol Jownal16, No' l(Sep 1954) p.

8-r0
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Lrthe eraof hysteria surrounding Communist "brainwashinglo, popularbeliefthat

the hr¡man mind could easily be manipulated by properly trained professionals lryas

widespread. Hitler's suddenrise to power in Germany, a supposed bastion of scientific

rationalism, was attributed by many within the educational system to an aii-encompassing

"education for death program" employed by Nazi propagandists and foisted upon an

unzuspecting population.ã H education could be used to dupe a populace into supporting

the most appalling regime in world history, however, it could also be used to prepare the

population to resist fascism. For many psychologiss, education was essentially a process

of inoculating the mind against the unsavory influences of totalitarianism and preserving

it for democîacy. The goal of the school was to produce a'\rell-adjusted" individual

whose belief in democracy would be strong enough to ward offany challenges.26 In an

address to the Manitoba Educational Association Convention, the Principal of United

College warned the audience that Canada'lnust not succumb to the pressure ofthe

Soviets (or Nazis) and be misled into attempting to emulate them by endeavoring to

produce our owït ty¡le of mass-man", who was said to be very knowledgeable in science

and technically skilled but lacked the ability to think for hirnself.u

For many, the postwar era represented a time when young people were more likely

to fall prey to aati-soeia! and possibly "undemocratic" behaviors than ever before- Mona

ã Canadim Teacheïs Federation ReccnsEuction Committee, Educatìon: The Keystone of Democracy,

"subcommittee for Education", Advisory Committee on Coordination of Postwar Planning Files, GRl650

40064, A¡chives of Mmitoba Wimþg; Manitoba (hereafter ACCPP files)

26 Mona Lee Gleason" Normalizing the ldeal: Psyclnlogt, Schooltng and the Fomþ in Postwar Canada

(foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999) 17

tt W. C. Locl.harg *Teachers Are Peopld', Mønítoba School Jotrnal lT, no. 9 (May 1956) p' 16
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Lee Gteason haq written that in the 1950s "Contemporary commentators in newspapers,

in magazines, and on radio warned Canadians that the postwar world was modernizing

and mechanizing too rapidly. Threats to the solidarity of tle family were said to be

everywhere: mothers' paid employmen! marriage breakdown, divorce andjuvenüe

delinquency."2s The fear of family breakdown further fueled fears of the breakdown of

democracy and the threat of Communism since psychologists envisioned the family,

along with the schools, as the only sources of a proper instruction in democracy. In an

article entitted" o'It's a Tougb Time to be a Kid', Macleøns writer Sidney Katz addressed

the public panic surrounding 'Juvenile delinquency''that occurred in the early 1950s: "the

word teen-ager has so often been associated with words like 'vandal, hoodlum,

irresponsible, brutal and delinquent' that many adult Canadians suspect the teen-agers of

today have about the same standards of behavior as the folks of Sodom and Gomorah-"Ð

Nr¡merous commentators claimed that neither homes nor schools r¡vere up to the

task of turning irresponsible young people into capable citizens. Walter Dinsdale, former

teacher and Conservative MP for Brandon, remarked,

'We 
now know that the criticat formative years of the individual are the years of

infancy in the home, and the early years of schooling. Indeed, because of the

failure of so many homes to provide the right atmosphere of affection, love and

security, m¿¡ny youngsters are well on their way to becoming problem individuats

b5i the time they reaeh school. It is from these problem children that we rcçrui-t

our juvenile delinquents and cbronic alcoholics, the larger number of young

people who are in our jails and penitentiaries, the growing number of the mentally

ill people who break down under tåe sEess of later crises in life, the immature

adutts who will find themselves after marriage in divorce courts, contributing to

æ Cleason,7

2e lKatz,'It's a Tough Time to Be a Kid', Macleans, January 15 1951
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the rapidly increasing number of broken homes'30

Ðinsdale's frantic tone was tlpical of the anxieties expressed by many who believed in a

developmental model of psychology in which all criminal or antisocial behavior later in

life could be taced back to early childhood. Thus, if the post-war worid were to succeed"

delinquency would have to be nipped in the bud'

The same people who described the dire consequences of not preventing

delinquency enthusiastically claimed that it could be easily prevented if experts on the

subject were obeyed. Although teenagers were described by pqychologists as being

inherentþ.,in a confirsed and disturbed state"3r and adolescence itself was often porhayed

as a pathology, Canadians were reassured in the multitudinous popular magazine articles

written about delinquency, 'ho child is born a delinquent. But children do learn from the

world that surrounds them: first in their homes, later in schools, churches,

communities.,,32 Child psycholory in the 1950s was enartored with environment¿lism in

some of its crudest forms; and few childhood behavioral problems seemed to exist for

which blame could not be placed directly at the feet of parents or teachers - A Chatelaine

articte entitled *how much freedom should a Teen-Ager Have?" proctaimed that, "If

parents haven't done a good job of bringing up their children, they might as well relax;

and if úey have done a good job, they can relax too' Because either way there's not

30 Walter Dinsdale, "The Proper Shrdy of Mankin ü', Edttcafionþr Better Hunon Understanding: Forty'

Seventh Anmal Cowention 
-Manitoba 

Eùßational Associatiort @ster 1952)p. 15 Deparhent of

Education hrblications, Instruction Resources Unit A¡chives, WinniFeg

3t Elizab€tr Robertson, "It's Time to Grow Up-', Chatelaine

32 Sidney Kafz, "It's a Tougþ Time to Be a Kid"
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much they can do to alter the situation once the children are in their teens."33 In other

words, an individual's entirepsychotogical future was decided in childhood and

depended uponthe guidance ofparent and school.

In an article published nThe McnitobaTeacher entitied, "W-ho's to Biame,', a

junior high principal discussed the case of "Jack Jones" a fifteen-year-old "gone wrong"

who had commiued eleven bwglaries in his young criminal career. After a lenglhy

discussion of the particulars of the case, the author conclude{ *One thing rvas wrong,

however. Jack was not the real delinquent. That very society itself, which looked the

other way while the forces of evil went to work on Jack's good native clay - it was found

guilty today. It was the real delinquent."l Such extreme cases of simplistic

environmentalism were quite common among "ex¡)erts" in discussions ofjuvenile

delinquency.3s Essentialist interpretations of childhood were promoted in which children

lvere seen to be naturally "glegarious" and energetic. Children were neither blank slates,

nor were they naturally virtuous or depraved. Rather they were unendingly active

intellectually and willing to jump headfirst into new experiences. Delinquency was the

result of society failing to channel these "natural" energetic urges into appropriate

pastimes. In the words of a Chatelaine writer, "If they can't find a normal outlet for their

energies and interests, they satisff their egos by getting into tqub1e".36 The Manitoba

33 Dorothy Sançter, *How Much FreCom Shculd a Teen-Ager Have?- Chatelaìne' December l95l

toRalphC. Smith, "'Who'sToBlame?" TheManitobaTeacher24,No.5 (Mar-Apr 1946)p-77-78

3s See for ex"*ple June Callwoo{ "Will Your Youngster Turn to Crime", Maclcøts, September 15,

1954

36 Lotta Dempsey, "What are the Causes of Juvenile Delinquency'', Chstelaine, June 1946
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School Journal 5trmmed up the general conclusion when it came to juvenile delinquency

by stating "A disquieting number of boys and girls gets into touble, but few if any of

them are reaþ bad or have an inherent predilection for doing \mong. Their lapses spring

rather from surplus energies in need of direction along rigþt channeis."3? Tlhe most

obvious institution for guiding these surplus energies was the public school. Schools

were enlisted in the prevention ofjuvenile delinquency and by extension the creation of a

generation of law abiding, democratic citizens.

In Manitobq as in alt ofNorth America, many educational officials increasingly

turned to a body of thought known as 'þrogressive education" in order to transform the

minds of future citizens in ways that would avoid a retum to the age of catashophe and

instead usher in a post-war utopia For these educational planners, this utopia was

imagined ii distinctly political terms. In the new postwar society, labor and capital would

act as partners rather than rivals and would, in conjunction with a benevolent Keynesian

welfare state, create a prosperous fi¡ture defined by mass consumerism, arl enlarged

middle class and the nuclear family as the central unit of consumption and socialization-

This "new liberalism" became the dominant political vision of the postwar era and the

underlying ideological project for those who advocated what was known as progressive

educadon in 1950s Manitoba.

The connection between the new tiberalism and the program of progressive

education was made explicit in a report authored bythe Canadian Teachers' Fcderation

Reconstruction Committee, a special body created during the war for the purpose of

37,?olice Talks on Good citizenship", Mønitoba school Journal S, no. 3 (Nov 1945) p. 6
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preparing a coherent vision of how education could be used in the service of postwar

reconsfuction. This body, composed of representatives ûom all nine Canadian provinces

and chaired by E. F. Willoughb5 president ofthe Manitoba Teachers Society, aimed to

pressure provincial govemments to undertake educational reform that woui<i usher in a

new type of society. In the minds of these teachers, education in the postwar era was to

have an explicitty hegemonic purpose. Their 31 page report, entitled "Education: The

Keystone of Democracy'' began:

If we are to plan wisely for the future of Education in the post-war society, it is
first necessary to attempt to visualize the type of society we are likely to have in
the post-war era in order to determine the kind of education that will best fit our

fuffie citizens for participation in that society.3s

In other words, the pu4rose of educaÍionwas to assimìlate the next generation into

the political, economic, and cultural norrns of Canadian society as it currently existed.

The social and political order into which young people were to 6s assimilated was not to

be that of the pre-war era, however, but a radically different model of Canadian society

that I have referred to as the new liberalism.

The Canadian Teachers Federationreport advocated sweeping changes to

Canadian society based upon the fulfillment of the Atlantic Charter, a wartime document

created by Churchill and Roosevelt that contained the blueprint for the postwar world

order. The Atlantic Charter had guaranteed and extended to all nations Roosevelt's

fe.nnous 'four freedoms" which he used to justify American participation in V/orld \Mar tr.

Roosevelt claimed the war was an idealistic quest to guarantee to all of mankind freedom

38 Canadian Teachers Fedqation Reconstruction Coinmittee, Edueatian: The Keystone of Democracy,

"subcommittee for Educatiort'', ACCPP files
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of speech" freedom of worship, freedomfrom want and freedom ftom fear. The Teachers

Federation used the rhetoric of the four freedoms to argue for an abandonment of laissez-

faíre andan extension of government involvement in economic life and social welfare

r¡¡hile stitl retaining the framework of a capitalist econom¡ Tney argued that ûeedom oi

speech and religion wer€ alrcady well established in Canada but that freedom from want

and freedom from fear (which was said to arise from want) could only be established

through 1fts slimination of povefy and the provision of "the good life for all' through

direct government intervention and industrial legality'3e

Thus, before nrniting a single word about pedagogy or the reforms necessary for

schools themselves, the Teachers Federation report laid out a comprehensive program of

govenrment intervention designed to create a more prosperous and fair Canadian society

inwhich all citizens would be assured of a reasonable standard of living and a share of

postwar prosperity. In addition to zuch general pro-worker statements as, "'We affim the

inherent dipity of labor and the right of mankind to worlC' and "In return for his labor

man has the right to expect a fair sha¡e of the amenities of life" the report made nlrme,îous

very specific policy recommendations for both federal and provincial governments,

including the establishment of a legal framework for collective bargaining, an "adequate

national rninimum udividual income" and the legislation of a shorter working week and

paid vacations. The federation report also called for the provision of public housing and

the construction of an "all-inclusive plan of Social Security for all citizens" including

unemplolment insurance, family allowance, workers compensation, govemment pension

3e lducation: the Kqtstone of Democracy
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and free health and dental services,$

The Teachers Federation, however, made it explicit that it was advocating neither

socialism nor complete government ownership of most industries. Rejecting laissez-faire

capitalism by name, the report concluded that the best possible economic system for

Canada was one in which the excesses of unfettered capitalism would be curbed by

government intervention" allowing "individual initiativd'to remainthe driving force

b€hind economic growth. Thus, the Teachers Federation program can best be

characterized not as socialism but as a ne\il liberalism, the sort of reform of the capitalist

system that was increasingly being advocated by more and more labor and business

leaders alike as well as politicians across the Western world. What made educationists

unique in advocating the new liberalism was their betief that such a society could only

st¡rvive in the åce of extemal and internal threats if the public school system was

reformed along lines thaf contemporaries termed'þrogressive". The rest of the Teachers

Federation report recommended the application of progressive pedagogical methods, a

progressive curriculum and the overhaul of teacher training in order to create progressive

teachers.ar The Canadian Teachers Federation, however, was hardly alone in making the

connection between the potitical agenda of the new liberalism and the body of

edueafional thought known popularly as progressivism"

It should not be surprising that in the postwar era the idea that the new liberalism

was the only solutíon to the problem of creating a prosperous and fair society and the

û Education: the Køystone of Democracy

Ar EducaÍion: The Køystone of Democracy
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belief that reforming public education along progressive lines was the best way of

ensuring zuch as society's success dominated the thinking of teachers, school

adminis¡ators and deparhnent of education officials. Like the individuals who made up

the Canadian Teachers Federation Reconstructien Çsmmittee, Manitoba's educationai

authorities, including school inspectors, superintendents and deputy ministers shared

remarkably similar backgrounds. Most had at one time been teachers in public schools

themselves, but fairly early in their careers had obtained higher education, often at some

of the most prestigious schools in the English-speaking world. R. O. MacFarlane, deputy

minister of education from 1946 to 1953, for example, graduated from Harvard in 1933

and taught history at the University of Manitoba before moving into public education

adminisration.n2 Priorto becoming Manitoba's Superintendent of Schools in 1953' W.

C. Lorimer attained an MA and PhD in Education from Columbia before retuming to his

native Saskatchewan to teach at the normal school.a3

These Ivy League educations set Manitoba's educational auttrorities apart from

not only the majority of the general public, but the majority of teachers, most of whom

had only a hígh school diploma and normal school training. The educational experiences

of deparhment officials would have e4posed them not only to the general intellectual

trends of ûe the which leaned toward some sort of Keynesian economic arrangement

and away from laissez-føire,bltalso would have brought them into contact with the

a2 Donald C. Rowat, 'R O. MacFarlane's Contnbution to the Education of Public Adûinistrators",

Canadion public Aùninistrafion, Spring 1971, *MacFarlane R O-, Vertical Biography Files, Legislative

Library of Maniüoba,200 Vaughan Sheet Winnipeg Manitoba

a3 press Release, Oct 12 1973, Maníiaba Government News Semice, 'Batemam, Scotf', Vertical Biography

Files, Legislative Library of Manitoba, 200 Vaugþan Street' Winnipeg Manitoba
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cument debates regarding education and pedagory. In engaging in these debates'

Manitoba's future educational authorities absorbed a set of beliefs and assumptions that

would be labeled'þrogressive educatiod'by both their supporters and dehactors- IVhiIe

those in direct control of Manitoba's education system in the postwar era were to some

degree simply reflecting broader public attitudes in favor ofthe postwar new liberalism,

their own backgrounds made them likely to support such an arrangement themselves-

The ca¡eer of B. Scott Bateman, deputy minister of education from 1953 until

1967,perhaps best represents the typical Manitoba educational bureaucrat in that his own

life story i5 5imilar to virtually every man (or rarely woman) who worked within the

deparhentasaninspectororwithinthedeputyminister'sofÊice.4Batemanwasbomin

lgy7,in Baldur Manitoba and attended normal school in Brandon at age 19 after

completion of high school.as His rural background set him apart from many of his

colleagues in the deparhent but was tlpical of many who would become teachers within

the pubtic school system. However, both his gender and acquisition of fi¡rther education

would set him on a career path different from the vast majority of Manitoba's teachers-

Bateman would obtain a Masters degree in education from University of Manitoba via

$lurmer school while he was teaching. After having taught at the primary, junior high

æd higt¡ sehool le'¡els, Batennan's ex-perience and education allowed him to become a

school inspector for the Northern Manitoba divisions and eventually work his way up to

4 Sæ Manitoba School Jownal ürougþout the late 1940s. Biographies of Inspectors and other departmert

officials were features eachmonth.

45 *Grass-Roots Adminisrabf ', Winnípeg Free Press,Aug. 19 1953; "Scott Bateman", Obitury,
Winnipeg FreePress, APril 13 1996
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the position of deputy minister.4 This career path prompted the Free Press to portray

Bateman as aprototypical "selÊmade man" who rose from humble origins to atfain a

position usually reserved for those ç6ming from more prestigious schools and more

exotic locales. However, Bateman's career trajectory was unatt¡ainab-le for the vast

majority of Manitoba's male teachers who possessed neither the time nor financial means

to continue their education at the graduate or even undergraduate level.

For female teachers, attaining a position of power within the education system in

Manitoba was an almost insurmount¿ble challenge. The glass ceiling present in so many

areas of Canadian society at this time as well as the expectation of retirement after

mariage and childbirth cut short the careers of many women who, if male, migbt have

followed Bateman's path of career advancement. The career of Sybil Shack, the first

female higb school principal in Manitoba, demonstrates the sacrifices required for women

to advance within the educational hierarchy and the limitations of advancement even

when sacrifices were made. Shack, who was cited as a "legendary''figure within

Manitoba at the time of her death tn2004,was bom in 1911 into a Jewish Winnipeg

family that was prominentty involved in the labor movement. Her ethnicity and politics

immediately separating her from the majority of young fe,male teachers in Manitoba'

Shask was fi¡¡ther disdnguished by her exbaordinary scholarship which saw her obtain a

university entrance scholarship at age 14 and complete her Bachelor of Arts at the age of

6 press Release, Oct. l5 197, Manitoba Government News Service,"Batemân, Scotf', Vertical Biography

Files, Legislative Library of Manitoba, 200 vaughan stee! winnþg Manitoba
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18.47 Yet eventhis stellar academic resume was not enough to guarantee Shaßk

emplo¡ment after she graduated from normal school atthe heigbt of the depression and

she would wait two years before finding a job in Foxwarren Manitoba

In lg45 Shack returned to University of Manitoba where she won the goiti medai

inthebachelorof educationprogftrmbeforecompletinghermastersdegree. In 1948 she

became princlpal of Sargent Park School, the first of six different Winnipeg schools at

which she would eventually hold that position.a8 For the next several decades, Shack

would be a vocal supporter of progressive education and an important voice in almost any

debate surro¡nding education in Manitoba. However, her voice would always be one

coming from outside the corridors of educational power rather from withfuU

demonshating once againthe homogeneþ ofthose chosento leadManitoba's education

system in the postwar era Those in charge of education in Manitoba were to very closety

resemble that figure who in 1950s North America was supposed to preside over the

creation of the new liberalism: the male, university-trained expert'

The new tiberalism was to be overseen by an array of scientific experts, the most

important of whom would be psychologists. Mora [æe Gleason argues that psycholory

became a powerfirl tool in the 1950s for enforcing notions of normalcy that were intended

to create secial hegenaony.ae Psychologtsts assumed that a society bæed around the

pahiarchal nuclear family was *normal" and'onatural" and that anyone who could not

4t Nick Martin, "Legendary Principal Mourne t', Winnipeg Free Press, Ian- 24 2004

Æ'Dr. Syôil ShaclC', Obituary, Winnipeg FreePress, January 25,20M

ae Gleason Normalizingthe Ideal
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find happiness and fulfillment within such a society was therefore pathological and in

need of psychological guidance. Gleason argues that literature from the experts onthe

idea of what was 'hormal" did as1 5imply use the term to describe the way in which most

people behaved in reality, but instead represented an ideal of human behavior to wirich

they should aspire.so While many Canadian and American historians have wriüen about

the postwar cult of psychology in reference to maniage manuals, childcme manuals and

poputar psychology, the education system also enlisted psychologists in the quest to make

the Canadianpopulation "normal" and thus able to properly enjoy, rather than challenge,

the postwar consensus.

Canada's most famous psychologist of the 1950s wÍls unquestionably Samuel

Laycock. From Macleans an{Chatelaine magazne articles to nation-wide speaking

tours, it seemed as though the average Canadian could hardly avoid hearing or becoming

subject to some of Dr. Laycock's advice on proper mental hygiene. Called the "Cana.dian

Dr. Spock"sr, Laycock was introduced by Manitoba's provincial psychiatrist as "the most

competent by experience and training to speak on the subject of Mental Health in relation

to Education-"52 He published fourteenbooks and over 700 journal articles onthe subject

of child rearing or schoolindt *d dispensed almost all of the prevailing themes regarding

chrld prychology, arguing that cbild¡en were inquisitive blank slates, that their future

50 Gleason, l0

sl Gleason,37

5 T. A. Pincoch 'Wental Hygiene in Education ', Manitoba School Jownal 8, no' I (April 1%O p . 16-17

53 Gleason" 39
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*normalcy''was shaped by their early environment and that failure to become "nomal" or

'1rell-adjusted" would lead to individual pathologies later in life that could collectively

present a serious challenge to the fi¡ture well-being of Canadian society. For Laycocþ

and most other child psychologists, almost all children were sick. He explained in an

article in the Manitoba School Journal that "the end-products of mental maladjusments

which find their way to mental hospitals, mental hygrene clinics and penal institutiors

suffer only in greater degree the same maladies that are found among the ordinary

population and among school childred'54 and concluded that exfreme cases ofpeople in

mental institutions who believed themselves to be famous historical figures, or God,

"differ only in degree from the many citizens in every community who think of

themselves more higbly than they ougþt to think and ûom the limeJighty child in school

who has exagçrated self-importance."ss In other words, a fine line was separating most

Canadians from a lifetime of insanity and institutionalization!

Psychologists in Manitoba's schools ageed with Laycock's porhayal of a

population inundated with mental pathologies. Not only did they conclude that most

children were likely to suffer from some form of mental disorder unless proper mental

health guídance and taining were provided by the school, but often they porFayed

childhood itseffias inherentþpatåological. A traveling ehrld guidance clinic was

dispatched to the towns of Dauphin, Swan River, Neepaw4 Rivers and the city of

Brandon in 1958, testing 363 children for psychological disorders. The results confirmed

s S. R Laycocþ "Menüal Hygiene in Education-' , Manitoba School Jourral 8, No, I (April I %Q p . 16'17

5s Laycocþ aMental Hygiene"
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psychologists' claìms of widespread mental disorder among Manitoba schoolchildren and

by implication the population in general. Of the 363 children teste4 301 were deemed to

have some sort of psychological problem with only í2bengdescribed as having

"Average" or "Above Average" intelligence andno otherpsychological problem. An

astounding 93 students (or about 25%) were diagnosed with "behaviordisorder", andl2l

(35W were classified as *defective" or "dull" in terms of intelligence. ln addition, 6

were diagnosed withhaving an "Anxiety State", 9 with "schizophrenia", and 3 with

'?athological Personalit5i' ¡ 
so

These statistics were interpreted by the deparbnent as ajustification for the

immediate creation of more "special" classrooms for "slow learners". They also indicate

the variety of ways in which psychologists could classiff students as being in some way

abnormal, including the use of categories such as "Adolescent Maladjustrent'', "speech

Disordet'' or even Epilepsy or Deafuess which were includçd on the same list as

psychological disorders.sT Not onlywere Manitoba's children overwhelmingly sick (and

therefore in need of the professional services of a psychologist!) but zupposedly this

sickness was more or less a natural outcome of childhood itself as evidenced by its

prevalence.

Two universif researchers, .;vriting to Manitoba's teachers, eoneluded that "the

transition to adolescence from early childhood is often a hectic, confusing and even

5ó Manitob4 Report of the Manîtoba Royal Commission on Edrcation 1959 (1959) p.234

s7 RoyalCommßsion,234
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frusnating period of life. All ofthem have problems:r.s8 Jþs geneml intoductionto the

junior high cuniculum began by describing the physical changes that adolescents would

experience during puberty (which presumably would a:rive during the junior high years)

and then discussing the psychological imFlications of such natural physical processes.

This curriculum included such sweeping statements as, "During this period (11 to 14

years) when the growttr of the gitl is greater than tlat of the boy, tall girls are frequentþ

taller than the tallest boys of their own age, and short boys are shorter than the shortest

girl. On this account these students frequently have difficulty making normal social

adjusmenß" and "lhe main changes (of puberly) may be described in a single

generalization; all the primary emotions are intensified, but not to an equal degree."se

The notion that adolescence is a difficult time certainly has remained a prominent

one up to the present day. What made post-war views of adolescent alienation different'

however, was the belief that it did not mereþ represent a 'þhase" which young people

would inevitably grow out of. Rather, psychological e4perts claimed that psychological

problems inyoung people would, if not addressed, continue into adulthood and create an

entire population unable to properly *adjust". Laycock argued that the psychological

problems of children could undermine the future greatness of Canadian society: "The best

available data indicate that, if *.he present trond continues, cut of every ane huad¡cd

children in our schools, four or five witl at some time in their life be inmates of a mental

58 H. H. Remmers and Lyle M. Spencer, "All Yormg People Have hoblems", Manitoba Sclnol Journal

11,No- 9 (May 1950)P.lGll

s General Introduction to the Cw.riculwtþr the Junior High Grades of Manitoba Scåools, Department of
Education, Government of Manitoba' 1959, lL-17
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hospitat...one or two will commit some major crime or delinquency and spend some time

in a gaol or other penal institution, three or fow will suffer from such serious mental

difficulty that \¡¿ithout trui"i"g they will not become self-supporting or selfrespecting

citizens, and of the rest thirtyto fiffy will suffer ûom minor but crippling mental traits

which will impair that degree of happiness and efficiency which they should have in

fife.'ú0 l-aycock concluded that only a'þositive program of mental hygiene in homes and

schools" could prevent such undesirable future outcomes. He stated, "Mental Hygienísts

believe, in view of the above facts, tbat the eæly teahent of minor mental disorders like

temper tantrums, sullenness, sulkiness, self-pity, sensitiveness, shlmess, lying' etcetera,

can head offa substantial portion of those who otherwise would end up in mental

hospitals or penal institutions.'úl Provincial Psychiatrist T. A Pincock spelled out the

situation in even blunter terms: "seldom do we realize that none of us is free of mental

disturbances...The newapproachto mentalhealthbegins withthe recognitionthatwhat

happens to us in childhood for the most part determines the kind of adults we become.'62

Thus, childhood had to become the major concem of psychology so that experts in the

schools could "detect the symptoms of mental disorderbefore they have gone too far" and

'help develop positive habits of mental heålth in the young generation.'ú3 According to

mental heatth professionals, they alone were equipped to t¿ke on this enornoous task-

@ Laycocþ *Mental Hygiene"

6t Laycocþ "Mentâl Hygiend'

@ Pincoclç Tuilding for Mental Healdt'', Manitoba School Journal S, No. 6 (Feb. 1946) p. 18

6 Pincoch'tsuilding for Mental Health"
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Occasional visits bythe child guidancs çlinic and subsequent referrals of problem.

students to experts outside of school were not enougþ according to psychologists, to nip

personality disorders in the bud. The entire school curricuh¡m had to be revised in order

to ensure that the school's primary purpose was psychological adjusûnent. The general

infoduction to the curriculum for Manitoba schools, from 1950 until iæ revision more

than a decade later, stated that the pu{pose of educationwas to inculcate a "democratic

philosophy" among students. This loffy (and extemely vague) goal was to be

accomplished expticitly througb the use of psychologrcal expertise in order to create "a

sound education programme...geared to the basic personality needs of children.'# After

presenting a detailed listing of these "basic needs" as outlined by a prominent American

educational psychotogist, the curriculum went on to tell teachers that "lhe basic

personatityneeds are propelling forces behind humanbehaviour. These needs mustbe

met througþ normal channels if children are to develop wholesome, well-integrated

personatities...The fi¡nctional effectiveness of members of a democratic society is largely

dependent upon the mânner in which both home and school meet the basic personality

needs of children-'ús These needs themselves included *affection-', "belongingl',

"likeness to others" and "social approval" as well as'barmony with realitt'' and "afair

balanee bet'¡¿een suc€ess and failure." ln other words, the pu-çose of a school was not

merely to provide students with an oppornrnity to learn "facts" and acquire basic literacy

& General Introduction md Social Studies Grades 1-I?, Deparhent of Education, Govemment of
Manitoba, 1950,6

6 Genera I Introùætion and Socíal Studíes, 1950' I
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and numeracy skills, but it was to create an environment in which students would be

provided with *affection" from both teachers and students which would lead to "status,

recognition and acceptance" which in tum led to 'þrsonal integratiod'66 into postwar

Canadian society. Laycock reminded critics ofthe school's newfound focus on mental

heatth rather than solely academics, remarking that "even if the school's goal were simply

academic leaming, this can take place effectively only when the child is reasonably free

from e,motional tension and when he feels accepted and secure in the classroom."6?

Students were not going to school just to leam; they were going in order to be taught to

feel good about themselves and thus avoid the calamity of psychological disturbance.

The creation of an environment conducive to psychological adjusrnent required a

combination of physical changes to the classroom and the training ofteachers in

psychological knowledge. The reports of Manitoba's school inspectors in the 1950s were

dominxed by assessments of the physical conditions of the province's classrooms. This

focus was no doubt in part due to the neglect of physical inûasfucture in rural schools

during the war and depression years, but also indicates a virtual obsession on the part of

deparffient of education officials withthe effect of the classroom environment on mental

health. The curriculum told teachers that, "arrangement of the classroom is

impot'ant...Attention shoutd be given to such factors as seating, heating, lightrng, and

ventilation. Orderliness, atEactiveness, simplicity in decorations or exhíbits of work and

ffi General Introduction and Social Studies, 1950,7

ut S. R Laycocþ "should Teachers be Concerned with Mental Health" , The Manitoba Teacher 34, No, 2
(Sep/Oct 1955)p. l8-19
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awell-organized" smoothly-running daily program react most favorably on a child's

mental state.'{8 þfaking sure that each and every schoolchild in Manitoba was leaming in

a modern classroom that protected both thephysical and mental health of its occupants

was a higb priority for educational experts.

The teacher was to be responsible not only for maintaining the physical

environment of the classroom but also attentiveness to mental health concefi$ throughout

the day. The currictrlum forthe zubject of guidance, which appeared forthe firsttime in

the 1950s, stated that guidance was not to be taught as if it were just another subject, with

a specific period of time devoted to its study each day, but as an overriding concern that

was prese,nt during the teaching of every other subject as well. As for what to do in the

specific class¡oom time set aside for guidance, teachers were advisd "unlike other

school programmes it is ilot limited to any specific aspect of the pupil's life. Its field is as

hroad as life itself. Any life problem to which other school zubjects do not provide a

solution may be the concem of the teacher ofthis course.'úe Specific recommended

activities included regular one-on-one meetings between teachers and students to discuss

their problems, as well as class discussions dealing with problems that affected all

studeuts. The guidance slot of the day was to be atype of therapy. If teachers lvere now

to act as therapist, *d sstrnselors, then presumably they also required traiaing in the field

ofpsycholory which would, of cowse, be overseen by professionals in the field.

* Health Educstìon and Nazre Study Grades l-ft Deparffient of Education, Province of Manitob4

19M,p.22

6s Jntior High Grades: Guídonce,Departuent of Education, Province of Manitoba' 1958,52
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,ds Mona Gleason rtrgues, teachers, who were overwhelmingly female, were not

well regarded in a psychotogical discourse which was overtly misogynist and blamed

"over-mothering" or'tnder-mothering" for aplethora of psychological disorders while

rareþ condemning men for similar behaviors.T0 As Gleason states, however, the formal

training teachers received meant that they 'Lrere expected to know better and thus were

doubly scolded by psychologsts."t Luckily for the unenligþtened female teacher,

psychologists were waiting in the wings to provide assistance. Manitoba's Provincial

Psychiatrist related the encouraging story of a "Miss Smith:' who was provided with the

opportunity for study in the field of guidance and as a result learned how to understand

the proble,ms of little "Joe" whom she originally dismissed as "another bad kid". Miss

Smith learned through her taining that, *if Joe reads badly...she must know why Joe

reads badly,..Miss Smith tried to understand the "climate of affection'' in which Joe

lived.- Eventually she "stopped thinking of Joe as"lazl¡lo...She knows about his

querulous working motler, his fatherless home, the fouryounger children."z Clearlythe

fictional Miss Smithhad lea¡ned one ofthe cental tenets of 1950s child psychology; that

chitdren's problems are almost entirely due to the faults of their parents, usually because

they failed to conform to their assigned gender roles. The author concluded that Miss

Smith's newfoünd training should "make her a better teecher for hundreds of children for

70 Gleason, Normalizingthe ldesl, 13
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the rest of her 
"uo"*::73

The notion perpetuated by the mental health profession that only increased use of

experts such as themselves inthe school system could save the future generationwas not

an uncoülmon one in the 1950s. Numerous historians have described the 1950s as the

.'age of the expe,rt", a time when public trust in social science and its professionals was at

an all time high. One Winnipeg high school teacher remarked, "This is an age of experts

- medical experts, science experts, golf experts. Today, education as a ümking profession

hails its tengfhening line of experts; the Psychologist, the Psychiaüist, the Psychometrist

and the counsellor, all of whom are contributing definitely and distinctly to the education

of ow boys and girls."7a In the 1950s the correct answer to any vexing question was;

*Ask the experts". Mona Gleason ilgues that Canadians particularly tunred to

psychological expertise for answers to questions about daily life that previously were felt

best 1eft to family or clergy. Letters written to the Canadian Psychological Association

demonstrated a population who "hoped to better understand themselves, their loved ones'

or the world around them by applying psychological knowledge."" But why had

Canadians come to trust the experts to deal with the most intimate and personal of

problems facing them? Partly the answer lies with the self-promotion of the experts

themselves, but it also represents part of,a broader movement withln Canadian (as well as

American and European) society toward apositivistic view of the world and an almost

B Prescot, "T€achers are Studyingl'

tn R J. Cochrane, "The Teacher and Counsellingl', Manitoba School Jownal & No. 10 (June 1946) p- 21
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religious trust in science during the immediate postwar era

Psychologists andpsychiatrists were certainly not sþ in ofFering their services in

a multitude of fietds after the war. Gleason details how psychologists sought to "take

psycholory out of the university laboratory and into the homes of ordinary Canadians"

and argues that their increasing claims to hold a monopoly over knowledge conce,ming

the workings ofthe human mind were overtly self-serving.76 Psychologists "proved

effective atpromoting themselves to the general public as experts, as evidenced by the

spread of their psychological advice in schools, magazines, newqpapers' on

the radio and in advice manuals."T This self-promotion is plainly visible upon

examination of Manitoba schools, with expeß continually arguing thattraditional

authorities in the field of education, namely teachers, were completely unsuited to

perform counseling tasks without significant supervision from themselves. An article

entitled "Whât is counsellingi' in the Mqnitoba School Journol claimed, "it is folly to

think that every teacher is capable of good counsellingl', before asserting that both innate

personality taits and prop€r taining were required.Ts The author ofthe article continued"

"there is grave danger that large numbers of individuals, both without and withinthe

ranks of teacherso will set themselves up as counsellors without adequate training. Such

^êa- 1'a.¡o -n hasin hen!.orn,rn,l irr p¡llre-atinnal nsvchnloqv on wbich to baSe fùgif
Í,çfùl!,r¡Þ urLgll ¡ia¿vv üu ú@¡v vwNË¡vÈs ¡g wswErv

7u Gleason,4

7 Gleason, 5

æ Author Unknown, "What is cor:nsellingl ' , Manitoba School Jownal S, No. S (Apr l 9aó) p. 1 0
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training."Te It was not specified whether this "grave daqger" was to the sh¡dents

themselves or just to psychologists vùo would be out of a job-

The province of Manitoba made increased use of Psychologists in an official

capacity during the 1950s. ln addition to the creation of guidance counselor positions at

larger secondary schools, the de,parhent of education inçreasingly referred'þroblem"

students to clinics outside the school system and for the first time required schools to

keep detailed health records of each sh¡dent which were to catalogue both physical

characteristics such as weigþ¡ dental health, and appetite as well as more subjective

cha¡acteristics such as "endurance" and "attitude". Teachers were to make regular notes

on the "appearance and behaviour of pupils" such as 'îorks and plays with others of own

age" or "is happy and responsive". These health records could then be reviewed by the

public health nr¡rse or any other professional if necessary.so Psychological testing also

became increasingly prevalent in Manitoba at all levels of schooling. For example, in the

Brandon School District all children were given "mental intelligence" tests upon entering

the school systembythe staffof the BrandonMental Hospital. Afrerthese tests were

concluded any cases of *mentally abnormal" students were to be investigated and treated

by psychologlcal professionals from the hospital itself.8l In the Winnipeg School

Divisiog ohild¡en'were subject to IQ testing and classification and placement on the basis

of testresglts. In urban gaded schools which were large enough for several classes of the

D "what is comsellingl'

æ Health Eúrcation and Nanre Study l-VI", 1950

st T. A- Neelin, 'Report of the School District of Brandon", .Ãnnual Report of the Depattment of
Eùrcation Manitoba, 1947 48, 84
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same grade, classes could be divided by levels of "intelligence" as measured in

standa¡dized tests. In addition, "special" classes could be created for those pupils deemed

unable to participate in a normal classroom.æ When a teacher identified a cbild unable to

keep up to the rest of the class, the Child Guidance Çlinic's staffof 4 psychiatrists and 5

psychologists migbt be called upon by the principal to perform an evaluation of the

student, after which time the student might be placed in one of three classrooms in the

city of Winnipeg in which "foñy-five children of very low IQ" worked at*whatever level

they can."æ

The diligent work by experts in psychology to promote their own discipline

cannot by itselt however, explain the willingness ofthe school system and ofparents to

increasingly see psychological knowledge as essential in guiding the curiculum andthe

daily experiences of schoolchildren The trust placed in psychologists by the schools

must instead be regarded as part of a broader trend toward trust in experts that

characterized the immediate postwar era. Len Kuffert argues that, although trust and

betief in science were well-established phenomena in Canada during the first half of the

century, the Second World War brought accqrtance of science and scientists to new

heights.s There existed widespread popular perception that science had won the war and

saved civilization, not only by providing the weapons that defeated Nazi Gennany, but

also through management of human affairs-

o J. C. Pincocb "ÌVinnipeg School Division Superintendent's Rqlort'', Annuøl Report of the Department

of Mucøtion, Manitoba, 19464J,7I

B Pincoch "superintendent's Re¡rort''

* Kuffert, Greal Duty, l3l
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In both the American and Canadian militaries, psychologists had found a niche for

themselves in testing classi$ing and organizing large numbers of people in order to

allow the military to effectiveþ perform its task of winning the war.s After the war,

many people, including psychologists themselves, called for the extension of the use of

experts in this field to all aspects of liÊe. An author nThe Manitoba Teacher remmked,

"If the Army and Air Force can apply modem psychological testing what is wrong with

workers in the field of education?"6 This sort of attitude toward the use of social science

was widespread among Canadians. Calls for the application of science to daily life were

frequent inthis era of Canadianhistory inwhich scientific expertise was almost

-¡nanimously praised in the media as a route to progress both material and moral.

In Manitoba's schools, students were taught that perhaps the only problem with

science was thæ there was not enough of it A professor ofnatural sciences advised

teachers reading the Manitoba School Journnl that "scientific inventions and discoveries

have not brought with them the full contribution of science to the thinking of the majority

of the people. Widespread unscientific thinking can readily be discemed today in our

Weste,m cultrng althougb the Indusmial Revolution started more than a century ago."&

The solution to this sorry state of aftirs was, not surprisingly, education. Science

85 For more on the self-promotion of the psychological pmfession both dwing and after World Wa¡ Tlvo
see: Ell€n Hermm, The Romønce of .á.merícan Psyclnlogt: Political Culntre in the Age of Experts
(Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1995)

ff Auüor Unknown, "Tom Has Done Well or A Parent Looks at School Reports", The Manitoba Teacher

22, No. 3 (Nov-Dec 1943) p. 13-la

e7 Gerald- S. Craìg, "The Development of Science in Elementry Schools", Manitoba Schaol Jownal9,
No. l0 (June 1948)p.20-Zl
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cducation was no longer to be designed for "discovering children of exce,ptional ability in

science and starting them on their way to become scientists. In a democratic form of

government, public educationmust involve consideration of the potential contributions of

science to all people. Therefo¡e elementary science is designed for all the childten."38

Children wereto be taught to revere science itself with an almost religious fervor- A

series of radio broadcasts designed for schoolchildren frequentþ concemed itselfwith the

proble,m of making children trust science and scientific experts. One broadcast entitled'

"science versus Superstition" was summarizedthis way:

Almost everyonç you know can tell you of daily quoted superstitions. Most

people do not believe in them, but once in a while you will meet someone who

does. In our broadcast...you \Ã/ill find Joy and Glen visiting their grandfathe,t, Dr.

Mathews, who spent many years in the most primitive parts of Africa..Dr.
Mathews tells them how many superstitions originated, which leads him to

relating his experiences with savages whose lives a¡e bound up with zuperstitions.

Listen and you will hear how all superstitions had their beginnings in fear. And

since fear comes from lack of knowledge you will realize that superstitions are the

result of ignorance.se

This broadcast draws uponthemes familiar inAnglo-Canadian imperialistthinking such

as the supposed suprcûurcy of British (and Canadian) civilization and the reasons for this

superiority 1þg not only with the individual courage of members of the superior race but

with the use of the scientific method in order to foster logieal and rational thinking.

Canadians, it was said, enjoyed their prosperous a¿d morally sound way of life due to

their reliance upon reason and their rejection of superstition. Another school broadcast

* Craig, "TheDevelopment of Science inElementary Schools"

Ð Author Unknown, *Summary of School Radio Broadcasß", Manitoba School Jownal S, no. I (Se'p

l9a$p.17
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acknowledged the possibilitythat other influential ñgures inthe child's life (parents

perhaps) might question the value of science in light of the horrors of the past war before

ultimately dismissing these concerns as misguided.

In this script we pretend there is a global parliament which introduces a bill to
abolish science. Dr. Huston heads the representatives of science from all pmts of
the world who have been sr.mmoned to give their defenses before the bill is voted

on. There follows scenes of intense debate on whether science is responsible for
war or not. The Scientist describes a ne\¡¡ discovery for preventing blood clots...In

¿ final speech Dr. Huston says science is not responsible. It is the rulers, the state,

and the people who are at fault. He says what you need is more science, not less

to solve modernproblems. Science is way ahead ofthe Joneses in developing

new discoveries. It is the Joneses who must keep up with Scientific progress.Ð

In both radio broadcasts, the benevolen! kindly scientist takes the confi¡sed and

uninformed individuats aside and explains to them why his expertise is needed and why

science is the answer to their problems. Psychologists could have asked for no better

description of what they hoped their role in the school system would be.

Despite threir belief in positivism and claims that their expertise represented an

entirely new and superior tool for understanding and shaping the development of the

child, proponents of child psychology drew heavily on existing intellectual taditions.

The social reform movement of the early 20ù century was quite similar to the cult of the

psychological expert ofthe 1950s. Both were based upon the optimistic notion that

human behavior oot¡ld. be shapeC and indeed perfected tbrough the creation ofproper

institutions. Both believed that the salvation of society was to be attained by the reform

of devíant individuals. Both expressed a crude and almost naive environmentalism. Both

saw individual actors, especially women, members of the working class, and non-Anglo

* "summary ofRadio Broadcasts", 19
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{¿¡¡¡fians,,as deeply flawed and unable to provide the proper environment whichwould

allow for individual and thus social transformation. The pro-psychology movement of

the 1950s simply $bstituted scieûtific positivism for Christian moralizing- Instead of

working to ban the 'demon rum', as the social reformers of a few decades earlier had

done, psychologists worked to banphysical punishment of children and promote amofe

permissive approach to raising children. Their specific prescriptions may have been

quite different, but their goals were in fact quiæ similar; to remove negative

environmental influences from society, andtbus create a generation of individuals who

were, in the words ofpsychologists, "better adjuSed" to realities of modern life thanthe

previous one. As withthe moral reformers of the 19ù Century, the reformers of the 1950s

believedthat ad¡lt patterns of behavior were very difficult to change and that any

meaningful social engineering had to begrn at a young age." In both eras they turned

theh attention to public education, hoping to use the state as a "collective parenf'which

would overcome the deficiencies of individual parents, particularly those who were

working class or ethnic minorities. Thus, those who spoke of creating anel¡¡I generation

of citizens capable of preserving democracy and the post-waf consensus through

education and the use of psychological expertise supported the implementation of anew

eurrioulura ¡aodeled on a concqtt poputarty know¡ as 'þrogressive educatio:r".

er henfice, School Promoters
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Chapter 2: Child Centered Education: The Progressive Curriculum in Theory

Child psychology provided the educationists of the post-war erawith both an

educational philosophy and a way to justify specific policies carried out in the name of

that philosophy, These reforms purported to represent a scientific approach to the

education of children which was above c.riticism because the theory behind it was based

on objective scientific knowledge, discovered by brilliant psychologists, of how the

hr¡man mind actually worked. ïVhen postwar reconstructionists within the postwar

Manitobaprovincial governmentledby Stuart Garson sought sucha scientific apptoach

to the issue of public schooling in Manitob4 ttrey turned to individuals within the

departrnent of education who were well-versed in the prevailing educational theories of

the time. Progressive education, as it had come to be knor¡nr, was perfectly suited to the

needs ofreconstuctionists. It promised both the certainty of objective science and

contained within it the rhetoric of democracy, expert guidance and utopian promise that

reconstructionists who believed inthe new liberalism found so appealing. Although

many vvithin positions of power in the departnent of education may not have understood

either the inticacies of progressive education in theory or the multiple complex currents

within tbis body of thougþ! among educational theorists withinManitoba there existed a

broad oonsensus rogarding educatisnal theory.

Postwar educational thought in Manitoba owed agreat debt to John DeweS the

pre-eminent pbilosopher of the early 20ù Century moveme,nt which became known as

progressive education. Dewey represented perhaps the most firm connection between the

post-war child psychology movement and the early 20ù Century social reform movemenl
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He was one of numerous American intetlectuats of that time who struggled with the

central contradiction of the modem industrial-capitalist era: that while capitalist

industriatization had created almost unimaginable wealth andprosperity and givenbirth

to technological innovations that revolutionized every facet of daily life, it had been

accompanied by massive uncontrolled r¡rbanizatior, widespread exhemepoverty and an

increase in class conflict. Progressive thinkers, who were almost entirely middle class,

were not simply apologists for capitalism and industrialization but neither did they

believe in socialism. They regarded class conflict and class politics not as solutions to the

contradictions of capitalism but as unfortunate and potentially destructive occurrences

that threatened the Jeffersoniarr ideal of apolitical community consisting of individual

actors making political decisions on the basis of the collective good rather than narrow

self (or class) interest.

American pmgressives generally sawthe solution to the problems of capitalism as

one of social engineering rather than political or economic reform. The problems of

indushialism were to be solved by institutions, namely the state. However, the state

should expand its role in society, not via direct economic activity (nationalization of

indushies etc.) but by setting up institutions that would allow each individual to better

-t-^- :- ¿L^ 
-^+---l^l 
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institution best able to carry out this goal was the school. Education, for Dewey, as it was

for many Canadians in ttte post-war reconstruction era, 'wns a panacea that would fix

society's problems by equipping each individual for success in the modern world.

Problems such as poverly, crime and class conflict *tts þlemed on the poor state of
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public education, which produced not only an ignorant population without the necessarJ

academic skills required for upward social mobility, but also a population that had not

leanred to value education itself and did not understand its relevance to the modern

world-

Dewey's program for reforming society, thus, lay in reforming the schools. He

believed, like many progressive thinkers of his time, that an informed and intelligent

populace would be able to capitalize en masse upon the opportunities provided by

indusbialization, thus solving the problem of poverty. Dewey claimed that the current

education system, however, was not capable of producing skilled workers and responsible

citizens because it failed to relate education to life. Progressive education was to

overcome the disconnect between what was taught in the schools and what went on in the

world outside the schoolhouse.

Educationists inpost-warlvlanitoba did not always acknowledge theirconnection

to Dewey when faced with criticism, in many cases denying that they believed in either

Dewey or *progressive education". This was perhaps unstrprising since many had not

read Dewey himself but had come in contact with'þogressive educatiod' second or third

hand througþ the writings of American and Canadian educational philosophers who had

been influenced by Deweythenasolves and rvhsse ideas made their way into Mamtoba

through speeches, conferences and books.t

t See: Boyd H. Bode, Progressive Edrcation at the Crossroøds (New York Newson and Company, 1938);

Wäiam Heard Kilpahick, På ilosophy of Htrcation (New York: The MacMillan Company, I 95 I );
Ca¡leton Washb txne, Vlhat ß Progressive Eùtcation? (New York The John Day Company, 1952) and

lVaùbnme,l Living Philosophy of Educarian (New York The John Day Company, 1940) among ofhers
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The careerofNeville Scarfe, Deao of the University of Manitoba faculty of

education from 1951 üo 1956 and one of Manitoba's foremost educational authorities and

prominent believers in progressive education, demonstates the complex and sometimes

indirect way in which thinking on'þrogressive education" came to Manitoba and became

accepted as the dominant educational discourse ¿rnong those connected to public

education. Scarfe was born in Eng-land and carne to Canada for the first time after the

war with impressive credentials, having attended an exclusive grammar school and

graduated with an honours BA at the age ofjust 19. Scarfe had accumulated over twenty

years experience as a school master and lecturer on both geography and education by the

time he was giventhe position of Dean at the University of Manitoba.2

To the University of Manitoba he brougþt an educational philosophy shaped not

only by the prevailing trends in England at the time, but by his exposwe to the American

school of progressive education from his brief time inNorth America between 1948 and

1951. This philosophy could be described as "progressive" because it accepted the

principle that the school was fundamentally a social institution, designed not for personal

intellectual edification but for creating positive social çhange. Schooling was to primarily

concern itself with creating individuals, '\¡r/ith minds of their olryn' who would become

- - '.-'.¡i--- ^:a:-^-- 3 r- +L^ --,^J- ^f, a^^-f- Li*.olf. <\'¡a rr¡qnf +hnrrohffirl ncnnle rr¡hn{j('llìJm¡fiuvlt UIL¡ilÆr¡s. lll lrrç w\rruÐ vr ùt/ú¡rrw ¡:uÞv¡r' Ytv vvsr

rire not fooled by propaganda who have been trained to study until they can rmderstand

2 John Calaq 'Neville Sc¿rfe and Teacher Education'', Hßtorical Studies in Educdion 1& no- I (Spring

2006),75-83

3 Calam, Neville Scarfe and Teacher Educatiod'
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and use their knowledg".- Such an outcome could not be accomplished tbrougb "the

parroting offof uncomprehended words, rules or idea" but through dynamic hands-on

instruction4 In Scarfe's relatively short tenure at University of Manitoba he attempted to

design ateacher-haining course vihich would reflect these progressive principles-

Scarfe, and others like him, came into contact with progressive education tbrougb

reading joumals, attending conferences and hearing speeches bythe leading educational

philosophers and psychologists of the postwar era Whether they themselves had read

John Dewey directly or not, they became influenced by a body of thought that was part of

a diverse and complex intellectual movement known as "ptogressive educatiod'' They

adapted the parts of this body of thougbt which suited their own needs in ærms of

supplþg the theoretical context which could be used to guide and justif their project of

reconsgr¡ction through education. Throughthe acquisition and modification ofthis

body of thought, post-war progressive educators in Manitoba espoused a theory of

education vihich stated that learning was to be child-centered rather than teacher-centeredo

participatory rather than topdown, democratic rather than competitive aûd, above all,

practical.

If, as Canadian educationists believed, the post-war era was marked by a battle

befween democracy and totalitarianism, then the key to educating for democracy r¡¡as to

focus upon the individuatity of each child, in contrast to the Fascist or Communist

systems of education which supposedly repressed individuality and sougþtto ereate a

mindle.ssmass of followers. The so-called "child centered" approach to education

a Scarfe, quoted in'Education Dean Urges Advanc¿ in Schootingi', Winnipeg Free Press' Jan241952
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represented a desire on the part ofprogressive educators to ensure that students did not

Ieave school with the ability to recite a series of unconnected "facts", but unable to form

healthyrelationships or become properþ "adjusted" to life in a democratic society. As

the Winnípeg Tribune put the iszue, 'oConcentation on the individual rather than the

mass, is one of the inrportant policies followed today by modern educationalists."s The

Manitoba curriculum was revised in 1950 to reflect the princrple of child centered

education, laylng out tbree 'Tlasic Principles of Child Growth and Development" in its

General Introductíon: "Eachchild is a unique individual",'oEach child has his own

growth pattem", and *Wide individual differences exist among cbildten.'ú These general

observations about child nature were designed to remind teachers that fheir goal in the

ne\ ¡ eta of education was to prepare programs of education that were responsive to each

student and did not assume a "one-size-fits-all" approach to instruction. Teachers were

nowresponsible for stimulating interest intheirpupils ratherthan simplyteaching

material and assuming that students would find motivation to learn from their desire to

receive a passing mark. The Manitoba cr¡rriculum explicitly instructed teachers that

leaming coutd not be expected simpty due to necessity, and that true acquisition of

knowledge would only occur if students were properþ stimulated. Tlne Prímary

Ariíhmetic curriculum stated: "Skill in teaehing is largely a matter of directing the prcsent

interests of children and creating other worthwhile interests. Stimulative po\¡rer has long

*?ersonal Attention Presentday trend', Wirmìpeg Tribtme, Aug- 9 1952

6 General Introdwtion and Sociat Studies Grades -I-14, DeparEnent of Education, Province ofManitob4

1950
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been recognized as the tait of a good teacher...The effectiveness with v¡hich pupils leam

the skills and concepts of arithmetic, and the attitudes towards its values which they

develop, depend almost entirely onthe teacher's ability to motivate."T Educational

experts drew upon the notion developed b¡r child psychologists that the fundamental rule

of child natr¡re was curiosity, Students were imagined to possess boundless

inquisitiveness and energy. Effective teaching was simply the process of directing these

'batural" attributes in a constructive direction.

John Dewey criticized the traditional approach to education as ignoring the natural

interests ofthe individual child entirely:

There is a certain accumulation of facts that every child must acquire or else grow

up to be illiteraæ. These facts relate principallyto adult life; therefore it is not

su¡prising that the pupil is not interested in them, while it is the duty of the school

to see that he lnows them nevertheless. How is this to be done? Obviously by
seating the children in rows, far enougb apart so that they cannot easily talk to

each other, and hiring the most efficient person available to teach the facts; to tell
them to the chil{ and have him repeat them often enougþ so that he can

reasonably be expected to remember them, at least until after he is 'þromoted-.E

Accordingto Dewey, the intended outcome of such as systemwas the creationof adult

individuals who possessed, 'bbedience, docility, and zubmission", and lived in a state of

"complete passivity."e This well suited cbildren for life inan autocratic society, but left

them itl-equipped to participate in their own affairs and take their places as citizens in a

democratic society. The problems of a modern society could only be solved ifthe entire

poputation was educated enough to pat'úcþate ñilty in denocratic institutions and if this

7 Arithmetic Grades I-VI, Departmentof Education, Province of Manitoba, 1953

8 John Dewey, The Schools of Tomorrow (Toronto: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1915)' 133

e Dewey, The Schools of Tomonow,303
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participation was based around a concern for the common welfare and a sense of shared

societal goals. Thus, the school had to instruct the child to 'kork from love of the work

itself, not for the reward or because he is afraid ofpunishment."lo Just as the school child

leamed to love work because he or she could see a clear purpose to it, so too would adult

workers avoid alienation ûom their labor, growing to see the grind of daily \¡iorlq not as a

b¡rden for which they were ill-compensated, but as part of the greater project of creating

a proq)erous society. Presumably, this sense ofpurpose and fulfillment through work

would lead to citizens electing officials who would find ways to overcome class conflict

poverly and other problems plaguing industrial society-

Dewey conceived of his program for education as nothing less than "a revolution'

not unlike that introduced by Copernicus when the astronomical center shiftcd from the

earth to the sun. In this case the child becomes the sun about which the appliances of

education ¡evolve; he is the center about which they are organized."ll trf leaming was to

center around the needs of the individual studen! then it followed that the role of the

teacher was to cater to the intellectual and emotional needs of the student 61þs¡ than

attempt to impose her own agenda upon them. Luckily, according to progressives, the

natrral interest and curiosity of children made them receptive to this approach-

Unfortunately, as anyone who has spent any signifieant amouRt of time around I'ery

young children will observe first hand, this interest was often self-centered, unfocussed

and absnact. The job of the teacher then, was to focus this natural ínterest in more

roDewey, Schools of Tomonow,298

rr Jobn Dewe¡ The School and Society (Chicago: Univosity of Chicago Press, 1900), 5l
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constructive directions. Thus,.teachers ofjunior and senior high English literature in

Manitoba were told that, "the student should be brougþt to rcalizetbat in studying

literøh¡re he ís studying hímself; then the study will not seem so alien and so remote from

his own ex¡)erieûce."12

William Kilpatrick, a fonner colleague of Dewey's and the progressive

educationist most often cited by the Canadian Teachers Federation as the foremost

authority on modern education methods,r3 referred to the theory thatthe chief purpose of

the school was to direct the existing curiosity of the child as the "docüine of interest"-

Under a child-centered program, the school's goal was to enhance existing interests and

open the door toward the development of new ones. Since each child's interest was

inevitablyto be different ûom the next, educational programshadto be flexible and

suited to each individual pupil.ra One Canadian comment¿tor called for the creation of

specialized curricula for each student declaring, "it is not democratic to offer identical

curricula for all children."rs Toward this end, the postwar er¿ sawthe hiring ofmore

adjustuent teache,îs16, who did not teach any specific grade or subject but instead

designed special programs for children who were experiencing diffi.culties with or

rt ..prograûr of Studies: The General Coulse", Manitoba Programmes of Studies' Departuent of
Education, hovince of Manitob 4 t94849, 7 8

13 Canadian Teachers Federation Reconstuction Committee, Education: The Keystone ofDemocracy,

"Subcommiuee for Education", Advisory Commiuee on Coordination of Postwr Planning Files, GR1650

40064, Archives of Manitob4 Winnipeg, Manitoba

¡a William Heard Kilpatri ck, Philosophy of Educatíon(New York: The MacMillan Company, l95l) 271-

282

rs Royal BankNewsletter, "The Thousand Paths", Manitoba School Jotrnø\8, No. l0 (June 196) p. 2l

16 The modern-day equivalentwould be Resou¡ce Teacher
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,Êxcelling at the normal course work. Although adjustrnent teachers remained rare in

small rural schools, the Winnipeg school district, which could afford such an expense'

employed 15 fu[I time and 20 part time adjustnent teachers as of 1948, when a 
o'Self-

Survet''of Winnipeg schoois, conriucted by socioiogisis from iÍre University oiCiúcago

upon fequest of the school division" recommended that more be employed in order to

betær meet the goal of turning acknowledgment of individual difference as measured by

standardized tests into practical pfograms for catering to such difference.lT

Child-centered teaching, ho\ffever, did not just mean adjusting the academic

program to take into account individual interests and aptitudes, it also meant adopting a

classroom management style that discouraged authoritarianism and encouraged

democracy. Teachers were told to reject the supposedly authoritarian style of teaching

that marked earlier eras of education and instead to adopt an appmach that was more

democratic. Inthe words ofthe assistant superintendent of Winnipeg schools, A- D-

Thomson, .Tn a democratic society, it is importantthat tife in the schools be parallel to

life outside the school. If there is no democracy in the classroom \ile cannot assume that

cbildren wilt leam democratic procedtre incidentally after school hours. Teachers should

be leaders but not tyrants."rs School inspectors, whose job was to travel to Manitoba's

schoBls and evaluate each teacher's performance twice per year, rema¡ked upon whether

i7 Report ofthe Dírectedself Survey - Wùmipeg Publlg Sllools.(Chigago: Committee on Field Services,

o"på.m"i of Education, Úoiu"oiiy of Chicago, 1948) Education Library Archives' Universityof

Manitoba, Winnipeg 1 36-168

ItA D. Thomson, "Signs of Progress', Mucøtionþr Better HumanlJnderstanding: Forty-Saenth

Annual Corwentíon. Manitoba ltlucæ¡onal Associqtiot\ (Easter 1952) p. 15 Department of Education

Publications, Instruction Resource's Unit Archives, WinniFeg
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teachers were able to "make a study of a child's shortcomings with a view of finding a

remeóy rather than resort too readily to blame or punishment."re Teachers were to adhere

to the principle ofrespect for the individual child by avoiding coercion whenever

possible. American progressives of the postwar era argueti, in buiiciing upon Dewey's

writings, that atthougb coercion was permissible in cases of immediate danger to a child's

well being, in all other situations children were to learn to behave appropriately througþ

the acquisition of proper selÊdiscipline rather than constant external compulsion.zo

In an era in which corporal punishment of children by teachers was increasingly

frowned uIX)n, classroom discipline was to take the forrn of using the carrotrather than

the stick approach. In an articlefot Macleans, popularpsychologist William Blatz dealt

with the question of discipline both in the home and in the classroom. He argued that the

putpose of discþline was not to obtain unquestioning obed^ience for obedience's sake but

to tÊach the child the purpose behind obedience in cert¿in situations so thatthe child

would disciptine hìmself, not out of fearbut a desire to interact with others in ahealthy

mÍmner. Blatzused the example of writing, arguing, "a child is taught ûo write. He leams

that he must confomr to minimum rules of legibility and spelling if he is to be

understood. But having accepted these minimum rules he can write how and what he

wishss,"2r Blatz then applied this approach to human behavior, stating: "the

consequences of nonconforming behavior must be made consistent if the child is to learn

re C. J. Multrer, Reports of School Inspectors - Division no.26", Manitoba.Anrual Report on Education,

1955-56,69

æ Kilpatricþ Philosoplry of Mucæion 3M; Washburng What is Progressive Education,52-53

2r WilliamE. Blatz" 'Discipline Again", Macleøns, Nov. 1946
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the benefits to be derived from conforming. He must learn that he is expected to

conform, not for the sake of conformity, but for the privileges that he derives from such

behavior."zz Interestingly, the desirability ofthe goal of conforrnity itself was not

questioned by Blatz or other psychoiogists. It was oniy the means oicreating a group oi

children and thus future adults who would conform to society's dominant values and

social nonns which was in questíon. To be normal (ie. to conform) was once again not

simply a descriptive term but a prescription for personal success and happiness-

p¡la7 and others argued that conforrnity to therules of the group was to be

achieved througþ the removal of the child from the group, a punishment that was

presumably unpleasant enoughto remindthe child ofthe advantages of being part of the

goup in the first place. What was inappropriate was the deliberate causing of harm,

eitherphysical or psychological, to the child in order to attain conformity not by consent

but simply to avoid fi¡rther discomfort. Such methods of discþline led to either violent

and resentftrl pupils and citizens who would threaten social order or passive and

accepting ones who would unquestioningly follow any strong leader. The result of

creating such individuals on a large scale was democracy being replaced by

authoritarianism. Blatz ctaimed that the stakes in the debate over discipline were thus

very high, remarking, "history records violent qpheavals that have followed upon

cumulative resentuent of coercion...Conformity brought about througþ fear is a

devastating technique. Fear is inhibiting, and down tbrough the ages it has been used by

n BhÞ"'Discþline Again"
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authorit¡, imposed from above...the total effect in human misery is appalling."E Teachers

were advised to avoid being authoritarian in their classroom management so as notto

provoke a resentñ¡l reaction among students who previously had become accustomed to

the democratic approach.2a

Part of being a "democratic" teacher meant ensuring that students were active

participants in classroom activities rather 1¡¿¡1 simFl] passive recipients of knowledge.

The phrase, 'teaching childrerr - not subjects" was used to argue that the teacher should

make sure thæ students were participating in their own education and perhaps even

planning certain elements of it themselves. The Arithmetic curriculum cautioned teachers

againstthe assignment of "busy rilorlC', and observed that students would develop

dangerously passive atitudes toward schooling if such a practice were to continue.2s The

University of Chicago self-survey chided Manitoba high school teachers for "heavy

reliance upon the lectre method...and the individual question-and-answer method',

recomme,rding instead "class activity such as group discussions, and problem-solving

procedures."26

A professor of education from the University of Minnesota observed that'þupils

were merely acquiring verbal learning without understanding, and were doing so most

reluctantly, regarding it as a form of discipline or punishment imposed upon them by

o Blatl'Ðiscipline Again"

,a Ruft Cunningham and George H. Henry, 'qClassroom Climate", Manitoba School Journal 1l' No. 5

(Jan 1950) p. s
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authorit¡t."z7 This professor's solution to the problem of student passivity was to involve

students in discovering their own local history. He pointed teachers to the work of John

Deweywho himself hadwarned about children becomíng'þassive, receptive or

absorbingl' and argued that the "active side precedes the passive in the deveiopment oi

child nature."28 Manitoba educationists sought to implement active leaming by

instigating learning e4periences thattook place outside the classroom and offFered

shrdents a chance to particþate directly in activities notnormally found inside the

schoolhouse.

Exha-cr¡rricular activities were envisaged as an ideal way to implement the

pafücipatory side of the program of progressive education and received widespread

support among deparhent officials, adminisfiators, teachers and parents during this era

In a 1948 survey sent to 1000 pments of children in Winnipeg schools, 98.2% reported

that they approved of school time being used for sports activities, 95.2% for music

festivals, 85% for school concerts and79.9% for solicitation of advertising for school

papers or yearbooks. Only 9.6Vo of p:arents expressed the view that too much time was

devoted to exba-curricular activities and75.5o/o feltthat their children did enough

homework.2e Oddly enough, within less than a decade opponents of progressive

education would be claiming that the vast majority of paren-ts felt their children spent too

n A. C-Krey, *The Place of I¡cal History in Elemeftary Schoolt'', E&trationþr Ndional Unity

Manitobø Mucatíonal Association Forth-Eighth Awruøl Cowentiory (Easter 1953) Education Library

Archives, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, l1

2E John Ðewe¡ avfy Pedagogic Creed", School Journal 54 (January 1897),p-77'80

E SelfSu.tey,23l
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much time engaged in extra-curricular activities and not enough fu: h study. Educafion

Minister John Dryden encouraged schools to undertake a wide variety of extra-curricular

activities which would foster student participation including school concerts, magazines,

hobby ciubs, and student seif-govemment.3O Schooi inspectors added to tiris üst of

recommended activities enterprises that fostered child-centered learning such as safety

patrols, moming assemblies, public debates as well as field tÌps to locations such as

industiat plants, theaters, parks or the \flinniÎeg Art Gallery.3l

Such activities were not only billed as experiences which would reinforce book

learning with actual experience but also as ways to give students experience in exercising

their rigbts and responsibilities as citizens. Student councils in junior and senior high

school were particularly thought to be useful tools for fosüering democratic attitudes

among pupils. Democrac5 it was said, could not be leamed from a textbook, and only by

students experimenting *ith selÊgovernment (over very limited matters such as the

staging of school dances) could they leam how to be responsible citizens who would be

equipped to particþate in the Canadian political system when they came of age.

The concem with preserving democracy in peace after supposedly fighting to

preserve it during war caused many school adminishators to implement sh¡dent councils.

Teachers were continr¡ally urged to run the classroom more like a board meeting or a

parliament rather than as a dictatorship. The junior higþ curriculum encouraged teachers

to present their classes with a constitution and hold elections for thç offices of presidenf

30JohnDryden,'Minister'sPag€',MønitobaschoolJotnnalT,no.6(Feb. 1945),p.2

3t M, M, Brooker, "Reports of the School Inqrectors", Manitoba,4nnual Report on Educøtion,l95l-1952,
40
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vice-presiden! treasuer, sectetary, rE)orter, usher and monitor.t Although this cormcil

would hold liule real power over most of what went on in the classroom, it would be in

charge of peripheral iszues such as enforcing the tidiness ofthe room, welcoming

shangers to class anfl making rules for the class to abide by. Teachers were told that

classroom discipline would be better accomplished by letting students decide upon their

or¡m rules (within reason) and plan the proper enforcement of them. The Mønitoba

Teacher contained a r,eport from an American school in which students had been holding

meetings according to Robert's Rules of Order during which they passed motions zuch as,

'othere shall tre no loud tqlking or whistling in the halls", "'we will walk one step at atime

on the stairs", '\ue will not push people", and o'if we forget any of these things, we will

accept correction courteously frorn either teachers or students."33 This was promoted to

Manitoban teachers as a perfect example of both leamíng democracy through practice and

discipline that fost€red voh¡ntary conformity rafher than order through fear.

The ubiquitous Samuel Laycocþ in an article entitled "Learning to Live",

e4pressed the belief that children needed to participate directþ in the running of their

lives if they were to be expected to grow up to be psychologicalty well-adjusted

individuals: 'loungsters need to have many experiences where they exercise authority,

Rural life, where children arg give¡ e4fly a sphe¡p of 4uthgrit-y gf their owq -feeding the

chickens, gathering the eggs, bringing up the cows ûompastue, bringing in the wood etc.

usually offers abundant opporhrnities for the development of the ability ûo exercise

32 Jwtior High Grades: Gaidance, Deparhent of Education, Province of Manitob4 1958, 59

" E. F. Miller, "An Elementary School Student Councif', Manitoba Teacher 30, no. 3 (NoviDec 1951) p.
22-24



¿uthority-"s Although children raised on a famr might disagree with Iaycock?s

contention that daily chores allowed the exercise of any significant amormt of "authoritf,

Laycock was not alone in expressing anxiety in regards to how an urbanizing society in

which fewer Canadians lived in rural areas could present opportunities fbr children to

engage in participatory leaming tbrougb the undertaking of vital family economic

activities. Laycock stated, "City parents have to find the equivalent. They can do so if

they æe ingenious ahoutthe m¿tter. Betty is responsible for huying and decorating the

Ch¡istuas tree, Jean is responsible for the table arrangements and decorations for

Cbrismas, Bob is responsible for the Chrisffias lighting. These are examples ofhow

planning for family recreation can be made an exercise in handling authority and giving

leadership."35

Just as the family wÍts supposed to, accord.ing to psychologists, become

"democratic" during the 1950s, so too was the school to allow for students to take control

over organizing their own activities uùenever possible. T\e Manìtoba Sehool Journsl

suggeste.d thæ teaçhrers use questions such as, 'bbat is the best temperature for our

room?" as opportunities to study the weather and hold class discussions on where to set

the thermostat.36 Shop teachers were to delegate duties of cleaning and organizing the

shop to tåeir stude, nts just as a pare¡t gave çhoreq to hip oI h-e-r çhildreq h ofdcr to fostef

t1 S. R Laycocb "Learningto Live", Macleans, Feb. I 1947

3'Laycocþ "Leaming to Live"

36 Auftor Untnown, "Àbout Social Studies-, Manitobø School Journal9,no. 2 (Oct 194é) p. 10
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responsibility.s

If the school of the postwar era viias to become more like the familS it was also to

adopt a keyfeature of famity-tife: cooperation rather than competition. Whereas school

,ril¿rs once a cutthroat competition pitting students against each other in a contest to gain

superior ranks and grades, in the postwar era school was to reduce competition between

individual students in favor of fosæring a feeling of group harmony and of struggle

toward obtaining collective rather than individual goals. American progressive Boyd

Bode argued that progressive education was best understood in terms of its rejection of

competitive individualism and its embrace of the goal of cooperation. Interestingly,

although progressive education promised increased attention and focus on the individual

studen! it regarded cooperation rather than competition as the most desirable form of

human organilation-38

Progressives expressed an ongoing çoncem with the possible psychological

damage that competition could have upon children- Specifically, theyworriedthat not

attaining grades as high as their peers or even failing a grade would cause students to

become frusfated and feel stigmatized by their faihnes. Laycock stated that

psychologists across Canada were unhappy with ttre taditional report card which

included a list of letter grades because it "often did damage to the child's personality

development. Report cards have often resultetl in a child feeling emotionally insecure

n Cu¡rìculum onGeneral Shapþr Junior High Grades of Manitoba,Departuent of Education' hovince

of Manitoba, 1947, 5

38 Boyd H. Bode, Progressive Education ú the Crossroøds (New York: Newson and Compan¡ 1938) t0-
ll
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with his parents, That happens when his parents continue to indicate they are ashamed of

hìm and that he is a disgrace to the family.'3e This concern with damaging a child's

supposedly fragile self-esteem drove some psychologists and educational authorities to

recommend doing away with format letter gmdes entirely' Iü.hen Macieans surveyai 33

superintendents from across CanadA 13 replied that they had replaced letter grades with

"subjectivd'reports which consisted of comments made about the individual student's

progress without reference to other students or indeed any arbitary objective standard.4o

The superintendent of Toronto's public schools commented that, o'expecting all small

children to compete on the same basis is like forcing a Clydesdale horse to compete in the

jumping ring against a tained jumper.'4l In other words, because each child was thought

to have a different inbom degree of intelligence, the only true measur€ment of a child's

succass was how well he or she achieved to the best of his or her innate ability rather than

how children achieved in compmison to each other. Thus grades revealed nothing about

"over-achieving" or'1¡nder-achieving" and provided a flawed picture of üue educational

progress.

Progressives also argued that traditional methods of grouping children within

graded schools shoutd 6s re-s¡amined. Carleton Washbumq one time vice-president of

the Progressive Edueation Association in the United States, argued that sinçe "lhe¡e is a

spread of af least four years in the mental levels of children in almost any classrood', the

3e S. R. laycocþ .TIow to Make Teacher,Pare,nt Conferences Effective", Tlw Manitoba Teacher 30, no. 5

(Mar/Apr t952)p.26-28

Ð Robert Fulford *Whols Winning the Battle Over Report Cards", Macleans,Feb. 4 1956

4t !.Z.Phimiser quoted in Fulfor{ "Who's $inning the Battld'



traditional practice of expecting all snrdenæ within the same '-tgade" to perform the same

activities was flawed.a2 Therefore, the placement of students into groups should be based

muchmore upon the age and emotional maturity level ofthe child thantheir academic

performance in comparison to their peers. W-ithout the tiueat oi"faüing' a gra<ie itaogng

over their heads, children would no longer feel "ashamed or disgraced because of not

being ready to do more advanced work.'/3

psychologists sha¡ed the belief that it was more important for a child to be

surrounded with pupils of the same emotional maturity than with ones capable of the

same level of academic work. An article in the Manitobs School Journol argued that

children shoutd be grouped according to age and maturity because 
o'the child's social and

emotional adjustnent has much to do with his educational progress. Chilften who are

well-adjusted socially and emotionally tend to show better and more consistent

educational development than maladjusted children.' Therefore, the author concluded,

.tqletition of grade has no special educational value for children. We used to think that

repeating a grade would strengthen a child...this supposition has been shown to be

false,'#

Despite all ofthis rhetoric, most Manitoba schools did not abolish eilher formal

gades o-r d-ivisio-n qf cbildre-n aççorditg to ¿c-ademic achievemerrt fo¡ tht simple r9?$o-n

that ouæide of Winnipeg or Brandon few schools had enrollments high enougþ to become

az rilashbnrng What ß Progressive Edttcation,SS

43 Washbr¡me,'Whnt is Progressive Education, 89

d Henry J. Otto, ..Fin¡tìngs in Child Psychology Should Affect Grading a Promotion Policie{', Manitobø

SclnolJournal 13,no. l(Sep. 1951)p- 23
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{çgaded schoolstt in the first place. Many of them were one room schoolhouses in v¡hich

one teacher taryht pupils who ranged from grades 1 to I and in age from 6 to 14 or

higher. In larger eenters, however, some division of children according to the results of

aptitude tosting, rather than completion of fomral gades did occur. In Brandon all

children were given the Binet-Simon IQ test upon their entry into the school system in

order to judge their progress not against other students or the objective standards for each

gade set by the de,partuent of education, but against their own supposed potential.as

Manitoba School Superintendent C. K. Rogers zupported this process: "success, after all,

should not be measured in comparison with that of others, rather it should be measrned by

the degree to which he achieves the maximum of his own capabilities.'# Students were

also reguired to complete IQ tests upon completion of grade 9 in order to aid with cor¡rse

selection and grouping of classes in high school, althougb the Directed SelÊSurvey

criticallyreported that "grade placement and allocation to courses are still most often

made by the principal on the basis of achievement alone'{7 rather than upon the basis of

innate ability as allegedly indicated hy IQ. Achievement merely dcmonstrated how well

the student performed compared to others, apiece of knowledge that was of little

importance in a non-competitive school system. Students with very high IQ, under a

coæpeti-tive s-y-sËpln, cauld bç wæting thcu talçnJs bJ 'hnderachie¡ring" but çtill excellrne

inrelation to their peers. Similarly, students whose potential was thougbt to be very

as Annual Report, l9M-I945, p. 8A

* C. K- Rogers, "superintendent's Pagel', Mønìtoba School JournalT, no. l0 (June 1%5)p. 4
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limited could be made to feel inferior for not successfully completing grades vihen IQ

fests showed them to be incapable of any high degree of learning in the first place.

Forprogressives, the reason for making school non-competitive was quite simple;

schooling should mimic life as olosely as possible. If school was to prqpare young people

for a postwar world governed by the cooperation of the new liberalism rather than the

competitive individualiw of løissez-faíre, úen school itself could no longer be a world

apart from the "real life" that students were to supposedly enter once they had conrpleted

formal schooling. The entire purpose of the program of progressive education was to

make public education into "education for life"; aprogram of practical instruction which

eschewed pqrely academic lmowledge and instead sought to relate all learning to the

conditions of life which children would face once they left the school. Manitoba

educationisg sought to make the curriaulum reflect the goal of teaching through

experience and'hands-on" exploration of the world. Lecture and rote leaming $¡ere no

longer approved methods of instructior" not simply because, as previously mentioned,

they were regarded as undemocratic and teacher rather than child-centered, but also

because they were believed to inadequately prepare young people to apply knowledge

directty to their fuh¡re life experiences.

Jo.hu Dc¡ryeJ frçquen-tly ex-p,rçssed h-is slppott fo: "lEargl*ng b-y dqin- g:'wi.tþthq

phrase, "the only way to prepare for social life is to engage in social life."a8 To do

otherwise, according to Dewey, was the equivalent of attempting to teach a child to swim

æ John Dewey, Moral Principles in Eùæation (New York Greenwood Press, 1959), 14
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by "going through the motions outside of water.'*e Not only would such a line of

inshuction fail to produce a person who could swinq but the child would not even leam to

properþ mimic the movements of a swimmer because his or her interest would not be

sufficiently stimulated to arouse acquisition of knowledge of swimming movements.

Progressives argued that to learn in traditional schools was merely to memorize

information for the sake of repetition of that same information atthe proper time, ie.

during an examination. Progressive educatioq on the other hand, would not fail to teach

"facts" bu! since, in the words of Washbune, "facts...only have meaning as they are

related to life", the acquisition of these fücts would be in the context of their meaning and

importance.so Students would not only learn the facts, but would leam why they were

leaming such facts in the fust place. This method would ensure long-term retention of

information beoause, according the introdustion to the Manitoba curriculum:

'?sychologísts have found...thatpeople do not...retain whattheyhave leamed" when rote

leamingtechniques are used. Instead, "the learner goes overwhat he is givento learn in a

way that is largeþ mechanical, and makes no active effort to understand it. After much

effort the pupil may learn, but he is likely to learn without much underst¿nding and to

forget quickly."sl Only throughthe progressive technique of relating knowledge to life

qqu,ld lhere þç agy gqara,{tt.çe th?t i-nfogatjo¡ wo¡ld þç fçtajqçd lq tþe lo.qg te,¡¡p,

A major goal of the revised curriculum, therefore, was to find ways to get students

ot Dewey, Moral Principles, 14

s'lVashbnme, Whd is Progressive Educøion, 148

sr Gerrcral Intro&rctinn to the Curríc-tiumþr the Jmior High Grades of Manitoba Schools' De'parmerrt of
Education, Government of Manitob4 1958, 21
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to become interested in what they were supposed to leam. The curriculum laid out a

rather bleak picture of life in grades six to twelve: "Junior and Senior High School pupils

will almost invariably tell you that they see no real value in many of their subjects of

study. In order to get them to \üorlL they are fi'equentþ toki that if they do not, they wüi

not be allowed to go out for recess, to advance to the next grade, or to do 5s6sthing else

that they wish to do. hnpelled by such threats, they go unwillingly to work."sz Decades

earlier, Dewey had expressed the same sentiment in writing: *from the standpoint of the

child, the great waste in the school çomes from his inability to utilize the experiences he

gets ogßide the school in any complete and free way within the school itself.'.That is the

isolation ofthe school - its isolationfrom life."53 Whetherthey acknowledgedthe

intellectual debt or not, the creators of Manitoba's post war curriculum were echoing

Dewey's ideas regarding education almost word for word.

What" then, was to be done with the groqp of bored" isolated and frustrated young

adults who supposedly inhabited public schools? According to the Manitoba curriculum,

students had to develop some *süong purpose" for their studies zuch as had been present

during the war when'.lvIen who were reported by teachers as being unable to leam

mathematics or indeed any school found that mathematics \Fas necessary to guide the

flight of thÇir planes,..Inqpe-lled by a m'otivç, tbey teamed wh,al fqrnær.ly the.y cq¡14 np-t

leam."54 Just as Keynesian proponents of government intervention in economic affairs

sz Junior High Grades, 2l

5t Dewey, School and Society, 89

* Junør HighGrades,2l
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srgued for an extension of vihat worked to win wars to peacetime, so too did educational

authorities. Obviously, the exact sort of motivations felt by soldiers to learn during

wartime were neitler possible nor desirable in peacetime. Howevet, by demonstratìng

the practicality of the curriculum to stucients' future happiness and success, teachers couiti

presumably motivate students to genuine teaming just as the military had. Teachers were

to adhere to the principle of child-centered leaming, having been told that, "wüat has

meaning for one pupil may not have meaning for another. It is necessary fo¡ the teacher

to knowhis pupils well enoughto be able to judge quite accurateþthe kinds of

experience that can have meaning."ss

Eventhe most skilled educator, however, was bound to have difficulty relating

every singls piece of content that had to be leamed over the course of a year to the lives,

cunent or future, of her students. If the teacher found herself unable to simulate the

interest ofpupils despite her best efforts then what was she to do? What would happento

the elements of the cr¡rriculum, for example Latin or calculus, that remained almost

entireþ academic and would not relate to the lives of most students in any direct or

practical sense? These subjects were part of the Manitoba higb school p'rogram, yet

would only be of use to a student planning to enter a very specific career later in life-

Advocates of progressivc cducation favo-red eli.minating parts of thç cumeulu.m u¡bic-h

were deemed anachronistic remnants of a school syst€m designed to appeal to an elite

who sought a strictly scholarly body of knowledge.

The new school, according to Sidney Katz of Macleans, had adopted the

ss Self&trvey,l33
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philosophy that the goal of educa.tion was to make "not a scholar but a man", acting under

Dewey's motto, "school is Life."s6 hr this new ty¡le of education, "everything had to

make sense to the child and be related to his life and experience."sT Anything that did

no! by implication, had to be abandoned. The writers of a Canadian history textbook

employed by the province of Manitoba for the primary grades and intended for readers

between the ages of eleven to twelve exemplified this philosophy when stating in their

preface:

the authors of this book...have not attempted to write a formal history. They
have...endeavored to present in story form those episodes of Canadian history that
are of vital interest to children...No attempt has been make to sketch, except in the

briefest maûûer, great constitutional changes orpolitical struggles. Personalities

and human and dramatic incidents have been given first place. No fixed body of
information, which it is the teacher's duty to impart and the pupil's task to
¿5similate, has been suggested.s

This statement represents an example of the most "exteme" form of progressivism that

would be attacked so mercilessly by traditionalist critics such as HildaNeatby. If

students did not enjoy something it simply would not be taught. History, according to the

authors of the text, including well-known Canadian progressive Donalda Dickie was

intended first to excite and interest and secondly to provide a comprehensive ch¡onicle of

events and causes. Selection of relevant information, a vitally important taskto the

eonsEucd.on of a history textbook" was to bc donc on thç basis of wh-at w-as "e-xçitilr$'

rather than what formed a coherent chronology or allowed students to r¡nderst¿nd the

56 SidneyKatz,'The Row overthe 3 R's", Macleans,March 15 1953
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process of historical change.

The best way to make school subjects interesting to children, according to

Manitoba educational authorities, was to relate lessons to the everyday experiences of

childhood. The primary social studies curriculum explicitþ instructed teachers tirat the

work done in the classroom *should be very closely related to the child's experiences at

home and school."se The social studies curriculum of the 1950s called for the

organization of the school year into a series of "thematic units" in which study of atheme

would result in the acquisition of knowledge and development of certain skills in a wide

variety of areas. The themes selected for the primary grades were: Pets and Toys; The

Home; The School; The Farm; CommunityHelpers; and Travel.@ Thesethemes were in

keeping\¡vith the progressive philosophy of working from the pr+'existing experience of

children and then ææmpting to expand their knowledge base as the horizons of theü òwn

world Sew.

If very yor¡ng children were expected at the end of the year to have learnt the

names and some basic characteristics of plants and animals, for example, then this goal

would be accomplished tbrougþ a method of instruction that began by asking children to

nilïç their favorite animals or bring specimens to class in order to relate the necessary

factsto the e4ærience of independently discovering nature outside of school. Thus' the

Universþ of Chicago's self-survey made careful note of the fact that half of the teachers

in Winnipeg regutarly brought flowers and insects into the classroom for the purpose of

5e General hûroductionandsocial Sndies Grades I-n23

@ General Introduction ønd Social Sndþs Grades I-ru 23
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study and 80% encouraged pupils to do the same. Half were said to take their classes

outdoors and half to take trips to museums for the same reason.ul These hands-on

demonshations and ûeld hips as well as the use of film ships were all intended to prevent

what the department referred to as: *sheer verbalism - memorization without

understanding."62 The self-survey contended that Winnipeg teachers still had great room

to improve in the area of relating the curriculum to real life. Most teachers surveyed did

not make use of community reniources such as guest speakers or tips to businessesor-

government institutions, resulting in the survey's report concluding: o'Except in the

guidance programs of Grades VII, VIII and D(, and ín portions of the social-studies

program, the curriculum is ap'parently not designed to promote an understanding of the

contemporary world" and "is suspected of being academip and unrelated to life.'{3 More

trips to the park and collections of living specimens were in order.

For some subjects, providing a hands-on experience for pupils was simply a

matter of effort and uflizing existing resources. For subjects such as mathematics and

the sciences (otherthan natural science), however, creating an environment of hands'on

leaming was significantly more difficult. Practical experience with physics and chemisüry

often required the use of laboratory equipment which was not only dangerous for younger

c.hildren but prohibitively expensive for smaller, usually rural" schools. For math thc zuk

was even more difficult. A teacher could bring leaves and small animals into the

6t Self-Swvey,l52

e Aritlunetic Grades I-W,8

*sel1:9u**' I06-108
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classroom for lessons about nature, but how could arithmetic be taught in a hands-on way

which related directly to a child's everyday experience? The solution for the makers of

the Manitoba curriculum was to switch from a method of teaching arithmetic that relied

rpon drill and memorization to one that instead utilized problems and the use of

arithmetic to provide answers to questions grounded in real experience. The arithmetic

ourriculum st¿ted that underthe old system, '1he child is expected to memorize facts and

processes that are meaningles5 to him. Children ftequently find themselves ina

wilderness of symbols and meaningless names.'ú The solution to this problem was to

switch from chanting or singing ¿'forn plus fow makes eigbt", to attempting to discover

the answers to such problems as how many candies little Johnny would have if he had

four and his friend gave him fourmore.

The problem-based approach to learning was touted as the ma¡k of a progressive

@acher in an article which appeared Møcleans. The profile of Jen Day, a grade one

teacher, congratulated her on having her students use beads on a wire and rulers without

numbers to figure out their sums rather than "reciting figures from memory as was the

custom twenty years ago,'út Science teachers were also expected to employ the "problem

method" of teaching through the use of experiments and relation of factual material to

darly life. Margaret Nix, Manitoba's direetor of heatth and welfare education, cautioned

thaf health education, which \¡/as ne\ry to the curriculum of the postwar er4 was not a

e Åritlnnetìc Grades I-I/1, I
65 Robert Co[ins,'T{ow a Progressive Teacher Works', Macleans, Sep. 17 1955
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separate subject unto itself because: 'lve no longer teach subjects - we teach childre,n.'tr

Thus health education was said to be more than just instruction in human anatomy and

physiology because "knowledge of the construction and oflhe various parts ofthe body

does not lead to healthftl practices any more than knowledge of the laws of one's couuhlr

naturalty results in good citizenship.'f7 Thus heålth education consisted of daily

application ofknowledge ofhuman physiolory to real world situations. Nix zuggested

that teachers use events in their community, such as accidents, epidemics, a new hospital

being consfucted, or even daily rituals of sanitation as ways to introduce health education

into thç classroom.

Many commentators, however, were unimpressed with the Manitoba education

system's commituentto the problem method of instruction. The Self-Survey of

Winnipeg schools claimed that 95% of questions in high school exnminations tested the

students' lnowledge of "information alone" rather than their ability to solve problem-

based questions.6E A science teacher at St. John's high school in Winnipeg complained

that the chemistry course was 'þlanned as if it were to be the initiat training of a person

dedicated to Chemisüy''rather than "the relating of theoretical chemisty to his well-

being and his community organization.'úe Similarly, the principat of Swan River

€ollegiæe argued that alterations to the science cur¡iculum were needed in order to

6MargaretNix, 'TvlakeitLiv€',ManitobaSchoolJownal l0,no. I (Sep, l9a8)p.8

'Nr& AVIake itLive",8

@ Self-Stntey,2l7

6e Frank Harder, "Some Criticisms of the Chemistr¡l Course", Manitoba School Jownal9,no. I (Apr.
1947)p.21
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change the aim of high school science education from creating a few exceptional

scientists to "the development ilr popils of a scientific attitude."7O This was to be

accomplished by abandoning the teaching and testing of facts learned tb'rough rote

memorization and repiacing it with the conducting of experiments that aüowed one to

discover the facts on one's own.

Students in subjects outside of science were also e4pected to follow the same

method of tearning by experimentation and investigation. Progressive educators had long

been promoting what was referred to as the "enterprise" or "project method" of

teaching.Tt In Canada" the inter-war period represented the beginning of the enterprise

system becoming formally accepted and adopted.z Under this system, which gained even

more popularity after the waræ, social studies and Engtish language arts were supposed to

be organized around the study of a series of central themes. A thematic unit on nature,

for example, could be used to learn about fi¡g importance of conservation (geography), the

history ofthe conservation movement (history), and to read and write stories aboutthe

beauty and importance of nature. One example of a school project approach to leaming

ro H. ÍI. Gues! "Objectives and Examinations inSciutcd', Manitoba School Jotrnal8,no.8 (Apr- 1946)

p.ó

?¡ W.ashburne attibutes the popularization of the te¡m 'þroject method' as well as tþe system itself to

Kilpanick. Donalda Dickie-was this method's most enthusiastic preacher in Canada and the adoption of
whãt was termed the 'Enterprise" method in Western Canada was largely due to the theoretical frmework

laid downby individuals suchas herself.

z Robert Stamp, The Schools of Ontario 1876-1976 (lorcnto: University of Toronto Press, 1982) 16ç167

æ The Canadian Teachers Federation included the enterprise method by name in their list of
recommendations for reforms to Canadian public schooling after the war, confa$ing its *democratiC'

natr.ue to Íhe *authoritarian" meúods of the past. See: Canadian Teachers Federation ReconsEuction

Committee, Eùrcation: The Keystone of Democracy,"subcommittee for Education", Advisory Commitee

on Coordination of Postwar Planning Files, GRl650 40064, Archives of Manitoba Winnipeg Mmitoba
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undertaken by a Manitoba teacher was a school beautification day. Students were

organízed into committees in order to decide what to do to make their school and school

grounds more aesthetically pleasing, thus emploþg participatory, cooperative and child-

centereri learning. They then heici a furui-raising camivai aruÍ used the proceeds to

construct new cr¡rtains. This entire project not only provided a lesson in cooperation but

required the skills of measurement and arithmetic as well as teaching the practicat skill of

sewing.Ta

Thematic units and class projects allowed for another aspect of participatory

education thatprogressive educators held in high regard: interdisciplinary studies. The

division of school into isolated subject areas wÍrs thought to be contradictory to the

principle of making education practical, since real life provided no such clear divisions

between branches of knowledge but called for good cifüens to use knowledge in a variety

of intellectual fietds simultaneously. Just as some teachers fe¿red that school was geared

too muchtoward the production of scientists rather than citizens with some knowledge of

scientific principles, others felt that it was geared toward producing pupils who failed to

see the conneçtion between what they had learned in separate classes. The American

Ford Foundation, complained, 'þe are perhaps turning out too many gmduate specialists

who lack a sense of our society as a whole."75 Th€ Unilersi¡y of Chic4go ed¡cation

professors who produced the report on the Winnipeg self-survey reserved some oftheir

harshest críticism of the school system for its lack of integration stating: "the typical

7{ Ella Solberg "school Beautification plus Leaming", Mætitoba School Jownal lZ no. 7 {March t95l)
p.22

?s Ford Formdation, "Advice to Educationists", Winnipeg Tribune, Se,p- 30 1950
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school curriculum is not well integrated- This is true in Winnipeg and it is true in schools

generally. What relationships there are between the learning experiences of one field and

those of another are largeþ accidental."T6 For some, the creation of social studies, to

rqilace history and geography, was itself a partial solution to this problem of lack of

integration hrthe words of a University of Toronto professor of education, "Modern

education introduced social studies when it became obvious that schools must do more to

help young people understand the world. War and depression had raised critical issues

for citizens and voters. The old courses in history and geography threw no immediate

ligbt on these issues because they were designed to make historians and geographers out

of the few who continued such studies at a higher level. Social studies were designed to

heþ all citizens.-77 Social studies sprang directly from the poshilar concern for creating

education tbat fostered democracy. If history and geography could not be relaæd to each

other and used to allow the individual child to understandthe world and his or herplace

within it then what use were they in achieving this overall educational goal of fostering

democracy?

Not only were schools accused of gearing themselves to the production of

specialists in certain a¡eas rather than citizens with a broad background of general

education, but were also told they were focusing too heavily upon learning that would

have no relevance in most of a student's life. Progressive edusation theorists argued thæ

only a fraction of children would grow up to have a job requiring them to make use of

* s"l1is*nr, tt
zCharles Phillips, "l.Io - We are Educating for life", Chotelaine- Oct 1952
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complex mathematics, science or even grammff on a daily basis. All, howeveq woul{

on a dailybasis, have to make decisions regarding their ownphysical and mental health,

leisure time activities, and use of citizenship rights. Thus, should school not move

beyond simpiy academic insruction and in fact teach children the "art of living" itseif?

For the creators of Manitoba's post-war curriculum the answer was a definite'les".

Therefore, new subjects were added to the school program, including health education

and coutseling. In addition existing subjects such as physical education, and indusüial

arts or home economics were given new ernphasis. The emphasis on "life-educationl'

school subjects was reflected in the time breakdown of a day in the primary grades (1-Q

providedto Manitobateachers. English tanguage arts still occupiedthe largest singls

bloc oftime, 120 minutes, but arithmetic was reducefl il importance and given'lotmore

than 40 minute5", r¡¡hereas social studies, including nature study, was to take 60-70,

music and art 30-40 and health educatior¡ 'od minimum of 20 minutes."?8 In¡tmior hígþ

even more time was assigned to the "non core" subjects. Language arts were to take up

?Sa/o of theday, '"The arts", including literatwe, music, home economics and shops were

tobe20Yo. The rest ofthe subjects were given time as follows: physical education 10olo,

health and guidance So/o,mathematics l0o/o, science 10%, and social studies l2.5Yo?

Heallh education in particular was considçred a vitally important pæt ofthe day

and conceived, not as a course in human anatomy or physiology, but in "the development

æ General btroduction ond Social Sudíes Grades I-W,14 Teachers were expected to adhere to this

division of time, althougþ the order of subjecb was left to their discretion. Twic+'yearly visits from the

school inspector would allsw the døparhent to conflrm tbat each individual teacher was following the

reccmmended division of time suffici€ntly.

n Juior HighGrades,4
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of a progræme that encompasses all aspects of the life of the schoo1."80 In practical

terms this meant not only the inclusion of both "alcohol educatiod' and sex education in

the older grades but inclusion in the primary gmdes of instruction in daily habits ofhealth

such as the correct use of toüet and washing f=acüities, regular visiæ by pubüc heaith

ûurses and regular inspections by teachers of their pupils' health. Teachers were

instructed to conduct an annual health examination of their charges, dtuing which they

wouldtake arecord of their height and weight, vision, hearing andposture as well as a

..dailymorning inspection" which would include observations of the health of their eyes'

ea¡s, skin, throa! teeth, hair and "muscular development."sl The teacher was now to

irhabit the role of nurse as much as that of academic instructor. This new role was

appropriate if schools \ilere no longer aiming to tum out "the bookworm who neglects his

physical needs" but instead trying to manufacture the "whole child' with "not only the

mental capacity to eam a living but also the physical stamina to support a relatively long

life of service."æ Physical education as a vital part ofthe program of school was

predicaæd on the notion that students sitting in desks reading and writing all day would

create an unhealthy generation with poor posture, and without the proper physical well-

being to achieve either physical or intellectual goals in adult life.

postwar education in Manitoba undeniably was intended to reflecJ thrc principles

of progressive education even after that term became a dirty word in the late 1950s. As

*N¡q *Make itlive"

8t HeolthFducøionødNæwestudyl-w,DepartuentofEducatíon,ProvinceofManitobq 1946,11-12

e Manitob4 pþsicat Education and Recreation in Manitoba(Wìnnipeg: Department ofËducation' 1958),

Deparmeníof Éducation Publications, Insfuctional Resources Unit Library, Winnipeg,2l
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fhe creation of social studies demonstrated" education was to be mutti-disciplinary and

directly related to the conditions of life. Education minister C. Rhodes Smitb in

intoducing the changes to the curricuhlm which occurred for the 1949-1950 school year

asked, *in what way is the newprogram better than the old?" The reqponse was, in a

singte \ilord, "relevancy."s3 Meking the curriculum relevant to the lives of children lvÍts

part of the project of making the school ex¡rerience "child-centered", aprocess which also

included the elimination of authoritarian practices within the classroom and their

replacement with increased "hands-on" participation by class members' But progressive

education meant more than simply changing the pedagogy of teachers. For progressive

educators, the very idea of the purpose of school had changed. For them the raison d'etre

of the public education system was not to create specialists in certain academic areas, nor

indeed to provide a rigorous academic prcgram for those inænding to pursue higher

leåming. Instead" the goal of theprogressive education system was, in the words of the

cu¡riculr¡m itself, to induce'the changing of behavior. Accordingly,learning may be

intetlectual, 6 h leaming to solve an arithmetical problem; physical as in leaming to

walk orrun; emotional as in leamingto conhol outbursts oftemper; or social, as in

leaming howto live co-operatively with others.'s This overt süatement that learning was

essentially the creation of hegemony through attering human behavior (and the attitudes

that underlie it) pointed towards an ideological agenda at the heart of the progressive

education movement that wilt be discussed inthe next chapter.

æ C. Rhodes Smift, "The Minister'sPage-, Manitoba School Journql ll,no'3 (1949)p'2

u General Introdætion ønd Social Studies Grades I-W' 1950
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Chapter 3: Education for Democratic Citizenship: The Postwar Cuniculum in Practicc

The men and womenwho influenced Manitoba's postwar public education system

justified their adoption of progressive methods of education in terms of scientific

progress. Progressive eciucation, according to them, represented the adaptation oi

scientific knowledge, principally in the area of child psychology, to the real-life situation

of the classroom. It carried no political agenda but was simply the most effective method

for getting children to leam what was required of them by society. Only the most

whiggish of historians, however, would agree with this interpretation of whyprogressive

education became the dominant intellectual current among Manitoba's educational

authorities immediately afterthe Second World War. Historians of educationhave

generally argued that pedagory is reflective of ideology. In other wotds, the method that

one employs in order to fosüer learning is dependentuponrvhich values and behaviors

one hopesto institt in one's educational subjects throughthe use of a compulsory state

education system.

Alison Prentice argues tn The School Promoters that what in the I 950s would

come to be referred to as the "taditional" method of education: rote learning, stict

discipline and a focus on the "core" subjects of "reading, writing and a¡ithmetic", was

employed by the first plblic schools in mid-19tb centwy Upper Canada be.çause the

individuals behind the creation of public education sought to create a generation ofyoung

people who would be accustomed to an industrialized world.r Such a world would be

I ,Alison prentice, The School Promoters: Education and Social Closs ín mid-níneteenth cenhffy Upp"r

Canada @on Mills: Oxford University Press, 1977)
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characterized b¡' the division between public and private in both time and space, tbe

division of labor, and shict discþline and regimentation in one's work experience- In

fac! according to Bruce Curtis, the actual content of daily lessons was secondary to the

"hiddeil curricr¡l¡m."2 In other words, the reai "iesson" that cirü<iren w€,re to ieam in the

public school was how to sit in their desks the entire day, engage in repetitive tasks of

someone else's choosing and be quiet. Public schooling was regarded as a success by its

creators, not because it facilitated a great degree of literacy ¿rmong the general population

but because it reinforced notions of industriat work-time discipline and obedience to the

state.

In postwar Manitoba" the utilization of one pedagogrcat method over another also

stemmed from a broad ideological project on the part of educationists. In this case,

progressive education was intendedto facilitaæ the acquisition of tnowledge and habits

that would allow children to succeed in a radically new social and economic consensus.

In the minds ofprogressive educators, the upheaval of the Great Depression and World

War tr represented the failure of the western world to construct harmonious liberal-

democratic societies. A repetition of this failure could only be avoided by constructing a

radically different new consensus in the realm of economics and politics. Labor and

capital would be broughl togethcr under the rubric of industrial legality, both accepting

that mass consumerism would produce a level of economic growth that would result in

higher profits and a bigger share of the economic "pie" for workers. Radical social

reform would be excluded from the political conversation in retum for a higher level of

2BnrceC\ntis, MakingtheEducatíonslstate: ConadaWest 1836-187/ (Londo4ON: Althouse' 1988)
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material prosperity and social security for the majority of working-class Canadians.

This post-war consensus could only be preserved through the education of a new

generation of citizens who would vigilantly work to defend it. The creation of zuch a

generation was tire task of the schoois. Thus, tire terms "citizensiúp" and "democracy'

were euphemisms for the preservation of the postwar consensus in general. Progressive

reformers who e4plained that the new education system meant "education for democ:racy''

defined democracy as successful participation in a "new liberalism" political culture. In

the words of Education Minister W. C. Miller:

The she,ngth of democracy depends upon the level of literacy of the people and

the extent to whieh certain attitudes and habits prevail in their daily activities"

The citizens must bewell- informed andthey must be tained intheways of
democatic living. Literacy, as history clearly records, though essential for
de.mocrac¡ is not of itself a guarantee of it...In addition to broad literacg
therefore, deliberate training inthe democratic way of life is also essential.3

The Canadian Teachers Federation Committee on Reconstruction agreed, stating in 1943

that "Events of the past few years have brought home to us the simple truth that the

democratic way oflife must not only survive but...people must be üained for citizenship

in the democratic state; they must be conscious of living the democratic life.'{ What was

meant by "certain attitudes and habits" and the "democratic way of life" was never

directly laid out in statements zuch as these. It becomes abundantly clear if one examines

curriculum materials, textbooks and instruction given to teachers that "the democratic

life- in the context of progressive education in the postwar era wr$ a life governed by the

3 ïy. C. Miller in Manitoba, I Mamnt of Civics qnd Citizenship þr Schools (Winnipeg: Deparhent of
Education, 1956) Deparhe,nt of Education Publications,Insfiuctional Resources Unit Library, Winnipeg,

2

4 R- C. Paris, *Looking in on the CTF Conference" , Manitoba Teacher 22, no. 2 (Sept-Oct 1943) p. 5'7
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new liberalism, mass consumerism and the nuclear family-

Many progressives did not see their agenda as expressþ political. They talked not

of creating hegemony but of ushering in a utopian future in which '\¡,¡e shall learn to

s;¡iersede politics by educaÍiod', thus solvrng tre gieat questions of ..he day wi..hout

politicaldebateandpotentiallydestructiveconflict,butinsteadwithconsensusonthe

basis of a hegemonic set of values and beliefs held by everyone who attained a public

education.s The necessity for creating a newprogr¿ür of education centered around

citizenship and democracy was described in positive as well as alarmist tones. Education

for democracy was the route to a utopian future. It was also the only way to avoid the

calamities of war and totatitarianism. Both the past war and the coming cold war

convinced educators that demouacy rested upon very shaky foundations and since

democracy was learne¿.u11hs¡ than innate, if the school system failed in its quest' the

underpinnings of the post-war consensus would be lost. The member ofparliament for

Dauphin told the House of Commons n1946,"fhat the people of the world were sitting

on a powder keg, and that...only through education could the people of the world solve

their proble,ms. But if they allowed new forms of power to control them then the future

of the world was very bleak.'r In order for the next generation to navigate a changsd

world, education too had to be changed.

Cbildren in postwar schools were, in addition to being given the academic and

social skills required to live within the postwar compromisg to be taught to perceive the

t Paris,'1-ooking in on the CTF Conference", 5-7

6 Reginald Hardy in" 'Tr4. P. Sees Education as World's Salvation", Winnipeg Tribune,May 2 1946
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fundamental ideological principals of this new type of Canadian society, not as a part of a

Édical new departure inthehistory ofNorthAmericanpolitical discourse, but as

universal ¿¡d timeless "natural'truths. By accepting the tenets of postwar compromise,

+L^ -^-* -^-*+:^- ^^,,1,1 L- ^-^-^t+¡l t¡ €qlrf f¿r rr-reçcr¡-¡ê thsnr irr the fsee ¡f ¡.þgltencesîûe ne)G genÊiaiìûiì cûììiû üe txiiËí.:ü;i¡ ¿û üEi¡¿ Lü PiçÞÇi Yç i-iiúüi ¡ü i.iiv iFw v¡ wi i+'| '|vr 'Éve

from the rigbt and the left. Both those groups who wished to retum to a Canada more

closely resembling that of the pre-rÀrar era, marked by policies of laissez'faire, and those

who advocaÍedaradical vision of social reform, would be regarded as fringe movements,

outside of the acceptable political discourse of the postwar compromise. In the words of

Gleason, "lhe goal (of postwar education) was to produce children who voluntarily

reproduced the social status quo."?

The Progressive method of education itself, as in the 19ù Century, was intended to

reinforce certain behaviors and attitudes rimong Students. The methods discussed in the

previous chapter, such as democratic rather than authoritarian teaching and cooperation

rather than competition among children" were all regarded by progressive educationists as

leading to the creation of adults well-equipped for the postwar compromise. Simply

chaneing the method by which the information of the curriculum would te i*parteA into

young mia¿s was not enough, however, to carry out the ideological goals of those in the

'þrogressive" camp. The content of sehool courses itsef had to be changed in order to

allow students to succeed in and defend the postwar compromise. To this en{ virtually

every curriculum and program of studies forManitoba schools was updaæd inthe late

7 Mona Iæe Gløason, Normølizing the ldeal: Psycholog, Schootirzg and the Fømþ in Postwcr Cønsds

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999) 98
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1940s or early 1950s with most of these updates consisting of fairly substantial changes'

The higþ school prog¿m in particular barely resembled its prewar predecessor- The

elementary and junior high curicula were also overhauled, however, albeit with much

iess fa¡ft¡e and controveroy-..han for thc high school grades.

Rather than evaluating each subject area and grade individually, I will discuss

several main ideological themes that ran throughout the content of the entire postwæ

public school program and were fundamental to the political project of the progressives.

The new curriculum of the postwar era was marked by the themes of consumerism,

conformity to proper gender roles, corporatism, psychological adjustrnent as a solution to

problems, and a new Canadian nationalism. These themes, in their totality, represented

an attemptto create a new cultural hegemony \Ã'ithin Canadian society by inculcating

young people wíth certain fundamental beliefs about the world around them and their

place within it once they became adults.

Mass consumerism w¿N central to the project of postwar reconstruction. In return

for workers attaining collective bargaining rights crime a tacit promise thatthe increased

wages obtained by working class families would be used to purchase a wide variety of

new consumer goods, from televisions and appliances to cars and suburban houses-

Brrsiness, in return for settling for a "smaller piece of the pid' due to its paying higher

wages and benefits, was promised that the pie itself would grow considerably due to

consumer spending. As one AmericanNewDeal economist didactically stated" "A

thinner slice from a bigger pie still means more pie."8 Lizabeth Cohen, in describing

8 ChesterBowles, quoted inlizabeth Cohen, A Consumers Republic (New York lfuopf, 2003)
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postwar America as A Conswmers' Republic argues that a broad spectrum of interested

groups \Mithin American society, from "strident anti-New Deal big businessmen'' to

"moderate and liber¿l capitalists" to organizsd labor and the left, supported the concept of

'*^-:-- -- +L- ¡¡rr*a *¡ --^o^o-i+., i- +Lo mq*rr¡or o- 9 F^t hi<¡ hlreirrese thei¡i¡i$¡i UüüSi¡i¡içiisi¡¡ iÐ !¡-iv ivi¡aç av ¡riitùIrç¡iat lu luv IrtiùLYY.s vrG I v¡ v¡õ vsùlgvDùt uv

conversion from military production to production of goods for private consumption

could only be successfirl if the glut ofnew products appearing on the market were

affordable to a large strata of the population. Without the ability of workers to consume

the veryproducts theSrproduced, the Canadian, and world, economies could easily retum

to the crisis of overproduction that caused the Great Depression of the 1930s. Thus,

many business leaders were willing to allow a highø rate ofwages and job security for

ìüorkers so long as those workers used their higher standard of living to engage in

consumerism.

As Canadian labor historians such as Craig Heron have pointed out, behind the

rigbt to collective bargaining which Canadian workers afiained in this era lay a promise

from labor that unions would hereafter limit their demands to the lurrov/er areas of

wages, benefits and hotrs, pennanently eschewing the idea of contol over the worþlace

itself.lo In the words of Peter Mclnnis, 'oln return for the promise of unprecedented

wealth and stability, workers were counseled by management and the state, as well as by

their union and political leaders, to consider only their pay cheques - and what they could

purchase...Contentious issues of worþlace control or class solidarity were shunted aside

e Cohe'n,l Consumer's Republic

to Craig Heron, The Cønqdian Labow Movemenl: A Short Hístory (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1989)
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in the rush to consumerism."Il Subjective idørtity was key to the preservation of this

bargain in the long tem. Canadia¡rs had to see themselves primarily as con$rmers rather

than workers. Class identity was to be overcome througbthe idea of a "Consumers

Tl^-,-l-l:^tt ^-:- fr^.^^J^)^ ^^^^ -^-L^-^ ^ /ì^-^.--^- lt^--t2ç-¿.1^-^l f,,f^---+L=' 'FL^ -L:âäÊpì¡ÐüC-', Of üi UaûAC¿i S CaSe pefäAPS, a Lûnsiilncrs \,OistituúUrl¿iI rv¡uüärçxy. I II¡t surrL

ofpersonal identity from production to consumption can be seen in the writings of leaders

of the Manitoba Teachers Society. Their decision to treat MTS as a professional

rather than a union and press for the attainment of professional status

demonshatedthe commitment ofMTS to the idea of a consumption-based society.

Teachers were ûold that one of the goals ofMTS' quest for professionalisrn was to

seflrre wages high enough to ensure that a teacher "should be able to meet the normal

expectations of adalt /ip , ownership of a home and maintenance of a fanrily. In addition,

there should be money for personal growth...tavel, stud¡ reading, dramq music and

other phases of a broad cutturat experience.'t2 The normal expectations of an adult life,

according to MTS president Hilda Kinne¡ consisted of a standa¡d of living u¡hich few

members of the working class and fewer teachers, who had been some ofthe lowest paid

white-collar workers throughout Canadian history, had been able to attain before the

Second World War. Teachers, like other Canadian workers, were told that they could

now expect as a matter of course a deglee of material prosperity that had previously been

reserved for a select few in return for their continued participation in consumerism and

limitation" perhaps eliminatie4 of their identþ as workers.

rf Peter S. Mclnnis, Hænessing Labour Confrontation: Shapingthe Postww Settlement in Cønada

(foronfo: University of Toronto hess,2002) 191

12 Hilda KirÌney "The President's Page-, Manitoba Teacher 26, no. I (May/Jun 1947) p. 44
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Of course, the New liberalism consensus was an ideal rather than a reality and

existed as much in the minds of the economists, industrialists, labor leaders and

politicians who supported it as it did on the steets of Canadian cities and towns. Many

L---:- ^^- 7^^t^- -^-^-'-^l C-*l-- ^^**2s^.7 +^ -^li^i^- ^ç"-:^- !-=.o+j** ^-l l¡-:¡^^- f-:-
Þ-r¡SineSS iøíieñ ¡CmainÊG Ifu-ñüj¡ CÛÍilüiIIæ iÛ FO[íiicS iti i¡ii¡ui¡-uuùt¡i¡ë,4rrtr r¿arsùF¿-r¡lrrç

economics, while more radical labor leaders catled for radical social reform rather than

comprcmise with business. Fwthermore, as maûy Canadian historians have

demonstated" whilehundreds ofthousands of Canadians experienced upwardmobility

and began to live the "suburban dream", manydid not. The prosperity of the post-war era

was unevenly distributed and gender and ethnicity acted as powerfirl barriers to upward

mobility.

Although the suburban, consumerist lifestyle became porhayed as the dominant

way of life inthe mass media of the 1950s, it remained unattainable or undesimble for

many Canadians. It was in fact this very weakness of the lifestyle of mass consumption

that rnade those who championed it attempt to porhay it as natural and timeless,

Supporters of the postwar compromise in the public education system modified the

cr¡rriculum in order to fum young Canadians into committed consumers at an early age.

Ilr the schools of postwar Manitoba" teaching children how (and why) to consume took

place alongside teaching them to read and write. Furthermore, if children were to grow

up as supporters of the new liberalism, they would have to come to believe that their

personal happiness and fulfi.I¡nent æme not so much from the work they performed as it

did from the consumption of goods and leisure that work enabled. The meaning of work

and indeed the meaning of life were explained to the schoolchildren of the postwar era in
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sharply materialistic and consumeristic terms.

Cohen argues that the idea of the citizen-consumer lay at the hea¡t of the ideal of

the consumers' republic.l3 Manitoba schools also promoted the notion that being a good

^ilioo- maonf l-oì-c o nnnÃ ^^ñorrñêr ñi+ioo-oLi- o.{tr^o'!i^- Ê¡nr rr¡n¡lee :--æp t¿r !rve!--¡cUiüi¿çii ijiüäü¿ ijüüiË, ä Ëüirü Çüü;üü.içÍ. -viliriç¡jnii¡ii ei¡(¡v4ti<ti¡, jj.vJü ór(¡itvÐ v¡rw rv Éwv¡vvt

was concernd with the idea of creating citizens who would respect each other's

consum€r goods and desire their own. For gmdes I and II, teachers were told to teach

children to "have a place for their toys, to take out only the toys they need at a particular

time, and to put away all toys when they are no longer needed. They should also be

encouraged to hke pride in having aneattoy comer or cupboard.:rr4 1a other words,

children were to leam that possessions were to be teasured and teated with respect

whether they were one's o\ryn or someone else's because, according to the makers of the

curriculum, :'the training of the child to respect property,.,is one of the most important

aspects of education for democratic citizenship."rs

The curriculum made it explicit as to why teaching children to regard private

prope4y as sacred u¡as considered so paramount to citizenship education: "lhe student

who has leamed by practice the necessity of obeying rules, of giving service, of playing

the roles of leader and follower and of conserving school property \¡uill be readyto leam

how to act in similar ways as a citizen of the community."r6 Teaching students to take

tt Cohen, Consumers Republíc

ta Mønuol of Ctvics and Citizenship,2l

ts Manual of Ctvics and Citizenshþ, 20

t6 Junior High Grades: Guidance,Deparhent of Education, Province of Manitoba,l958,66
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good care of desks, blackboards and windows, therefore, w¿ts described as requiring

'ltonstant attention."lt In other words, teaching democracy and teaching consumerism

were firndamentally the søme task. Learning at an early age to give value ¿ad msanìng to

---- t- ----^-^r ^^^--*--l-¿:^- ^.t -^^l^ --.^^ -.i+^l +^ l^,,^f^-l-- ^,,L1^^+l-,:+:^- +L^+." "!.¡onË s pErsurtin ¿l{;uu.Luuri1llurr ur Buut¡ù wa¡ò vrr¡ar ru uçYçruPrrrË ùr¡rrJçvrrvrll(/ù tlrl¡L wt Llltl

encourage proper economic andpolitical behavior. Thus, not only did students have to

get into the habit of respecting the sacredness of property but also seeing the cme of

propertyas key to their own enjoyrrent of life. The Grades I-VI social studies curriculum

laid out a number of goals of the unit on'othe home"o including, oto develop an interest in

the proper care of clothing and other personal belongings" and 'to develop a desire to

make one's home clean, neat and beautiftil."l8 Becomit',g interested in the acquisition and

preservation of consr¡mer goods \¡/as a first step to supporting a society in which labor

was rewarded with material prosperity-

The Manitoba curricuhrm's devotion to consumer çducation went far beyond

teaching respect and veneration of personal possessions to intoducing students to new

life problems that could onty be solved through the acquisition and proper application of

consumer goods. Mânitoba's health education cuniculum often resembled a soap or

beautyproduct advertisement in following the tried and true advertising method of

intoducing a "problem" that threatened one's personal hygiene, and thus ability to

experience positive social interaction, and then providing a simple solution in the form of

a new product. In the 1950s, a myriad of new cosmetics and toiletries were introduced by

17 Mærual of Civics and Citizenship, 47

tB General húroùrction and Social Sndies Grades l-W,Deparünent of Education, Provinee of Manitoba'

1950,29
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companies seeking to capitalize on the e4panding purchasing power ofNorth American

con$lmers. These products were almost always targetedto lryomen and drewupon

prevailing notions offemininity which suggested that the woman's proper sphere was the

home and her mosi impoÍrant roie'uiiat oiwirt and moîher. Ä.s Eiaine Tyler ivíay asseris

in Homeward Bound, North American women in the 1950s were told by the mass media

as well as psychological "e4perts" that the home, rather than the worþlace, was the

proper site ofpersonal ñ¡lñl¡nent. Domestic bliss, one could conclude from the

advertisements, was onlypossible if a woman was able to present herself as physically

athactive to aman. Thus advertisements offered women such pearls of wisdom as, "few

a¡e born beautiful but all can achieve beauty with the Elizabeth Arden beauty ritual" or

asked frigbtening questions such as, *Which Hair Problems do you Have?" or "Does your

husband look younger than you do?"re Luckil¡ zuch 'þroblems" could be remedied by

the purchase of the correct prôducts!

While Manitoba's health education progr¿m was slightþ less didactic than

Madison Avenue, it nevertheless perpetuated precisely the same vision of the world. The

junior high heatth cunicul"m, designed to promote hands-on learning by teaching healthy

behaviors rather than human physiology and anatom¡ included units such as "Presenting

a good appearance" and "Cleanliness" which included such sub-units as "how shor¡ld the

hair be ca¡ed for", 'tow should the nails be cared for" or, 'how does one judge soap?'20

to'Beaut¡r and Hygiene 1911-1956", Dr¡ke University Library Digital Collections,
hQr'Âibrary.duke. edu/digitalcollections/adaccesVbrowse

2D Ãmior High Grades: Guidance,64; Health Education andúdure Study f-W, Department of Educatior¡
Province of Manitoba, 1950, 33
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In leaming about personal cleanliness, adolescents would be taught lessons in'1ñe use

and value of beauty soaps", 'othe use and value of facial creaas", "the use and value of

cosmetics" and "eliminating odors of perspiration". Cosmetics companies could hardly

imve asked for a'oetier iirtroduciion to 'rheir prodücts! Afier sf¿dents learned âboì¡t

"shamFooing - Methods, Frequency and Type sf $hampoo to use", they would move on

to activities such as 'þlan a consumer guide forpurchasing soap" or1nake a collection of

radio and magaaneadvertisements for soap".2l The curriculumthus followedthe

advertising industry in claiming that personal happiness was derived in large part from

one's ability to consume effectiveþ. Moreover, learning about the wide variety of

cosmetic products available emphasized that spending one's time and mental enerry

engaged in consumerism was not only a worthwhile and rewarding tash but also a

'hatural" and "normal" I)ârt of adult life.

It was not only products that Canadians were increasingly consuming in the

postwar era but leisure. Along with higher wages came decreased hours and more

possible activities with which to fitl those hours spent away from work. If leisure time

was not spent productively, however, the ouþut of workers and thus the profits ofthe

company ufuich employed them could suffer Worse ye! time away from work could be

spent in activities thatwere tbreatening to the social order. One commentator in the

postwar era described the possibility of a fourday work week as a "ghastly pros¡rect'',

explaining to a Winnipeg audience that "businessmen, executives and other professional

people...usually have some avocation to keep them from becoming bored. Bul..the great

2t Health Education and Nanre Study I-W,33
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mass of Canadían workers...have little to occupy their leisure time aside ûom passive

interests such as television."z The compromise struck between labor and capital led to

a newfognd concern with leisure, not just because of the increased amount of time that

---^-r-- --.^,-r¡ -^.-, ^-^-J ^,,,-., f- - +1'^ i^1. h:rf ¡len ho¡',arrse nf the vifa! auestion ofùOü(eiS -WÛüiO IIiJW Sitç¡ü¡ ¿¿w¿ti üv¡ü L¡.ÍÚivi" iiÚ' rúv v@.-v

how work was to be rewa¡ded. hnplicit in the arrangement of workers surrendering

power over all aspects of the work experience except for wages and benefits was an

agreement that individuals were no longer to activeþ seek personal fulfilment through the

process of work itself (which was nowunder control of management and not subject to

negotiation) but through consumption of the goods and leisr¡re-time experiences available

because of the wages derived from work. I¡r other words, it was the private sphere of

consumption rather than the public sphere of production in which one's personal "pursuit

of bappiness?' rryas to take place. Thus, workers could only be expected to continue their

srrpport of the postwar compromise if they were in fact able to find satisfaction througþ

the channels that were deemed appropriate, namelythe paüiarchal nuclear family and

mass consumerism. Canadian boys and girls required education in leisure to ensure that

as adult members of society they would indeed find fulfilment in a highly gendered,

family-oriente{ and consumer society-

Concern with the productive use of leisure time was often expressed by

deparhent of education officials. The Physical Education curriculum argued for an

increase in the hours of physical activity performed by children because of the possibility

thæ failure to learn to appreciate constructive pastimes such as sport would result in

2 Kurt Swinton in Bob Preston, "Four-Day Week Ghastty Thought'', WirmipegTribune,Ianuary2T 1958
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recourse to desfructive ones. The curriculum instructed teachers that,

Leisure only becomes a problem to those who are unskilled in its use. Lack of
sufficient skill and stamina to enjoy vigorous physical activity forces individuals
to seek sthsl peans of satisfaction. Aware of their shortcomings they seek to
reassure themselves and develop personal security through displays of power, a
^^.--^l .-- L^+ -^.¡ ^ ^-,,1+^L Ll^l^ -,^-l^l:-* ^-I +Lo l:t-^23¡tt L¡lrçLr-uP IIUL It l'¡r a3 ùwrLvrl t lltl'¿çr Y4lr\¡<Luùt¡'tr cuLu lllç ßv.

This statement was both a phys ed. teacher's and psychologist's dream. According to

educational authorities, anti-social behavior of all types could be explained in tenns of

personal inferiority complexes and solved easily throughthe provision of wholesome,

vigorous physical exercise. Thus, progressive education's focus upon practical education

and diverse subject æeas allowed it to provide yet another service to help preserve the

postwar compromise: teaching young people how to eqjoy leisure. As a University of

Toronto ptofÊssor stated in defense of progressive education: "We no longer tbink it good

enough for the great majority to be taught in the three R's in preparation for working a

twelve-hour day. Ordinary people have leisure now ¿rs well as work. That is uihy modern

elementary schools teach subjects like music a¡ld art."24 Three ofthe eight stated goals of

the Manitobajuniorhighprogram were related in some way to leisure. Furthermore, a

section of the junior high cturiculwn entitled, "A stunmary for the busy teacher"

exptained tbat despite the large amount of academic content that teachers were expected

to impart, above all pupils need to leam'to enjoy beauty, to develop recreational

8 Manitoba Ptrysical Eúrcation and Reereation in Møtitoåa (Winnipeg: Deparhe,nt of Education,

1958), D€,parhent of Educatíon Publications, Instructional Resources Unit Library, Winnþg, 22

2n Charles E. Phillips,'1.{o - We are Educating for Life", Chatelaine, Oct. 1952
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interests" and 'to live the good 1ife."25 School was thus a preparation not for a life solely

devoted to worþ but one that afforded abundant opportunities for material comfort and

satisffing leisure activities.

l\¡fqnr¡ ar¡lriæfa lqlar rlannrrnoprl hr¡ t"oditinnqlisfc øs (r#ills" ute.¡e irlstifierl hwrYrmJ

teachers and curriculum advisors as important because of their contribution to students'

uses of free time later in life. Neville Scarfe aryued for the inclusion of industial arts in

the educational program of every student, rather than just those who intended to enter a

skilled tade, because 'oschools are not primæily a means of training ayoung man or

woman to enter a Hriog; they arc for training the,m to live more abundantly, particularly

during leisure t:me...Modern times also require that each and every one can manage a

house and family efficiently and happiþ and at the same time have a lasting constructive

and absorbing leisure-time hobby."26 Arts and crafts education was justified on similar

grounds.2T Core subjects that existed before the advent of a'þrogressive" re-tooling of

the curriculum were altered in order to accomplish the goal of education for leisure time.

The University of Chicago self-survey recommended the development of a separate,

modified English literature program for the majority of high school students who did not

intend to pursue firrther education. According to their recommendation, "the chief

purpose of such programs shoutd be to promote wide acquaintance with literature adapted

É General lfiroùrcttonto the Currictthnnþr the Junior Hígh Grødes of Manitoba Schools, Deprbnent of
Education, Manitoba 1958, 6

26 N. V. Scarfg "The Place of Indusaial Arts in a Full Education-', Manitoba Schaol Jownal17, no- 3

(Nov. 1955) p. 8-9

n Cwricuhnt ín Arts and Crdts: Grades I-W, Depafrent of Education, Province of Manitoba" 1946
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to the interests and abilities of pupils whose formal education will ærminaæ shortly."2E In

other words, for students who coutd not be expected to read and appreciate Shakespeare,

care could at least be taken to ensure that they were reading something, and preferably

some+-hi:ng that was not Þ-sh- The habit bopefüly would eontinue into their adult lives.

While all students were to be educated to become more skilled consumers and

thus happier individuals, this education w¿N highly gendered. In fact" every aspect of the

pubtic school program was designed to perpetuate the assumption that the social worlds

of men and women once they reached the age of adulthood would be vastly different.

Indeed, Manitoba schools promoted the idea that men and women were fundamentally

different both biologicalty and psychologically. This gender essentialism pervaded the

ideological program of those who promoted the postwar consensus thtough education-

The postwar compromise promised workers a higher standard of living in

exchange for organized labor's agreement not only to reshict its demands to wages and

benefits but also its promise to marginatize those who posed a threat to the compromise-

This group includedradical socialists,laissez-faire ideologues and, importantl¡ working

women. The postwar consensus was founded upon the notion of the white male

breadwinner and therefore called for a rollback of the newfound acceptance that women's

work had achieved during the Second World War, when the stereot¡pe of the "Bren Gun

GirT' was hailed by the govemment as a model to which women should aspire and

advertisers increasingly porhayed the patriotic working wonurn as the archetlpal

ß Rqort oÍúe Directed Self fumey - Winnipeg Public Schools (Chicago: Committee on Field Services,

Deparbnent of Education, University of Chicago, 1948) Education Library Archiveg Universþ of
Maniûobe Winnipeg, 194
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consumer. In the post-war era, however, the working woman was increasingly portayed

by psychologists and the mass media as dysfunctional or narcissistic, a threat to the

psychological well-being of the family, and an "unnatural" and indeed un-feminine

deviant whose personal psychological pathology led her to reject the only role that could

bring her true happiness: tbat of wife, mothef, and consumer of domestic goods.

In Homewørd Botmd, Elaine Tyler May introduces the idea of domestic

containment, an ideolory which mirrored the West's foreign policy of containment of

communism. Domestic containment was aprescription for American women which

stipulated that emotional, material and sexual satisfaction was only possible or

appropriate within the ûamework of the nuclear family. The "American dream" was to

be found only in the child-centered family with a single male breadwinner. In the words

of Ma¡ "the most tangible symbol of that dream was the suburban home - the locale of

the good lifq the evidence of democratic abundance."2e Inpostwar Canadathe ideaof

domestic containment can be clearly seen in the prescriptions given to women by popular

media and psychologists. The Manitoba school cuniculum was designed to prepare its

female students to live this suburban dream. Domestic containment was alive and well in

the Manitoba school system.

From their earliest ex¡reriences in school, girls and boys alike were taught to

expect women to be found viithin the home carrying out domestic tasks. A guide to

possible astivities for teachers to carry out in a unit on "the Family'' in the primary grades

Ð Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era- (New York: Basic

Books, 1999),143
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included a group discussion entitled" '\rhat mother does". Appropriafe ânswers to the

question of what mother did include{ *she cooks fot us, she washes and mends orn

clothes, she cleans the house, she takes care of the baby." When it came to answering the

question, 'l¡ihat does father do" children \flere to suggest a series of different

occupations.3o Another assignment for grades I and tr asked pupils to make charts listing

the rooms of their house and what their mothers did to make those rooms comforüable,

along with another chart listing all of the items that "fathers heþ us get" including food,

clothing, homes, protection, education and recreation.3r The implication of these lessons

could not be clearer; children were to expect to find a world in which men provided the

resources of the good life and women oversawtheir implementation in the home.

As Mona Gleason has pointed out, around a quarter of Canadian women,

including a significant number of maried women, continued to participate in the

wor*force outside the home in the 1950s.32 It was onty in the minds ofthose who created

the curriculum that children's mothers would work exclusively inside the home,

indicating that the cuniculum was designed not to reflect reality but shape perception of

it. Children who had a working mother were supposed to regard this state of events as

unnafural, perhaps sysn immoral, and not a likely or desi¡able option for themselves

when they grew up. A working woman was to be teated with pity; either for her poverly

or her greed depending on whether she worked because the family "nesded" her income,

30 General Introdrction and Social Studies Grades I-YI,29

3t Mømtal of Ctvics and Citizenship,20

32 43.5yo of women engaged in paid work outside the home were married in 1958. Gleason, 54-55
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but not with admiration.

The most important school subject for reinforcing zuburban domesticity in the

minds of girls rilas unquestionably home economics. In arguing for the continuing

presence of home economics in Manitoba schools, educationists developed two main

goals for the subject. One was simply to reflect the reality that women were

predominantly in charge of domestic tasks and thus to prepare students to perform these

tasks via the æaching of specific skills. The other was to reinforce the idea that the 'l¡¡ell-

adjusted" woman should desire to make homemaking her sole career and look to the

home as her exclusive source of fulfil:nent. Home economics education was often

justified exclusively on practical grounds byindividuals such as Frances McKa¡ director

ofhome economics services at the Manitoba deparffient of Agriculture, who argued:

"The majority of women marry and spend the greatest part of their lives caring for a home

and famil¡ yet in their schooling were not given special training for this important job. It

is only afrer they marry that they rcalize the immense task before them."33 An article in

Chstelafurc stated that three quarters of Canadian home economists believed that children

lacked prop€r training in the skills of "household science"il.

Imparting necessary skills in sewing and cooking was not the only purpose gven

for extending home economics education to all female Manitoba students injunior and

seniorhigb school, however. The director of home economics for Manitobawrote: "the

art of homemaking...involves more than cooking and sewing skills, important as they may

33 Frances T. McKay, "Women's World', Manitoba School Jownal ld no. 3 (Nov. 52)p.9

il Helen Palmer "Are Our Children Being Trained for Homemaking?", Chaîelaine,June 1952
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be. The program is designed to meet the needs of adolescent girls in the areas ofpersonal

and family living...it seeks to develop those skills and appreciation which make for

improvedfamilymembership."3s Home economics, in other words, consistednot just of

physical education but also psychological education. Girls were to be taught not only the

physical abilities ûecessary to perform the role of homemaker but also taught that their

role as homemakers was vitally important and in fact the most rewarding career they

could choose. Thus, of the official goals of the home economics curriculurn, only three

of six dealt with outcomes related to attaining technical proficiency in domestic tasks

zuch as sewing or cooking. The other half included goals zuch as, 'to stimulate an

interest in the study of home-making", 'to develop ability to understand factors that make

for satisfying family and community lifd'and'to teach the importance of the wise use of

time, energy, materials, and money as related to the health and welfa¡e of the family."36

Because women were porhayed as the primary organizers of consumption in the family

unit, consumer education\ilas a major element of the home economics program. Girls

were taught that they would have to o'assume the responsibility for the physical and

mental health of the family."37 In other words, homemaking was not simply a physical

occupation which most women happened to perforno, it was an occupation involving

psychological management that women were uniquely qualified to perform by virtue of

their very nature.

" Hele'lr Janzen, "Home FÆonomics", Manítoba Annual Report on Education, 1953'54

ß HomemakingJunior HighGrødes Yll-D{Departuentof Education, ProvinceManitoba"1956,2

37 "Home Economics Coursd'. Manitoba Programues of Studies. hovince of Manitoba- 1955-56, 133
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Girls in Manitoba were not only taught that their adult life wouldmean taking

responsibility for the physical and mental health of the family but that this rolc was the

most "natural" orÌe for them to play due to their supposed innate differences from men.

Home economists stressed that one of the most important tasks of a teacher in their ñeld

was to make home management appear to be arewarding way to spend one's life. One

a.sked her colleagues: o'Can we not make them (students) aware that homemaking in itself

is an honorable profession?"38 while another asserted: "One of our objectives in Home

Economics should be to impress the importance of home and family living on the minds

of our students."3e These statements demonstr¿te that girls were no! in fact, passively

accepting the discourse promoted by teachers or curriculum planners who saw the onþ

properrole for a woman as a life ofhome and family. Home Economics teachers were

therefore not simply delivering a service to an enthusiastic populæion in need of their

expertise, they were attempting to build cultural hegemony. The Home Economics

teacher was part technical instructor and part proselytizer. The hegemonic aspeçt of

Home Economics educ¿tion was made clear by the subject's program of studies for higb

school r¡¡hich told teachers that they would have achieved their goal not only when

students developed technical proficiency in the areas of cooking, sewing, child ca¡e and

financial planning but when they "have the idea that homemaking is the highest t¡pe of

38 Graçe Gordon Hood- "Our Responsibilities for Promoting Professional Interest in Home Economics".
Manitoba School Jownal Vol. I No. 6 Feb. 1946 p. 7

e'llome Economics in Trme with the Times". Manitoba School Jotrnal- Vol. 20 No. 10 Jrme 1959 p.
18-19
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profession,'øo

The ability of Home Economics to achieve its goal of convincing girls that their

best chance at finding happiness lay within the realm of home and family was buttressed

by an entire school curriculum that adopted an ideology of gender essentialism- The

notionthatthere were fundamental physical and psychological differences between

women and men that determined their personality and suitability for certain tasks was

widespread among those who planned the Manitoba curriculum. OlgaAndersoq senior

nutritionist for the departnent of health and welfare confidentþ stated that the health and

physical education programs should be organized around the *fact" that "boys are

interested in muscle development in order to participate in athletics and girls are more

interested in their appearance."ar The Physical Education program in Manitoba was

almost Victorian in its assessment of the "natural" frailties of girls in comparisonto boys

and the psychological rlamage that could result if these dtfferences were not addressed. Iu

additionto female students participating inphysical education separately frommales,

their athletic program was designed to be much less demanding. Long distance running

was off-limits for female students because: "these events require great reserve force

and...women and girls do not have this." Furthermore, teachers were insFucted not to

allow teenage girls to participate in physical education while menstruating and told that

"over-training is as bad as not enough taining". Girls were also to be'\watched carefulty

4 "Home Economics Course", Manitoba Programmes ofstudies, Deparhnent of Education, Province of
Manitob4 1955-56 p. 133

aI OþAnderson, "HealthEducation in the Elementary Classroonr'',Mønítoba School Jownal9,no.2
(Ocr l9aÐp.I
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so that exEeme nervous tension is not being built up.'{2 Such concern with girls acting

too 'hasculine" or boys becoming too "feminine" \ilas rampant in the cold war era Ifthe

entire basis of society (and supposedlythe 'lVest's 
defense against communism) was the

genderednuclear family, then anyone acting outside of the appropriate genderrole wa.s a

grave threat not only to their own family, but to all of society.

This concern with children growing up without proper guidance in devetoping

appropriate gender attributes and behaviors rvas reflected tnaChatelaìne aútcle

addressing that classic issue that incited panic in thel950's: juvenile delinquency. In the

article the reader is intoduced to "Jimmy Jackson", a misbehaving nine year old who has

tumed to stealing. Thanks to the expertise of modern psychology we are told that Jimmy

is notjust a'bad boy". In fact, according to the psychologists, he seems to bear no

responsibility for his actions at all! Rather we are told that the problem is Jimmy's

parents because, "Jimmy's stealing was a last desperate aüempt to let his parents know he

was distmbed in his relationship with them." What exactly Jimmy's parents were doing

lrrong was revealed when Jimmy drew a picture in his therapy session which depicted a

soldier wearing a skirt. Jimmy told the psychiatris! "tlat's my mother. She's a sergeant

major with a skirt on. All she ever does is order, order, ordet''. Jimmy's parents, it

turcd out were exhibiting all of the inappropriate gender characteristics that worried

promoters of the patriarchal family. Rather tan being kindly and nurturing, his nnother

was domineering and overþ'tnasculine". Ratherthan acting as the "manly''authority

n Junior High Grades: Health Education and Plrysical Education,Departnent of Education" Province of
Manitoba 1947 I 1958, 124
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figure, Mr. Jackson was a wealÇ dominated man. Luckily for Jimmy, before the article

was over his parents had realized their psychological dysfirnction and taken steps to

correct it.43 This didactic arlicle reveals the gendered thinking of the psychology

profession which was held in such high esteem by promoters of progressive education. If

issues ofjuvenile delinquency and other society-tbreatening dysfunction could indeed be

traced back to issues of proper gender behavior, then it became vital that the public

school system take steps to ensure children acted according to their supposedly

biologically determined natures as men and women.

According to psychologrsts, the modern nuclear family was to be the model of

democracy and efficiency. Every member oftåe family was to know his or her role and

perform it to the best of their abilities due to their devotion to the shared interests of the

family itself. Men were to be producers, in charge of the family's relations with the

or¡tside world- Women were consumers and their sphere of infl.uence was the domestic

world of the suburban home. Children were to obey the decisions made jointþ by father

and mother (with each holding special power over their own "natural" sphere) but were to

be consulted on all decisions. The family meeting, promoted by psychologists as a way

of bringing democracy to this previously autocratic institution, would allow for family

harmony and unity. In other words, the family was to follow a corporate model of

organízation in which some were leaders and others foltrowers but all subordinated tlrcir

narrow personal (or class) interests to the coÍrmon interest of the entire unit. In the

family or corporation alike, each member r¡/as granted some degree of democratic input as

43 Joan MacKenzie, "lilhen Should you Take Your Child to a Psychiarisf ', Chateløine,Aug. 1957
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long as each also displayed loyalty to the organization, a belief in the innate fainress of

their position within it, and a commituent to compromise and acceptance of decisions

with which they did not personally agree.

That this conception of the family closeþ resembled educationists' prescriptions

for society should come as no sur¡rrise. The corporateparadigm was used as the model

for numerous forrns of social organization in 1950s Canada. The experience of the war

had resuhed in a greater degree of respect and admiration for the concepts of planning

and govemment intervention into the economic sphere fhan at any previous time in

Canadian history. Government's expanded role in Canadian life had not only defeated

Nazi German¡ but it had lifted the county out of the most erippling depression in its

history and brought the beginnings of a social welfare state (family allowance,

unemployment insurance) that would provide security in times of economic dishess to all

Canadians. Furthennore, it did so while both aclinowledgng the rights of labor and

keeping profits high for business. In the minds of many Canadians, the central challenge

of reconstruction was to maintain the wartime economic and political model without the

war. If all of Canadian society functioned essentially as a corporation for purposes of

winning the war, then perhaps this corporate model was the best to apply to peacetime,

with Government in the role of CEO, citizens as shareholders, and workers and business

leaders alike as workers within the "company'', holding different jobs and rates of pay,

but unitcd in their pursuit of the common goal of national prosperity. This corporate ideal

was, of course, a dream of certain post-war intellectuals rather than areality, but it

exerted a massive influence on the ideological content of the curriculum advocated by the
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promoters of 'þrogressive" education-

The first step to the creation of a group of future citizens who would admire and

support the corporate model of society was the elimination of class identity and class

consciousness. Students'were encouraged to see the members of their society, not as

members of different classes with inherently different or even opposed interests, but as

individuals who were each working toward a higher goal of societal prosperity in their

own way. A high school health textbook written by the deputy minister of Health for

Ontario and the director of physical education for Toronto and used in almost every

province in the cormty, including Manitoba, began bytelling students that the human

body was ssmFarable to human society; "like a good citizen, the cell also co-operates for

the benefit of its community...we find cells working together in a harmonious pattem that

is little short of awe-inspiring.'4 Thus, the corporate model of social organization was

emulati.g the harmony of nature itself. In order to fi¡rther drive their point home, the

authors contínued:

hnagine yourself cast away upon a desert island with but one companion. You
could go yor¡r separate \¡¡ays, each doing his own hunting, fire-making and
cooking, and each making a separate shelter for himself. However, such an
arrangement wastes both human talent and nature's resources...such individualism
seldom endures for long. Even hostility grows before the necessity of combining
for self-preservation, convenience, comfort and companionship. One man proves
the superior cook, the other a su¡rerior hrmter, and the responsibilities a¡e divided
on this basis...The hunter does a better job because he can concentate on hunting,
and the cook...remains by the carnpfire dreaming up new dishes. Thus by
specialization and cooperation their lot is very much improved...Human
improvement has been brought about by similil'specialization and co-operation
among the cells.as

14 J. T. Phair md N. R. Speirs, Good Health(Toronto: Ginn and Compan¡ lg45r 6

as Phair and Speirs, Gaod Health 6
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This example not only provided a biological justification for the increased division of

labor within a factory, but introduced the notion that despite specialization, no singls

worker was more important than another, just as one cell \ryas no more importantthan

another, even though it mightperform a different firnction. Taking the metaphor firther,

the entire human body could be compared to Canadian society. Certain cells confrolled

brain frmction while others were resllonsible for circulation, just r¡s some people with

çxpert knowledge and advanced education wer€ rightfully the "brain cells" of sociefy

u¡hile others were more suited to tasks requiring manual labor and obedience rather than

brainwork and leadership. None, however, were Írny less vital to society's prosperity than

any other and thus all were entitled to the basic provisions of the social welfare systenn

and full rights of democratic citizenship. This society'as-human-bodymetaphornot only

implied that one should be deferential to the e4pertise of others (the hand doesn't

question the decisions of the brain) but that divisions between individuals based upon

occupational status were misguided and unnatural. Class conflict in this formulation

became a cancer; a case of the body unnaturally fighti"g itself and destoying its natural

harmony in the process.

In numerous subject areas, Manitoba's public school pupils were bombarded with

messages aimed at eliminating rqsenhent based upon social class and fostering mutual

identificæion between people who performed quite different types of occupations. In the

grade I and tr Social Studies prograxû, the year was to be broken rnto units based upon

different places in which adults lived and worked including "The Farm"- In this unit,

teachers were instructed, 'to develop in thç city child a sense of the debt he owes the
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f,armet''and'to develop in the pupil an attitude of respect for an appreciation of dif;Êerent

workers in the countr¡r."tr The introduction to the General Shop curriculum justified the

inclusion of this subject not only on the grounds that it helped less academically inclined

children begn the preparation for learning a frade, but also because, "as the student

begins to acquire a thorot'gh mastery (of shop skills), he comes to appreciate the skill of

the skilled workrnan.'{? Shop was usefirl for future white-collar workers, not because it

taught skills that would have any directpractical value to their future occupations, but

because it demonstrated that these skills were just as worthy as academic ones. Children

were to overcome traditional divisions between city and country, blue collar and white

collar or worker and management by adopting the metaphor of the human body as society

and realizing that each occupation had something vital to contribute, without which no

one could survive orprosper.

Mclnnis argues that in order to enforce the postwar labor conse,nsus at the

grassroots level, unions and management created Labor Management Production

Committees or LMPCs which launched campaigns of propaganda aimed at encouraging

the average worker to identi$ with the goals of the company for which he or she worked

rather than engaging in class politics.a8 'Workers were told that higher productivity, which

could be achieved through workers eschewing strikes, "soldieringl' or other disruptions in

the speed of production, \ilas in everyone's best interest, as higþer profits for the company

6 General Inrroduction and Sociol Sndies Grades I-W,2 I 33

t Cwriculum on General Shopfor Junior High Grades of Manitoba, Deparhent of Education, Provinc.e
of Manitoba, 1947,3

át fr4fçInnis, I/arnersing Labor Cordrontation, 135
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led to increases in the availability of consumer goods and higher wages with which to buy

those goods.

Interestingly, this message of shared interests as amotivating factor for workers

was not only reproduced in the Manitoba curriculum but can be found in the writings of

John Dewey. One of Dewey's central criticisms of traditional education \¡/as that it failed

to motivate children to work excep out of fear of being punished or failing. At best,

children were encouraged to work hard in life for n¿urow individuâl rerËolts such as

passing rather than faiting, winning promotion to higher grades and eventually qualifying

themselves for a bstterjob and higher salary. As adulæ, therefore, people would

reproduce these same limited motivations for working. Dewey argued that much of the

social conflict $/ithin his own world stemmed from this problem of worker motivation.

In his words, there was no 'lital social spirif' either in the schools or the worþlace to

çreate a sense of "collaborative çffort toward a worthy goup goal."o' The solution to

creating this vital social spirit was, of course, education. Dewey envisioned progressive

education creating a world in which "some are managers and others are subordinates. But

the great rhing for one as for the other is that each shall have had the education which

enables him to see within his daily work all there is in it of large and human

significance."so Dewey claimed that the reason workers in the industial era had become

'here appendages of the machines which they operate" was "the fact that the worksr has

had no opporhrnity to develop his imagination and his s5arrpathetic insight as to the social

nn John Dewey, Moral Prtuciples in Educqtion (New York: G¡eenwood Press, 1959) 22,31

s John Dewe¡ School and Society (Cbtcago: University of Chicago hess, 19Û0) 38
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and scientific value of his vr¡ort."s¡

In other words, if future workers could be taugbt that their effort was part of a

grand and noble production of societal betterment, they would no longer be alienated

from the means of production, but would become attached, not only to their ovm work

itself, but the new liberalism. Thus, the director of technical education for Manitob4 in

justifying the inclusion of industial instruction in the public school system, emphasized

both its practical value and its capacity for the construction of the new liberalism, stating,

"creativework can provide a fonn of vital stimulation whichwe might call play - a

worker enjoying such activity usually describes it as JOB pRIT)E.,'s2 If children could,

through education, develop pride in their own work and appreciation for the work of

others, they would be on the road to becoming happy, well-motivated workers when they

gre\ü up.

Job pride, however, w¿N necessary but not sufficient to create the percep-tion of a

classless society among students. Since the school system was not intended to eliminate

actuøl differences in wealth or status but ratherthe perception of such differences as the

product of social class, it was necessary to explain economic hierarchies without resort to

the fuaditional language of class. Indeed, the most optimistic of progressive educators

argued that through scientific management of the school program, social class as a

proriuct of täfferences in capital accrmulation could be replaced by occupational

specialization according to each individual's interests and abilities. Thus, schools taught

fl Dewey, School and Society, 38

5t R J. Johns, "The Philosophy of Technical Educâtion", Manitoba School Journa! 8,no. 6 (Feb. 46) p. 6
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that society was, in facL a meritocracy and that one's financial and occupational position

later in life would be a direct product of one's innate abilities and aptitudes as measured

by psychologist-tained experts such as teachers and guidance counselors. Progressive

educators who promoted "democratic" education made it clear that their vision of a

democratic society still included the presence of a clearly defined hierarchy. The

difference in the new liberal society would be that suchhiera¡chies would be dete,rrnined

by merit rather than social class. As one progressive educator stated,

Democracy the most difficult fonn of government to opetate, demands an elite. I
know that this is a dangerous worq because it is thought to imply privilege, social

status, or wealth. But democracy, of all forms of govemment demands leaders. I
for one am certainly not prepared to be led by the least educated. Therefore, our

best hope, as democrats, is to give the best possible opportunities to all children,

inoluding the able children as well as others, from any social background.s3

Another educator remarked, oofhere is a mistaken view that democracy requires

uniformity, when in fact the very esseûce of democracy is to allow for difference. Each

child must be given the opportunity to develop to the limit of his capacity''sa As Robert

Stamp observed in regards to schooling in Ontario, *now the school was to fi.rnction less

as the gfeat equatizer and more as the great selectot, selecting the most talented for the

higher level jobs, and selecting from the rest those destined for office and factory

emploSrment. In the past, much of this sorting process had taken place after young people

had left school; now the school would predetennine these choices."ss Schools thus took

onperhaps the most vital role in constructing the postwar corporatist compromise: that of

st John Wolfende,n, 'Democracy in Education-', Manitoba School Jownol2l, no. 5 (May 1960) p' 7

s Manitoba, Report of the Manitoba Royal Commßsion on Fducation 1959 (1959\

55 Robert Stamp, The Schools of Anturio 187G1976 (Torontn: University of Toronto Press, 1982) 84
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determining whether children were best suited to be "cells" in the brain or the hand of the

*body' of Canadian society.

Society would, like a corporation, depend upon the work of both leaders and

followers. To determine who was suited to which task and train them appropriateþ

would be the role ofthe education system. Thus, teachers were instructed that their duties

now included classification of students into categories based upon not only achievement

but potential as well as occupational guidance. The subject of Guidance was created in

the postwar era in order to facilitate this new role of occupational selection.56 In slots

during which time was to be devoted exclusively to guidance, students were encouraged

to form a realistic impression of their talents as well as interests and formulate a ca¡eer

goal and path to achieving it based upon such a selÊevaluation.st They were also to study

chapters in their textbooks entitled, '!ou and your future" and'osuccess in the world of

work" and perform activities such as selecting potential occupations, conducting studies

of them and correlating these studies with their own interests and abilities.ss

To steer the students' selÊwaluations in realistic and appropriate directions was

to be the job of teachers, who were told that they should "take note of the likes and

dislikes, abilities and disabilities of their pupils" in order to *have a fair idea of their

inclinations and qualiñcations."se Such subjective assessments of ability and interests

s }V. C. Miller, "The Mnster'sPag€',Mønítaba School Jownal l{,no- 4 (Dec. 1952) p. 3

s7 General Introduction úmior High Grades, 27

5' hmior High Grades : Guidance, 7 1-72

5e Don Swailes, 'Education and Indusüy in Manitoba", Manitoba Scl.øol Journal 13, no. 9 (May 1952) p 7
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u¡ere to be augmented by scientific testing overseen by trained professionals. A professor

of education at the University of Manitoba declared that it was impossible for either

students themselves or their parents to fairly assess the abilities and interests of the

individual student since their dreams and goals would interfere with objective assessment.

He believed instead that only dispassionate science could overcome the inherent biases of

parents who recommended occupations which they held in high esteem but were not

necessmily within the ability or desires of children themselves.

Thus, the education system was to employ intelligence tests, aptitude tests,

"staûdard achievement tests, cumulative records, tained interviewers and tained

analysts.'n Although advocates of standardized testing admitted: "no one is exactly sure

u¡hat intelligence is and opinions differ widely as to the degree in which itmay be

furherited or influenced by environmenf', they still maintained that testing could'Torecast

the probable future ability or capacity to handle academic subjects.'út To this end,

Manitobajunior high schools were instructed to administer IQ tests as well as aptitude

tests for mechanical and clerical aptitude to students who fared poorly on the intelligence

t€sts.

Matching academically inclined students with caree¡s requiring significant

brainpower was regarded as vitally important by those both \ilithin and outside ofthe

education system. T\e Onawa Tribune declared that "Canada is just waking up to the

fact that her most precious resource - brainpower - is wasting away at an alamning rate".

@ Harry Stein,'?roblems of Pupil Adjustuent in the Secondary Schooll', Mønitoba School Jotrnal g, no. 6
(Feb. le48)p.20

6r únior HighGrades: Guidance,T4
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According to the Tribune,two thirds of students with IQs over 100 failed to comp-løte

higb school educatioq let alone proceed to a higber education which would allow them to

attain the education necessary to fill positions of scientific, corporate and govemmental

leadership.oz 4 similar article worried that the meritocratic ideal of the postwar era ì¡/as

failing and that class position continued to hold the key to higher education and attaining

positions of social leadership. Its author woried that "many of the best qualified students

are dropping out of school and many of the less qualified are going on to college."æ

Others were more optimistic regarding the possibility of science superseding class as a

detenninant of social status. An article in the Manitoba School Journal declare'd, 'here in

lvfanitobathere is almost boundless opporhrnity for progress and selÊrealization for every

graduating student...there is no need whatever for any square pegs to be fitted into round

holesl no need for anyone to spend too much time in "dead-end" occupations...with the

combined assistance ofteacher and employment sçrvices, students can be given

considerable help in choosing the fields in which they will work.'s

Such was the hope of progressive educationists in Manitoba- Graduates of

Manitoba's public schools would be content no matter what their working future held

because they would with the benevolent guidance of the experts, find a career perfectly

suited to thei¡ abilities and interests and would thus regard the society of the postwar

compromise as an infinitely fair one. The postwar world, thanks to the system of public

ú Douglas Leiterman, 'Education Meeting to Study Brainpower Shortage", Ottawa Tribme, Sept 26

1957

63 Forbes Rhude, 'Eighty Percent of Top Studsnts Miss Collegd', W'innipeg Tribune, Feb. 13 1958

a Swailes, Education and industy in Manitoba" 7
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rducation,would become a meritocracy rather than a class society in which diÊferences rn

wealth and status stemmed from inevitable biological differences rather than accident of

birth or social injustice and where all were provided with at least a reasonable amount of

prosperity and learned to respectthose both above and below them in terms of wealth as

being deserving of theirposition and vital to the prosperity of all.

The postwar compromise was founded on the promise of delivering "the good

Iife" to the majority of workers in return for their renunciation of radicalism and adoption

of the goals of corporations (hrgher productivity and profits) as their own. Thus, both

labor and capital emphasized compromise and accommodation rather than conÊontation.

The viee-president ofthe Canadian Congress of Labor made a speechto the Canadian

Club in which he stated labor's support of consumerism and rejected the idea that

organized labor presented a theat to capiþlism, despite the postwm strike wave of 1946-

47 which resulted in more worker-days lost than in any other year in Canadian historyós

Paradoxically, at a time when more and more Canadian workers were using their position

of ¡rcwer to fight for their rigþts, their leaders were eageî to assure worried indushialists

that these rights would be reshicted to those which could be obtained ü/ithin the structure

of corporate capitalism. As Mclnnis explains, "labour's leaders hoped that indushial

rlnionismwas now situated inthe mainsteam of political discourse."6

Most Canadian newspapers expressed this same hope, arguing that organized

labor had a role to play in postwar CanaÅ4 but harshly condemning "selfisn'" motives that

o5 Mckmis, Harnessing Labor Confrontatíon 59,99

6 Mclnnis, Hornessing Labor Conlrontatioa ll2
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led to productiondisrupting strikes. T\e Winnipeg Tribune praised unions when they

worked for "a constructive andworkable method of settling labor disputes without resort

to the shike weapon" which they charactenzedas "a wastefü, obsolete device that, like

any other dangerous weapon, ought to be used only with a clear realiz¿fisn ofthe public

responsibilities involved.'ú7 Atlother editorial praised the newfound "maturity" of the

labor movement, declaring that it was the realization that "class warfare was costly and

outdated" and the subsequent recognition of the common interests of labor and capital

that entitled organized labor to increases in wages and job security.6s Such articles

claimed that the battle between labor and capital of the previous decades had been a

misguided product of misunderstandings and prcjudices on the part of both labor and

capital. In reality, "this quarel is a family feud - a feud between father and sotr", caused

by "primmily.,,a failure in communication. Neither group really understood the languagg

the aspirations, or the achievements of the other.oúe Who better to overcome this mutual

lack of understanding than the public school system which was in a position to instruct

both futu¡e indusFialists and workers inthe art of compromise and democracy?

According to education officials, the ideal of capital and labor responsibly sorting

out their'family feud" because of a shared realization of common interests was only

possible if the next generation leamed to become "democratiC'. The term "democract''

was ubiquitous almost to the point of meaninglessness ¿rmong the writing of almost

ø'1A Promising ldea", Winnipeg Tribune, Sep. 23 1952

6'"foward Greater Matrnity", Wínnípeg Tribune, Jrme 10 1958

@ *Brideingthe Chasm", Winnipeg Tribme, Nov. 24 1953
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ànyone concetned with progressive education in 1950s Canada- The goal of "education

for democract'' was used to justiff or condemn the inclusion or exclusion of almost

anything from the curriculum. However, what "democracy''meant within the context of

the progressive movement might be beuer termed "corporate democracy" or the creation

of a system which allowed for grassroots debate and decision-making regarding key

issues of govemance so long as debate was kept within certain acceptable pa¡ameterìs,

deference was given to pro¡rer authority, decisions were made with the "common good"

in mind and individuals valued compromise above confrontation. Perhaps a simpler

formulation of the tenets of corporate democracy as taught in the public schools c¿rme

ûom aManitobatextbook's discussion of sportsmanship which stated:

Sportsmanship in work and play is a distinguishing characteristic of a good
Canadian citizen- In everything he says and does he recognizes the 'îules of the
game" and abides by them. He is willing to take his tum and does not always
have to be on the winning team. The good citizen is a good winner and a good
loser. He respects thç rules in both victory and defeat. He does not find fault \¡yith
the winners vlhen he loscs nor does not boast of zuccess when he wins. He plays
for the game - not for the reward or prize. Sportsmanship leamed at an early age
in workand play is the seed ûom which springs in later years that sportsmanship
in all things v¡hich is the spirit of true Canadianism.To

The emphasis on sportsmanship inworkas well as play indicates that childhood

play was intended as a dress rehearsal for politics later in life. In the political climate of

the postwar compromise, Canada was imagined as a single corporate entity geared toward

the goal of economic growth and material prosperity. Just as membe¡s of a corporation

needed to demonshate loyalty to the company at all times, even when they personally

'\ilon" or "lost'', so too did political actors need to learn to accept their losses in the

70 Á Mønual of Civìcs and Citizenship
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ogamd'of politics, knowing that the rules of the game were fair, and that the game was

designed to benefit everyone and eventually bring about prosperity to all. Children who

grew up with a proper sense of sportsmanship or "Canadianism" could be expected to

remain loyal to the fundamental precepts of a Keynesian New liberalism capitalist

society, even v¡hen their'team", whether it was a political party, union, professional

organization or any other group, "losf'. Thepostwar compromise was fundamentally

based uponworkers still believing inthe "rules of the game" of industial legality even

uåen their union did not achieve as much as they hoped. To teach such attitudes to future

workers was one of the main goals of a curriculum designed to foster what was termed

"democracy".

Creating "democracy''in the classroom, however, would require enoünous

changes to the way Manitoba's schools rryere run- Progressives within universities

claimed that the current system, and current teachers, were incapable of insülhng a

democratic spirit. One argued, 'too many of w talk about the democratic way of life, and

continue to practice tyranny in the classroom. Group tbinking group planning, and

gfoup action are ways in which we gain demoøatic experience."Tr This observation was

echoed by a school inspector who note{ "Democracy is not easily achieved in the

classroom. It is so much easier to train them (children) to be blindly submissive and

dumbly obedient, ready to accept without thought or criticism, any suggestion by the

teacher or by anyone in authority. Such a method of teaching produces ideal subjects for

7I M. P. Toombs, "Lets's Have Sone Action", The Manitoba Teacher 28, no. 2 (Sep/Oct L949) p. 14-17
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a totalitarim state."n The corporate democratic state required subjects capable of

thinking for themselves and making decisions based upon the collective will but also

subjects who would reshict their actions to those that benefitted the organization of which

they were aparl Tn "real" democracy, according to one progressive educator:

The pupil will leam to respect the rights of others, and will develop ¿ sense of
responsibility to the group, to realize the importance of each doing his task so well
that it will make a worthy contribution to the school activity. The pupil will thus
leam to respect the rights and opinions of others, and will develop the power to be
wüing to fuse the individual opinion into the collective conclusion.T3

In other words, students had to learn to think for themselves in order to avoid being

swayed by charimatic individuals, but were not to be given too much autonomy within

the classroom lestthey let "freedom degenerate into license" and lose their "respect for

law as representing the collective judgementand wisdom ofthe group."74 "Democracy''

forprogressives consisted of being able to challenge certain types of authority (such as

individual would-be dictators) and respect others (the majority opinion of one's peers or

the scientific conclusions of "experts').

Teachers were encouraged to hold debates and discussions in thei¡ classrooms

rather than give lectures but were warned that the important part of this democratic

process was the eventual a¡rival at unanimous conclusions. Ifthe class was unable to

reach unanimity on the issue under discussion" "every care should be taken to record the

2 Chas HowitÇ '"The Place of Arts and Crafts in the Public Schools", Man ítoba School Journal g,no.T
(Ivlsrch 1948) p.2t

ß Howitt, The Place of Arts and Crafrs in the Public Schools"

74 Horriu, The Place of Arts and Craffs in the Public Schools"
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viewof the minority, this is an importantpart of the democratic way of 1ife."75 Although

the views of the minority were to be respected and recorded, however, majority rule was

to prevail and the minority was expected to accept this state of affairs without resentnrent

The real purpose of group discussion, however, was not to uncover new ideas or produce

acrimonious disputes based upon differing ideologies so much as to foster feelings of

self-esteem arnong students and confirm the hypothesis that the solution a¡rived at via

compromise on the part of the group was always better than the idea of the principled

individual who regarded himself or herself as correct in the face of popular opposition.

The lessons that students were to take away from their participation in group discussions

were that'\roe may leann from others, and others may learn from us...we may as a group

produce a new decision or solution different from any of those previously held by

individuat members ofthe group."76 Such "lessons" would serve individuals well if they

were to succeed later on in the culture of the corporate world in which the individual's

opinion was to be valued but the individual himself or herself was ultimateþ expected to

act according to the will of the company on behalf of its interests.

The zubordination of the individual to the will of the group was constantly

emphasized in the Manitoba school system. The notion that in order to experience the

be,nefits of thepostwar compromise one hadto'þlay bythe rules" and always work

ì¡/ithin the system rather than fight against it was an important a lesson for young people,

just as important as howto solve an aþbra equation, according to progressive educators-

75 Toombs, I-ets's Have Some Action-'

?6 Toombs, olæts's Have Some Actiotr-'
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From the earliest age, students were to be taught the idea of playing by the rules via real

life examples: '"If Bobbie inthe kindergarten has the toy truck first, does Bill have the

right to take it because he wants it? Does Bobbie have the right to keep the truck for the

whole play period if there is only one truck in the room?"z At the primary level, children

would be given greater freedom than previous generatíons of schoolchildren but would

have to learn not just to enjoy it but to "accept freedom and use it responsibly."TE The

first four objectives of the Social Studies curriculum for grades I and tr consistd of the

development of respect among students for "Home and family life, people and properly,

the law and school regulations."?e Hands-on activities or exha-curricular activities such

as fieldtrips were regarded as particularly usefirl for creating respect a:rd led to events

zuch as visits to the classroom by a member of the police force or fire deparhnent

becoming rorúine occrilrences from the 1950s onward.

Once they graduated to jmior and senior high, children \ilere assumed to bave

developed respect for the basic institutions of society and began to receive guidance for

their lives in the worldorce once they had left public school. Students were encouraged to

regard their careers as the ultimate manifest¿tion of their "responsibility for making a

contribution to society."8o Students were told that by playing by the rules they could

t Wilheknina Hill and Helen K. Maclntosh, "IJniversal Declaration of Human Rights in the Eleme,ntary
Sdtooli', The Manitoba Teacher 30, no. I (May/Jun 195 1) p. 28

æ Author Unknown, "Education for the Seven Freedoms", Manitoba School Journal g,no. 2 (Oct. 1947) p.
6

Ê A lu{awal of Civics and Citìzenshìpþr Schools, 14

æ Junior High Grades: Socìal Sndies, Departuent of Educatior¡ Frovince of Manitob4 1958,40
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e4pect to achieve a level of comfort and prosperity never before seen in the history of

human civilization. A letter from the President of Massey-Harris-Ferguson, published in

the Manitoba School Journal, explained tha!

In the Westem world, the worker is an independen! selÊsufficient individual,
who wishes to 

-live 
lús own lifê in his own wa¡ and he expects nothing from his

employer but consideration" adequate remuneration, a fair deal, and opportunity
for promotion and steady employment. He earrs enough, together with all the
social benefits...to look afrer himself and his family in accordance with his own
tastes and fancies.sl

The ability to indulge one's tastes and fancies, of course, came with aquidpro

quo. 'Ibre graduating class of the Manitoba Technicat llstitute, in their commencement

address, received a reminder of both their good fortune to be living in the present era and

their duties as workers in retum for their standard of living. Afrer being told that, "the

present working conditions to the generation or so which preceded yorg would have been,

generally speaking, considered as bordering on Utopia", graduates were advised tbat in

returr for this utopia theyhad the responsibility to "Do the job well", "Be dependable",

"Be Loyal" and exhibit, 1eamwork or co-operation with others." Theywere cautioned

that they should endure hardships at work without complaint so as to be good'team

players" and support the goals of the corporation which would lead to everyone's

eventual prosperity: "In the corrmon experiences of everyday life in factory, shop, and

office, conditions are noÏ going to be perfecL..You cannot expect perfection...You will

have to learn to tolerate many things which will not be to your liking...You will even have

8r James S. Drmcan, "Rt¡ssia's Bid for World Supremacy - A Challenge to Western Thinkngi',Manitoba
School Jownal 18, no. 2 (Oct. 1956) p. 14
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to put up with certain inconsistencies or idiosyncrasies of your boss."e

Health textbooks went even further in irstructing future workers that in exchange

for their unprecedented higb wages and benefits, they had to agree to allow employers to

exert a considerable amount of porruer over them- Students were told that their employer

might insist on them taking a physical examination in order to 'þrotect his firm against

the loss which follows when physically inferior help is hired." In addition to physical

he,alth, employers would expect "respect for those in authority, and loyalty to the firm" as

well as a healthy mental state among employees.s3 The task of the school system was to

produce workers who would be commi¡¡ed to the tenets of corporate democracy. In

return fortheir increased standard of living and personal freedoms they should come to

regard the goals of the company for which they worked as their own and balance personal

freedom with adherence to authority and obedience to decisions made by the majority. If

Canada itself were regarded as being run like a corporation, then that meant that one's

duty as a citizen was to learn to successfrrlly compromise and 'þlay by the rules" which

had been set up through the democratic political process.

The public education system not only preached cooperation and compromise

between various groups in society, but increasingly practiced it in the field of curriculum

development. For the first time in the 1950s, so-called o'laymen" would be invited to help

planthe school cutriculum. In 1953, the govenrment opted to enlarge the province's

Cuniculum Committee, an advisory body that recommended changes to the curriculum"

82 H. B. Brehaut, "What ¿¡ F.mFloyer expects of an Employee", Manìtoba School Journal lT, no. I (Sep.
1955)p. 1G18

ß Phair and Speirs, Good Health 8-9
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beyond the usual collection of people directly connected with education.s The new

curriculum committee would consist of 35 men and women and, in additionto

educational officials such as principals and the superintendent of S/innipeg schools,

school inspectors or trained experts such as the dean of the faculty of educafion at

Universþ of Manitoba or normal school principal, would include representatives ûom

industry such as the managing director of Camegie Finance and Investuent and the

personnel mânager of lvlacleod's Ltd. as well as union leaders, such as rqrresentatives

from the Canadian Brotherhood of Railway Workers.ss The inclusion of these individuals

on this committee was intended not only to ftlfill Dewey's goal of making the curriculum

rclated more directly to life outside the classroom but also to provide a model of the

postwar compromise in which business, labor and govemment worked together in a

coo¡rerative fashion for the benefit of Canadian society as a whole. This democratic

ærangement was founded not only upon recognition of mutual interests but also upon

notions ofteamworþ compromise, and respect for the majority opinion. The same

"democratiC'values taught through a class debate or organized sporting event were to be

modeled by those who created the very curriculum that sought to teach them.

But what of the individual who, for whatever reason, failed to find personal

happiness and fulfilment from working within the corporatist society of the postwar

consensus? Postwar psychology was quite clear in arguing that such an individual was

notjust unhappy with the current status quo but because the new liberalism was based

s "To Enlarge Curriculum Committee", Winnipeg Tribune, Dec. 2 1953

s'35 Namedto New Cuniculum Group", WinnipegTribme, Julyzt1954
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rryon newfound scientific knowledge of human behavior, was in fact suffering from a

mental pafholory which required the attention of professionals. As Elaine May argues in

Homeward Botmd, if psychologists genuinely believed that scienti.fic evidence proved

women were best able to fulfil their goals of happiness and personal fulfilment within ttre

role of wife and mother rather than in the workforce, then any individual who rejected

this role was not just exhibiting an ideological difference of opinion but was indeed the

victim of some form of neu¡osis. Similarly, the worker who rejected the deal of complete

management control of the worþlace in return for higher wages and consumerism was

acting in an illogical fashion which suggested his need for guidance in the realm of

mental hygiene. Psychologists were more than happy to provide this guidance to both

adults and children in order to equip them to be happy within the new postwar consensus-

Psychologists stipulated that if individuals were unhappy with society, the solution to this

problem was not to attempt to address their grievances, but teach them to *adjust" to the

realities around them. This notion of "adjusûnent''as a solution to problems was

omnipresent in the Manitoba school system ofthe postwar era

At both the primary and secondary levels of schooling "adjusfuent" was named

explicitlyas one ofthe main goals ofthe Manitoba cr¡rriculum. The main goal of high

school in Winnipeg schools was said to be, 'þrsonal heatth for satisfactory livingi',

After that came development of "fundamental skills...necessary to carry on successfirlly

the various activities" thatthe student would engage in during adult life. ThirdlS the

puq)ose of the high school was to prepare the student to "take part in the social life, first

of the family and school, then ofthe larger world outside the school." In order to
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lactlitats achievement of this final goal students were to leam how to develop

*sæisfactory relationships" as well as the ability to "extend the development of

satisfactory relationships to new and larger social groups."86 Quite simply put, the

puq)ose of school was to teach people how to get along with one another and with the

dominant institutions of society.

Getting along with others was a prevailing theme in virtually every subject area's

program of studies. In the high school English course of the 1945-1946 school yeâr, great

emphasis was to be placed upon oral rather than written expression for the first time

because'bral expression is a meaûs of developing ease in social relationships". As the

cruriculum stated" "in a democracywhere public issues a¡e settled by discussioa (haining

forpublic speaking and debate) is of first importance." Oratorical skill, however, was not

to be evaluated on tlte basis of one's ability to perzuade others to adopt one's point of

view but by way of,more forrnalistic criteria such as posture, enunciation, pace of

speaking, pitch and tone. Students were encouraged when engaging in self-criticism to

ask themselves questions such as, 'odo yon speak in a friendly manner?" and "do you

deliver your address as though you enjoyed speaking?"87 When it came to public

speaking, enjo5ment was more importantthan effectiveness and social harrrony inthe

classroom more important that social change. Thus tÌ¡e oral expression component ofthe

English program was designed to promote "increased efficiency in school work in

6 Self &rvøy,128-129

e *English', Manitoba Programmes of Smdies, Deparhent of Education, hovince of Manitoba, 194546,
20-21
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general" as v¡ell as 'hore satisfactory contacts with otherpeople - in school and out."æ

These sorts of goals \ryere the only ones which were desirable according to

psychologists such as Samuel Laycock who continually argued that the primary goals of

schooling should not be academic but psychological. Schools first and foremost were to

tum out mentally healthy people. A mentally healthy persofi, according to Laycocþ was

an "adjusted" person, someone who appreciated and accepted the stafus quo and leamed

to accommo{¿1s himself orherself to it. Such apersonwould, of coume, be ideal inthe

era of a postwar compromise founded on the promise of prosperity for all via corporatism

so long as everyone knew their own place within the system and played by the rules.

Laycock stated that the mentally sound individual "first of all feels comfortable with

hìmself, He is not bowled over by his emotions of fear, anger, jealousy or love. He is

able to deal with most of the situations which come his way without blowing up - that is,

without having temper tantrums, dissolving into tears, having his feelings hurt, pouting,

zulking, fssling sorry for himself or going to bed with a sick headache."se

Mental health, in other words, was quiæ similarto good sportsmanship. Both

required the individual to accept losing and not question the fairness of the result but

assume one's disappointments in life were either aproduct ofpersonal failings or

unrealistic and selfish expectations or ambitions. As Laycock stated, 'khen your child

gets mad and quits playlng because he has lost the game, you try to show him that he

can't win all the time - that others must get their tum too.-.You help him to take his

s'English", 17

Ð S. R. Laycocþ *Should Teachers be Concemed with Mental ljrealtil,, Manitoba Teacher 34, no. 2
(Sep/Oct 1955)p. 18-19
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beating like a man" so that'he'll grow up to be a sturdy and wholesome personality -

neither a Mr. Milquetoast nor a bully."m Aguin extending the play metaphor to the world

of work and politics, people in the postwar era had to learn that failing to achieve one's

political goals was no reason to doubt the fairness of the system and faiting to find

satisfaction in one's work life, whether in paid employment or within the home, \ilr6 a

result of one's own psychological maladjushent, not the irmate undesirability ofone's

career. Interestingl¡ Laycock did not advise the parents of the chitd who lost to

encourage him to attempt to tmprove at his sport, but simply to accept his limitations, and

the limitations of the "game" itself and find a way to experience enjoyment within these

limitations.

Negative emotions, possibly the result of one's disappoinments in life, were a

serious Goncem, however. Adjusment could only succeed, accordingto educational

psychologists, if children learned to find a way to deal with the negative emotions that

naturally arose as the result of failures. Luckily, however, just as science had cured

physical childhood diseases, psychology had found ways to prevent mental pathologies.

Laycock stated, '!ou can vaccinate your children against life's little jolts and letdowns,

the same as against smallpox."el In the schools, this vaccination was to take the form of

teaching self contol as well as altowing children a degree of "emotional release" and

greater selÊexpression in a carefi.rlly monitored environment. An article in the Manitoba

Teacher stated: "Learning to get along with others is esseatially the same process as

s S. R Laycocþ "Learningto Liv€',Macleans,Feb. I 1947

et Laycocþ'T-eanring to Live"
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teaming to play the piano, to typq to play tennis or hockey. It is in the main a matter of

practicing fhe correct combination of movements, eliminating those that are wrong and

correcting the faulty.'Ðz T}re "correct movçments" in this case involved the practice o-f

calm ¿p¿ not allowing "emotional stress" to overcome the all important

athibute of selÊcontrol.

Education both in art and literature was justified to skeptics because of im ability

to provide ooemotional 
release that will help (children) to develop well-balanced

personalitiet.::e3 fu¡f was praised for its'lalue in building personality''and decla¡ed to be

an important subject because, 'þsychologists sEess the satisfactory nature of the release

of e'lrergy through creative art, and note that s¡srring enlargement of the sense of

confidence and the gadual elimination of inferiorities.,# Literature, simil¿¡ly ¡¡¡*

argud to be usefi¡l not because children would memorize certain passages as they had

beçn instructed to do in the past or even because study of literature would help children

develop their own English language skills but because an intoduction to literafire at an

early age would lead to a lifetime ofreading as a way of releasing emotions in a healthy

manner.et Once again the concern with leisure time arose, this time in conjunction with

leisure not being "wasted" but used to dissipate negative emotions that would stand in the

way of proper adjustuent.

q 
T- A. McMaster, "Character Education", The Manitoba Teacher 24,no.5 (Mar/Apr 1946) p. 5l-54

e3 Englishfor the Schools of Manitoba - Grades I-W Inclusive,Department of Education, province of
Maniùoba" 1942,40

* År* andCrqs: Grsdes I-W,z

ei EnglßhGrades I-W,40
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Release of emotions was only one method for vaccinating children against

unhealthy reactions to adversity in life. Public education was also supposed to provide a

boost to children's self-esteem which would allow them to overcome short term feelings

of disappoíntuent. Laycock advised teachers that the proper adjusûlent of students was

their responsibility because children needed to "feel secure in the affection of their

teacher...be accepted and liked by their classmates, and feel they 'belong, to the class and

the school.-.insecure individuals are not efficient individuals."e6 Primary school teachers

received instruction in this self-esteem building via curriculum guides that declared the

opening of each school day was to begin with a ten to twenty minute period devoted to

the delivery of a'tiendly greeting" in a "nahral wây'', or at least as natu¡al as could be

expected when a specific bloc of time was devoted to it. The first period ofthe day

would therefore be *one of the happiest andmost significant" experiences, putting

children at ease and building up their confidence" before any firrther education was

attempted.e

Tbnoughout the da¡ teachers were to continue the process of building up self-

esteem among their young charges. Critical comments regarding students' work were to

be kept to ¿ rninimum and positive reinforcement was to reign at atl times. Art teachers

were advised to shift from critiquing their pupils' technical proficiency to using

comments that turned ineptitude into cause for praise. Specific examples ofpbrases

which could be used, in this regard were even given to teachers such as, .!ou thought of

s S- R Laycocþ "Towards Better Teaching", The Manitoba Teacher Zt,no. 3 (NovlDec 1949) p.l4-I7
e7 General Introduction and Social Studies Grades I-W, l}-lj'
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an interesting way to make a tee Jane", "Those bright colours make your picture show up

well",or "I like the way you are filling up your picture Billie. There won't be empty

places in it.'e8

The role of teachers in developing selÊesteem inparticular and social adjustment

in general was regarded as paramount by educational psychologists. Only througb the

guidance of an astute teacher could children find'leal fulfilment of their basic emotional

orpersonality needs" and have the opportunity to "feel the taste of success and the joy of

having his ideas and accomplishments."e Failure to achieve results in the area of

pqychological adjusment would have catastophic effects. Laycock stated" "all patients

in a mental hospital are there because of failure in group living at the family or

community level...Classrooms are laboratories in group living."rm Ifthe "experiments', in

these laboratories were not successful then the entire postwar consensr¡s would be

threatened by a generation of inesponsible individuals who had failed to adjust to the new

postwar economic and social order.

Inher study of postwmpsychology in Canada's schools, Mona Gleason concludes

that "because nonnalcy rilas a social construction rather than scientific fac! the schools

promoted and reproduced the ideas, values, and priorities of a particular Canada: white,

middle class, heterosexual, and pafüarchat.r:lOl Th¡, was also, however, a vision of

% Art: Grades 1-2, Deparhent of Education, p¡ovince of Manitob4 lgS5,T

e S- R Laycocþ "The Mental Hygiene of Classtoom Teachingi', The Manitoba Teacher\î, no. 3 (Nov-
Dec 1947) p.2l-24

rm Iaycocþ'1\lle,ntal Hygiene of Classroom Te,achtn$,, 21-24

rot Glæw\Normalizing the ldeal, lZ0
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Canada based upon the historical post-war compromise calling for corporatism as the

model for a Canadian society based upon compromise between labor, capital and

govenrment with mufual recognition that mass consumerism provided both the route to

economic prosperity and the best chance for individual personal fulfilment. The

hierarchies which Gleason identifies were all conceived as being vital to preserving the

social order and thus the postwm consensus. Schools were to be "Iaboratories" for

"creating democratic citize¡5'102, or in other words places in which the *new normal,, was

reinforced; where children leamed that personal fulfilment was to be found through

cooperation and compromise in the public sphere which would in turn guarantee a

harmonious and prosperous society capable of delivering to every Canadian family a

standard of living higher than anything experienced by previous generations and eqioyed

within the context of a nuclear family composed of a bread-winning father and a home-

malcing mother. Anyone who disagreed with this vision of society was pathologicat and

in need of adjushent. Political activism itself v¡as therefore labeled by psychologists as

pathological. Laycock stated, 'Many a man who all his life is .agin the Govemment'

comes from a home where he rebelled against the harsh authority of his father. On the

other hand, too lax discipline will allow your child to grow up selfish and selÊcentered

without any regard for the rights of others."t03 In the postwar er4 radical politics, like

crime or one's'Tailure" to marry and have children, was to be explained as a product of a

bad childhood bereft of experiences which provided proper *adjushaenf'.

r@ Self &rvey,48

lo3 Laycocþ 'T-earning ûo Live"
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Thus the'þrogressive" school of education was more than apedagogical fad.

Rather, it contained an ideological vision for a new Canada. While progressive educators

talked of child-centered education and increased freedom for children in the schools, their

notion of education was still fundamentally adult-centic and represented no departure

whatsoever from the idea of school as an institution which was utilized to perpetuate

certain values rirnong the next generation and in the process to create a cultural hegemony

amenable to those who controlled the educational state.ls WÏile discussing the new

public school program under the rhetoric of "creating democracy'', educational authorities

held a quite specific notion of what "democracy meant''. As the report on the self-survey

of Winnipeg schools eoncluded,

If they (students) fail to acquire experience and to develop habits of cooperation
lvithin the school hierarchy they will have acquired tittle basis for cooperation in
the hierarchy of democratic government. The individual to be a good citizen must
be able to take stock of his responsibility and authority as acitizen and must
accommodate himself emotionally to a level of functioning on which he does not
exercise authority in excess ofhis rightfril responsibility.tot

In other words, just like Communism or sexualityr6, democracy and individual ûeedom

had to be contained- Schools wete not promotrng a child-centered education that would

foster critical thinking or even criticism of the basic tenets of the postwar compromise.

Instead they were attempting to make students "good citizens in the true sense of the

r* See Bruce C\rrtis, Making the Mucational State: Canada West 1836-1871 þandon,ON: Althouse,
r988)

tos SeIf Swvey,48

16 See lúay, Homeward Bound
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word"r% or \Mell-adjusted individuals who displayed a desire for consumerism and a

respect for private properly, state institutions, and the enterprise for which they worked.

Such individuals would accept the role their gender had "naturally'' assigned to them and

would accept temporary setbacks as 'þart of the game" rather than injustices which

needed to be remedied. They would regard the interests of labor and capital as the same

and not display class identification but instead regard society as a meritocracy in r¡¡hich

individuals would e,ngage in different occupations and receive differeni monetary rewards

according to their academic abilities and pre-ordained aptitudes.

fø "Educafion for Responsible Livingl', Winnípeg Tribtme, April I 194?
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Chapter 4: The Traditionalist Backlash

Progressive education had captured the support of most educational "experts"

within the system of public education itself dwing the post-war era Psychologists,

cur¡iculum advisors, professors of education, school artministrators and leaders of

teachers organizations all pledged their support for the project of reconsFuctis¡ thmngh

progressive education. By the late 1950s, however, the term'þrogressive education', had

become a dirty word and opposition to it from outside the educational establishment had

grown so raucous tåat it seemed the only time progressive education was discussed in

popularmedia w¿ts in tenns of vicious denunciations of it. The Winnípeg Free press

went as far as to claim that Progressive Education was 'Just about finished in rwinnipeg"

as early as 1953.1 The so-called "traditionalisf'r€sponse to the changes made to public

school qystems in Canada immediately after the Second World l/ar became indelibty

linked with Hilda Neatb¡ professor of history at thç Uaiversity of Saskatchewan turned

critic of public education and author of the book,so Linleþr the Mínd,which from the

date of its publication in 1953 created a firestorm of controversy around the issue of

public sohooling. From that point on, it became impossible to discuss the changes

happening in the school system without discussing the "battle over education'' or the

"controversy over education" in some form. While promoters of progressive education

initially envisioned their project of postwar reconstruction as a harmonious one built upon

a broad societal consensus, 1þsi¡ d¡sams of hegemony without opposition were quickly

dashed.

r "sparethehod Spoilthe Mind: Sketcþ Schooling Scored", Winnipeg Freepress, Nov. 19 1953
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Neatby herself was a relatively unknown figure in Canada until her participation

in the Massey Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and Scietrces

ûom 1949 until 1951. A history professor at University of Saskatchewan, Neatby was

able to gain a public profile by virtue of her participation in this commission which was

itself an example of the postwar concern with reconstruction. Louis St. Laurent's Liberal

adminisration, looking for a way to justify sending federal money to cash-strapped

Universities and investigate broadcasting within Cânada" initiated the commission and

gave Vincent Massey free reign over its composition. Neatby's selection catapulted her to

thc national stage and allowed her to both develop and disseminate her views on

Canadian culture and education. The Massey Commission did not specificallymention

public education, which \ilas a provincial responsibility. Instead, for the most par! it

sounded the alarm about the increased influence of American cultural forms in Canada

and the dçcline of "high" culture in the postwar era.2

Theír work on the commission brought Massey and Neatþ closer together over

their shared opinion that Canadian education was deeply flawed and in need of serious

reform if the distinct type of Canadian culture sought by the Massey Commission were to

emerge. Neatby, nal9M article that biographer Micbael Hayden speculates initially

caught the attention of MasseS wrote that the current progressive style of education was

"a dangerous sacrifice to democratic equalitarianism." She argued that "lhe insistence on

pleasure in tearning is a revolt against discipline" and would lead to "false notions of

2Michael Hayden, "A ShortBiogaphy of HildaNeatbt'', So Mtrchto Do So Little Time: Ihe Writings of
ÍIíldo Neatfu. (Vancouver: Universþ of British Columbia press, 1983) 741
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de,mocrary."3 With Massey providing moral encouragement in addition to the moneJr

nscessary for research, Neatþ expressed their shared concenn with progressive

education n So Línlefor the Mind. Neatby never imagined that this combative work,

which had been initially rejected by two publishers as too controversial, would become a

best-seller and create a firestorm \l'ithin Canada making her the champion of a growing

traditionalist revolt against postwar education reforms.a

Although it was Neatby's polemic that captured headlines and grabbed media

attention, opposition to progressive education was not caused by nor did it originate with

HildaNeatby herself. Rather, she simply found herself at the right place at the rigþt time,

expressing in an articulate fashion what many others had thought but never dated to assert

in prinq using her social power as a university professor to lend the air of "ex1ært

opiniod', so important in the 1,950s, to those who opposed recent changes inthe school

sSntem. Neatþ provided a discourse to those who sought to dispute the basic tenets of

progressive education but who had previousþ lacked the necessar5r rhetorical tools or

public profile. In doing so, she heþd rally an extremely diverse collection of groups in

Canadian society into a counter-hegemonic historical bloc.

Critics of progressive education \ilere an even more diverse goup than its

supporters, who were far from a homogeneous group themselves. Like all historical

blocs, they were not always united across lines of occupation, class, gender, age or even

formal political affiliation. Rather, they represented a coalition of divergent interesg

3 Hilda Neafby, 'Education for Democrâ ct'', Dalhousíe Review 24 (Nrlt I}M)
a Hayde,n, So Much to Do So Liale Time: The Writings of Hitda Neæby
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who, for a nrunber of reasons, disputed progressive education for much the same reasons

that others supported it; namely that it was designed to "construcf' citizens who would be

suited to accept and participate in the postwar new liberalism. Just as progressive

educators shared a broad ideological platform, traditionalists were united in their

opposition to the postwar consensus and their desire to "retum" to an idealized earlier era

of Canadian society politically, economically aûd culturally. Traditionalists' opposition

to the postwar consensus stemmed from any number ofpossible sources. Some were

believers in laissez-faire capitalism who watched in honor as most of the precepts of their

faith were rejected by mainstream economists and all m{or Canadian political parties.

Others were opponents of the increased role of social science and psycholory in Canadian

society and often were concerned that these disciplines were replacing religion in the

school system and society at large. A third source of opposition to progressive education

came from cultu¡al conservatives who argued that the education system was creating a

generation ofphilistines. In their minds, progressivism was creating a "false democract''

by promoting the notion that a highly educated elite was undesirable when in fact it was

vital to the survival of Canada. Finall¡ opposition to progressive education came from

cold warriors who argued that "soflness" in Canada's school systems was leading to

Canadian society at large becoming "soft" and unable to muster the moral süength and

technical know-how to defeat the threat of the Soviet Union, especially in the post-

Sputnik era of the space age. All of these groups formed apowerful movement against

progressive education and led to an all out war over the future of education in Canada" âs

seen quite clearly inthe province of Manitoba-
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In March of 1953, Macleans magaane launched a three part'National Report"

sntitled'"TheCrisis in Education". It stated that "in the days that lie immediately aheaù

Canadians will be concemed not withthe three Rs of education but with the tlree Cs -

Crisis, Controversy, and Confüsion...we are resring in the momentary calm at the heart of

an educational hurricane."5 Such h¡lerbolic language became the norm in the mid to late

1950s, as commentaûors across Canada claimed that public education had become

embroiled in contoversy and weighed in \¡iith their o'¡m assessments of the "crisis in

education" and what could be done to fix it. One cornmentator noted in 1955 that the

debate had already become almost wearily predictable: "This month the school bells and

buzzers that summon children back to classes across the land are also bringng parents,

teachers, school trustees and superintendents bobbing out oftheir coflrers like old prize

fighters, ready to sqrnre offfor another round in the perennial squabble over'þrogressive

education.'ú

The origin ofthis perennial'þrizefighf'was generally dated to the 1953

publication ofHildaNeatby's atüack upon the public education system in Canada 
^So

Littleþr the Mind. J. W. Chafe, principal of Alexandra School, commented that one

could pick up a magazine at any dentist or ba¡ber's shop and immediately be greeted with

a discussion on whether pubtic education was working. He blamed this state of affairs

strictly on Neatby: "this (book) is a wowzer - a scholarly wo\ryzer; and it's not just an

attack on education, it's an expose a la Joe McCarthy of the educators themselves

s SidneyKaE, "The Crisis in Education", Macleans, March I 1953

6 Roberi Colling'TIow a Trogressive" Teacher IVorks-, Macleans, Feb. 4 1956
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,..Thrilting book! Anyone reading it who knows anything about education lays it down

an{ as with any other book of fiction says,'oWhew,I'm glad that's not kue."7 Laþg the

blame for the movement against progressive education directly at Neatþ's door was very

convenient for sup,porters of the status quo in education as it allowed them to dismiss the

firestorm surrounding the book and the words of support it received from so nrany

segmenß of society as nothing more than the result ofNeatby's ability to use fiery

rhetoric to sway impressionable and ignorant minds. Unfortunately, the true origins of

the traditionalist movement were not so simple and easy to dismiss.

The controversy surrounding progressive education had begun before the

publication of Neatþ's book and would continue for many years afrer. Nor was Neatþ

the only voice speaking up against the changes in curricula across Canada since the end of

the war. A professor of education at the University of Toronto remarked in 1952, a full

year before the publication of ,So Litttefor the Mind:"this year has looked like the big

open season for taking pot-shots at the schools. Universþ Professors, after'dinner

speakers, editorial writers, businessmen and retired school inspectors have all been

bangng away at modem education."E In October of 1952 Chatelaine ran a feature article

that spoke of a "great battle" overpublic education whichhad broken out in that same

year.e

The debate over public education was framed by Neatþ as one in which

7 J- W. Chafe, *Are the Schools Ruining Your Child?", Winnipeg Tribune, Jan, 12 1954

8 Chrles E. Philþs,'No - We Are Educating For Life", Chatelaine,Oct.1952

e "lilho's Right in the Great Battle of the Schools", Chøelailrc, Oct. 1952
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educators across Canadawere already divided into two factions, "the selÊstyled

*progressivists" a¡1d the other group, whom the first call, "fiaditionalists."t0 As Neatby

implies, although the Progressives shared some degree of pedagogical consistency (uihile

still containing significant differences of opinion over key iszues), the Traditionalists did

not represent a unified and coherent school of educational thought so much as a reaction

against the other school. What brougbt the,m together \ryas not the homogeneity of their

own vision but their shared rejection of any body of educational thinking considered

'þrogressive". As a movement defined by their opposition, the traditionalist school of

thought was difficult to pinpoint. Often, traditionalists remained solely critics ofpublic

education and failed to provide a comprehensive altemative vision for post-war schools

other than a retum to some vaguely defined period before progressive education had

begun. Nonetheless, traditionalists held in common certain findamental beließ. They

shared the notion that Canada, in particular the provinces west of Ontario, had in fact

become influenced to a great degree by *American" progressive education.rl This

influence, furthermore, hadledto neglect of the so-called three Rs ofreading, writing and

arithmetic, the inclusion of far too many "frill" subjects which distracted from the core

zubjects, and a misguided attempt to make schools cctttt:r.r2 All of this educational

experimentation, according to taditionalists, had led to a decline inthe academic

standards of schools and consequently in the level of achievement of pupils as well as

t0 HildaNeatb¡ So Little For the Mind(Toronto: Clarke,InÄ'in and Company,L953),7

tt Christina McCall "How *Soff'Arc Our Schools?", Chatelaine, Se'p. 1959

tt KaE' "crisis"
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f,ostering a lack of discipline and impeding the ability of young people to function after

they left sehool. Simply pu! according to one critic of the traditionalists, "they tell us

that pupils leaving school can't spell, can't write a good sentence, can't add, subtract,

multipty or divide. They say thæthe manners and conduct of children are atrocious and

that the ignorance of high-school graduates is appalling."r3 According to taditionalists,

public education was falling apart and taking the potential greatness of Canada Ìt'ith it.

Perhaps the most commonly repeated accusation leveled at the school cuniculum

ofthe post-war era was that it contained too many o'frills". Newspapers and magazines in

the 1950s regularly contained articles denouncing various school subjects that had

recently been included in the curriculum. Schools were condemned for 'brasting" time

that could have been devoted to academics by teaching subjects such as driving, alcohol

usage, and personal hygiene.ra One critic remarked that Canadian children, "leam in

school how to drive safeþ, to drink moderately, apply lipstick neatl¡ how to march in

rhytha behave on a date and mix babies' formulas" instead of learning how to read and

write effectively.ls Others criticized vocational education in areas such as home

economics ortlping as drawing attention away from ¡¡s¡e important skills such as the

ability to write with perfect grammar, spelling and penmanship.r6 In response to a

Clntelaíne article criticizing frills in the education system, readers weighed inwith a

13 Phillips,'?lucating for Life"

rn Joyce Meyer, l,Iot Here Say Educators" , Winnipeg Tribwe, Feb. 3 I 95 8

15 Mccall, "I{ow soff

16 George Hardy, "Are We Educating for lgnorance?", Choteløine, OcL 1952
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number of responses, the majority in agrcement with the notion that sf¿ndards in basic

literacy had fallen and a return to the core subjects was desirable. One ex-teacher

declared that she was "appalled at the conglomeration of subjects that make up the

cr¡rriculum. A smattering of everything atrd not much of anything". Another reader

declared that "the classroom is not the place to sample possibly interesting phases of life,

it's the place to get down to the serious business of learning a few fundamentals."rT

The idea that the modern education system was too laden with frills not only

gained expression in the popular press but found its way into official government

documents. The Manitoba Royal Commission on education of 1959 concluded that while

some exha-curricular activities were more or less a necessary and unavoidable part of

school life, "some activities which are highly commendable in themselves have been

slowly creeping into the schools, distracting both pupils and teachers from their main

purpose."r8 Specifically mentioned were activities such as collecting money for charities

or selling tickets for school events or magazines during school hours. A Tríbune

editorial writer, in assessing the impact of o'frill" subjects, condemned the progressives as

well-intentioned but flawed theorists who "cheated the children out of the honesty and

intellectual discipline ofthe traditional subjects with a kind of formless, non-moral do-

goodism.'ole

The notion that frill subjects were not only a waste of time but were causing

17 N. Smiü and B. C. Fonester, "Reader Takes Ovet'', Chatelaine, December 1952

t8 Maniûob4 Rqort of the Manitoba Royal Commßsion on Education 1959 {1959),l7l

re sc1'¡" Fads are Fadingl',Winnipeg Tribune, July 4 1959
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serious intellectual damage to the yormg people of Manitoba stemmed from the

convictíon that academic standards in schools were falling as a result of both the amount

of time devoted to core subjects and the teachingmethods employed by teachers trained

by progressive instructors. It was bad enough, in the minds of traditionalists, that

students were spending less time onthe 3R's because of the proliferatíon of frills and soft

options, but progressive methods of instuction involving child-centered education and

relating the curriculum to the practical realities of everyday life were ensuring that, even

when students were in a language arts or mathematics class, their learning would be

seriously impaired. A minor firestorm erupted in the Manitoba legislature and the daily

papers in 1957 over the results of that year's standardized high school final exams which

had been leaked to the media and subsequently published. In their reports to the

deparhent of education, the head examiners ofthe 1957 tests hadbeenparticularlyhard

on that year's crop of students, remarking that "the answers were not adequate in most

cases'' and that in pa¡ticular, "spelling and writing and sentence structure were not

adequate."2o Althougbpoliticians themselves acknowledgedthat such comments were

nothing new (although their being publicized wffi)", and examiners had for decades been

convinced that students were not living rry to expectations, this minor controversy

provided seemingly concrete and scientific evidence for what many taditionalists had

treen claiming for years: that schools \ilere failing to teach children the basic fundament¿ls

of reading, writing and arithmetic.

æ'Tlouse P¡omised Debate Later On",lï'innipeg Trìbune, Àdarch 21 1957

2r'braminers'CriticismNothingNew Says Beruf', WinnipegTribune, Ma¡ch 23 1957
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Newspapers and magazines in the 1950s were full of horror stories about the lack

of skills of young people. University professors stated that students were lacking in basic

English skills necessary for post-secondary education" the head ofthe Canadian nurses

association complained that one of her younger nurses had arithmetic so poor "she can't

calculate the correct fractional doses in medication " and an Edmonton businessman was

quoted as ffiyrng, 'T wouldn't trust my eighteen-year-old stenographer, a high-school

graduate, to tlpe a simple note on her o\iln declining an invitation to dinner...It would be

full of grammatical and spelling errors.'ø This lack of skills was blamed directlyon

progressive methods of teaching that emphasized projects and hands-on experience

instead of desk-work and drill. A professor of classics at the University of Alberta told

the following story:

Some y,eârs ago, my youngest daughter, as part of a Grade VI "enterprise",
brought home a little sack of wheat. She ground it to flour between two stones
and her mother baked a loaf of bread from it. Atl this was great fwr, but she had to
wait until University to discover what an innansitive verb was and she still wastes
a lot of time looking up qpellings.æ

This story demonstrates the fundamental difference in what üaditionalists and

progressives believed the purpose of education to be. For taditionalists, the emphasis

upon hands-on learning was a mistake because school was not zupposed to prepare

students for anything but a very narrow mnge of acadernic skills. Anything else could be

leamed at home, or perhaps did not need to be learned at all. This was a far cry from the

progressive noantra that education should be "for life" and prepare young people for every

2 Sidney Kata'The Row over the 3 R's", Macleans, March 15 1953

' Hardy,'Educating for lgnorancd'
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facet of their adult hves.

Even when the sort of skills, such as arithmetic, that traditionalisús wanted to see

laught were being taught, the method by which this leaming took place Ieft much to be

desired. /\s one critic of progressive education remarked,

Instead of making eight-year-olds memonzefhat seven plus six is thirteen, a
teacher will put six sad clowns with black hats and seven happy clowns with sun-
yellow hats on the blackboard and get the children to count them up. Children
learn facts, not by drill and memorization, but by using objects they find
interesting. The system can backfre...'W.hen faced with a simFle sum such as five
plus four, he would stare with rapt eyes into space and come up with the correct
answer four minutes later than his fellow pupils. It turned out that the child"
before he could do the problem, had to line up in his mind five big oranges and
forr small apples, and then count them.2a

The problem with clown-based math education, according to taditionalists, was that

progressives were fundamentally mistaken about one of their key beliefs: that learning

only took place when the student was enjoying himself or herself. One traditionalist

called anyone who believed in the notion of "leaming is fim", "an ignorant namby-pamby

with the mind of a permanent adolescent.-æ Another traditionatis! this time a former

teacher, principal and school inspector, bluntly stated, "Leaming is never fun. If it's fim

it isn't leaming, Leaming is hard work, especially when it deals with a subject in which

one may not be particularly interested, or especially proficient."2ó Despite almost lapsing

into self-parody with quotations such as these, the promoters of the idea that learning by

definition was unenjoyable were quite serious in their fears that in the name of making

24 McCall, "How Soft are our Schools?"

É Ka4"The Row over the 3 R's'

26 Williom E. Hume, "Are the Schools Ruining Your Cbild?", Macleans,Marchl Í952
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school eqioyable, subjects which did not appeal to children w6¡s simFly being discarded

in favor of easy and o'firn" activities. As a result, the average child was no longer

challenged by the daily work of school and responded to this lack of stimulation by

becoming bored or withdrawn. Graduates of the progressive schools, according to

Neatby, were "ignorant lary, and unaware of the exacting demands of a society from the

realities ofwhich they have been carefüly insulated...they do not care to leam. They lack

an object in life, they are unaware of the joy of achievement."2T Other commentators

went further and claimed that these ignorant, bored andlaz¡ youths, as a result of their

dislike of *sugar-coated" education that was "geared to the mediocre", began to exhibit

serious behaviorat problems.2s

Numerous individuals accused schools, particularly high schools, of failing to

inculcate zuitable discipline in their students as a direct result of progressive education

methods that emphasized fun and democratic organization. The director of the Canadian

Labor Congress accused high schools ofbecoming "adolescent pla¡pens"ze, while a

forrrer professor of philosophy and teacher at Charleswood Collegiate remarked"

"discipline is the whole basis of civiliz¿tion. Unless human beings control their animal

impulses, their urges to crueþ and deceit and greed...we simply revert to savagery."3o

Such a reversion had clearly been noted by many teachers, one of whom had an article

27 Neatby,'Education for Democract'', 11,-12

28 K. R. Swinton, *Are We Fooling Ourselves", Winnipeg Trihne, Dec. 13 1957

æ Eugene Forsry in "College Grads "Half Baked" High Schools Just Playpens" , Winnipeg TTibune, Feb.
18 1958

30 James Fonesüer,'Discipline", The Manitoba Teacher 34, no. 4 (JanlFeb 1956)p.2A-25
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pubtished in the Manitoba Teacher with an editorial note expressing complete support of

his claim that *Pupils in my classes accomplish abouf one-third less than pupils in the

same grade did tenyears ago...to the old-timers in the schoolroom it is incredibly fatuous

that children should have so much freedom before they acquire the education with which

to guide them in the use of it."31 Traditionalist teachers were not alone in their perception

that progressive education had led to an erosion of discipline. Polls in the United States

demonsftated tbît65% of Americans agreed that discipline in their schools was not strict

enough.32

The perception that discipline was eroding in schools was hardly a surprise

considering the horror stories which appeared in magazines waming of the lack of

discipline or morals of the younger generation. One such article inMacleans told of an

experimental boarding school in England in which shrdents were allowed to control every

asllect oftheir school themselves, and where attendance at lessons was optional and

sfudents could "cuss and blaspheme, they can lie, cheat and steal. They can smoke and

theyneedn't wash". Most shocking of all, boys and girls inthis school were said to

"share dormitories until they're 1l and bathrooms until even latet''and'It's nothing to

see a girl of 15 having a bath while carrying on a discussion with three senior boys." This

article, accompanied by a photo of female teenage students in bras brushing their teeth,

was clearly intended to be as salacious and shocking as possible to the Canadian reader.

Furthermore the statemen! "summerhill is the most progressive of Britain's progressive

32 (Ihe Fruits of Deweyism', Winnipeg Tribune, Jan. 7 1955
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schools- could leave readers no doubt that the author's intent was to implythat

pmgressive education was a slþery slope that would ultimately lead to complete

freedom for children and therefore laziness, dishonesty, and sexual promiscuity.33

Proponents ofprogressive education did not take such attacks lying down. They

in tum attacked the traditionalists as being nsthing more than disgruntled fossils who

simply re,peated the same tired arguments about children not being as good iæ they were

in th1g "old days". As Sidney Í(atz of Macleans aryaedo "Thirt5/ years ago an Ontario

high-school inspector tested first-year students in the three Rs and pronounced fiffy-five

trrercent to be bad or poor."34 In other words, attacking young people for failing to live up

to standards was an otd and entirely predictable pastime which had no real relation to the

particular pedagogic method being used. Traditionalists were porftayed in this argument

as simply being out of touch with modern life. Katz state{ "Fifty years ago, when

Canada was a rural nation, life was simpler and most of the school's time was devoted to

the three Rs, with some geography and history thrown in...The child sat at his desk all day

with the teacher doing most of the talking."3s He explained that while this type of

education may have been acceptable in a "simpler" time, ttre complexities of modem life,

particularly urban life, made this sort of leanring anachronistic and progressive education

essential. As Canadian society modernized and became more sophisticated, so did the

schools.

33 læster Matthews, *In this School, the Kids ateBos{', Macleats,Dæ- 1 1948

34KÃÞ.-Tow overthe 3 R's"

N Katz,Tow overthe 3 R's"
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InterestinglS most of the criticism of taditionalists consisted of cha¡acterizing

ttrem as either antiquated or just personally out of touch with what actually went on.in

schools. In defending their practices, educational authorities did not defend the idea of

progressive education in name so much as abandon it and insist that the criticisms of

traditionalists were offbase because in realitythe schools were doing everything they

wanted already! Charles Phillips, professor of education at the University of Toronto

declared the progressive school to be the "flying saucer of Canadian education": "in my

thirty years of professional experience, including visits to classrooms in nine provinces, I

have nev€r seen a'þrogressive school" - nothing, at least, that resembled the apparitions

described by those whose minds are upset by progressive ideas."36 Nonetheless, in

elucidating his pbilosophy of education, Phillips professed adherence to almost evef,y

principle of education that John Dewey himself supported.

Whafever word Canadian educational authorities wanted to use to describe their

educational philosophy, they were still committed to a way of thinking that was

dramatically opposed to that of the traditionalists. The assistant superintendent of

Winnipeg schools declared, "Whatever the shortcomings ofManitoba schools' no one can

blame progressive education. It has made hardly any impression on methodology and it

hasn't made a dint in the program" but insisted: "Why cannot work be fun? We need less

drudgery in our schools...Too much time is spent in constant repetition."3T Sybil Shack, a

36 Charles E. philliFs,'Educating for Life"

37 A. D. Thomson, *Signs of hogress", Learning to Live, Living While Learning: The Forty-Founh

Annual Cowentíon Manrtoba Edrcatíonal Associøtion(Faster 1952\,ls,Deparhent ofþdrrc¿fis¡

Publications, Instruction Resources Unit Archives, Winnipeg
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lilinnipeg primary school principal and one of progressive education's staunchest

defenders, used the tactic of criticizing traditionalists by claiming that the school program

was alreadyhaditionalist and thus anyproblems with the academic achievement of

children were a result of not enough progressive education rather than too much. Shack

concluded, 'T heartily wish that we wet€ doing more of the things for which lve are being

criticized. We'd be better teachers in better schools if we were.-38 Defending the schools

by denying the presence of progressive education demonstrates that progressive education

had become a "dirty word" in the 1950s and that even if in practice one's education

philosophy was'þrogressive", it had to be defended using different rhetoric. This

rhetorical shift in discussing education demonstates just how powerful the taditionalist

side ofthe debatehad become.

If people had joined the progressive education camp as aresult of their zupport of

the postwar new liberalism and their desire to see it continue into the future, what was the

ideological drive behind the methodologicat beliefs of traditionalists? The answer to this

question was far less clear tlan it was for proglessives. Certainly those who criticlzed

progressive eduoation from a taditionalist perspective tended also to oppose many of the

cbanges occurriug in Canadian politics and society in the postwar era. Quite prominent

among this group were believers in laissez-faire economics who viewed the trend toward

a Keynesian model as deeply damaging to Canada's future prosperity. Similarly, they

believed that the school system was raising children who would not only support such an

economic philosophy but become weak and dependent individuals who would lack the

æ Sybil Shach *A Teacher Speaks Up to Farents", Macleans, D€c. 6 1958
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initiative and competitive spirit necessary for true free market capitalism. The connection

betr¡¡een laissez-faire economics and traditionalist education was not always made

explicit, but arguments for one quite frequently resembled arguments for the other.

Among the many authors praising the creation ofthe Keyresian Welfare State and

the creation of a new compromise between capital and labor in the postwar erq there

remained a few commentators who were not surept up in the enthusiasm' Some û¡amed

their objections by asserting that the rights of labor, while legitimate to a degree, bad

already been taken too far, threatening the productivity of the nation. An editodal in the

Winnipeg Trîbtme, for example, rejected the federal CCF's call for a forty hour work

week because "a halt must be called to the philosophy of working as little as possible for

as much money as possible."3e Many educational authorities agreed quite snongly with

zuch sentiments rù/alter Dinsdale, in prefacing his remarks to the 1952 conference of the

Manitoba Education Association, stated, 'today there is a tendency to move

unconsciously toward the belief that the solution to our social and political problems lies

in the direction of increasing government contol. I want to say at the outset that I do not

subsoribe to this rather doctrinaire ttresis.'# Others agreed, clairning that the supposedly

excessive demands of shikers during the postwar wave tvere not an aberration but ¡ather

sæmmed ftom a deep seated selfish materialism and laziness that was threatening to

overtake Canadians due to the creation of the new liberalism. Many of these

3e "Greenlay Speaks Ouf',W'innipegTribune, April6 1953

a0 Walter Di¡sdale, "The Proper Study of Mankind" , Education for Bettq Human Understandtng: Forty'

Seventh Anmml Cowention Mqnitoba Eútcatíonsl Association @aster 1952), Deparhe,nt of Education

Publications, lnstruction Resourc€s Unit Archives, Winnipeg
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commeûtafors went on to connect the evils of the postwar consensus directly to calls for a

more traditional program of education If yowrg workers were expecting the state to

provide a broad social safety net for themselves then sureþ these expectations Ì\¡ere being

fostered by aprogressive school system.

The supposed poor quatity of high school graduates in the 1950s was blamed by

some directly on the coming welfare state. During a panel discussion on the "crisis in

education-'at Glenlawn Collegiate in Winnipeg, a self-described "businessman"

commented that "there is a general deterioration of society's standards with the coming of

the welfare state...I can't understand the gobbledegook of the graduates of today. When

they come into my office they can't spell or write properþ.'{r Many taditionalist sehool

inspectors æree{ and complaine.d in their repofts to the deparbnent that "not only are our

standards in educæion slipping but our easy-going attitude is having a damaging effect

on the character of our students...The belief that it is possible to get something for nothing

is spreadingupwards and downwards in our age groups. In the school \ile see less and

less effort; among our citizens we find an increasing demand for more pay for less

work.'ú2 This particular inspector's solution to the problem was the elimination of "easy

promotion" by making elevationto the next grade entirely dependent upon the results of

province-wide examinations set by the deparhent of education rather than allowing it to

be decided upon by parents and teachers based upon non-academic factors such as

a¡ Wilf Queen-Hughes in '?anel Won't Agree Whether there is Crisis in Educatiort'' , Winnipeg Tribune,
March241954

n2 B, Warkentin, 'Reports of School Inspectors - Division no. 19", Manitoba Annual Report on Edrcatioq
1950-51,65
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emotional maturity and the individuat child's psychological state. The creation of higbly

motivated individuals in the schools, traditionalists hoped, would perhaps counteract the

degenerative effects ofthe welfare state.

The creation of more rigid standards for student promotion was a popular proposal

among taditionalists because of their belief that one of the main deficiencies of a school

sysüem designed to produce citizens who were "adjusted" to live in a new liberal society

was its tendency to tum ou! in the words of the director of the Ontario School Trustees

Corurcil, "a crop of academic bums". Such individuals had not demonstrated the work

ethic or intelligence to complete their education but because of "the new educational

philosophy which says that everybody must have an education" they were advanced

througb the school system anyway. Thus one taditionalist could conclude,

"Featherbedding, it seems, is not confined onlyto the'hake-worlC'rules of certaintr¿de

unions. It is found in the public school system of Canada.'*3 Again, as evidenced by this

statemen! dissatisfaction with progressive education translated into dissatisfaction with

the entire direction in which the political framework of Canada was heading. Just as the

new liberalism of the postwar era had supposedly made life too comfortable for workers,

progressive education had made school far too comfortable for children. The result in

both cases was to reduce initiative, cultivate a culture of entitlement and thus threaten the

ability of the next generation to maintain Canada's greahess as a nation, which in the

minds of true believers ln laissez-faire eould only come from competition between

individuals seeking self-enrichment. In its crudest fonn, this argument was expressed by

a3 Percy Muir in "Academic Featherbeddin {' , Winnipeg Tribune, July 1 6 1 957
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geologist Franc Joubin who claimed in one of many Msclesns articles regarding the

*crisis in educatiod' that only suffering could lead to greatness:

Ifyou examine the life histories and the educational backgrounds of the brilliant
minds in the fields of science, the arts, statesmanship, you will find that the

overwhelming majority were subjected to great financial, racial, political or other

handicaps. Most of the leading scientists presentiy in the fieids of fission, ñ¡sion,

androcketry development have been imports from countries whose educational

systems did not offer much in the way of chocolate milk, soft drinks, baton-

nvirling majorettes and genuflecting guitar players.4

If one accepted Joubin's questionable assertionthat the *brilliant minds" of the world

always came from backgrounds characterized by great hardship, then the traditionalist

school, which saw academic education itself as innately unenjoyable and full of necessary

hardships, had to be listened to by those who planned the curriculum in order to protect

Canada's firture.

Just as Progressive educationists employed ahistorical narative in justifying their

educational philosophy, so too did haditionalists. For progressives, recent history

demonstated the importance of scientific expertise and government planning as both had

proven crucial to ending the great depression, defeating fascism and thus replacing the

"age of catasûophe" with a new era of peace and prosperity. Progressive education

would ensure that the future generation had the abilrty to live harmoniously with a rapidly

changing Canada The traditionalist historical narrative as laid out in a speech to an MEd

convention audience of teachers, administators, and trustees by Manitoba indusnialist H-

B. Brehaut, was vastly different. Inthis narrative, the "golden age" of Canadian, and

4 Franc R. Joubin,'Tmnc. R Joubin says Schooling Shor¡Id Start Sooner, Be Tough" Weed Out Failures",

Maclearc,April 12 1958
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indeed 
'Wcstern Civilization was not the future or present but the past more specifically

the high-point of the Bdtish Empire in the late 1800s. Brehaut explained that,

At the turn of the century, we were not in the morass in which we find ourselves
today in almost every phase of life. Economically we were still e4periencing the
effects of the great Victorian Erq nerü areas were being opened up, our economy
was expanding, the economic doctrine of laíssez-Jbire wasworking. Organize<Í
labour bad not yet come into being...the free-enterprise system was flourishing. A
man could st¿rt from scratch in business, and in amassing money he could
practicatly go as far as he liked. The sky was the limit.aj

This romanticizaltonof the era of capitalism unrestricted by organized labor or

government involvement was behind many of the calls for a retum to traditional

education. If this had truly been a "golden age", then returning to it was infinitely

desirable. Unfortunately, this retura was no longer possible unless the next generation

rejected the postwar compromise, something which was unlikely ifprogressive

education's goal of creating anewpolitical was successful. Inthe minds of

lraditionalists, even if the present Canadian govemment were to turn its back on the New

liberalism and return to alaíssez-faire model of society, the next generation would be

unable to succeed due to the "softening" of their academic abilities and more importantþ

of their work ethic and moral fibre. The "Golden Age" could only rehrm if economic and

governmental change was combined withanoverhaul of the educationbeinggivento

young people.

For taditionalists, the "Golden Age" had ended because of overconfidence and

complacency and the challenge of increased govemment contol over society, both

ns H. B. Brehau! "Some Aspects of Philosophy of Education from fte Viewpoint of a Pa¡ent and Business
|lIú', Manítoba School Journal 20, no. 3 (Nov, I 958) p. I 6-1 7
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external in the form of Communism and Fascism, and internal in the form of the New

liberalism- Brehaut stated that although Govemment control in times of war had been an

unfortunate necessity, its continuation into the era of peace posed a threat almost as grave

as that of Communism:

In the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Communist government has complete
control over the lives of about 200 million people. In Chin4 the People's
Communistic Government is in contol of the lives of some 500 to 600 million
human beings...Even in the United States there is considerable social legislation
and governmental conüol...In one province - Saskatchewan - we have a socialistic
forrr of govemment.a6

This supposed spread of Soviet-style socialism to one of Canad¿'s owrprovinces'was a

grcve thred according to those who used the red-baiting of the 1950s to attack the social

wetflare state. They argued that "the benefits of the scientific age have led us away from

work and induced government intervention The amenities sf ¿ high standard of living

har¿e removed discipline and sapped moral fibte." Nowhere was this more evidentthan

in the schools, where teenagers had become 'osoff', the curriculum had been'\uatered-

down'and discipline had been forgotten. Brehaut placed the blame for this sorry state of

aflairs on both the school system itself and the postwar conseû$¡s in general:

The common man today does not put as much emphasis on initiative and work as

he used to. He knows the ¡rower of unionism and he realiæs that govemment by
social welfare measures, has placed an economic net undemeath hin...[this] has

made things so much easier for our young people that they do not want to work.

W.orse yet, the school system allowed this erosion of work ethic to occur.

Frogressive education refused to impose the sort of discþline and academic rigidity

necessary to combat the loss of initiative in society. As a result, Brehar¡t concluded,

ff Brehauq *Some Aspects of Philosophy of Education"
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"schools ûoday turn out graduates, many of whom do not know the fundamenüals of

ex¡nession in their mother tongue." Thus in the traditionalist narrative, education was, as

it was for progressives, a race between education and catastrophe, but for much different

re¿ìsons than in the progressive narrative-47

Laissez faire traditionalists couched their arguments for the rejection of

progressive education largely in terms of "individual initiative" versus'ofalse democnacy".

Progressive education, it was sai{ had cartied out a well-intentioned but misguided quest

to create "democracy'' in the classroom but in doing so had neglecüed individual

achievement, which was the path to "true democracy'', in favor of fostering a "false

democracy" of forced egalitarianism. tn the words of the headmaster of St. John's

Ravenscour! a \Minnipeg private school, "We have adopted a false doctrine in place of a

true democracy in our schooling. lnstead of saying that equal efforts and equal âbility

demand equal rewards, we say the rewards should be equal for all regardless of effort or

ability.'** Another commentator remarked that *students today are being taught

conformity, not democracy."4e In other words, the progressives had misinterpreted

rhetoric about human equality and democracy to mean that in the education system no

child should be rewarded for greater achievement and no child punished for lack of

achievement. A University of Manitoba engineering professor argued that the widely

accepted democratic precept that *all men are created equal" did not and should not apply

a7 Brehau!'Some Aspects of Philosophy of Education"

Æ Richmd Gordon, "Progressive Gains md Losses", Winnipeg Free Press, Oct 13 1954

ae Steward Reid in "One Body Per Empty Classroon-', Winnipeg Tribune, March 19 1957
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to the economic 1çalm and that school was the best place for children to begin to

understaad this princþle :

In the field of sports, could there be anything more ludicrous than parents

slaiming, 'My little Willie is as good as your little Willie and he has just as much
right to be a champion?" Every liule Willie has the ríght to try to be a champior¡
but if he fails, he is ruthlessly weeded out. But just let Willie fail in school and all
hell breaks loose.so

Neatby expressed these same fears that the quest for economic and political

equality migbt result in the erosion of the individual's abitity to achieve, even if it meant

doing so at the expense of others. She argued that there \¡/as a "herd" mentality emerging

vyithin Canadian schools and Canadian society: "the difference between the group and the

herd is the measure of ourhumanity. The ideal group is composed of free and equal

persons...The herd on the other hand follows the leader, or is perhaps merely driven by

coûrmon instinct or mâss emotion."sl

In other words, if individual achievement was not encouraged by the schools, the

possibility of a thriving society based upon capitalism and democracy would be lost. In

its place a society would emerge that resembled that of the'brganization man", apopular

1950s archetype popularized by William Whyte. This man was, in the words of Mona

Gleason a "faceless, powerless" degraded white-collar worker", lacking the individualism

and masculinity needed to resist Communism or other forms of authoritarianism.sz Fears

* G. A. Russell, "Education: The Real Problem", Winnipeg Tribune, July 29 1958

5r Hilda Neaûb¡ *The Gmup and tre llerd", Leøn@for Thinkîng: Manitoba Educøtional Association
Forty-Ninth Anmtal Cotvenfian, @aster 1954),19, Deparbnent of Education hrblications, Inshuction
Resources Unit Archives, Winnipeg

52 Mona Lee Gleason, Normalizing the ldeal: Psychologt, Schaoling and the Famþ ín Postwør Canada
(foronto: University ofToronto Press, 1999) 53
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of creating the'brganization man" and critiques of the progressive education system both

demonstrated the concern that proponents of laissez-faire capttahsm had about the

postwar consensus. They distrusted institutions such as the public education system that

allegedly reinforced this new consensus by turning out, in the words of Neatb¡ "selÊ

centered little automatons" rather than motivated, competitive individuals.s' A speaker

addressing the \Minnipeg Liberal Association n 1952 made this point abundantly cler,

argrring that education was the only defense that believers in economic individualism had

against the 'tollectivism or over-dependence on governmenf' that laissez-fure

ideologues regarded as the present trend in their society.s

Not all traditionalists were disgruntled believers in laissez-faire. What made

taditionalism successful as an intellectual movement was not ideological uniformity but

the ability of various groups, each with different reasons for opposing the changes in the

education Ð¡stem, to find enorrgb common ground to come together in pressuring for

cr¡rricular change. Some disliked progressive education on grounds of its connection to

psychology and reliance upon the guidance of 'oexperts". Hottrever, in both cases,

opposition to progressive education was related to fears of the erosion of freedom of the

individual, and concem with the role of large and seemingly distant institutions in the

everyday lives of Canadians. In this sense, the concem that big govemment was

destroying the individual initiative that made capitalism successfrrl was related to the

concem that the o'scientifi.c" knowledge of the psychological profession was becoming an

s Neatby in Kutrert, L.B, A Greøt Duty: Canadiøn Responses to Modern Life and Mass Cuhwe, 1939-

l9ó7 (Monteal: McGill Queens University Press, 2003) 164
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almost religious movement that imposed itself upon those who were to be zubject to its

prescriptions.

The'religion of psychology'' came under vicious attack by haditionalists as part

of their attafikupon progressive education. Although many historians, as noted earlier,

have described the 1950s as the "age of the expert", a time when public trust in scientific

professionals reached an all time high, the cult of the expert also generated a massive

backlash among those who were disrustful of the idea that empowering trained

professionals would result in the ushering in of a new era of happiness and prosperity for

all Canadians. The øitics of the increased use of psychological expertise portrayed the

experts, not as revered figures but as little more tlan charlatans, the modem day

equivalent of nineteenth century patent-medicine peddlers or confidence men-

Progressive educationists, in their view, were naive dupes, fooled, in the words of one

formerprincipal and school inspector, "by the specious arguments of ahandful of

psychologists with a distorted view of the world and some queer notions of howto cure

its ills."55 AMacleans editorial rejected progressivism on similar gtounds, claiming, "lhe

p¡s¡dians...seized control of the schools and set them out on their dubious carnpaign to

turn us into a nation of well-adjusted steamfitters."s6 In addition to a large dose of white-

collar snobbery, this editorial expressed what was quickly becoming a populm theme in

the 1950s: psychologists were not to be trusted despite their claiming to have discovered

incontrovertible scientifi.c truths about the workings of the human mind. The editorial

55 Willim E. Hrmre, *Are the Schools Ruining Your Child?", Macleans,Mrrchl 1952

s "The Schools are for Schoolingl', Macleans, ApnI l 1952
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accused progressive educators of ruining the teaching profession by tuming teachers into

"amatewpsychiatrists" and concluded, "the revolt of the reactionaries is long overdue

and we wish them all success and honor."57

The "reactionaries" did not take long to take up the gauntlet thrown doum by

Canada's most read weekly magazine. Denouncing the power of psychology, particularly

child psychology, became one of the favorite pastimes ofmany Canadian comme,ntators.

Psychologists were accused of promoting complete permissiveness in the schools and at

home. "Dr. Williams", a child psychologist, told Maclesns thathis professionhad been

taken over by a "lunatic fringe" who promoted progressive education.ss Traditionalist

critics ofprogressive education used scare tactics and exaggeration to appeal to a

(hopefutly) frenzied public. Within their exaggerations, however, lay a quite accurate

observation: childpsychologists, bypromoting aradically developmental and

environmentalist view of hurran nature and child development, had removed almos1 ¿1

responsibility forthe futrne mental well-being of the individual from biological factors,

the influence of peers, or the child itself, andplaced it exclusively at the doorstep of the

child's parents (usuatly the mother) and teachers. This "blame the parents" ideq as seen

in chapter one, provoked a fierce req)onse from opponents of child psychology and

progressive education. "Dr. Williams" explained the situation this way:

The average mother is bewildered...She is told that she is entirely and solely
responsible for her children's emotional future, that by her ineptitude she can ruin
the child's life. If her children don't tum out to be perfectly adjusted, she's to
blame - either she hasn't rcad enough or she has misconstrued what she has read-

tt *Schoolo re for Schooling"

s 'Dr. W'illiams", 'Don't let the Child Experts Scare Yorf', Macleøns, May 14 1955
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The efforts of a great many people to be modern well-informed "scienti-fie"

parents have left them frustrated, confused, and guilt-shicken to the point where

tn" t"t-'þarental anxiety" had been added to the lauguage of psychology.'.It's

time the parents stopped letting themselves be scared by the experts.se

Just as parents were zubject to the prescriptions of the "Êxperts", so too were teachers-

Some joined the revolt against the experts and questioned whether they were as

¡nqualiñed to deal with their pupils' psychological health as the experts implied. Many

teachers arguedthat the experts were simply making work for themselves as guidance

counselors by insisting that this role was beyond the capability of the averÍrge teacher-

They argued insteadthat the most natural counselor was the teacher, due to her familiarity

with the individual child and her "common senseo' deveþed over years of hands-on

classroom e4perience rather than formal schooling.60 Even teachers who were heavily in

favor of progressive education began to question the increased role of psychological

professionals. Sybil Shack, a st¿unch defender ofprogressive education and vocal critic

ofNeatbs wrote an article fot The ManitobaTeacher entitled "Howto Tame Your

Child's Temper Tantrums" that rejected trying to apply the broad generalizations and

.'scientifiC' principles found in the v'witings of child psychologists on the basis that these

tended to treat all children as fundamentally the same when in reality the key to classroom

discþline was recognition of the uniqueness of each child and thus the necessity of a

ùfferent approach for each one. Shaek explained tlat wfule dumping a jug of cold water

on one child who was having a temper tantrum worked for her in one case, in another,

5e '¡r\'. Williams', 'Don't Let the Child E>çerts Scare You"

@ Donald W. B"rgo, "The Teacher's Role in GuidancÆ", Manitoba School Jottrnal S, no' I (Apr. l94fl p'
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"lùe jug treatuent would have been disastrous" as in this case affection and

understanding were required.6l

Although progressive educators often joined in on the attacks against what they

perceived as an overþ theoretical approach to teaching the management of student mental

hygiene, it was traditionalists who generally used the revolt against the experts to score

political points and attempt to bring people into their camp. In her preface to So Little þr
the Mind Neatby explicitly noted that she was not an expert in education and had no

formal taining in this field whatsoever. She claimed that she had not attempted a

"research projecf' nor underüaken a "detailed and documented picture" of the education

system.62 In attempting to address the disaffected parents and teachers of Canadian

children directl5 Neatby felt it first necessary to distance herself from the education

system and t\ experts who guided it, Ironicall¡ Neatby's admission that she had no

formal taining in the field of public education became one ofthe chief criticisms levied

against hcr book by progressive educationists. J. W. Chafe, principal of Alexander

School commented "lùat a scholar, a specialist in one field at the university level, would

naturally *know''about education for the millions in the elementary and high school" was

a fallacy.6 In criticizingNeatby for not being "scientific" in her approach and relying

upon her own subjective experience rather than objective statistical data, however, Chafe

and others were playing right into Neatþ's hands. Her very argument was that it was

6r Sybil Shaclq "How to Tame Your Child's Temper Tantums", The Manitoba Teacher 34, no. 4 (JanÆeb

1956)p. l4

62 Neatb¿ So Little For the Mind (Toronto: Clar*e, hwin and Compan¡ 1953) vü

* Chafe, *Are the Schools RuiningYour Child"
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because of her rejection of the paradigms created by "experts" that she could be trusted.

It was her outsider status that gave her pronouncements on public education weigbt.

Ultimately, Neatþ was rejecting the entire positivistic world view that underlay

progressive education and the postwar 
"o*.*ur. 

Neatþ expressed this general

discomfort at the direction of society toward specializ¿lion: ool am disturbed at the

apparent indifference of the e4perts to the disappearance of the old-fashioned concqlt of

the 'educated person' who chose to rest his reputation on bearing and conversation" rather

than on degrees and 'research"'.& Tn other words, the battle between traditionalists like

Neatby and progressives was, on one level, part of an ongoing debate over the scientific

expert versus the "gentleman scholat''.

On another level, the debate ril¿¡s a turf war betweenpsychologists and la¡anen that

became a battle between science and religion. Several historians have ætribuæd the rise

ofpostwar psychology partially to the significant ability for self-promotion possessed by

psychologists themselves. They have noted that during the Second World War,

psychologists were quite willing to work within the military, conducting valuable

fieldwork but also, by virtue of their later claim to have helped win the war, enhancing

their reputation and establishingtheir claim to patriotism.6s Several contemporary

opponents of psychology made similar observations regarding the ability of the profession

to provide business for its growing number of practitioners. A professor of classics at the

@Neatby, So Littleþr the Mind,vrt

65 See Mom Lee Gleason, Normalìzing the ldeal: Psychotogt, Schaoting and the Famiþ in Posnyar
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University of Alberta explained: "f can't help thinking that there has been a boom in

psychiahic cases and problem children" since the implementation ofprogressive

education.6 In other words, as the number of psychological professionals grew, they

required a market for their services and, as in many other industries, they couldn't wait

for the public to create this market on their own; they had to create it for themselves.

Increasingl¡ psychologists found themselves compering for the power to direø

human behavior with a surprise opponent: religion. Many traditionalists, in attacking the

use of psychology in the schools, openly advocated a o'retum" of religious insfuction,

(although it had nev€r truly left) for many of the same reasons that progressives promoted

psychology. Traditionalists, while rejectiog what they referred to as social engineering in

the schools, still acknowledged that the purpose sf ssþssling should be, at least in part, to

socialize children into the social and moral nofins of society. Howeveq they argued that

the psychological approach to doing this was, like the curriculum, sugar-coated and

watereddown. Neatby accused school administrators of ignoring "the virtues that are

strmmed up for Christians in the doctine of love; justice, kindness, sympathy aûd tact" in

favor of "short-cuts, the special techniques or tools, so typical of our scientific age.'n'

Thus she concluded, '\¡¡e have courses in human relations, in mental hygiene

and...courses conveying special recipes for "getting alongl' but no moral education that

provides the traits necessary for people to actually "get along" outside of the school.68

6 Hardy, Are We Educating for lporance?"

6TNeaib¡ So Little For the Mínd l04

ô Neatby, So Little For the Mind lM
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Neatby's criticism of science as the basis of moral education was echoed bymany

clergymeq including Reverend Daniel Matheson ûom Waskad4 Manitoba who accused

the public education system of teaching "the scientific search for truth without

emphasi-ing the moral responsibility thaf scientific advancement must car4r with it.- In

other words, pure science was amoral and, withoutproper guidance from Christian

teachers, could be put to a variety of evil uses by the coming generation. Thus, Matheson

concludd "any system of education that develops in a one-sided way toward scientific

inquþ and neglects the moral and spiritual emphases of life is not adequate."6e Many

lraditionalists feared that, amidst the postwar adoration for the social sciences, the public

education system had made the mistake of assuming secular rationaliff alone could

provide a basis for children learning moral behavior.

Fears that progressive education, in its promotion of scientific ræionality, had left

a vacuum when it came to moral education led to calls by many for arevival of more

overtly religious instruction in the school system. Macleans printed an article praising a

private school teacher who "scoitrs child psychology" and instead provided strict religious

instruction to her charges. The article approvingly stated, *her library doesn't contain a

single book on child and teen-age psychology but it does include two hundred Bibles

fingerprinted by her young students. The Bible is her textbook."70 This teacher was

quoted as stating: "Send the product of progressive education to me, and I'll straighten

@ Daniel Matheson, "Religions Educ¿tion inthe School{', Manitoba School Journal S, no. 4 @ec. 1945)
p.6
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the brat out with little difficrrlty."tt Such a statement swely appealed to many readers

who shared the wideþ popular belief that the cunent crop of school children had indeed

been allowed to become "brats" thanks to the perrnissiveness and godlessness of

progressive education.

The Manitoba government acted upon the call for greater religious instruction in

schools, passing a law in 1955 which made religious exercises in school compulsory

unless overruled by an individual school board via a by-law passed each year. This

replaced previous legislation that stipulated these exercises were optional for all students

and would take place only at the very end of each duy.o According to the new law,

teachers were required to read from the Bible at least once a week in grades 14, three

times per week in grades 5-6 and daily in the higber grades. These Bible readings were to

be at least 10 minutes in lenglh and could not be conducted viaataperecording or

intereom.æ In 1959, the Royal Commission repor! in one of its most publicized

recommendations, pÍoposed that private religious schools be given public firnding "so

long as they are accountable to the deparffient of education for certain süandards."74 This

longstanding reversal of the principle of one single, secular public education system

which dated from the time of the Manitoba Schools Question demonshates that there had

been a sea cbange in some circles regarding private religious schooling. Whereas these

?t Edith Read in'Edith Re¿d's Ungentle Formula''

o Wilson, Keitb, '"The Development of Education in Maniûoba" (PhD Dissertation, University of
Michigan, 1967) 372
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schools were once regarded as a threat to the cultural cohesion of the province and an

imFediment to the progress of Canadian civilization itself, now they were seen by

lraditionalists as a bastion of common sense and good solid pedagogy arnidst a sea of

progressive experimentation. The Royal Commission report demonstrated thæ the

pressure put upon the government from those advocating a greater role for religion in the

public school system was achieving clear and tangible results.

lV-hile laissez-faire traditionalists charged progressive education with erorling the

individual initiative at the heart of a successfü capialist society and anti-expert

traditionalists called for the rejection of child psychology, a third 8troup opposed

progressive education on the grounds that it was eroding Canadian culture by creating a

generation of uncultured and materialistic philistines. Cultural conservatives formed

perhaps the most vocal group in opposition to progressive education and could be found

in almost every major Canadian publication promoting their contention that, in the words

ofNeatby,'?rogressivism is anti-cultural."7s Of course the very notion that something

can be "anti-culfural" relies upon one accepting a very rigid and exclusive definition of

what *culture" is. Cultural conservatives defined *culture" exclusively as high culture,

specifically Anglo{anadian or Western European art forms in which they themselves

could claim to be expert. This was an innately reactionary definition of culture that

venerated the past and rejected almost any new media on the grounds of form rather than

content. trn other words, this was a definition of culture as'osweetness and light', with

what was sweet and light to be decided by cultural elites who were well-versed in

180
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previously approved of cultural'forms. When the public school system failed to conform

1o such a rigid definition of culture in its cuniculum, it was accused by people such as

Neatby ofhaving "cut off many if not most of our pupils from any real eqioyment or

r¡nderstanding of the inheritance of westerin civilization; and certainly from any sense that

the achievements and values of the past are a trust to be preserved and enriched for the

flrture.'tr

The porhayal of a once glorious cultural heritage of Western Civilization tbat was

now fading with the coming of mass culture was crucial to the haditionalist critique of

progressive education. The schools of the 1950s, by watering down the curricuhm and

fi[ing it with frill subjects that were not sufficiently intellectually rigorous, were said to

be failing to inculcate their students with an appreciation of the great aÍ and literan¡re

which represented the high point of human achievement. George HardS professor of

classics at the University of Albert4 complained that it was not until university that

students gained exposure to "the thoughts, beliefs, events and ideas which are the

mainsprings of westem civilization."T Since only a very small percentage of Canadians

would ever attend a university, most children were completing their formal education

without teamíng their proper cultural heritage. Instea{ according to Hard¡ in the

interests of *fun" 
and promoting understanding of other cultures they leamed a

'hodgepodge" of information about "Laplanders, Eskimos, Incas and so od'instead of

"learning arithmetic, spelling, reading, ,¡¡riting and grammar." In a'rhematic unit on the

7óNeatb¡ 
So Líttleþr the Mind,16
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Arctic Circle, Hardy charged, "everyone enfoys puddling a¡oun{ making igloos out of

fl.our and salt and acting out a little play to show how an Eskimo catches a seal. It's

learning by doing. It's fun butjust what definite knowledge comes out of it all?'7E

Hardy?s critique of progressive education betayed a xenophobic snobbery, but

also a deepseated assumption that non-'Western cultwes and non-written leaming

süategies were innateþ inferior. If British Civilization indeed represented the high point

of mankind's culhral advancement, then to instruct children that all cultures were equally

worthy of veneration was deeply damaging to the furure greahess of Canada. In addition

to condemning children learning about igloos, Hardy also placed blame for the supposed

sorry state of modern children on "Radio, soap operas, television, the movies, comic

books, along with boogie woogie and the crooner."Te

It would be sasy 1s 5imply dismiss Hardy as a humorous anachronism, a fossil out

of touch with modern life and an anomaly in this new age of mass consumer culture.

However, as other foislorians have noted, there were many Canadian intellectuals

articulating this tlpe of critique of postwar education and postwar society in general. Inl
Great Duty Len Kuffert convincingly argues that conservative cultural critics rvere a

potent force in Canadian society in the 1950s. Numerous Canadian intetlectuals displayed

their disapproval of a society in which, they believed, "Modern education, mass

communication, materialism and scientism...had subverted the reconstruction-era dream

of deveþing responsible citizens and the apparent hedonism of 'rhe 195ûs compounded

æ Hardy, "A¡e We Educating for Ignorance?"

æ Hardy, *Are We Educæing for ïgnorance?"
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fears of a generation ever more incapable of appreciating its rich heritage."80 In other

words, cultural conservatives were not just men and \üomen from a bygone era lamenting

its passing and lashing out against that which they did not undersüand. Rather, they were

as interested in reconstruction and the project of establishing a better Canada after the

Age of Catastophe as were the progressives. Theybelieved, however, that this was best

achieved by looking backward at the cultrnal heritage of Wesúern, and particularly

British, civilization rather than putting faith in science, technology and the new cultural

forms associated with it.

Culturally conservative traditionalists spent as much time decrying mass culture in

general as they did levying related attacks upon the education system. In the same article

in which he called for formal education to start at an eadier age and for teachers to assign

more homework, one traditionalist also condemned "lurid pocket novels'o with

'þomographiÇ covers", as well as'lnagazines with more pictures than print because too

many people are bored with reading and hinking."sr In other words, if children were too

busy with a never-enc{ing pile of homeworlq perhaps they would not find the time to

immerse themselves as Canadian adults atlegedlyhad, in "lhe movingpicture, the vulgar

phonograph record, the comic ship, and the tawdry degrading magazine and book."æ

This argument was a direct rebuttal to the "child-centered" leaming promoted by

progressives. According to traditionalists, if children were allowed to do only what they

s Kufferql Great Duty, 160
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'were interested in, they would read, watch and listen to garbage as their parents did.

Since teenagers did not posssss the intellectual maturity to go "beyond the Elvis Presþ

stage" and "their idea of having fun is limited to getting drunk,"æ according to one

commentator in a Winnipeg paper, they could not be perrritted to have control over the

content of their own education. The result of progressive education, according to Clive

Cardinal, aprofessorin the University of Manitoba German deparhenÇ had been to

allow the children to'orule the roost," resulting in a situation in which "the average

cultrnal level of the majority of our Canadian high school graduates has not advanced

beyond the chronic imbecility of an Elvis Presley or Jayne Mansfield" and students were

'þermanently stuck at the mental age of a ten-year-old child.'s According to Cardinal, in

the Soviet Union, children still leamed "the great cultural tadition of TolstoS

Mayakowsþ Hauptuann and Shaw". The Russians, it seeme{ still understood the

importance of higb culture. It was only unfortunate that their education system was

*aimed at supporting a monolithic and belligerent dictatorship-"8s

This sort of assessment of the effects ofprogressive education w¿ts not particularly

unusual nor was it without support from a significant portion of the Canadian public. In

an a¡ticle tnChatelaine which elicited great response, mostlypositive, from readers, a

former teacher named Jack Btacklock launched into a bitter polemic against progressive

education and its cultural effect upon children entitled, "Your Children Made Me Quit

s Clive Cardinal, 'Tlorizons End at Geüing Drunk", Winnipes Tribune, Oct. 11 1958

e Clive Cædinal, "Correcting a Few Mistmderståndings", Winnipeg Tribune, Oct 12 1958

ts Cardinal, *Correcting a Few Misunderstandings"
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Teachinç' Blacklock complained that teenagers in the 1950s had grown up with *soft"

progressive education that never challenged them and catered to their every whim. The

result was the creation of an adolescent who "lives in a world of entertainment, not of

learning. Only in school is he without ajukebox, a radio, or a television set at his elbow.

He is accustomed...to have his thinking done for him."86 After asserting that the minority

of,good students who had not succumbed to this philistinism were rmable to get the

attention they needed because of the time spent dealing with the discþlinary problems of

the majority, he blarned new methods of child rearing promoted by psychologists,

specifically the elimination of corporal punishment, for this lack of discipline. Most of

the reader response to this article oysrwþelmingly supported Blaeklock's accusations,

vyith both teachers and parents witing to agree with his assessment of teenagers and

thank him for e4pressing what they had thought it not proper to state publicly. One

reader even remarked: "I have one teen-ager, fourteen and I'm afraid I wouldn't last one

year of teaching a classroom fulI like him. He's not a delinquent, just one ofthe crowd

who are too lazry and can't be bothered."s? This parent was certainly not buying into the

popular notion promoted by psychologists that childhood mental pathologies were almost

always the fault of the parents but instead placed the blame squarely upon the influence of

popular culture and progressive education.

Canadian historian Arthur Lower, in a speech to the Ontario Educational

Association, argued that progressive education was just another symptom of an overly

86 Jack Blacklocþ 'Yorn Children Made Me Quit Teachingl', Chatelaine, May 1957

tt O. H. Sherman,'T-etters to Chatelaine",Chatelaine, June 1957
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maferialistic postwar er4 stating: "the educated man must be lonely in Canada because 99

per cent of the people aroundhim are Philistines; that is na¡row minded and materialistic.

He cannot expect to be rich, because his education unfits him for the crude, competitive

world of commercialism."Es The president of the Manitoba School Inspectors'

Association reported that "observation tends to confirm the impression...that the general

attitude toward life of the pupils in the collegiate ís becomingmore sophisticated and

materialistic...There is too much accent on youth today. As a result they tendto acquire

an undue sense of their own importance."se

Traditionalists were arguing that the children of the postwar era had everything

given to them too easily, and were too concerned with narowminded, selfish goals. This

line of argument was similar to that used by laissez-faire traditionalists to attack the

welfare state. For cultural conservatives, however, it was not just the increased presence

of govemment in society or the power of labor which made life too comfort¿ble and too

easy, but the entire materialistic ethos of the postwar world. K. R. Swinton, taditionalist

and chairman of the Canadian Conference on Education, remarked: "I sometimes think

the Canadian family is becoming so eager inpursuit of soft living that it is in great danger

of tuming out a generation whose most intellectual pursuits consist of watching TV

serials and reading the comic papers."eo An Onario govemment official, in promoting a

'Ieturn to basics", commented: 'ïn more recent yeÍ[s, the most commonly accepted siens

s Arthur Lower, in "Academic Snobbery'', Toronto Globe and MaiI, May 2 1952

Þ 'Rqrort on Collegiate Departuents and Collegiate InstihÉes",l nmnl Report, 194445,38-39

s K. R Swinton, "Are We Fooling Ourselves",Winnipeg Tribune, Dec. 13 1957
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of advanced civilization are the invention of the labour-saving devices for ordinary

people, and the reduction of the hours of necessary labor...Small wonder, then that youûg

people readily believe that work is an evil, to be avoided if at all possible."er

For traditionalists, the solution to this societal decay lay in making school more

challenging, even unenjoyable, in order to build a work ethic among students, and in

revising the curriculum in such as way that it emphasized highff cultural prnsuits rather

than mass consumerism and material ease. Above all, education, according to culhral

conservatives, should divest itself of a blind faith in science and scientific rationality

which'had indeed brought unprecedented mastery over the forces of nature and has

enriched our living with a bewildering wealth of material comforts and

conveniences...Yet...brought us distess of mind and often the very terror of death.'e2

Neatby decla¡ed: '\,vhat is needed is a renewal of faith and a renunciation of the false

rationalism which implicitly denies the power of faith for good or evil in human society.

Inthe excitement of the modem age and the pursuit ofrationalism, democracy and

materialism we have forgotten where we come ûom and what we believed in. Ours has

become a rootless as well as a faithless society."e3

One of the mosùprominent differences between taditionalists and progressives in

terms of practical policy was the issue of promotion in the primary grades. Progtessive

er J. G. Althousq Educationfor Better IIunan Understanding:Forty-Seventh Anmnl Carwe¡úian
Manitoba Educatianal Association, Easter lgsz,8,Deparbnent of Education Publications, Insfuctional
Resor¡rces Unit Archives, Winnipeg

e Alftouse, Education for Befrer Human Understanding

e3 Neatby, So Liîile For the Mind 326-327
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educators insisæd that social promotion, or passing students along to the next grade for

Íeasons of social adjustuent even when they had not completed the academic

requirements of the previous grade, \ilas necessary to preserve children's mental health.

Traditíonalists, on thrc other hand, condemned this policy, arguing that allowing weaker

pupils to proceed was not only hurtful to them but to brighter students who could no

longer get the attention they deserved if their classes w€re filled with students who were

unable to keep up with the assigned work. In such classrooms, rather t' rn finding time to

modit lessons to fit a variety of intellectual levels, teachers would simply make their

lessons easier, thus allowing all students to succeed. Neatby observed: "It would seem

that the teacher's principal task is to get down to or below the level of ability of the

dullest pupils.'s Robert Bend, Liberat MLA and former teacher also contended that "so-

called progressive education meant teaching to the bottom half of the 
"1*s 

¿¡d this

practice discouraged brighter pupils."n' The solution to thisproblem, according to

traditionalists, was to do away with the belief that "democratic" education meant that

everyone was entitled to rise tbrough the ranks of public school and instead consffuct *a

sor¡nd and sEenuous liberal education for all who can take it."e6 Once again, individual

excellence would be the goal of the school. This retum to a system of competitive

educationpleased cultrual conservatives who saw one of the main ñrnctions of education

as the production of an intellectual elite who would safeguard not only Canada's political

q 
Neatby, So Littlefor the Mind, 198

e5 Robert Bend in, 'l.lo School Equity Here: Roblin" , Winnípeg Tribune, Feb. 14 1954

* N*tby in "So Little for the Mind Seen Report's Big Fault'', Whmipeg Tribtme, Nov. 25 1953
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institr¡tions but also iæ cultural heriage. Whereas, under progressive education's

misguided attempts at creating democrac¡ the gifted child would have been"ignored'

and "deliberateþ held back by a system which makes no provision for their unusual fast-

leanning abilities and allows thei¡ minds to be clouded over with medio crJr}"", a return to

traditionalism would mean a school program designed to cater to the intellectually

superior. If this meant that schools would be overtly creating an elite and rejecting the

majority or that the trend toward more individuals finishing school would be reversed,

that was acceptable to traditionalists.

Thus, the traditionalists reacted to accusations that they were promoting elitism

not by denying it as perhaps their critics expected but by admitting that they desired the

creation of an intellectual elite and arguing that this was not incompatible with the

principles of a democratic society. In response to school inspector E. F. Sims, who

criticized the creation of special progr¿rms for "gifted" students on the grounds that *life

in the adult world is not divided into little groups or streams...Pupils must team to live

and work with all t¡¿pes of their fellows"es, the superintendent of Winnipeg's schools

replied that segregation into liule groupswas exacþ what both the adult world and the

high school world entailed. He argued that high schools were already segregated

according to intelligence because gifted students tended to register for options that were

nore difficult whereas less bright students tended to pick easier options. Creating a

series of "special classes" for gifted students would simply be an overt acknowledgmcnt

s E. F. Sims in' *School Inspector Fears Aristocracy oiBrains", Winnipeg Tribune, Jan.25 1957
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of what was already happening infonnally.ee In terms of society, traditionalists argued

that Canada functioned best when it was divided into "streams" with those suited for

intellectual work and leadership holding certain occupations.

Cultural conservatives made no efforts to disguise their goal of creating an elite to

lead Canadian society. They argued: "no society can survive, let along prosper without

such an elite."r0o Arthur Lower, while insisting that he believed that everyone had the

rigbt to atüend school, declared:

Families of great distinction have a vast contribution to make, for they carry along
with them from generation to generatíon much of the apparatus of civilization...If
a really rigorous standard were maintained in our universities, they would not be
toubled with over-crowding. Many ofthose now in attendance would be
following some other type of training and not merely cluttering up the classroom
where more gifted students could wrestle profitably with the problems that
perpetually perplex mankind.lor

While such overt elitism might have struck some as rmdemocratic, (particularly Lower's

discussion of intelligence as running in certain families), Neatby and many other

traditionalists did not believe themselves to be anti-democratic. Instead, they accused

progressives of failing to understand the true meaning of the word o'democracy'' and of

using it for political purposes, thereby rendering it'how almost useless except for uses of

propaganda.tttut laNeatby's formulation, the type of democratic equality promoted by the

progressives would lead to totalitarianism, whereas the traditionalist prograrn of

B "Educators Defend Classes for "Brains', WinnipegTnbrme, Jan. 26 1957

tm William C. Graham, *Some Fruits of Controverqy'', Manitoba School Journal15, no. I (April l95a) p.
7

r0r Arthur Lower,'Ðoes Our Rlucation Educaüe?", Macleans, Nov. 15 1948

tæ Neatby, So Línle for the Mind 3
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educæion, by praising the noteworthy individual rafher thanrewarding conformity and

mediocrity, would preserve true Canadian democracy. In,So Líttle For the Mind Neatby

explained:

W'e have...in the wes! shiven to replace the aristocratic principle in society by a

democratic equality. Much good has resulted and much more may result. Here,

too, however, there has been neglect of the esscntial fact that men are not equal,

and that they do not really desire equality...Their real danger has been the

emergence of an equalitarianism which replaces equality. The danger of
expressing democratic equality in terms of a dull level of mediocrity, the fatuous

worship of the common man not because he is a man but because he is common,
is too familiar to need emphasizing. Again, the reaction against it can be seen

clearly in dictatorships with their countless ranls and grades, their innumerable

badges and uniforms. ro3

In other words, mankind had a "natural'o desire for some degree of hierarcþ and elitism.

If Canadian society failed to provide a limited hierarchy based upon academic

achievement \¡rithin the context of a democratic system of government people's natrnal

desire for hierarcþ would turn to extreme forms of authoritarianism. Soviet

Communism's authoritarian nature was therefore explained as a product of a misguided

attempt to create complete equalitarianism. If Canadian society were 1o avoid such a fate

itselt it had to replace progressive education and the postwar compromise it reinforced

with a raditional approach to education and a return to a society based upon laissez-fure

economics, cultural conservatism and a healthy scepticism regarding scientific rationality.

The alternative, sometimes explicitþ named but always implied, was to allowthr Soviet

model of society to overtake "Western Civilization" and tum Canada into a totalitarian

dystopia
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The Cold V/ar figured heavily in the rhetoric of traditionalist critiques of

Progressive Education. Just as Neatby used the specter of Communist Russia to argue for

the creation of an intellectual elite via public schooling, others used the Cold War to

argue for the ugency of the issue of public educafion itself. Westerl Civilization, it was

said, faced a gËve threat to its existence. This threat could þs answered, not only with

military force and the construction of nuclear arsenals but by the creation of an internally

strong Caoada with a future generation who possessed the moral fibre and intellectual

know-how to build a society that could demonstrate its material and spiritual superiority

to Communism. The Cold War was in one sense part of a sEategy used by traditionalists

to argue for immsdiate action based upon their critique of the education system.

Traditionalists, however, were not just cynically using Cold War rhetoric to gain public

approval and acceptance, Many ofthem genuinely believed the rhetoric themselves and

thus "cold \ilarriors" made up a separate fourth group of the diverse alliance of

educational traditionalists.

While many traditionalist educationists had, since the beginning of the Cold War,

used competition with the Soviet Union as justification for the elimination of progressive

education and a return to a traditional public school qystem, it was only after the launch of

Spumik in October of 1957 that the Cold War became an issue that could be used to

generate immediate public interest in education. The knowledge that the Soviets had

developed the capability to send an aluminum ball less than tr¡¡o feet in d.iameter into

space, ïvithin the already fear-infested climate of the Cold War, sent shockwaves through

American and Canadian society. Suddenl¡ it seemed that no discussion ofpublic
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education in Canadawould be complete withoutthe mention ofthe word "sputnik".

Americanhistorian David Donahue argues that withinweeks of Sputnik's launch, the

media and public began to question how the Soviets could have possibly pulled ahead in

the "space race" and almost immediately placed the blame on the differences in the

school systems of the two countries. Observers quickly concluded that, whereas the

Soviet Union had a highly disciplined and regimented system of education in which the

brightest students were bombarded with advanced mathematics and science, the

American system had become "soff', turning out higb school graduates who possessed

only a limited background in the hard sciences due to the progressive bent of education

over the previous decade.lM In Canada, the public interpretation of Sputnik was

remarkably similar. Canadians were told that Sputnik was incontrovertible proof of the

soffness of education in their ovm country and a wake-up call to change if they were €ver

to catch up to the Communists. One Canadian scientist even contended that the launch of

two Sputniks had been a"sftategic blunder" on the part of the Soviets, since, "the firing

of the two Soviet satellites into outer space awakened the West to the peril it faced as a

result of Russian scientific advances."rot Presumably, if the Soviets had kept their

scientific superiority a secret Canadians would not have been alerted to their own

ineptitude and would have continued to fall fi¡rther behind. Knowledge of how far ahead

the school system of the Soviet Union was, the scientist concluded, would only lead to a

ts David M. Donahue, "serving Sü¡dents, Science or Society? The Secondary School Physics Cuniculum
in the United Shteg 1930-1965", Hisøry of Education çuarterly 33, no. 3 (Fall 1993)

ros Gordon Shrum in, "Sputnfts Could Baclfire on Russians', Winnipeg Tribune, Jan. 9 1958
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reform of Camadian education.r6

Sputniþ like thepublication of So Líttlefor the Mind,unleashed a flood of new

criticism directed against Canada's public schools.roT In commenting uponthe annual

educationweek in Manitoba in 1958, the Winnipeg Tribuneremarked, "overhea{ the

Soviet sputnik has added urgency to the perennial education debate."lo8. The President of

Carleton University warned fhat "Sputnik may be the prologue to new and ghastty

weE)ons of desfuction: it is certainly the beginning of a new age that will destroy old

categories, and send the mind and imagination voyaging on strange seas of thought". He

argued that Sputnik challenged Canada to 'lnake sure that our highest inællectual

resources in all areas of knowledge are developed and made available to the nation."l@

Most traditionalists, however, were very pessimistic about what kind of intellectual

resources their country was capable of mustering in response to the Soviet threat. When

they compared their own education systems within Canada to that which supposedly

existed inthe Soviet Union, their own systems were found sorely lacking

This late-1950s Cold War rhetoric represe,nted a radical break from attitudes being

taught in schools only a fewyears previously. In 1945, before the escalation of the

rhetoric ofthe Cold War, the Soviet Union itself was portrayed within the schools as a

benign friend, rather than a grave threat to the existence of civilization. Educational films

16 'T.ussia May Come to Regret Sputniks", Winnipeg Free Press, Jan. 9 1958

r07 McCaJL TIow "Soff'Are Our Schools?"

I08 "Teschers and SputnfC',W'innipegTribune, March I 1958

10e Chude Bissell, 'Dr. Claude Bissell says Universities must answer Sputnik with higher standards',
Macleans, April i21958
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about Russia reflected the official wartime govemment propaganda which portrayed the

Russians as intrepid figbters and good allies in the battle against the Nazis.tro School

children in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War were taught to respect the

contributions and sacrifices made by the Russians and to regard the Soviet Union as an

advanced and sophisticated society but one obviously inferior to Western capitalist

society. Early 1950s accounts of the Soviet education s5rstem were not particularly

favorable, as evidenced by the comments of one Manitobaprofessor of education that the

Russians were largely an "illiterate" people and that, "it isn't just greater resources that

help the United Nations outstrip the Russians in the arrns Íace - it is partly their better

education."rn The Russians, and their system of education, were to be pitied rather tban

fe¿red.

Within a few years, however, commentators on Soviet educæion had changed

their tune. In 1956, the president of Massey-Harris-Ferguson told readers of the

Manítoba School Journal tlntthey had been underestimating the Russians "because of

many outward signs of backwardness" when in fact the Soviets had not only caugh up to

the West in terms of engineering and science but had already surpassed them.rl2 The

reason behind this incredible transformation in Russian scientific achievement was said to

be thei¡ education system's almost single-minded devotion to the pursuit of academic

rro Descriptions of National Film Society films,'?afhway to the Future" and'Under Siege", Manilaba
School Jownal 7, no. 5 (Jm. 1945) p. 17

I ¡ ¡ Neville Scarfe, "Education for the Future" , The Manitoba Teacher 3 0, no. 5 (Mar/Apr 1 952)

Itz James S. Dmcan, "Russia's Bid for World Sr.premacy: PartY, Manítoba School Jownal 78,no. I
(Sept 1956)p.22:J3
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achievement. Russian children, it was said, auended school for six days a weeh took few

vacations and were subject to exffemely rigid discþline within the classroom. This

academic rigor had led to a situation in which a Russian child had attained a better

education in the sciences after 10 years than a Canadian child had after 72.113

In their assessments of Russia's supposed advances in education, commentators

said less about the reality of Russian education than they did of their own prescriptions

for Canada The tougbness of Soviet education was contrasted viith the "diet of cokes

and coddling" which traditionalists maintained Canadian children were given. Whereas

Russian discþline had been designed to ¡xoduce scientists who were frrlly committed to

serving the state, the Canadian experiment with progressivism had resulted in neither

scientific ability nor independent thought. The Canadian school system under

progressivism, it was said" would not'þroduce the vigorous, independent mind which is

the only hope against tot¿litarianir-.::rl4 Traditionalists upped the stakes in the fight over

education, claiming that, in the space age, not just the material prosperity but the very

survival of Canada depended upon the elimination ofprogressive education. In the words

of one traditionalist, "All the *life adjustnent" that is practiced under the cult of

progressivism won't be worth a hoot if the Russians take over the Westem'World. That

will call for another type of adjusûnent that won't be pleasant.'rls fhe purpose of public

education, then, was to provide a generation of Canadians with the moral and intellectual

r¡3 James S. Drmcan, 'Russia's Bid for World Supremacy: PartF', Manitoba School Journal l8,no.2
(Oct 1956) p. t2-13

rr4 AbÊham Feinbrug in, "Challenging the Mass Mind', Toronto Telegram, March 221957

rts Carlyle Allison, *The Comer Cqrboard", Winnipeg Tribune, Oct 5 1957
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resilience to combat the threat of the Soviet Union.

The most common reaction to Sputnik specifically and the cold war in general

was to call for an increase in both quahty and quantity of science education. In the

United States, high school science textbooks that once used the progressive'þroblem

solving" approachto science which attempted to relate all abstract scientific principles to

daily experiences such as "how to cook a potato" were shelved in favor of a retum to a

more traditional form of science education that emphasized decidedly impractical

subjects such as nuclear physics. This change in approach was a product of the call for

the US to gear science education toward the discovery and cultivation of a few gifted

scientists capable of producing research breakthroughs in a¡eas with military applications

such as nuclear physics or rocketry.tt6 ¡o Canada" there were also calls for an increased

emphasis upontraditional science inthe classroom. The "scientist-gap" that was said to

exist between the West and Russi4 taditionalists alleged, was not closing because the

govemmenthad misspent its money on short term acquisition of military equipment

rather than attempting to solve the long term problem of military advancement througb

reforming education from the earliest levels.trT The heads of the Canadian Manufacturers

Association and the Chemical Instih¡te of Canada both called for more math and science

education in the schools from the lowest grades onward in order to reduce the shortage of

engineers and technicians that Canada supposedly was experiencing.lls In their minds,

tr6 Donahue, David M, "serving Students, Science or Society?

rrT "Knowledge is Powef', Winnþeg Tribune, March 15 1956

tr8*SoviebGainingleadinScience", WinnipegTribwe,AW.4lg56;"CanadaFacingEducationCrisig',
Winnipeg Tribune, March 5 1957
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the creæionof a few skilled scientific minds was more important than the creation of a

population who understood the application of scientific princþles to their daily lives.

In order to produce more scientifically-trained professionals, taditionalists also

called for changes in the way science was taught to students. Progressives had hoped to

create a system of science education that was geared toward gving everyone a broad

introduction to the scientific method and educating children about some basic scientific

princþles that were related to most people's everyday experiences. This meant an

emphasis on "life sciences" such as botany, zoology or geology. At the elementary level

this memt that what existed in the way of science education was concemed with nature

study and appreciation, or a hands-on discovery of the natural world rather than the

exploration of scientific laws and theories. Traditionalists, in their quest to identify bright

students and give them advanced training in preparation for certain careers, wanted the

education system to focus more on subjects such as Chemistry and Physics that may not

have been directly related to the lives of young children. The educafion of all children

was not as much of apriority as granting "special attention to pupils of superior

ability.'rre Traditionalists, chief among them university professors, recommended that,

just as Russia di{ Canada divide students according to intellectual ability at the age of I I

in order to provide the upper streams with more advanced scientific education r20 Such a

proposal went completely against one of the main principles of progressive education:

educational equality. Not surprisingly, tåe proposal for sheaming encountered opposition

f re W. W. McC\rtcheon, "societ¡i's GreatestResources", Manitoba School Jownal17, no. 9 (April 1956)
p.17

tao "Otrr fJnde,mocratic Education: Prof. Suggest Sheaming:', Winnipeg Free Press, April 15 1959
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from many who feared that in emulating the Soviet education system because it produced

more scientists, Canadamight find itself also emulating Soviet authoritarianism. A

Macleans editorial expressed the fear that the development of an ICBM by the Soviets

might'lighten us into imitating the Soviet concept of education as an end, not to the

growth and well-being of the individual, but to the protection and glorification of the

statg."l2l

While many traditionatists called for the creation of a rigid education in science in

order to meet the challenge of the Cold War, others worried that doing so would neglect

the liber¿l arts and eliminate the differences in education that made young Canadians

better citizens than thei¡ Russian counterparts. Some taditionalists warned against

Canadians creating an education system that focused too much upon preparing students

for specific professions and not enough on a liberal education in the humanities that was

required so that Canadians could resist the propaganda of Communist states.r22 An

editorial in the Manitoba Teacher, addressing the public panic over education that

occurred after Sputniþ commentedthat despite the initial knee-jerk calls for more

emphasis upon science, intelligent Canadians had come to realize "that our way of life

was not built upon science, though zupported by it, but rather upon certain moral, ethical

and spiritual concepts, and that to concentrate upon science would be to dest'oy what we

sought to preserve...Today we must realize that our main aim must be to develop the best

t2r "[n Copying the Russians' Bomb Let's Not Copy their Schools", Mac leans,Mæch2 lg57

tæ KuffeÍ,1 Great Duty, M
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possible dtizens in terrns of our values."I23 Thus, while some cold warriors in the

foaditionalist carnp turned theír attention to science, others called for a re-commiment to

the sort of liberal education that many argued had been lost amid the frills of progressive

education The cultural conservatives such as Neatþ were able to use the Cold War as a

call for a rediscovery ofthe cultural heritage of Westem Civilization within the public

school qystem.

The cold warrior and cultural conservative threads of the traditionalistmovement

shared certain fundamental similarities. Both charged that progressive education had

produced a generation of philistines capable of reading nsthing more intellectual than a

comic ship and who would be unable to take on the role ofworld leadership from the

previous generation.r2a 1y* againstmass culture and war against Communismwere two

sides ofthe same coin and both depended upon the abolition ofprogressive education and

a restoration of taditional education.

Traditionalists zucceeded in acting as a powerfirl historical bloc that gained

public attention and support for its critiques of the education system because of alliances

such as the one between cold wa¡riors and cultural conservatives; The various factions

which made up the traditionalist movement certainly hâd many different ideological

agendas. Some were believers in laissez-faire who saw progressive education as eroding

individualism and promoting reliance upon and support of government intervention into

economic affairs. Others were motivated by their concern with the incre-ased role of

Its Aufior Unlnown, *What Should We Teach Our Children", The Manrtoba Teacher 38, no. 5 (Mar/Apr
1960) p. G7

r24 F, D. Baragar, .?ast President's AddresS-, The Manitoba Teacher 26,no. l@daylJun e 1947) p. 12-16
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psycholory in the lives of Canadians and the proportionally reduced influence of religion.

Still others were cultural conservatives worried about the protection of Canada's cultural

heritage or cold warriors who felt that progressive educatio¡ threatened to leave Canada

unable to stand up in the face of the Communist threat. Despite these difflerences,

however, they shared certain fimdamental beließ about education and about Canadian

society. They believed that progressive education was eroding individual spirit and

initiative, whether in terms of economics, culture or scientific achievemen! and replacing

it with a promotion of conforrnity and mediocrity. They believed that progressive

education was fundamentally amorâl: orperhaps evenimmoral, and inpromoting

"adjustment" and psychological well-being had neglected its role as moral guide for

young people. Finall¡ they believed that progressive education had created a generation

of 'osof individuals who would not live up to the standards oftheir predecessors,

uåether as scientists, cultural critics, capitalists or citizens. Traditionalists were able to

translate these common beliefs into a movement against progressive education, and in

doing so created a powerfrrl antithesis to it. The dialectic of the debate between

progressive education and traditionalism resulted in the development of an entirely new

qæthesis. This synthesis will be the subject of Part II which will examine how debates

between traditionalists and progressives pþed out in the everyday workings of schools.
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Part tr: The Battle Over the Schools in the Manitoba Public Fducation System

Chapter 5: The Battle over Reading and Grammar

In discussing how the batfle over the schools played out within the context of

Manitoba in the late 1940s and I950s, the specific political context of the ':mç is

important. Throughout the postwarperiod, Manitoba contained numerous individuats

from both camps: those who considered themselves'þogressives- and supported

education that would foster the transition to the new liberalism and "traditionalists" who

rejected such changes and perceived a more conservative role for public education in

postwar Manitoba. It would be misleading, however, to suggest that the period from

l942to 1960 was one in which one particular side was consistently more powerfrrl than

the other. By examining the actions of the Garson, Campbell and Roblin administrations,

we can see that Manitoba public policy by and large followed the public consensus

regarding the battle over the schools throughout Canada- In both Canadian and

Manitoban cÍNies, there was initially a movement or support for reconstruction via I

progressive education in the late 1940s followed by a wave of criticism from

taditionalists in the early to mid 1950s during which time education itself changed little

but rhetoric surrounding it intensiñed. The conclusion of the 1950s saw a limited

'Tictory'' for traditionalists, both in terms of claiming control of public rhetoric and

governmental policy. In Manitob4 the Liberal-Progressive Garson administration

provided the postwar impetus for reform of the school system along pmgressivc lines.

During the Carrpbell years, the Garson reforms were by and large retained, but little was

done in the way of pushing for further reform in a progressive direction. The
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Conservøtive Roblin govenrment that was first elected in 1958 had camFaigned on a

platform which stressed the issue of education and immediately sought to reform the

public education system, eliminating ûuny ofthe Garson-era changes and implementing a

program that could best be descriM as a synthesis of progressive and traditionalist

principles.

Stuart Garson first entered political life as part of John Bracken's Progressive, and

as of 1931, Liberal-Progressive govemment. In fact, it was Bracken himself who is said

to have encouraged Garson's initial foray into provincial politics ln1927 afterhearing

him give a qpeech in Ashem Manitoba.t Garson, however, was no political clone of

Bracken. Whereas the Bracken years in Manitoba have been described by most historians

as fiscally conservative and devoid of any major attempts at social reform, Garson's

depressionerawork onthe Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations of

1937 and1938 suggested more of a willingness to reconsider the role of govemment

within Canadian society.2 The Commission was regarded as crucial to Canada's

successful recovery from the depression by those who considered the old policies of

laissez-faire and limited government intervention as insufficient and who sought to break

the constitr¡tional and logistical impasse that hindered the creation of meaningful social

reform mea$res by either the provincial or federal levels of govemmenl

I Mait E. Vajorer, "stuart Garson and the Manitoba Progressive Coahtrof', Manitoba Hßtory 2ó, Auûm¡r
1993; for more on Ga¡son's political @r€er, especially within the context of postwar reconstn¡ction see:
Gerald Friesen, "Afterword'in P. James Giffen, Rural Liþ: Portraits of the Prairie Town, 1946
(Winnipeg: Univenity of Manitoba Press, 2004)

2 For more on Bracken see: John Kendle, John Braclen: A Political Bioçraplry (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1979)
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The notion that Garson favored a larger role for govemment in the creation of the

new liberalism was corroborated by his actions after he zucceeded Bracken as Premier in

1943.3 Garson's administration, in their study of the issue of postwar reconstruction,

concluded that the solution to finding lasting prosperity and stability in this era was the

abandonment of the fucal conservatism that characterized the Bracken era. Garson

himselfregarded firll employment and the creation of a limited social safety net as the

keys to successful reconstruction. Both of these goals, however, could only be

accomplished through a degree of government intervention. Although the opposition

CCF blasted Garson as being too conservative and not nearly aggressive enough in

pursuing the creation of the new liberalism, Garson had clearly split from the right wing

of the Liberal-Progressive coalition. The dilfference between Garson and the CCF,

accordingto Garson biographer Mark Vajcner, lay within the area of "degree and

mcthod" rather than overall goals. Whereas the CCF advocated an aggressive prograrn of

reconstruction including nationalization of the banking industy to pay for sweeping

social reform, Bracken advocated amuch more cautious approach that emphasized the

continuation of balanced budgets.a

Garson's own words conñrm his preference for the creation of limited social

wetFare measures within the ftamework of a free market system. Ina7947 radio address,

Garson reproached the CCF for calling for more government spending and the creation of

cro\iln corporations, arguing that public ownership of utilities could never generate as

3 Bracken teft Manitoba politics to become leader of the federal Conservatives, redubbed the '?rogressive
Conservdives"

n Vajcner, *Sh¡art Ga¡son and the Manitoba Progressive Coalition-
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much revenue as taxation of the profits made by private companies and stating "instead of

thinking that a pânacea for our ills can be found in piling on higher and higher taxes to

support more and more so-called free services, we believe that the burden on the taxpayer

ofproviding adequate government service for all...should be kept at as reasonable a level

as possible."s

Gmson's cautious and limited approach to the issue of the construction of a social

safety net was reflected in his policies in the area of public education. While rejecting

more radical calls by those such as the Canadian Teachers Federation for complete

overhaul of the education system, aproject requiring massive increases in spending,

Garson did commit his govemment to modest spending increases and the oreation ofthe

1944 Select Legislative Committee to study the problem. As we shall see, most ofthe

key recommendations of this committee, including the creation of a program of

vocational high school education were followed, but when 1þsir implementation ran into

opposition and threatened to cause the loss of political capital, as w¿rs the case in the plan

to amalgannate school districts, they were oftenneglected-

Garson's administration, however, also presided overwhat was perhaps the most

significant step in the creation of a'þrogressive" school program designed to better

accomplish the goal of reconstruction along new liberal lines through education: the

implementation of new curricula in every level of education. As demonstrated

previously, the curriculum revision of the late 1940s brought the progressive theories of

5 *How Free are the Free Services of Any Governmenf', Broadcast of Premier Stuart Gæson, CKRC,
Winnnipeg Jrme 9 l94Z "Stutrt Garsot'', Vertical Biography Files, Manitoba Legislative Library, 200
Vaughan Steet Winnipeg Manitoba
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educational authorities within the system into practice, or at least what was supposed to

be practiced if teachers were doing their jobs conectly. That the curriculum was not

seriously revised until the early 1960s, despite the firestorrn of contoversy s¿re¡¡ding

education in Canada during the 1950s indicates that the Campbell administration which

succeeded Garson in 1948, after the curriculum revisions were already in progress, was

much less interventionist than Gmson's.

Stuart Garsoû's cautious conmitnent to the new liberalism gave Manitoba's

progressive educationists some room to place their stamp on the public education system.

The Douglas Campbell adminishation that succeeded Garson in 1948, however, was

much less inclined to allow either refornn or public expenditure on education- Inhis

memoirs, DuffRoblin assessed the education system which his administration inherited

in 1958: "When we came to power in 1958, the state of education in Manitoba could well

be described as benighted. The best that could be said is that it might have met the

educational needs of Manitoba students ofthe 1930s. Obviously, this would not do in the

1950s and 1960s.'ú While Roblin's appraisal was obviously coloredbythe lens of

partisan politics, his assertion that his Conservative administation sought to make

extensive changes to a system which had been largely igored during the Campbell years

is well-founded. Campbell had largely turned away from the enthusiasm for

reconstruction that marked the Garson period of the Liberal-Progressive tenure in

government and opted for neither sweeping overhauls of curriculum in a progressive

6 DrtrRobþ Speakingþr lrfyself Polítics and Other Pwszifs (Winnipeg: Great Ptains Rrblications,
199e) 113
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direction nor the overt support of a "return to basics".

In assessing Campbell's tenure as premier, most observers have concluded that at

best "fucal caution" and at worst "excessive frugality" cha¡acterizedhis time in office.?

Gitdas Molgat, provincial Liberal leader after Campbell defended the financial legacy of

the preceding administration by stating, *the Campbell govenrment was careful, but it

spent morc money than any other government", arguing that, if Campbell did not increase

government spending relative to economic growth or inflation, at least he did not let it

süagnate.8 Campbell's approach to public spending was assuredly far more conservative

than Garson's adminisFation and represented the ascendancy of the conservative wing of

the Liberal-Progressive party. Campbell himself denied that he opposed social reform

ounight, instead claiming: 'I don't believe inrushing into programs we can't support".

He explained his conservative approach as aproduct of personality, describing himself as,

"a scot and cautious" and 'hot the visionary that some folks are, I'm just a practical sort

of fellow with average intelligence.'tr Despite Campbell's attempts to attibute his policy

decisions to personality rather than ideology, his own words and actions demonstrate a

ltfelong allegiance to alaissez-faíre liberal approach to government. In ar¡ election

campaign broadcast in 1953, Carnpbell bragged of giving Manitoba the lowest tanes and

7 Christopher Dafoe, "Qumtessentially Ìvlanitobad', Wínnipeg Free Press, Aprrlzg 1995

I Gildas Molgat, "CamFbell of Manitoba", rmdated pamphlel Vertical Biography Files, "Douglas
Campbell", Manitoba Legislative Library, 200 Vaugban steet, Winnipeg, Manitoba

e Campbell quoted in Wally Dennisor¡ "Campbell Ends 47 Years of Public Service', Winnipeg Free Press,
June 4 1969



"lowsst-costprovincial government in the country."r0 Years later, Campbell would join

the Reform party at the age of 92 because he felt the traditional parties were too

committed to maint¿ining the social policies from the 1950s which he consideredto be

"socialist' and believed needed to be abandoned in times of economic crisis.lr Perhaps

an appropriate indication of Carnpbell's legacy inpolitics came from the Manitoba

Taxpayers Association, a neo-liberat think tank which upon his death in 1995 eulogized

Campbell as a debt-reducing, tax-cutting politician who should have been emulated by

current leaders.

Campbell's conservatism was reflected in his administration's actions, or rather

lack thereof, in the area of public education. Under Campbell, the Liberal-Progressives

delaye.d the implementation of outstanding recommendations ûom the 1944 Select

Legislative Comndttee and failed to undertake any major revision of curricula or convene

a commission to study education in the province until 1957. Campbell's stay-the-course

appmach to education, which some such as Roblin called ouhight neglec! was illusnated

by his choice of education minister. W. C. Miller, education minister from 1950 until his

govemment's defeat in the 1958 election, w¿rs a former school trustee who originally

joined Manitoba's wa¡time coalition government as a Conservative, opting to remain in

government when the Conservatives left the coalition in 1950.12 Miller would remain one

of the most conservative members of the Liberal party, however, making him a perfect

r0 Douglas Campbell Radio BroadcasÇ May 1l 1953 CBC, Vertical Biography Files, Manitoba Legislative
Library,200 Vaughan steet, Winnipeg, Manitoba

rr lvlarjorie Gillies, "seniorsu,Winnipeg Free Press, Aug. 29 1989

t2'nlleet Your Me,uber-, Winnipeg Free Prers, Feb. 14 I 955
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choice for a cabinet position in the Campbell government. Miller's tenure as education

minister was not only rnarked by conservatism in education policR however, but by

almost continual conboversies, some involving the deparhent of education's policies

and some Miller's own conduct as minister. Even Miller's Free Pressobituary admitte4

"ì[r. Miller was not a popular politician. He was perpetually at the vortex of controversy,

and often earnedo he probably absorbed more criticism than any otherpublic figrne in

Manitoba..He was constantþ embattled in the house and ûequentþ in hot disagreement

with almost everyone."r3 That Campbell chose to allow a man with a such a reputation to

continue in one of the most important cabinet porfolios throughout a period in which

educational debates were causing rruaves all across Canada suggests that his government

never attached as high a priority to education as did either those who believed that

education was the pattr to successful postwar reconstruction or those who blamed

progressive education for the many ills of Canadian society.

Under pressure from opposition parties and the traditionalíst voices which

increasingly held sway in the media Campbell did consent to the creation of the Royal

Commission on Education in 1957. Before the MacFarlane report could be published,

however, Campbell found himself out of office and replaced by DuffRoblin's

Conservative government. Perhaps attempting to gain political advantage by tapping into

the ongoing public perception of a "crisis in education" in the post-Spuhik era, Roblin

had specifically chosen edueation as the centerpiece issue of his election campaign and

13 "w. C. Millet'', Obituary, Winnipeg Free Press, Oct. 5 i958
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thus was committed to urdertaking a series of reforms once in ofñce.ra Roblin initially

embraced many of the recommendations of the report which promised to take Manitoba

in a more "haditionalisf' direction, such as the creation of public fi¡nding for private,

parochial schools, 1þs slimination of the composite high school and the creation of a

merit rating system for teachers. Althorrgh the latter would be abandoned due to presswe

from teachers, Roblin showed his commifuenttoward abandoning the Garson-era

reconstnrction project. Nonetheless, there was never a single moment in the history of

postwar Manitoba when either progressives or traditionalists could claim that public

education in the province was entirely to their liking.

Both progressives and taditionalists believed the stakes in the battle over public

education to be enormously high. Ifthe future greatness of Canada depended upon the

ability of public schooling to properly construct the next generation of Canadians, then

immediate reform was required either to extend the principles of progressive education or

to discard them in favor of an immediate return to basics. The early years ofthe

educational process were perhaps the most vital according to both progressives and

traditionalists, since children would become used to certain methods of schooling and, if

they did not receive the correct methods, would be hopelessþ "behind" children in other

provinces or countries and r¡nable to catch up due to pre-established patûerns of thinking.

Thus, both groups in the battle over the schools sought to gain control over the content of

schooling in the primary grades (1-8). Those responsible for planning and implementing

ra For one ofmany exanples of Roblin mnouncing his gove,mme,nt's intention to rtm a campaign based

arormd the issue of education see; "Education Aid Policy 'For Voters to Decide"', Winnìpeg Free Press,

March 191957
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the curriculum found themselves assailed from within and without by commentators on

both sides of the debate who were hoping to gain converts to theirpoint of viewwho

actually had the chance to implement either progressivisrn or traditionalism in practice.

The debafe between progressives and traditionalists, while in some way informing

virtually every decision made in regard to public education in the postwar er4 focused

particular attention on certain key issues. In the primary grades, debates regarding how

readiry should be taught and whether students should receive more or less formal

grammar education demonstrate how the theoretical debates between taditionalists and

progressives influenced the creation and implementation of the Manitoba curriculum.

In revising the 1946 Manitoba primary curriculum, the deparhent of education

reflected the immediate postwar tend toward progressive education by overhauling the

meaûs by which the school was to accomplish one of the most important and fi¡ndamental

tasks of early cbildhood education: teaching children how to read and write. Deparhent

officials proudly proclaimed that the new method was vastly superior since it was based

upon child psychology and was therefore both much more enjoyable and effective.rs The

new method of teaching reading and writing would no longer be based upon rigid

instruction in formal rules of grammar but upon leaming that language was an ever-

changtg entity whose purpose was to encourage self-expression rather than to confine it

with a series of restrictive rules. In the words of the curriculum itself,

It is now generally agreed that the standard of corectness in language must be
custom and usage. Since language according to this view is the expression of
mind and spirit of a people, it must be ever changing. Some teachers fail to

rs A. D. Thomson in, "school Reading Today Called Fuq Not TaslC', Winnípeg Tlibune,Nov. 27 1957
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recoenize this established fact. They think that it is their duty and within their
power to "fix" English in its perfect form, ie. the form which they themselves use.
When they attempt to do this the students often become perplexed. They find that
language forms taught in school are not used by people outside of school...They
are likely to think that the teacher is "fussy''and out of touc.h with life. Therefore
they will be likety to discount much that this teacher teaches.rs

Tþachers were instead to f-ocus upon instructing their pupils in how to use English in

everyday situations and express themselves so that others could understand them rather

than teaching them to conform to a pre-determined model of English grammar.

If too much emphasis upon rules and structure was harmfi¡l because it discouraged

students from regarding reading and writing as fun and related to their daily experiences,

then it was vitally important that learning to read and write be eqioyable. Child

psychologists and curriculum creators expressed anxiety about the possibility of children

being put offreading for life if they failed to form a positive impression of the experience

at an early age. Thus, greæ pains were taken to ensure that nothing occuned during the

process of leaming to read that might cause either frustration or boredom. Constant

testing ofchildren's reading levels was to take place to ensure that they were not working

ahead or behind their proper level. For examplg if a child was in a grade II classroom but

was in fact able to read at the gade III level, then that child was to be given the grade III

reader to use drning class. Otherwise, progressives charged, children would become

bored with the simpticþ oftheir reading material. Similarly, if a child was tying too

hard to cballenge himself or herself by attempting to read at a level beyond what her or

she was currentþ capable of, he or she was to be stopped from carrying out this allegedly

15 Junior High Grades: English Deparbnent of Education, Province of Manitob4 1947,14
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ùustrating and discouraging experience. Manitoba teachers were instructed to set aside a

period every day for "free reading" during which children could select whatever they

wished to read so long as it conformed to the level designated by the teacher.

Furthermore, the teacher was not to assist in *y way with the child's independent

reading, thus ensuring that the chosen reading level was appropriate. Reading at home

was also frowned upon, as parents might not be either able or willing to discor:rage

child¡en from challenging themselves too much or too little.l6

For very young children, reading of any kind migbt not be allowed at all! Again,

progressive educators cautioned that attempting to read if a child was "not ready" could

result in serious psychological rlamage occurring shouldthey become frushated bytheir

inability to learn to read quickly. Thus before teaching grade I children to read, teachers

were to evaluate whether or nottheywere readg as evidenced bytheir havingmet certain

benchmarks such as attaining a certain speaking vocabulary, being able to speak fluently,

recognizingrhymes and having had "nomral six-year-old experiences such as caring for

pets, going on small trips, looking at pictures, Iistening to stories." If students were

judged not to be ready, they would be given a chance to have such ohormal" experiences,

as they would spend their day playing games, singing, telling stories, going on nature

explorations and other such activities.lT honically, a system designed to reduce

frustration by not allowing students to read until they were ready might have actually

produced the opposite effect as evidenced bythe comments of one pupil of a Winnipeg

t6 Englßh Grades I-YI: Spelling Reading Literature, Langaage Expression ønd Handwrftrg, Department
of Educatio4 Province oflvfmitob4 1946,lt-12

t7 Englßh Grades I-l/1, 2O
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primary school during the 1950s whose only vivid memory of grade I was the frusnation

felt when she went to school expecting to lea¡n to read, only to find thât her class was not

allowed to do so while another grade I class was.

When students did learn to read, it was úrough what was referred to as the 'l¡rord-

recognition method". In this method" students, instead of having to leam the sounds of

each letter in isolation and then sound out words to decipher what they meant (the

phonetic method), were encouraged to recognize parts of words (common letter

combinations such as -ing endings) and then entire words, without having to sound out

each letter separately.rs Students would eventually learnto expand their vocabulary by

looking for clues as to what words meant Êom the surrounding context, and then using

their knowledge of letters and combinations of letter sounds to confirm that the word did

indeed mean what they guessed it had from an examination of context. Through this

method, it was hoped that students would leam that reading was not firndamentally a

mechanical process of deciphering sounds without meaning and leaming rigid rules of

pronunciation but was about findiog meaning and locating content. Two reading

consultants on the Toronto Board of Education remarked that by implementing the

context reading system, students would no longer leam to "read mechanically without

understanding what they were reading."le Those who tied to teach English by phonetics

were doomed to fail, not only because English is not aphonetic language but because

without leaming to read by finding out what words meent, students would only

tt Thomson, "school Reading Today Called Fun, Not TaslC'

re lvlarian Harvje and Phyllis Tod.ls, "These Educatols Disagree: Ilfe Say Chil&rn Read Beüer',
Macleans, January 1 1955
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experience reading as a "meaningless mumbo jumbo of syllables" and would become

"'soured on the printed word for the rest of their lives."2o

Traditionalists regarded the tum away from phonics-bassd ¡s¿ding insfuction to

an approach concerned with the e4io¡ment of the individual student as yet another

frightening example of the necessary rigor needed for true academic achievement being

watered down in a quest to make learning frm. Many individuals outside the education

system in Manitoba made passing reference to the need to reintroduce phonics in the early

grades. One Winnipeg couple launched a high profile campaig to get phonics back in

the schools which they took all the way to the Canadian Conference on Education.2l The

promoters of phonics as a remedy to the supposed flaws of,the context system of,reading

even had their own version of HildaNeatþ in famed American author Rudolf Flesch,

who became a minor celebrity after his bookWhy Johnny Can't Readbecame a best seller

in 1955. Flesch, who had a PhD il F.nglish, was perhaps thç most articulate advocate of

phonics, and used his gift for rhetoric to complain that changing the method by which

children were taugbt to read was threatening Westem Civilization itself,. Just as cultural

conservatives deoried progressive education on the grounds that it turned its back upon

the glorious British cultural heritage, Flesch claimed that by abandoning phonics, "we've

thrown out 3500 years of civilizaftan"zz He argued that the phonetic method of reading

dated back to ancient Rome and represented a massive leap forward from the system of

æ Han¡ie and Todds, "These Educators Disagree"

2t Bob Preston, *Our Fight on Phonics Goes to Ottawa", Winnipeg Tribtme, Feb, 18 1958

2 Rudolf Flesch,'T Say Your Child Can't Read", Macleans, Janua¡y I 1955
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using single symbols to stand in for entire words. By ûeaching children to recognize

entire words at once, as inthe current method, children were learning the "Chinese

system" which left them unable to discover new words by sounding them out. Just like

the cultural conservatives, Flesch was employing cultural chauvinism to argue that

anything associated wilhnon-weste¡n cultures was destined to erode the capability of

young people to reproduce a successñrl society. Readers ofFlesch wer€ assumed to share

his prejudice that the Chinese \¡/ere backward and thus their methods of reading were

completely inappropriate for Canadian children. hogressives countered fiaditionatist

attacks on their reading methods by arguing that grammarians such as Flesch were not

only conservatives but snobs who at heart wanted to maintaín their own cultural authority

by tuming grammar into a regime which they contolled ratler than an ever-changing

descriptor of howpeople communicated in reality. In Macleans, a defender of the

progressive school system countered traditionalists' argume,nts, stating, "language reflects

thought. As thinking changes, so language changes. Every effort to prevent language

from changing puts a time lock on thinking."B

The debate over how to teach reading and grarnma¡ mirored the debate over

education in general, with haditionalists questioning whether schools were becoming too

easy and calling for a return to a supposedly glorious past of English civilization as a

remedy and progressives condemning traditionalists as hopelessly out-of-touch snobs

who let their own conservative biases stand in the way of scientific progress. Progressive

ts Edmrmd Carpenter, "For the Sake of Argrment: Edmund Carpenter Says Grarnmar is Snobbish
Nonsensd', ùlacleans, Jan.5 1957
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defenders of reading methods maintained that "dozens of studies confirm the

effectiveness of modem educational methods" and that current techniques forteaching

reading and writing were the result of "thousands of trained workers (who have) sweated

out millions of hours in the last thirty years."24 The advance of educational methods was

compared to industrial progress, as both were said to have been made possible by *long

hard work of experiment, testing analysis and thinking." For "arrrchair critics" to

denigrate the current system of education was as much an insult to the educational experts

as a person offthe street claiming to know more about how to design a new model of an

automobile than the engineers employed by Ford. Once again, the progressives' strategy

for defending their educational methods was to tum to science and expert opinion for

zupport.

In the area of reading, progressives were for the most part victorious in the

province of Manitoba. Throughout the 1950s and into the next several decades, the

phonetic method ofreading instn¡ction was only supposed to be used byteachers as a

supplement to the context method. School inspectors praised recent normal school

graduates for their willingness to teach via the new method and chastised those who still

insisted upon using the older phonics-based method. When students failed to measure up

to standards, taditionalism, rather than progressivism was given the blame. An over-

reliance u¡ron rote learning was blamed by one inspector for the fact that half of grade D(

pupils failed to read at the appropriate level.25 The curriculum itself stated that

2a Charles E. Phillips, "In Copying the Russians' Bomb Let's Not Copy their Schools", Macleans,March 2
t957

ã Inspector W. C. Rhind, Manitoba Anmnl Report On Edtrcatior* 195O.51,43
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"appreciation" and "inspiration" were the goals of the English literature program rather

rhan grammatical correctness or amechanical understanding of the English language.26

The deparhent of education clearly believed that phonics education, while perhaps

haviog aplace to help some children who stnrggled to leam to read, was not a good basis

upon which to teach most young children to read and keep them reading throughout their

entire lives.

Not everyone \ilas as satisfied as the Deparhent of Education with the literacy

level of pupils in Manitoba's education system, however. Many critics from outside the

deparhnent still insisted that standards had fallen due to the use of progressive methods.

These traditionalists were eager to latch onto any evidenee that suggested aeademic

standards were falling in the postwar era It is not surprising, therefore, that the remarks

of a couple of examiners from the high school examination board ignited an acrimonious

public debate in 1957. The contoversy began when the annual report from the high

school exemination board to the minister of education regarding the past year's province-

wide standardized exams was drawn to the attention of the general public viathe

Winnipeg newspapers and opposition MLAs. The Free Press, having obtained a copy of

this re,porf published portions of it that seemed to indicate that the University of

Manitobaprofessors in charge of creating and administering the exam were deeply

unsatisfied with the performance of Manitoba's high school students. Opposition

members of the legislature, in calling for the results to be tabled, implied that the

26 "ft hoduction to Couse in English Ltteratwe-, Manitoba Progrømmes of Sndies, Deparhnent of
Education, Province of Manitob4 194242,7
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govemment was withholding the report in an attempt to cover up evidence of how

dismally Manitoba's education system had prepared youngpeople for the future.ã

The criticism of the exâms themselves echoed typical traditionalist arguments that

the creation of too many frill subjects and the use of new techniques of teaching (or

perhaps not teaching) grammar had resulted in students who were unable to express

themselves correctly using the English language. Examiners suggested that students were

participating in far too many exha-curriculæ activities and had developed too many

diverse interests, which left them with little time to get down to the difficult business of

learning proper English grammar.2s The exams in English composition and Social

Studies came in for particular criticisnn. H. S. Crowe, a history professor at United

College, University ofManitobq and Grade 11 social studies s¡aminet, wrote that the

content of the answers given by students was acceptable but their ability to express

themselves correctly was "absolutely appalling?'*¿ that a..desperate situation', faced

Manitoba schools.2e G. L. Boderson, Assistant Dean of Arts and Sciences at University

of Manitoba and the person in charge of the Engtish composition exam, echoed these

criticisms, claiming that students in Grade 12, "cannot even read with accurac¡ let alone

appreciation" and as a result \¡¡ere, in his opinion, firnctionally illiterate.30 Worse still,

both examiners stated that because of deparhent dictates that examiners maintain a

27 '?r'of Report condemns 'Illiterates' in Grade !2, wnnípeg Free press, March ll lg57

æ'Î.Iot Worriú', Winnipeg Free Press, March 13 lg57

æ 
"Charges Juggling to Hide Failures", Winnþeg FreePreyr, March Il I}ST

30 "If Pupils Can't Write Fail Them - Rep orf,, Winnípeg Free press, March I I 1957
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*reasonable faih¡¡e rate" they were unable to fail as many of these illiterate teenagers as

they desired. According to Crowe, the failure rate in social studies, which was 40Yo,

should have been at least 60%. hF.nglish, 80% of the students who took the

deparfinental exam would have failed had the deparhnent not established a maximum

failure tafe of 35V".3r

Not surprisingly, the minister of education immediately shot back at the

allegations that Manitoba's high school students had been failing to live up to proper

standards. W. C. Miller's first response was a rambling editorial in which he questioned

the literacy of people who wrote newspapers, complained that he had no personal contol

over the mem.ters of the examination board and somewhat biza:rely claimsd 1¡¿1

Boderson was not amember of the board at all! (tle, in fact, was).32

Clearly this issue had touched anerve with Mitler, as it went sfraight to the heart

of one of the most important issues related to public education: whether high school

graduates had indeed received a proper preparation for adult life. Miller also attacked the

exam itself, attempting to change the terms of the debate from the qualifications of

students to the ability of examiners to create appropriate tests.33 Examiners, according to

Miller, were the only ones who had tnrly failed. Blinded by their traditionalist agenda,

they had decided that exams would be marked exclusiveþ upon the grounds of 'technical

English" and ignored all other possible criteria.

3t *Charges"; "Prof Report Condemns 'Illiterates' in Grade 12",Winnipeg Free Press,March ll lg57

32 '1Vfiller Raps Papers' Handling of the Reporf', Winnípeg Free Press, March 16 lg57

33 "Report by Boderson Claimed Exaggerated",Winnipeg Tribune, March 16 1957



Miller used one of the questions which had appeared on the exam as evidence of

the examiners' apparent single-minded obsession with technical English at the expense of

the other skills. In this question, students were to read a letter by a fictional teenager

apptying for a babysiüing job and in twenty minutes put the proper punctuation in place

for the letter. Miller questioned whether this was indeed aproper way to evaluate

whether students had acquired all of the diverse skills taught in the high schoot English

çlassroom.t Skills such as interpretation" creative writing, or appreciation of literature

were certainlynot being tested by such a question, and even the skill of implementing

'þroper punctuation" itself was a difficult one to test in such a rigid manner since the

correct application of commas, for example, was not universally agreedupon. Thus,

critics of the exsmination board such as Miller concluded that they had not genuinely

desired to examine students' proficiency at using the English language but their ability to

çonform to an arbitrary set of rules established by would-be authorities on English

composition. In doing so they had deliberateþ set an exrilÍr that would expose the current

crop of students as illiterate and provide evidence to those who called for a retum of

traditionalism.

Miller found an ally in Sybil Shack, who, a week after the original controversy,

took both the Free Press and Boderson to task for much the same reasons. Shack

questioned whether English proficiency could, like mathematics, be measured in an

entirely objective fashion with examiners able to distinguish clearly between a49Ya and a

& "He's Shocke.d by Bessie Bilgewatet'', Winnípeg Tribune, March 161957
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SOYImarkst¿ting, "there is no absolute writing of English."3s Shack defended the

progressive English curriculum by denotmcing the traditionalist view that 'þoper

English" was a fixed category set by certain experts as elitist and ahistorical: "much of

what is acceptable as liæratrne today was discarded as utter nonsense fiffy years ago or

fifteen years ago" and pointing out that Shakespeare used double negatives, a practice

now frowned upon and marked as "incorrecf'.36 In asserting that there was indeed no

suçþ thing as an absolute standard for correct þngli5þ, Shack suggested that any attempt

to measure English proficiency via a standardized test was doomed to failure:

one examiner, for example, may place a high premium on imagination and
creativeness in writing. He will not concern himself too much with the
iqiudicious sprinkling of commas, or worry unduly when he encounters a run-on
sentence or amisspelledword. Another examiner is a sticHer for fom. Every
coûrna without a mate becomes a personal insult to his good taste. A dangling
particþle jangles his nerves. He prefers the measuredphrase and the carefuI
marshaling of facts. A sparHing imagination is secondary to him.37

Shack, therefore, went even further than the Minister and suggested not only that crurent

examinations were too traditional and tested onty the students' ability to conform to rules,

but that all examinations wer€ innately unfair, subject to the whims of examiners, and

unhelpñrl in tenns of accomplishing the 6e5f imFortant goals of the education system.

Once again, traditionatists and progressives were not so much debating as they were

positing two completely different purposes for having an education system in the first

place. For haditionalists, Euglish courses, from the priinary to high school level were

tt Sybil Shach "The Free hess is 'Absurd and Irresponsible"',V[/'innipeg Free Press,March lB lgST

36 Shach'"Ihe Free Press is 'Absurd and lrresponsible"'

37 Shach "The Free Press is 'Absurd and lrresponsible"'
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designed to produce a group of disciplined scholars who could master the memorization

of a series of rules which would enable them to read and vnite according to an established

standa¡d- For progressives, rearling and writing were foremost exercises in self-

expression and personal fulfilment. The English program from its earliest sûag_ es, in their

view, had to emphasize the eqioynent of reading and uiriting so as to encograge not only

technical proficiency but happiness and all aromd psychological well-being.
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f,hapter 6: The Re-Invention of the High School

Perbaps the most striking change to public education inpostwar Canada was the

increase in the number of years during which an average Canadian child attended school.

'Whereas 
only a few decades earlier secondary education remained the preserve of a very

few and most students left public education forever after grade 8, if not sooner, by the

1950s secondary school attendance had become amore or less universal experience for

Canadians. High schools, as they were popularly known, wer€ no longer perceived as

catering to a select few, namely members of the urban middle class, but were now

ex.pected to serve young Canadians regardless of social class, ethnicity, or gender and

whether they lived on fams, in small towns or in large urban centers.r Furthermore, the

notion that Hgtr school was essential for all Canadian youths became widely accepted

among progressives after ttre war, especially arnong those within the education system

itself. Charles Phillips, professor of education and staunch defender of progressive

education remarked, "modern education recoeurizes that atl children have a right to more

than an elementary ssþssling."2

In Manitobq the provincial government claimed that in extending the availability

ofhigh school to all children" particularly those who lived outside of towns or citieg they

were simply following public opinion, which firmly accepted the notion that grade I
education qr¿5 "insufficient equipment with which to earn a good living or meet the

I Sidney Katz, "The Crisis in Education',, Macleans, March I 1953

2 Charles E. Phillíps, 'T.Io-We Are Educating forLif€,, Macleans, Oct 1952
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requirements of good citizenship."t High school enrollments seemed to confinn the

assertions of those within the system that there was a great public demand for secondary

education. h 1910 there were 30 000 high school students in all of Canada By 1921 this

number had slowly risen to 85 000, but by l952haÃ exploded to 300 000, an astonishing

increase of 1000 percent in thirty years.a In Manitob1by 1952,75% of students who

began grade I remained in school until grade 8,63yo to Grade 9,460/0 to grade 10 and

34VotÐ Grade 1l.s In urban areas the increase was even gteater as participation in

secondary school became virtually universal in the 1950s. Althougb enrollment in some

degree of high school had already been increasing in the city of Winnipeg, the rate of

attendance became 100% by default in March of 1951 when the age of compulsory

attendance for the city was raised from 15 to 16, virnrally guaranteeing that the last

schooting a child would receive would be at a level beyond grade 8.6 This cbange was

regarded as merely a formatity as it had been recommended in 1945 by the Winnipeg

Council on Rehabilitation and Postwar Reconstnrction Commiftee on Education as vital

to the product of education forreconstruction and faced no vocal opposition.T The

Winnipeg Free Press claimed that very fewpupils in the city dropped out at 15 anyway

3 *The Larger Schools Area'', Winnipeg Tríbune, Júy 27 1946

a SidneyKaø, "The Row overthe 3 R's", Macleaw, March 15 1953

s Canadian School Trustees Association, Schaol Finonce ín Canada QaZerte Report), 1955 ,Instuctional
Resources Unit Archives, VJinnþeg, 22

6'Report of School Dishict of lrVinnipeg No . t", Manitoba Annual Report on Education, L950-195L,94;
'tsill Raising Schools Age to 16 Advances", Winnipeg Tlibtme, March 24 1950

T "Memorandum Re: Education", Apd 18 1945, "subcommitte€ for Education", Advisory Comnittee on

Coordination oiPostwar Flanning, GR1650 ,4,0064, Archives of Manitoba" lfinnniFeg, Manitoba
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and not a single person appeared before the legislature to oppose the change.s In the rest

of the province, howgver, the school leaving age remained at14. Although local school

boards had the option to raise it to 16 if they saw fit, few did so, indicating that the idea

ûaJ- a-ll children should attend high sehool was not as hegemonie a-s deparhaent officials

claimed or hoped. Indeed, the extension of high school to rural Manitoba students would

become one of the most politically charged iszues surrounding education in the province

througboutthe 1950s.

' Supporters of universal high school education often explained their support in

terms of a narrative of educational and societal progress. They argued that in the postwar

era Canada's economic progress was based upon an increase in the size of large

companies and the use of technological innovation" both of which necessitated the

creation of a more highly skilled white collar workforce. In other words, the creation of

compulsoryhigh school education was just another sign of a maturing or evolving

indushial economy v¡hich now required more service sector employees, particularly ones

with academic skills beyond what could be obtained with a grade I education. For

Canada's youog people, high school education meant a chance at upward social mobility

and as one commentator remarked "those who desert the classroom too soon will

discover they have missed their chance, for while Canada is astir with opponunities the

pick ofthe jobs go to the educated."e

Most historians of education during this era have accepted this whiggish narrative

8 *Winnipeg May Boost School-Leaving Ãgd', Winnipeg Free Press,April 4 1950

e "The Most Important Job-, Winnípeg Tiibune, Oct 3 1953
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of the expansion of higb school as a symptom of economic progress.I0 Much evidence

exists, however, to cast doubt upon the notion that universal high school was simFly a

reaction to the working world's demand for a better educated wo¡kforce. Just as Alison

Prentice argrres that historiaos of nioeteenú ee,ntury Canadasimply assumcd compulsory

public schooling was implemented due to a need for greater literacy among workers while

ignoring the lack of factual basis for this assumption or the stated goals of those u/ho

promoted compulsory education, so too was the rise of compulsory higb school in the

postwar era much less about the needs of industry than a desire on the part of progressive

educationists to create a ne\¡/ social hegemony. The first problem with the argument that

ahigh school education was increasingly required in the postwar era because more

occupations required advanced academic skills is that little evidence exists to suggest that

the Canadian worldorce was becoming more reliant upon skilled white collar workers.

Althougb there was certainly hemendous growth in the decades between 1930 and 1960

in sectors zuch as finance, insurance and real estate or service, all of which may bave

required the skills derived from higb school education, there was an even geater increase

in ùe number of workers participating in sectors which taditionally did not require any

great degree of formal public education such as manufacturing, "mfudng, quarrying and

oil wells" o¡ construction.rl The booming Canadian economy of the postwar era and a

t0 See for example Robert Stamp, The Schools of Ontario 1876-1976 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1982) Stmp argues that high school expansisn occurred after the 1920s becausg "Industry now
demanded more higþ hained workers" and like most Canadian historians of education assrmes higb
school extension to be part ofa slow march toward educational progress

rr F. H. IÆacy e¿, "Civilian persons with paid-worker jobs, by industry, I June of each year, l93l to
1960", Hßtoricdl Statistics of Canad41983, D316-328
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rapidly increasingly population created an overall upsurge in the number of people

involved in the worldorce, but did not seem to be creating jobs that required secondary

education at a greater rate than at any previous time in Canadian history. A Canadian

FducationAssoeiation survey of úe earee-rpaths ofthose who completed high school in

the 1950s indicated that they were not for the most part finding new occupations that

required a high degree of academic education but rather were replicating traditional

workforce patterns. High school graduates, in other words, were not becoming scientists

orprofessionals en masse, as only lI-16% went on to university. Nine percent of

graduates entered the teaching ¡rrofession and33% of women graduates entered nursing.

The vast majority who remained went into clerical jobs of the sort that required basic

literac¡ but had also existed before the sudden upsurge in high school attendance.r2

ffa high school diploma was indeed the path to upward mobility, as progressives

claime{ then certainly the vast majority of Canada's students did not see it as such, as

evidenced by the fact that 70% ofthem dropped out ofschool before they reached grade

12.13 lna survey of their reasons for leaving school, these students cited, "disinterest in

school", "inability to see any purpose in further education'o and "little encouragement for

ssþssling from home" as their primary r€¿rsons for dropping out indicating that either

most of Canada's teenagers were too stupid to take advantage of the golden opportunity

provided for them through high school education, or were conect in rejecting the

pmgressives' claim that all Canadians, regardless of class, ethnicity or gender, couid find

12 *Graduate, but whatthen...?" Winni;pegTribute, Nov. 19 1953

t3 Caroþ Willett"*7Ùyo Quit Before Grade 12", Winnipeg Tiibme, July 15 1959



upward mobility througþ continuing their education

For women, this idea seerß particularly compelling. hr a world in which their

occupational possibilities were strictly reshicted to a few ûaditionally "pink collar"

nccunations such as n':rsho- teachinq or clericel w.ork= a hiø_h desee of formal educations_ v4¡Þ,

was more or less irrelevant since it did not allow women to break into previously male-

dominated occupations orreceive equal pay to men. Thus, it is not surprising that the

dmpout rate was much higher among female high school students. It seems that for most

students, it was only the reality that remaining in school until a higher age \¡/¿ts now a

legal obligation that caused the surge in high school enrollment. Surveys showed that

most did not believe that attending secondary education necessarily would bring them

tangible rewards in the future. This idea was supported by the observations of school

inspectors who reportedthat, afterthe raising of Winnipeg's school leaving age, high

schools were filled with'þupils attending school only because they are forced to,

uninterested in the school and school worlÇ and just waiting for the day when they can

leave school."l4 The Superintendent sf WinniFeg schools directly contradicted the notion

that high school education had any effect whatsoever on the futrne car€er paths of

students, arguing that the majority of students currentþ in grades nine and ten were "non-

academic students", who "are most likely to find employrnent at the semi-skilled level"

and would simply drop out of school at the completion of grade ten, at which time most

would be sixteen years of age.rt Whether'hon-academic" was a term used to describe ail

rn James K. MacKa¡'T.çorts of School Inspectors',lrmual Report, 1956-57,48

rs W. C. Lorimer,'Report of the School District of Winnipeg No. I", Annual Report, 1955'56,99
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sfudents who attained lower marks, or whether it referred to sfudents from certaín socio-

economic backgrounds, it is clear that many school officials did not regard high school as

being usefirl in economic terms for the majority of Manitoba's young people.

Perbaos tfe clea¡est evidence tåat the Ðu¡Ðose of eompulsorv hieh sçhoolÍ'-E'-- '- _ ---r --q- - -- '

education was hegemonic rather than economic is that those who promoted high school

imptied as much or occasionally said so openly. Harry Stein, a University of Manitoba

hofessor of Education remarked that the larger proportion of young people in high

school were simply remaining in school to pass the time until they reached an age at

which they would be fully accepted into the adult world of business and industry.r6 The

use ofhigh school as holding area for people deemed too young to be holding a fuIl-timç

job with adult wages and benefits was problematic, according to Stein, because such

students would see no reason for working hard in school and thus be more likely to

neglect their studies, become 'haladjusted" and turn to anti-social pursuits in order to

pass the time untit they were considered adults. The threat ofjuvenile delinquency

loomed if schools could not find a way to make these teenagers feel some sort of positive

connection to their schooling. High school's job, therefore, was notnecessarily to impart

specific skills or academic knowledge, but simply to keep teenagers occupied and out of

touble until such a time as they were ready to enter the workforce ¿rs adults. In other

words, higb school was to be a sort of *holding area" where adolescents could be kept

undçr guard and away from potentially damaging infiuences until it was safe to release

16 [trarry L. Steir\ '?roblems of Pupil Adjustuent in the Secondary Sehool", Manitoba School Journal 9,

no.6(Feb. I9aB)p.20
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them into society.

This conception of high school as a place for developing psychological maturity

rather than specifis skills was echoed by many comment¿tors who argued that allowing

r-o'Jng people to e¡ter tåe worlñrce fi:ll-time as early as age 14, as had been the crrslom

in earlier eras of Canadianhistory exacerbated the problem of alienated youth turning to

mti-social and threatening activities such as crime and sex. Chatelaíne writerDorothy

Sangster argued that teenagers who went out to work'too eadt'' instead of staying in

school would become 'but of contol" with their newfound freedom once they were cut

loose from the bonds of home and school. She stâted, "the boy who has to leave school

in second year high often abandons all hope of frrther haining, and thus is free when his

day's work is over to use his evenings for entertainment and amusemen! including sex."r7

Allowing t€enagers to work as adults did was not a desirable option since they would

"gro\M up too fasf' and get into üouble, envisioned in this case stictly in sexual terms.

Remaining in high school, howevero would keep teenagers from obtaining the premature

freedom that a full time job offered and f,orce them to remain under the moral authority of

the school and the home since they would be unable to gain financial independence while

still in school. Crudely put, the puryose of high school, according to Sangster, was to

stop teenagers from having sex because "the boy who can afford to finish school...is

likely to posþone his amusements - including sex - until he has more time for them."r8

Although the notionthat teenagers would indeed refrain ñom having sex because they

t7 Dorothy $angster *How Muoh Freedom Should a Teen-Ager Have?", Chatelaine, Dec. 1951

r8 Sangster, 'TIow Much Freedom Should a Tee'n-Ager Have?"
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didn't have enough time to fit it into their daily schedule might seem overly optimistie,

the notion that high school education needed to be prolonged in order to extend the moral

authority of the supervisory state was quite popular in postwar Canada.

Ifir¡h c¡rhnnl rr¡ec nnf nnlw irrcfifierl in ferms of nreve.nfins neoafive orrtcomes-- r--

however, but also in terms of encouraging positive ones. Students would avoid becoming

delinquents if kept in the education systsm longer, but they would also become bett€r

citizens. Progressive educators who believed that the purpose of the education system

was to create a hegemony favorable to the perpetuation of the new liberalism consensus

expressed a belief that such an education, to be truly successfirl, had to go beyond grade

eight. They argued that, althougb statistics showed that only 20% of the population was

"capable" of going on to university after higb school, the rest of the students would

benefit from a fult high school education because it would provide "citizenship

educatiod'that in the long run \ilas more useful than academic skills.re One promoter of

compulsory high school education argued, "there are needs - both social and personal -

that cannot be met by an elementary education...A high level of personal living and

citizenship to-day requires more than an elementary education."20 The production of

"good citizens" (people who could successfully find happiness within the framework of

the post-war consensus) required progressives to fundamentally change high school from

a place in which a very few students received a taditional liberal education to a place in

which all children received an "education for life" just as they had in primary school. As

re M. P. Toombs, "After Grade Vm, What? Let's Take a Look at Ow High Schools", Manitoba School

Jownal 18, no. 3 (Nov. 1956) p. 17-18

20 J- C. Pincocþ 'Report of the School District of Winnipeg No. l" , Annunl Reynrt, 194849, 107
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one supporter of such changes put it, "will knowing how to conjugate the Latin verbfacìo

make me abetter salesman or mechanic or help me decide how to vote on an election

day?"zr The previous incarnations of secondary education were thus criticized for being

too ee-cde.lnie too ttaditjonal and too foc,rrserl unon teachins skills that had no oracticalÙvv l||ry!.Ðv¡.ryt wv E*¡ÉúúÉ r¡- rvv ¡vvøJ-J- Éirvr -vÉËó È¡-J¡¡ù #4! 4* s'-'i-'::

value. Schools were criticized for ignoring the sort of problems that the postwar

Canadian citizen would gapple with on a daily basis such as, 'lnortgages, insurance,

potitical parties...labor-union negotiations, foreign tade and the cost of 1iving."22 Such

subjects were too complex to be taught satisfactorily in grades one to eight and too

imporhnt to be left to parents, who could not be counted upon to teach them'torrectly''

if they discussed them at all. Nor could kuowledge of such zubjects be acquired merely

by leaving school and participating in the working world, according to progressive

promoters of compulsory high school. They had to be addressed via formal schooling in

an organized and scientific marmer.

Not surprisingly, most traditionalists disputed this interpretation of the purpose of

high school education. They disagreed with the notion that high school should acquire

rrny new role of citizenship education and indeed, many disputed the idea that the

requirements of the Canadian economy necessitated any great increase in the number of

people entering high school. Instead they argued that the solution to providing more

skilled workers was to create a better system of identi$ing the best and brightest students

and allowing them to obtain an academic education far beyond the level that most

2I F. K. SûewartinFredBosworÉL *WhyHalf OlrrHigh School Sh¡dents Quit',Macleans, Aug. I 1950

2 A. G. McColl in Boswortb *Why Half'
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Canadian children would achieve. J. N. Bulman, a Winnipegger and president of the

CanadianManufacturing Association, for example, arguedthat the current educational

situæion in Canada was producing amassive shortage of skilled professionals such as

eng¡neers, scientists and. resea¡chers. However, he catled fur rhe crcadon of a high schoo!

program in which all students who were capable of a certain level of academic

achievement would be able to attend secondary and then post-secondary education rather

than simply an increase in the overall number of Canadian children enrolled in high

school.æ Indeed, Bulman called for the *weeding out" of students who performed poorly

in the public school system, leaving fhe upper years of high school as a preserve in which

those of superior intellectual ability would receive a more challenging program of

education than currently offered.za

tlilda Neatby agreed with the assessment thæ public schools in Canada were

failing to produce skilled professionals but also blarned the situation upon too much

access to education rather than too liüle. Just as primary education had become less

academically rigid due to the inclusion of frills and the lowering of standards in order to

allow all children to succeed, high school had been "watered dowo", according to NeatbS

by the dangerous notion that all children had a right to attend it. She claimed that recent

years had created "a vast increase in the inællectuatly incompetent in the high schools."25

Neatby also criticized the high school system in Canada for being designed around

2t J- N. f, þrrlman, 'Brainpower Crisis", Winnipeg Tribune, Oct. 5 1956

u "Industrialist Urges Poor Students be Weeded Out of High Schools", Winnipeg Free Press, Oçt.5 1956

æ Hilda Neatby, So Little For the Mind (Toronto: Clarke, Invin and Company, 1953) 13
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keeping "mediocre students" in school ratherthan allowing outstanding students to excel

and go on to become professionals. She argued that all children should "receive

education or training appropriate to their capacities'026 meanit'rg high school should not be

áooi*J rn annaol +o lhe me¡li¡rcre slldents w_ho q¿-oul¡! finrl SOnne SOft Of Otåef traininsgvù¡Ë4vs Ð l¡lrPvu ¡'uw¡vv¡v úes-úûñ, tiúú ttvÉs ¡iËú ùû-ü! ÈU¡; vi -JGV¡ ü@ó

outside of the public school system, but to the minority of students who could handle a

more challengrng academic program. Thus, she criticized the progressive concem with

keeping teenagers in high school, stating, "We should stop worrying about why our high

school students quit. If they are ofFered abundant intellectual nourishment and if they

prove themselves unable or unwilling to profit by it, they should not only be allowed to

"euif', they shoutd be obligedto withdraw."' Etraditionalists hadtheirway, the boom

in attendance in Canadian high schools would not have occwred and legislation raising

the school leaving age would not have beenpassed.

Neatby's call for atoughening of standards to make high school more difficult

and thus more suited to producing people with the skills to succeed in university and go

on to fill Canada's need for educated workers received support from university professors

and newspaper and rnagazine editors. George HardS writing in Macleøns, attacked the

implementation of "mass education'' at higher levels, arguing that it allowed 'backward"

students to continue with schooling, thus Slving them false hopes of professional

achievement while at the same time holding back those who had "superior intellecf' by

øNeatby, So Littlefor theMin{13

27 Neatb¡ So Littlefor the Mind,333
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forcing thern to work at the same level as those who were "backward".28 When schools in

Calgary implemented a new system in 1959 in which high school students who were

deemed "laz!'or "uncooperative" were kicked out of school, the decision was met with

rtriáoqro¡rl annrnr¡ql #nm the franqãian meãio Ð ü.fho- 15 f-ol¡rqru cfirrlenfc wma lrinl¡e¡ltt¡svùI^v@ el{trvtB uvÈ u¡v @.'.' ¡s@É i--vd ry v-ËÉJ Ù!ÊÉV¡¡æ tiViv rVirv-

out of school it made news across the couûry, \ryith Winnipeg oewspapers encouraging

their city's school divisíons to adopt ¿ similar policy and congratulating them vùen they

did-30 Some within the departrnent of education itself called for high school to remain the

domain of the few rather than the many so that the "higbly gifted people" would be

'odven their chances free from the distractions of a hodge-podge of courses and the

reta¡dation of less glfted comrades-"3l Canada's obsession with making higb school

available for all was unfavorably compared by some to Great Britain, whose position of

world power was attributed to the exclusive nature of its Grammar Schools.32 In the view

of taditionalists, Canada's chance to evolve into one ofthe most pros¡erous and

powerÊrl nations in the world depended upon the creation of an education that sought to

cultivafe a highly educated elite rather than oflering a watered-down prograrn of

citizenship education to all.

Of the two schools of thought regarding the future direction of secondary

28 George Hardy "Are 'We Educating for Ignorance?", Macleans, Oct. I 952

æ AuthorUnknown, "Calgary Kicks Out Classroom Loafers", Chatelaine,l:N.4ay 1957

30'35 Pupils Ejected for Wasted Effort', Winnipeg Tribune, March 4 1959

3r Andrew Moore, "Report on Collegiate Deparhents and Collegiæe Institutes",l nmtal Report, 19M45,
38-39

32 Moore, "Report on Collegiate Depmtuents and Collegiate InstihJt€s"
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education, it was the progressive school thæ initially gained the support of those in

control of Manitoba's school system' The special legislative committee on education of

l944,in its report to the Manitoba government, discussed vast changes to the secondary

cnhn¡r-l !ì!'rìolâ'n zt çtez.t lengr-h- Most of fåe reoort. in fäet dedt wrth education at thisÞvuvv¡

level in comparison to primary education which received far less attention. The

committee itselfrecommended bnoad and sweeping reforms in the area of higb school

education which rr¡çp imFlemented slowly over the course of the next two decades. The

newhigh school program was to fulfill two main goals: to make higb school accessible to

all of the province's youth and to make high school education usefü for students who

would not be entering university or pursing careers requiring a high degree of academic

education.

In order to accomplish the goal of accessibility, the committee recommended the

formation of larger rurits of school administration. Instead ofhundreds of small,local

school districts, many of which covered only a few miles and a few thousand residents

and thus were not large or prosperous enough to ofler any t)tpe of secondary education,

Manitoba would be organized into around 50 larger units comprising much larger

geographic areas. The greater financiat resources provided by amalgamation would allow

for the building of high schools that served all areas of Manitob4 not just larger towns

and cities, and for the tansportation of students by bus to the nearest high school.33 This

would end the old system of numerous grade 1-8 one-room school houses scattered

throughout rural Manitoba ftom which few students proceeded to high school, in large

33 Maniûoba" Report of the Special Select Committee of the Manitoba Legßlative Assembly,(1944)
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part due to the financial and logistical difficulties involved in the individual student

fraveling to a district with a secondary school.3a Rural Manitoba would now become like

the cities ofBrandon and rWinnipeg which featured larger schools with graded classrooms

&- nrrn ¿'redce ! +n R an¡l hiçh sch¡rols f..r olu¡ies g fn 1? The lesislative committee

declared" "the present system of educational organization was developed originaly to suit

pioneer conditions'r3s *¿ was thus outdated and unable to keep up with the "need" for

universal high school education. Even in urban schools, however, high school attendance

was not as high as the legislative committee had hoped and thus the govenrment had to

provide not only for access to high school education but also to change the program of

studies in these schools in order to athact students who did not see the benefit of

remaining in high school beyond the school leaving age.

Although a low high school completion rate was nothing new, itt the postwar era

Canadian commentators began to describe the high school dropout rate as constituting a

major crisis. Not only did over 100 000 students leave high school every year in Canad4

but only 22 of the 100 who began grade one would receive ahigh school diploma.36

Chatelaíne compared this situation to a circumstance in which "every year one of every

two promising young Canadians was lost to his country througb epidemics or ì¡rars."37

Not completing high school was apparentþ now a fate as bad as death! In the minds of

ta B. Scott Bateman, 'Report of the Deputy Mini stef , Annuøl Report, 1952-53 
" 
l0

3s Bateman, "Report of the Deputy Ministef'

3ó Fred Bosworft, *Why Half Our Higb School Students Quif', Macleans, Aug' 1 1950

37 Mary Jukes,'Don't Let Your Child be a High School Casualtt'', Chalelaine, Nov. 1950
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those who supported compulsory high school, it was no longer a matter of debæe whether

high school for all was essential to the countr5r's well-being, but a question of how to

encourage teenagers to see the situation the same way. Even more conceming was the

€q+t +loat flr¡oo rl-^^ ina nrrf nf lticlt anhnnl rvæp nnf ea hqrl hpan nrer¡inrrclw qqcrrrnerlIWI U4! Uvùe qvlrPsé Vút V¡ úÉE úV¡¡VVi i-w¡v úVa) Ð úÉs øvv¡¡ i,ivi¡vÉùit æùÉsi,

those from poorer backgrounds \¡/ho needed to supplement the family income nor those

without the'hatural" intellectual ability to succeed in school. A Canadian Education

Association survey reported that one in four students with "above average i¡1çlligence"

did not complete high school while over a third of the dropouts came from "better than

average homes, many of them from two-car four-inch-steak homes."38 That middle class

children \ilere not finishing school was particularly scary to comnentators because it

indicated that the major motivations for dropping out were as much lack of interest in

school or failure to see its relevance to one's furure life as economic imperatives. The

Canadian Education Association survey claimed that96o/o of the students they had

suweyed stated that their reasons for dropping out were related to lack of relevance of the

cu¡ricultm, or as one particular student put it, '\ryhat good are Latin, French and Algebra

in helping me to get and keep a job?'¡e High schools across Canada were still intended to

train only those intending to continue to university which meant producing scholars with

a rigorous liberal arts education heavy on impractical subjects such as Latin and Classics

and ligbt on skills that might be used in a t¡.pical worþlace.

The previous high school pro$am in Manitoba assumed that the achievement of

3t Jukes,'Don't Let Your Child be a High School Casualtt''

3' Jukes, "Don't Let Your Child be a High School Casualtt''
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high school graduation \Ðas a path to further education ratåer than an end in itself and the

higb sehool experience catered to those planning to enter either university or normal

school. The high school program was divided into tbree steams, the'ogeneral course",

¡vlti^lt ¡liá nnf loorT +n o.lmiftq-no infn pifhæ nnmql cnhml rrni-oroif.r m frqinina 'Fm
vvgvv¡,

professions such as nursing; the 'hniversity maüiculation course" which could be

completed to grade I I or 1240 and led to the student achieving both a high school diploma

and admission to university; and the "normal entance course" which was designed

specifically for students planning to proceed to normal school to become teachers.al The

weakness of this system, according to progressives, was that it províded virtually nothing

for the majority of the population who had no plans to pursue any form of higher

education. The general course was seen as watered dou¡n" and was virtually useless in

terms of being recognized by either academic institutions or future employers. The

majority of high school students, therefore, did not proceed past grade l0 unless they

planned on attending university or becoming nurses or teachers.

The deparffient of education, in order to provide a high school program that

would keep the largest number of students in school for the longestpossible time,

reformed the system along the lines recommended by the legislative committee lmlg4y'..

The three streams were replaced with five, all of which would lead to the completion of a

grade 12 education and a high school diplom4 but only one of which would be solely

m Grade 12 was considered equivalent to first year universrty and could be counted toward it In other
words, taking grade 12 in higb school allowed one to skip a year at universþ. Taking fint year university
gave one oedit for having compløed gnde 12.

ar "Secondary Schools-, Manitoba Pragrantmes af Sndies, L94}4,Ðepartnaent ofEducation, Province of
Manitoba" 52-56
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academic innature- What hadbeen called the "general course" was eliminated and the

two courses intended to lead to higher education were combined into what was now

referred to as the "academic" or "general" high school program. For students intending to

efte-nrl rrnivereit-t rrr nonnel çchonl little hørl r.hq¡oaã Tha -¡rof .qrlìoql ^ho--o in rÈau v vrù¡eJ vr uv¡¡.uÈr úvuvv¡t ur.¡v úN wúsEiúU. ¡ üV üVùL ici¡ivq.i vi¡q'üËÇ E úV

new higb school course was the inclusion of four entirely new süearns of high school

education which signified an entirelynewpuq)ose forthe secondary school. In addition

to the academic high school program, students would have the option of taking one of

four vocational sfreams labeled "commercial", 'ohome economics", "industrial" and

"agricultural". Each of these was to prepare students for a specific careerpath while at

the same time providing them with a "core" education commonto all four ofthe high

school courses. Half the time spent in school would be devoted to taking the core

subjects: Engllsh, Social Studies, Mathematics, Sciencg Health and Guidance, andthe

other half in vocational courses specific to one's chosçn stream.a2 Students in the

academic streem would use the other half of their time to pursue academic options such

as a second language or additional science.

Although each of the vocational options was designed to prepare students to gain

"emplo¡'rnent in a business offi.ce" or "emplo¡ment in the trades of their choices" or to

become "more efficienthomemakers" or "more efficient faflrers", the overall goal for

this new high school program was not to offer a solely vocational educatior¡ but to

'Tevelop better citizens by providing a higher standard of general education.'43 lndeed,

42 Annual Reynrt,194445, 13

4 Programmes of Studies,1955-56, t l0
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the department made clear thæ vocational high school was not formal technical üaining

for a specific job per se but rather background that would make such training easier later

on. A graduate ofthe industrial course, according to the deparhnent, would notbe

¿.¡rnsidered a ionme.vmân nor obt¿in anv foroal crcrlentials in a trad. e. Taking vocational

higb school, in other words, would not reduce the period of apprenticeship for a skilled

trade by even a single duy.*

Rather than leaming a specific occupation in the industrial course, a future worker

would have some idea of the sort of work his future job entailed and have leamed some

basic skills that would hopefirlly lead to success later on during the formal training

period.as In other words, the purpose of teaching courses such as drafting, elechonics,

caq)entry, printing and commercial art was not solely to produce trained workers who

were readyto enterthe worldorce after high school but also to keep young people in high

school for purposes of citizenship education designed to foster cultural hegemony. By

æpealing to their dislike of academic school subjects and their desire to engage in work

related to their future career goals, students would be enticed to continue with their

education. This purpose for creating the new "composite high school" program was

made explicit by the Winnipeg Tribune, v¡hich stated that the new high school program

was, "designed to be the groundwork for futue cultural developments as well as to

convey to the student at least rudimentary ideas of the requísites for practical 1iving."6

4 Manitobq Rep ort of the Manítoba Royal commission on Edtrcation 1959. (1959>,214

ns Programmes of Studies, 1955-56, 143

6 "Toward More Practical Education'', Winnipeg T?ibune, May I 1948
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T1ne Msnitoba School Journøl commented that the purpose of the composite high school

uras, 'to give boys and girls opportunities to prepare themselves for good

citizenship...acceptable employnent and a wholesome leisure life."47 In other wotds,

te.e-aage.rs needed to lca¡n thc art of daily living in a radically changed postwar Canada

and therefore needed the type of "education for life" that was already part of the

curriculum for grades one to eight. Thus, the core curriculum that all students would take

for 50% of their day was imagined as the most essential, as it would ensure that all

Manitoban students, regardless of social class, intellectual ability, or future careerpath

received a common curriculum that would allow for the achievement of the high school

curriculum's self-described'þrimary objective", "the training of free citizens in a free

societt''o or more accurately, the creation of a postwar new liberalism hegemony.Æ

Courses in anything from'þpewritind'and "fafût 'to "child care and

developmenf'and "general shop" were simply ways of making the curriculum appeal to

the interests of students so that they would choose to remain in high school for as long as

possible.ae

Planning a radical new program for high schools in Manitoba was the simple part

of secondary school reform for the department of education. Finding a v/ay to implement

it across Manitoba in a democratic fashion with the consent of local communities \ryas

t R. J. Johns, "The Greater Winnipeg Technical Vocational High School", Manitoba School Jownal 10,

no.8 (April 19a\p.44

as Aruuol Report, 1947-1948,119; W. C. Miller, "Minister's Pagd', Manitoba School Jownal l3,no' 6
(Feb.1e5l)p.2

8 C. Rhodes Smith, "The Minister'sPag€' , Manitoba School Journal ll,no. I (Sep' ßa\ p- 2
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significantly more difficult. At fust, the deparhent of education was quite confident that

the general public would accept their assumptions that male students intènding to pursue

carsers in office work, in tades, or as farmers would flock to a high school program that

offcrcd training in these areas and that female students would naturally be interested in

learning about homemaking in school. Cheerleaders for the vocational higb school

program confidently asserted that, since the majority of Manitobans did not engage in

jobs that required a university education, "it is almost certain that the enrolknent for

Vocational courses will exceed that in the Mahiculation (academic) course within the

next decade."so According to an MTS ofñcial, whereas the previous high school system

alienated "John who wants to be a farmer" and "Mary, who doesn't ca¡e about history or

analytical geometry (and) would rather put her time at home leaming the household arts",

inthe composite high school, "John would be encouraged to go in by bus...where he

would leam about recent developments in Agriculture through which he would become a

better and more scientific farmer. Similarly, Mary would enjoy a useful courÍie in home

economics and at the same time receive the benefits of two or three years of happy

associations with sfudents of her own age."51

None of this, however, came to pass. Vocational high school was by and large a

failure, with few students choosing to switch from the general corrse to one of the

vocational ones and the expected boom in high school enrollment due to vocational

oourses failing to materialize. Furthermore, when it came to implementing the program

s L. S. Smitþ 'l/ocational Education in the Higþ Schools", Manifoba School Jotrnal 13, no. 10 (June

1952)p.10

5t E. MacDonald "The Larger School Area", The Mønitoba Teacher 28, no. 5 (Mm/Apr 1950) p- 4244
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in rural areas, the deparnnent faced fierce opposition at the local level from those

tmwilling to create the larger school areas necessary to pave the way for the construction

of composite high schools across the province. Progressives in favor of compulsory high

school education and vocational education were not able to impose their version of

hegemony as easily as they expected in the late 1940s.

The Garson adminisüation seemed to sense that it would face significant

opposition if ittriedto trnilaterally imFlement the recommendations of the 1944

legislative committee. Instead of exercising its authority to redraw the map of Manitoba

education in order to combine hundreds of small disticts into a few dozen larger

'odivisions", each with a system of bussing children to graded elementary schools and

composiæ higb schools, the government chose two regions of Manitoba in which to test

the new method of school organization before putting it to a province-wide referendum.

Srrccess in these trial divisions would, they hoped, entice people throughout the province

to approve school district reorganization in avote to be conducted at a later date. The

plan immediately hit a bump in the road however, when one of the two districts chosen

for the experiment declined to participate, leaving Dauphin as the only school area

outside of Winnipeg or Brandon which conskucted a composite high school tbat was

capable of offering the entire new high school program that came into effect in t948.s2

Despiüe almost universal support for the larger school area ûom all three parties in

the legislature, "experts" within the deparhent, ihe TVinnipeg newspapers, and the

Manitoba Teachers Society, when attempts were made to form additional larger school

2 Thomas Green,'1-arger School Areas", Winnipeg Tribune, Jme22 lg46
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areas similar to the Dauphin division these efforts were unsuccessful. In 1951, the school

dishicts in the Swan River Valley region sought to amalgamate around the town of Swan

River and form a school area similar to that in Dauphin.t3 The proposed by-law to create

tha na.¡ a¡lrn¡r! â?êq Ljrøe ¡rrt t¡¡ q v¡rtp lrrr fhncp within fhe qffircferl tecrinn The cemnaionuv uvw ùvuvvf gv4 Yrs lrsù Gv É tvlv úJ luvev ytrú ù¡¡v É¡i?vivs ¡vÉiu-õ. rüv vG¡,--ÞÃr

period before this vote was almost entirely one-sided, with school inspectors, the Minister

and DeputyMinister ofEducation and the dailynewspapers coming out in favor of the

proposal. T\e Winnipeg Tribune failed to even consider the notion that there was a

rational argument against amalgamation, stating, 'there aÍe so many benefits to be

derived from establishment of larger school areas in those parts of Manitoba that lend

themselves to this modem method of school adminishation that it is difficult to

rmderstand the reluctance ofrural boards to bring about tåe change."sa

When voters rejected the amalgamation plan at a rate oftwo to one, commentators

expressed fi¡rther puzzlemen! explaining the defeat as the result of a "whisper campaigd'

against i! implþg that the opponents of the plan were perhaps using fear and

underhanded techniques to stand in the way of progress.st Altemately, they dismissed

those who voted against this proposal as simply backward and inational. In the minds of

supporters ofthe larger school areas, the composite high school was unquestionably a

sign of progress and any opposition to its creation could only come from people who

were either misinformed or had disregarded rationality and chosen to vote based upon

53 *New School Area Sought'', Winnipeg Tribune, June 15 1951

s o'Benefits of Large School Areas', Winnipeg Tribtme,Jan.24 1952; "Woods Urges School Distics to
Amalgmate", Winnipeg Free Press, Jan- 24 1952

ss 'l,arger Unit Plan Defeated", Yy'innipeg Tribwæ,Nov. 21 1952
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fear and prejudice. Thus, the Tribune chalked up the election loss to farmers' mistaken

belief that their taxes would be increased should the proposal succeed and the

'tnwillingness of local districts to surrender authority over one-room schools" befote

reiæratrngthat "it has ne','eÍ been dispu.æC that a large school areaprovides a great deal

better opportunity for all children in the area for education up to maticulation-"56

The second part of the Tribzme's article unintentionally provided a rnore realistic

answer to their question of why voters had rejected the larger school area proposal. These

areas may have indeed better allowed students to obtain a high school diploma. Not all

Manitobans, however, accepted an idea that for zupporters of the plan was merely

common sense: that compulsory high school was desirable and that the composite high

school provided the best possible education for all. Local school boards were not simply

power hungry nor were farmers necessarily small minded and reactionary. Rafher, they

did not share the enthusiasm for universal high school education and were concerned with

the loss ofthe easy access to education at the primary level which the old system of

adminishation had provided. Rural voters did not reject the larger school area because

amalgamation facilitated universal attendance and required greater expenditures so much

as because it replaced the system of ungraded, "one-room" schools no more than a few

miles apart that they prefened. This system not only made easy access to schools

possible for all children, even on days of poor weather (when bussing would be

impossible) but enabled the local community to feel that the school was accountable to

them and part of their community in a very real way. Creating larger school divisions

s 'ol-arger School A¡Ea Plan Beaten-' , Wínnipeg Tribune, Nov- 22 1952
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made local voters feel that not only would the school building iæelf move farther away

ñom most of them, but that the decision making process surrounding it wouldbecome

less democratic and the goings-on at the school less subject to their oversight.

TLq+ it r-rrqs 
^¿ì!11-e!'r! 

.¡-'ith the nrrelitv of nrimarv edrreation. not a tack of dgsire totu@l ¡l vYN vvlvv¡u

allow children to have access to high school, that provoked opposition to arnalgamation

was perhaps con-firmed by the partial success of a plan to create larger divisions in rural

areas solely for the purpose of secondary education. In 1955, voters in the Portage region

approved, by a large majority, a proposal to create what was termed a "secondaty school

area" which was to be identical in terms of organiz¿fion to the Dauphin school areas

except it would only apply to grades 9 and up.tt The secondary school area wÍu¡ more

acceptable to rural voters because it kept the existing primary system intact, meaning that

young children would not have to travel longer distances bybus and local trustees would

not lose confol over primary school decisions.5E Althougb the secondary area was

accepted by the Portage region and later the Neepawa area in 19575e, there was far from a

unanimous consensus among rural Manito)þans conceming the desirability of secondary

areris. Both the Gladstone and MacGregor regions voted against the secondary school

area proposal@, and the Liberal govemment backed offthe idea of school area

amatgamation, receiving condemnation from the opposition Tories, the CCF as well as

5T "Secondar¡r School Area Approvet',Winnipeg Free Press, April 30 1955.

sB Portage Votes April 29 on School Area Setup", Winnipeg Free Press, April 19 1955

te'Neqrawa Vote", Winnipeg Tribune, Jaly 12 1957

* "Re¡ect Secondary Proposal", Winnipeg Tribune, Juþ 5 1957
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the Winnipeg newspapers for doing so. The minister of education stated that, while he

remained in favor of the idea of composiæ high schools and larger school divisions, he

would not force people to accept it.6t Continuing opposition to formation of larger school

units as.,';e11as the lack of enthusiasm fur connposite bigh schools bor-h demon-state thaJ

many Manitobans did not accept the assumption of progressive educators that providing a

hi.gh school education for all via vocational programs w¿ts coûtmon sense.

Many Manitobans agreed with traditionalist critics of the composite high school

and made their opposition known with both their words and their actions. Hilda Neatby,

like many traditionalists, was appalled at the decision to create composite high schools,

calling them places in which "one can do anything and everything, or perhaps, nothing"

and accusing them of encouraging students to take the easiest possible course of

education: '\vho wants to go to an old classroom and ponder overmafhematics, history or

even English when she can make cookies in a kitchen with large, bright windows, homey

ahosphere, and even a silver tea service?'ú2 Other critics argued that the composite high

school was simply continuing the progressive mistake of teaching in the schools what

should have been taught at home. Ttre EdmontonJournal remarked that home economics

was a waste of time for high school because while "the sight of a class of twenty or thirty

15 and lGyear-otd young ladies nvittering happily over cake batters...is a gladsome

one...Just the same, there is a lot to be said for young women leanring a practical thing or

ót 'Larger School Units", Winnipeg Tribune, Feb. 24 1955

æ Neatb5 So Linle þr the Mind, 208
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two from one of those experts...who are usually to be found in a home.'út Similarly,

opponents of the commercial, industrial and agricultural courses objected that these skills

could be better leamed in the worþlace or through formal technical training at an

i-+i+.+i^- ^+L-- +Lo- +L^ ^"l.Ii^ o^1'-lI'!.fùÈ¡lut.llrll vlllvl l.¡ru uv lrsuuv ovuvv¡.

Despiæ the hopes of progressives, it seemed as though young people themselves

and their parents were sidirg with the haditionalists. Many regarded the vocational

süeams of the new Manitoba high school program as being'1¡'¡atered-down" versions of

the academic program and quickly vocational school gained a reputation in many quarters

.as being designed for the "dumb kids". In the opinion of man¡ anyone who had the

intellectual abiltty to achieve a mahiculation diploma should have done so rather than

obtaining the vocational high school degree.n Indeed, this attitude of parents and

teachers toward vocational education was nothing new in ManiJoba nor throughout North

America Agriculhual education, for example, was first promoted in Canadian schools in

the laæ 19ù Century, only to fail miserably in no small part due to parents rejecting the

notion that learning faming from a textbook in a classroom was any better than learning

from one's parents at home. Furthermore, rural teenagers who did not drop out of school

generally desired education to be an escape from the drudgery and hard work of farm life,

rather than apath to more of it.6s Those who planned to continue in theirparents'

6 *Why Not at Home", Edmonton Jownal, Nov. 12 l95l

n For more on his aüitude in relation to Alberta see; Nancy M. Sheehan, 'Education, The Society and the

Curriculum in Alberta 1905-1980: An overviev/', in Nancy M. Sheehan, Wilson, J. Donald, and Jones,

David C. ús,Schools inthe West: Essøys in Canadian Educafional History, (Calgary: Detselig

Ent€rpris€s Limited, 1986)

6 Stamp,,Scåools of Ontario,37
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qgricultural way of life saw little benefit in leaming it from a schoolteacher and those

who sought to escape from it wanted education that would equip them to do so.

In 1950s Manitoba the problem of student and parent interest in vocational

-J-----l ^-- ---?-r-l f--------==^!- -!=- --=-.- ^^ i¿L^l :- --^--:^-,^ ,1^^^Å^^- ¿L^^^ ^e-l^-+^EUUUaüOtr cxlliùss ruf Ilruçû úlú S¿il.üË IE¿iSOIIS aS ir ¡ai¡ üi pÍeV-rOUS GeCaGeS; I¡¡ûSG StüûCil-rS

wíshing to enter agriculture or a tade would continue, as their forefathers had done, to

obtain only as much academic education ris necessary before quitting to begin a process

of on-the-job education as soon as possible, whether it was tbrough a formal

apprenticeship or simply going to work on the farm, or in a factory or ofñce. As for

female students who were encouraged to take the home economics course, those who by

choice or by necessity would work outside of the home in their adult lives obviously saw

no benefit in a high school program designed to equip them solely to be homemakers.

Even those who desired to make homemaking their profession" however, showed no gred

inlerest in the home economics course, feeling that, like funne farmers or wage laborers,

they could best lea¡n the skills of their trade at home as their predecessors had rather than

in a high school setting.

The enrollment statistics of Manitoba high schools in the 1950s show a very clear

rejection of the vocational programs offered by the composite high school. Despite the

deparhent of education touting the formation of the Dauphin school unit as indicative of

educational progress in a previously backward region of rural Manitoba, the composite

high school program was an alnost complete failure. From the start, the deparhent of

education had publicly acclaimed the Dauphin school area experiment to be an

unqualified success. Glowing news reports in both \tr/innipeg daily papers noted that
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atte,ndance af the Dauphin composite high school was high (313 out of a capacity of

400)66, and that this brand new school provided the latest in learning technology including

demonsfuation farm equipmenl electric stoves, typewriters, projectors, film strip

==--.!^:--- -.-l L^^^ -^^^--7-- 67 
^ 
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available at other rural schools that did not have the budgetary resources of the larger

Dauphin school area" were meaningless, however, ifno one was using them.

Emollment in the vocational streâms at the school was abysmally low in the first

years of the program and improved little as time went on. Despite Dauphin's secondary

school becoming the only one in the province to offer all 5 high school sheams, in the

1950-1951 school year only 97 ofthe 363 students at the school were emolled in a

vocational sfteam, including 44 in the commercial course, 33 in Indushial and only I I

and 9 in homemaking and agricutture respectively. Excluding the commercial course

which always achieved a measure of popularity due to its teaching some practical office

skills such as typing and bookkeeping, enrollment in the vocational steams was only

I 5% of the student body in I 95 I , 13% n I 954 and 9o/o in I 95 5.68

Furthermore, technical education was not frrlfilling its goal of retaining students

who would have otherwise dropped out. Just as the majority of students taking the

academic sheam continued to leave high school before achieving a grade 12 diploma, so

tr Fred Jobnson, "Datphin Lerge Schcol A¡ea a Suc€ess", Winnipeg Tribune, May I 1950 and 'T{ow
Large Area Benefits Pupils", May 1l 1950

o7 Fred Jobnson, "Large School Area Plan Works Well', Winnipeg Tribune, May 3 1948; "Inspector
Praises LargerUnitBoar{Winnipeg Tribtme, Nov. 20 1953; Margaret Marsh, "Dauphin-Ochre Large
School Unit Raises Standards" , Winnþeg Free Prass, Feb. 24 1955

6 W. G. Bootb, 'T.eports of School Tnspectors - Division No. 3" , Annual Report, 1950-1955
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too did the vocational courses replicate the trend. In 1958, for exarnple, the ratio of

shrdents enrolled in Grade 10 versus Grade 12 for the academic program was 2 to l,

whereas the ratio for those in one of the four vocational steams was 2.2 to l.6e In other
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10 and 12 in the vocational courses than in the academic. Vocational education was not

only failing to keep students in school longer but was perhaps havíng the opposite effect.

By 1959, the school had discontinued the agricultural course entirely due to a "lack of

candidates"T0 and officials conceded in their reports that the composite high school was

not attacting the expected interest, particularly in the area of agricultue which planners

had assumed would be exbemeþ popular due to the dominance of that indusFy in the

economy of the surounding region.Tr The response from progressive educational

authorities was to dismiss the lack of interest in the vocational coruses as just another

manifestation of rural baclavardness that had to be overcome in order to facilitate

educational as well as economic and social progress. They failed to consider, hotrever,

the possibility that there might be sound and rational re¿Nons for choosing not to

participate in the new streams of high school education, reasons that were perceived not

just by "backwa¡d" rural students and parents, but people throughout Manitoba including

the city of Winnipeg.

In Winnipeg, the composite high school was only slightly more successful than in

6o C. D. Voigt, "Reports of School Inspectors - Division No . 3" , Annual Report, 1957-1958

70 Royal Commissîoe 216

tt ïV. G. Booth, 'T.eports of School Inspectors - Division No .3", Annual Report, 1949-195A
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rural areas. Winnipeg schools that offered four of the five different streams (agricultural

education was not considered something that cþ children would be interested in leaming

about) reported that in 1948, the fust year of the new progËm,3Ùyo of incoming students

^1^^+^l +^ +^l.o +L^ ^^*---^:^l ^^,,-^- Ao/^ +L^:-,{,,-{-:-l ^^Å É.Ã.o/^ +L^ -^-,1--i^72 'l-L,^o^

numbers changed little in later years. In Septemb er of 1952 66.6% still took the general

çourse, while zl.4%otook the corrmercial and lgYothe industrial.T3 The home economics

stream was an almost total failure, with no school offering the program at all until 1950

due to lack of interest. The first and only school that ever did offer it, Daniel Mclntyre

School, failed to attract even 1olo of the female students from across the entire city of

$/innipeg. The reason for the failure of home economics \ilas once again the lack of

enthusiasm of female students for an education that would equip one only for a life spent

within the home. The deparhnent admitted that admission was low because the Home

Economics program did not actually give a graduate any useflrl qualifications for the

working world. Even the Home Economics program at the University of Manitoba

required maticulation, which meant that students who were interested in a Home

Economics degree in university could not in fact take the Home Economics program in

high school!74 The utter lack of enthusiasm shown by Winnipeg high school sh¡dents for

home economics raises some serious doubts as to how much ]orrng women in the 1950s

accepted the dominant gender constructions of the time and how much they bougbt into

n J.C. Pincocþ *Report of the School DisFict of Winnipeg No.l",Annual Report,1947-1948

ß W . C- Lorimer, 'Report of the School Dishict of Winnþg No. l" , Annual Report, 1952-53

7a H. Mclntosh, 'Report of the School Distoict 6f !flinnipeg No. I", Anmtal Report,1949-1950.
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the supposed'tonsensus" about the suburban nuclear family. Evidence from the

Manitoba school system suggests that female students attending high school were quiæ

interested in obtaining a degree that would offer the possibility of a career outside the

l-^_^trt llltt.

Across the province, enthusiasm for the diverse progrrirns offered by the

composite high school was virtually non-existent. In 1950, out of 4803 gade 10 studeots

enrolled in the entire province, only 982 or20Yo entered one of the non-academic streams,

and of them the vast majority, (83%) chose the commercial course which, as st¿ted

previously, was moderately successflrl due to its teaching of skills that were directly

rclated to white-collar employnent in an ofñce environment.Ts The attempt to make

universal higb school a reality by creating agricultural, industrial and home economics

courses for farmem, blue-collar workers and women respectively was a dismal failure.

Thus, the deparhent of education soon recognized that the composite high school

experiment would have to be abandoned. After extolling the virtues of the larger school

unit and composite high school and insisting that the new program had "manifest

advantages" for the province's youth, the deputy minister of education admitted that "any

realistic evaluation of the situation in the Province would seem to indicate that there is

little possibility of \¡ridespread duplicating of this type of school administration."T6

By 1960, however, the larger school unit would be adopted by virhrally the entire

province, thanks in no small part to the determination of the Conservative govenrment

7s Anmral Relnrt, 1950-1951

76 "Report of the Deputy Ministef',Antrual Report, 195l-52,19



elecûed in 1958 to make this style of administation a reality afterthe 1959 Royal

Commission had again recommended larger units.T After the Commission's repor! the

Conservatives convened a province-wide plebiscite r¡lhich asked voters whether ornot
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favor of amalgamation in 1959 was interpreted as a sign that more and more Manitobans

were accepting the principle that mos! if not all, people should obtain some high school

education and the existing system of administation would not allow this to happen. They

did not necessarily accept this nowhegemonic proposition, however, for the reasons the

progressives did (ie. that keeping children in school was a way for them to build

hegemony by teaching "citizenship and democracy'). Rather, they tended to support for

higb school education for the reasons that many traditionalists had; that Canadaneeded its

young people to have a higher degree of academic education in an increasingly complex

and technical wodd78. The Royal Cornmission, like the Legislative Committee of lg&,

not only recommended the creation of larger divisions in order to facilit¿te higb school

attendance, but also recommended a complete overhaul of the high school program itself.

This time, however, the recommendations were not toward the creation of a'þrogressive"

program of composite high schools, but the return to a secondary progrrrm emphasizing

academic achievement and rigid standards.

The Royal Commission recoÍrmendations, which were quickly implemented,

pleased all political parties and both organized labor and business organizations. The

7 *Sclrool Area PIan Best Minister Tells Dauphin", Winnipeg Free Press, Oct- 281959; Stewart Mclean,
"The Minister"sPag€', Manitoba School Journal20,no.7 (Mar. 1959) p. 3

78 '6,{ 'Yes' Vote is Key to Better Educati of', Winnipeg Tribune, Feb. 21 I 959.
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composite high program was to be scrapped and replaced with a simpler high school

progrnm in which there would be only frl¡s sfrsams, the "matriculation coutse" for

students intending to proceed to university or some other form of higher education, and

ano'rher'tigh schooi leaving" or "geneial" crli¡rse ior siuden'rs inteirdirrg to ob^øin a

degree that would grant them some status in the eyes of fi.rture employers but not be so

academically rigorous as to deny them the possibility of finishing high school at all. Both

programs would now run over aperiod of tbree years instead of four with high school

commencing in grade 10.7e These changes satisfied taditionalists who feared high school

would become too "watsred-down" if everyone attended. This would be accomplished by

preservíng the mahiculation course for those students who could handle a highty

challenging program of studies. In facL the creation of the matriculation course raised the

possibility of secondary education becoming even more geared toward the minority of

*gifred" students, because as some noted, during the previous decades the majority of

students had taken matriculation because it was the only course that was academic and

offered any prestige in the eyes of the general public. With the creation of an academic

program with some clout in the eyes of employers, parents and students, the majority

could take this general course while leaving matriculation to the 25-30% estimated by the

deparhent to be "capable" of handling it.Eo

The new general course, it was emphasized, was not'\vishy-washy" or filled with

frills but was "complete and satisfying in itself', consisting of English literature, social

D 'Non-University Course Backed", Winnipeg Tribme, hne 4 1960

e "Teachers Pleased at News of General School Course", Winnipeg Tiibune, June 4 1960
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sfudies, general science and arithmetic. The only difference between it and matriculation

'was a decrease in emphasis on hard science, no second language requirement and

business math instead of algebra.sr As if to reassure the pubtic that the new course
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announced new'tougher attifudes" toward pupils who did not perform well on their

exams, warning them that if they failed to perform they would be expelled.t' All of these

changes indicate that, at the high school level at least traditionalist principles appear to

have captured the zupport of the majority of Manitobans. The progressive idea of

grouping secondary students according to their future occupation and providing them

with vocational instruction and a common citizenship education was on its way out by the

end of the 1950s in favor of an approach to high school that encouraged an ac¿demic

curriculum for all.

Et"EducatorUnveils Altemate CourseForHigh Schools", WinnipegTribune, Aug. i3 1960;'NewHigh
School Comse O¡tlined", W'innipeg Free Press, Aug. 13 1960

æ "School Boards Adopting Rçsults or Else Polict'', Winnipeg Tribune, Dec. 23 1958
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Chapter 7: Rural Schools

Throughout the 1950s, rural Manitobans continued to resist the education reforrns

thatmost educational authorities within the deparhent regarded as mereþ coÍlmon
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education reform seldom if ever questioned the desirability of larger school areas, and

therefore the elimination of one and two-room schools. Rather than rmderstanding tbe

reaction of rural Manitobans as a rational response to changes that threatened an

education qystem which they did not regard as broken, the urban reformers simply

dismissed opposition to their plans ¿s irrational and the product of either a lack of

understanding of their plans, an ignorant disregard for the importance of education, or

simply an overall backwatdness that pervade.d all areas of rural life. For many within the

department of education and Winnipeg mediq the backwardness ofthe rural school

system was just another symptom of the reactionary nature of the culture of nral

Manitoba Inporfraying rural life as inherently conservative, these reformers generally

ignored the views of those living in rural ¿rreas. If theyhad listened to them, however,

they would have heard an opposition based not upon backwardness, conservatism or fear

of change, but upon rational arguments for the preservation of the locally controlled

school disnict. Such arguments included the "family''atuosphere inrural, mostþ one-

Íoom schools, the function of schools in fostering community cohesion and the ability of

parents to feel that they held some direct input in the everyday educational experiences of

their children. The experiences of one-room schoolhouse teachers confirm that not all

educatedpeople felt the older form of school organization was anachnonistic and
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backward.

Historians have, for the most part, not been kind to rural people who originally

rejected the implementation of larger school areas. Alexander Gregor and Keith Wilson's
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government's solution to the'þroblem of the rural schools" stemmed from:

l. Community feeling ortradition
2. Fear of increasing school costs

3. Fear of loss of school control
4. Fearofchange
5. Fear of weakening the local community unit
6. Local community pride
7. Belief in the virtue of the small school
8. Fear ofpupil transportation dangers

9. Fea¡ of loss ofparental control over children
10. Fear of loss of the intimate home-school relationshipr

Although the authors do indeed correctþ identily many of the sources of opposition to the

proposal for amalgamation, their inclusion of the word "fear" as a preface to seven of the

ten reasons implies that rural people were not acting as rational agents but rather reacting

based upon visceral emotion when formulating their opposition. Such generalizatiorts Bs

saying that rural Manitobans were "afraid of changeo' causes the reader to perceive these

people not as rational politicat actors, but as backward individuals who were unable to

draw the 'torecf' conclusions regarding the education system because they were blinded

by their fears and prejudices. In case the reader of Gregor and V/ilson's book had missed

this point, the authors conclude, "In Manitoba" rural conservatism and devotion to

economy effectively combined to inhibit educational advance along the lines generally

t Gregor, Alexander and Keith Wilson, TÞ'e Ðevelopment of Educøtion in llanitaba @rrbuque:
KendallÆIuut Pub. Co., 1984) 125



considered to be necessary."2 In other words, rural dwellers were too backward and too

cheap to know what was good for them.

Some historiang zuch as Benjamin Levin" have questioned the notion that
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on the part of rural Manitobans", arguing instead that it reflected the rational response of

a group who, "saw quiæ clearly that (school reforms) would change their lives in

fi¡ndamentat ways" and did not \ilant such changes to t¿ke place.3 Although Levin

concludes that rural Manitobans who were rcsistant to change *need not be regarded

simply as resistantto change, but as defending real and legitimate interests of those they

represented" he agrees that this resistance was fi¡ndamentally conservative in nature and a

result of a desire on the part of the older generation notto have their children leave the

agriculture industry or reject the rural way of life. In his conception, rural people are

framed as rationally, and perhaps nobly, defending their way of life in the face of the

inevitable modemization and (implied) progress of Canadian society. Rural schools in

such a historical narrative are still assumed to have been inferior in qualþ to urban ones

in terms of preparing students for life in an urbanizing and modernizing post-war Canada.

The possibility that rural schools did not necessarily provide an inferior education

seems to have been little considered by modern historians. Perhaps, as Mike Corbeü

argues, the historians who have long claimed that there exists a deep-seated urbanbias in

Canadian hisùory are correct in their assertion that rural history has generally been

2 Gregor and Wilson, 125

3 Benjemin ¡sy¡n' *The Struggle over Modemizadon in Manitcba Education 1924-1960", in Bruno Jofre,
(ed.) lssaes in the Hßtory of Education in Manitobø Q-ewiston, NY: Edwin Mellon Press, 1993)
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'þresented as a backdrop for the 'oreal" history of the development of a modern urban

industrial nation".a In such a narrative, the history of rural life is a story of an outnoded

forrn of social organization inevitably being swept away andreplaced by amodern" urban
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modern industrial-capitalist state connecting backward rural areas to the modern world of

the city. This was, ironicall¡ exactly the sort of narrative favored by progressive

educationists themselves in the 1950s. In their narrative, the progress represented by the

new liberalism, which was being reproduced via the hegemony-creating process of public

education, would inevitably re,place the backwardness of rural life and bring the areas

outside of cities into modem Canadian society.

Deparanent of education officials, journalists and even the Manitoba Teachers

Society all concluded in their various publications that the rural school was plagued with

problems and could be objectively shown to provide an inferior brand of education. Few

üaditionalists bothered to take up this particular arena of the battle over schools, possibly

because they themselves were overwhelmingly urban and agreed in many ways with the

argument that destruction of the one-room schoolhouse was crucial to educational

modernization. DuffRoblin's administation, while ¿þ¿¡dsning the Garson project of

creating the composite high school, did not dispute the notion that rural schools in smaller

districts were inferior and that amalgamation was the solution to the problem of the "little

a Mike Corbef,"A Prohacted Struggle: Rural Resistance and Normelization in Canadian Educational

Histo4t'', Historical Sndies in Educqtion l3,no. 1 (2001) 1948
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red schoolhouse."S

In continuing withtheir na¡rative of modenrization and progress being brought to

a previously backward rural hinterland, promoters of rural education reform argued that
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nrat Manitoba in the last twenty-five years," education had continued to lag 5shind.6

Electricity and road construction had brought rural Manitoba into closer connection with

u¡ban areas and with itsef but schools ha,t been reluctant to take advantage of these

improvements. An editorialist in The ManitobøTeacher noted that althoughmodern

communication and transportation meant that the size of the "ssmmunitJ¡" in a rural area

had expanded and people in rural Manitoba had become'Tery mobile and think nothing

of traveling 25 or even 50 miles to see a hockey game or show, or to go shopping", they

had yet to feel that travel of this same distance w¿N appropriate for their children when

going to schoolT. Thus the rural one-room schoolhouse, which had not benefitted from

technological advancement, remained the nonn.

The physicat conditions of one-room schools were deemed completely

unsatisfactory by reformers who sought to replace them with a series of graded schools at

a greater distance from each other. In their repoß to the deparhent of education, school

inspectors spent far less time commenting upon the quality of teachers or their ability to

s DuffRoblin, Speakingþr Àlyself Politics andOther Pursatrs (Winnipeg: Great Plains Publications,

1999) l13

ó Gordon F. Windsor, "Horse and Buggr Education", The Manitoba School Trustee |l,no. 7 (OcL 1955)

p.34ß7-38

? "The Case for the Larger School Area-, The Manitoba Teacher 34, no. 4 (JanÆeb. 1958) p. 57-63
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successfrrlly implement the curriculum than they did pointing out problems with the

physical conditions of rural schools. Indeed, the urxatisfactory infrastructr¡re of school

houses was unquestionably the most popular subject of their reports. One inspector went
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lVinnipeg areas measures up to even the minimrrm requirements in accommodation and

equipment."s Deparment of education officials argued that, in addition to the buildings

themselves being inpoorphysical condition, the sanitary conditions \ilithin schools were

far from acceptable. Dirty schools with unclean toilet facilities jeopardized the entire

pr¡rpose of the health crrricuhun according to school inspectors. As the senior

nutitionist for the deparhent of education stated, '\ve may ûiy to establish health

practices in hand washing, proper use of toilet, cleanliness of self and environment, but

the daily experiences of the chil{ due to iqadequate school equipment establish the

opposite habits.'tr Aftcr running a series of articles detailing horror stories of unsafe and

unsanitary conditions at various rurat Manitoba schoolslo, includittg stories of schools

with no insulation, no electicity, and rotting walls, the Winnipeg Tríbune concluded that

rural schools were ailing and in need ofrepair, or perhaps destruction in favor ofthe

creation ofnew graded schools.

The physical conditions ofthe rural school represented only one of the ways in

E Andrew Mo ore, Manitoba Annual Report on Edtrcatioa 19M45

n Olga H. Anderson, *Health Education in the Elementary Classroom" , Manitoba School Jourynl9,no.Z
(tu leafp.8

!0 
"School Fire Death TÞap Clainrs Subrnb Principal', June 15 1949; "Teacher Joins in Protest on Rural

School Condition", April 25 1949; "Scant Heat, Washing Aids in Typical Rural Schools", AprilZ?1949.
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which proponents of rural education reform argued that the one-room school was

unsuitable for modern education. In 1956, lhe Winnipeg Free Press drew attention to

provincial high school examination results that showed students outside the city of
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grade 11 provincial exams, the rate of failure of rural students in literature, compositior,

social studies, math, chemishry, physics and french was more than double that of r¡rban

students.ll In grade 12, the disparity was not quite as pronounced, but with the exception

of French, in every subject the failure rate was higher in rural schools. T\e Free Press'

conclusion was that rural schools were clearly providing an inferior quality of education,

since the average innate intelligence of pupils could be considered to be a constant

tbroughout Manitoba. The supposed difference in educational quality between rural and

r¡¡ban schools, according to the Free Press, represented "lhe greatest evil that exists today

in the province of Manitoba."l2 lntheir rush to prcsent the exam results as definitive

evidence of the weakness of rural schools, however, the Free Press neglected to consider

a number of important variables that may have contibuted to the discrepancy in exam

results such as biases toward urban students in the exams themselves, the smaller

percentage of ru¡al sh¡dents planning on attending university leading to a lack of interest

or effort in academics and, most importantl¡ the explanation given by the Premier of

Manitoba for the lower test scores: that only the top students in Winnipeg schools

typically took the maüiculation course and thus the exams, whereas in rural a¡eas almost

rr 'Tailr¡res in Manitoba Schools", Winnþeg Free Press, Jan 30 1956.

12'Neglected Children", Winnipeg Free Press, Jan. 30 1956
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all students in high school were enrolled in matriculation.I3 In other words, it was not

that rural schools had any more "belo\¡r average intelligence" students, it was simply that

in rural schools these students were permitted to take the provincial exams, whereas it
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a reasonable chance of success. Such explanations did not wash with many within the

deparffient of education who continued to promote the idea that rural schools simply did

not measure up to their city counterparts. The system of school inspections in Manitoba,

under which all rural classrooms in the province were visited at least twice per year

whereas Winnipeg schools were not inspecûed at all until 1949 and then only once per

year confrmed that inspectors expected to find rural schools to be more in need of their

guidance.la

While poor physical school conditions could be blarned upon a lack of available

resources during and immediately following the war and poor results on süandardized

tests could be dismissed by politicinns âs stemming from a number of factors rather than

just the inferior quality of rural education, inueasingly critics such as school inspectors

concluded that the cause of these problems \ryas a lack of interest in education on the part

ofthe local population. Rural communities themselves were porfayed as ignorant

penny-pinching and unconcerned with the better education of their children. In other

words, it was the backrvardness of rural life itself that led to poor conditions in the rural

school. One inspector blamed the supposedlypoor qualrty of rural schooling not onthe

r' 'Negected Children-, This statement firther demonstrates that the maticulation course was the onþ one
of ihe many courses in the composite program that rural Maniüobans respected or felt was useful.

14 C. K- Rogers, Report ofthe Chief Inspector,Annual Report,1949-1950
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teachers themselves, but on the trustees, parents and children in rural a¡eas for simply not

valuing education. Inspector B. Warkentin bemoaned: "it appears that one of the

essential functions of an inspector is to attempt to stimulate an intelligent interest in
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the personal, the community and the national sphere."rs Warkentinporfrayed the role of

the inspector as one of missionary or colonizer, bringrng the light and progress of the city

to the bacl¡vard areas of rural Manitoba by preaching the idea, already accçpted by

forward-thinking individuals, that education was the path to progress and national

integration.

Indeed, the rhetoric of progress and civilization th¡ough education was quite

prominent in the writings of department officials. Various regions of Manitobawere

often judged on their degree of "civilization" according to how well their education

systems matched the model promoted by the deparhent of education and exemplified in

Winnipeg schools as well as those rural areas thathad adopted larger school areas and

composite high sehools. Dauphin, therefore, was often held up by the deparffient as an

example of a modem and progressive rural area whereas other regions, particularly those

with large Aboriginal, Metis or Mennonite populations were derided as particularly

backward and in need of uplift through education. When four divisions in the South-

Eastern comer of Manitoba \ilere the only ones to reject the 1959 proposal for school

division amalgamation, the cause of the rejection was said to be the larger proportion of

Mennonites living in this region and their natural conservatism and desire to maintain

ts B- lilarkentin, Annual Report, 1949-1950
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local conúol of education in order to avoid losing their "racial", religious and linguistic

identity.r6 DuffRobliq many years later explained his interpretation of the resistance to

the process of amalgamation: 'Î.{ew ideas sometimes arouse fears, especially among
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While Mennonite conservatism was portrayed as a ba¡rier to educational progress

and nation building, Mennonites were nonetheless regarded as ñmdamentally interested

in the value of education and thus capable of becoming successfrrl members of society. In

contras! Aboriginat and Metis people were porhayed by the deparhent of education as

living in communities that lacked either the economic resources or community interest

necessaryto produce good schools. Although education of status Indians living on

reserves was under federal jurisdiction and thus beyond the control of the provincial

public education system, the Manitoba government rilas responsible forthe education of

peßons of Aboriginal and Metis ancestry who did not reside on resgrves. Thc deparffitelrt

of education believed these people to be incapable of managing their own educational

atrairs through the usual system ofschool boards run by elected trustees and thus set up

"Special Schools" in "depressed areas.,.most of (which) are located on the edge of Indian

reservations." These schools, which served children described officially by the

deparhent as "part-Indian " \ilere necessary because, in the words of the deputy minister,

¡1¡s lealized that although education progress in these areas will be slow, proper
education can raise the level ofeach successive generation. The social situation
and cultural background of the part-Indian is quite different from that of other

16 "Ressons Behind the Rejections", Wirmipeg Tribune, Feb. 28 1959

17 DuffRoblin, Speakingfor trlyself: Politics and Oilrcr Pwsøirs (Wirnipeg: Great Plains R:blications,
1999) 114
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racial or ethnic groups in the Province. They need assistance to make a successful
adjushent from their way of life to that required in our society.r8

One suchexample of the mode¡r Manitoba education system fulfilling this civilizing

mission was cited in a newspaper report that extolled the virtues of the Dauphin larger

school area experiment:

Two years ago a little Metis girl was brought by the Area Bus to the school. She
was inadequately and poorly dressed, backward scholistically (sic), painfrrlly shy
and unable to mix with the rest of the girls. She was a problem child who badly
needed help...The girl was soon supplied with clothes that were just as smart as
those worn by other pupils. She was given assistance with her studies and all in
the district went out of their way to be kind to her. Quick to leam, this tiule Metis
girl has already caught up with her classmates. Today she is happy joins in all the
games and social functions and has a poise seldom seen in one her age.le

This article argued that the separation of this girl ûom her local area enabled her to

escape from the backwardness of her tovm of origin and experience the civilizing effects

ofthe lvfanitobapublic school system. Bussing children great distances to larger graded

schools therefore was not simply rational from a logistical point of view, but, in this view,

it ensured that children living in the backward regions of Manitoba would receive

enlightenment. The focus of this article upon the clothes wom by the girl in question and

her lack of social integration reflects the idea that "civilization" consisted of both material

prosperity and the ability to achieve "social adjushenf', a definition of Canadian

"civilization-'that postwar psychologists and new liberalism supporters would have

enthusiastically accepted.

Although the overtly racist language of colonialism w¿ß reserved for a¡eas in

18 B. Scott Batemaq Report of the Deputy Minister, .[nnual Report, lgÍT-lgÍg,l7

te Fred Johnson, 'No Permit Teachers in Large Areas", Winnipeg Tríbune, May 12 1950



which a large number of Aboriginal and Metis students resided, the deparhent of

education regarded virtually all of rural Manitoba as in a stage of development

somewhere between the progressive cities and'hncivilized" Aboriginal communities.
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progress. This portrayal was apparent in the discussion of and advice to teachers entering

the profession for the first time and going to work in rural schools. Tlnre Mønitoba School

Journal prcsented an article entitled, "You're fsashing This Year?" in orderto better

prcpare newteachers for tife in a small town. Teachers were waxned that'the goldfish in

his glass bowl is a secluded hermit in comparison to the counûy school teacher in a new

position" and told that the community, although ¡¡¡s[çsming, would immediateþ "sEive to

make you conform to their pattern."20 Not only could teachers expect enforced

conf,ormity and constant surveillance, but they were wamed that atl rural communities

were essentiallythe sârtê, and always flawed:

In every community, even the smallest there are always two rival factions. They
may not be political in the stict sense of the word. They may centre around rival
þanks, rival business leaders, rival church groups, rival social cüques or even
around no logical point at all. But as sure as death and ta:<es, they do exist. And
so you must be carefrrl not to ally yourself too closely with either group, at least if
your own happiness and zuccess are to be considered.2r

This zupposedly natural and irrational desire of small town people to form groups and

fight amongst each other was porbayed as one of the chief obstacles that thæ rational

school teacher had to overcome, but by no means the only one. Teachers were repeatedly

warned that the rural lifestyle they were to be thrown into was inherently difficult and

ÐAuthorUnknown,'oYouleTeachingTbßYeaf',ManitobøsclnolJozrrwl'1.0,no.2(Oct.19aS)p. l0

2l o'You're Teaching This Year", l0
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psychologically disruptive unless one \ryas already used to it. Chief Inspector C. trL

Rogers, in noting the difficulty of rural schools in "getting and holding tained teachers",

ignored such possible factors as lower salaries or lack ofjob security and instead blamed
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the school, social life in the districto comfort in the boarding place, isolation of the

distict."z Teachers, according to inspectors, were not welcomed by the commrurity and

were not provided with proper living quarters but instead forced to live in 'funsanitary

conditions" by communities in which teachers were'tolerated and not really

welcomed."æ Although they could not always agree on whether rural communities paid

too much or not enougb attention to the personal lives of teachers, inspectors agreedthat

rural treatnent of teachers was certainly inappropriate and another sign of educational

backwardness in ru¡al area.s.

Oral histories of teachers who experienced life in one-room schools in rural

communities, however, sharply contradict the porüayal of rural life which came from

school inspectors and deparfinent officials. Althoueû some teachers remarked that they

did not enjoy their time in a rural school and sought permanent employment in a larger

conter, many teachers looked back years later on their experiences in rural one-room

schools as some of the best professional experiences in their lives. In fact, nearly all of

16e s[aims by those who favored educational arnalgamation, and thusporFayed the small

rural school as innateþ dysfunctional, are conhadicted directly by the oral testimony of

" C.K. Rogers, Re,port of the Çþisf In$¡ector, Anmnl Re¡nrt, 1950-1951

B W. S. Patterson,lnmtal Report, 1946-1947
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teachers looking back on their careers in the postwar era

At a fundamental level, teachers disagreed with the idea that rural schools

provided apoorer quatity of education by virtue of not possessing graded classrooms, the
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In fact, teachers praised numerous advantages of the small rural school including the

feeling of "family'' or commlnity that existed between the students and teacher.2a One

teacher described older pupils constantly helping her to teach younger children in the

primary grades and by doing so becoming more proficient in their studies themselves:

*they say that in those schools the leaming process wasn't that good, but I don't believe

that. Because they [older students] were teaching those younger ones, and whenever you

teach something that's whenyou really leaq it. So I'm srne they learned a lot more

teaching those little ones than doing it themselves.'2s Charlotte Gabrielle, a one-room 
'

schoolhouse teacher from the Virden area noted that this technique of using the older

children to assist the younger ones when the teacher was too busy with another Sade

level was not simply an ad hoc strategy for dealing with the impossibility of teaching

eight grades at once but had the positive side effect of fostering independence and

teaching leadership skills.26 Another teacher remarked tbat teachers in rural schools saw

schooling less as a top-down practice but as a group effort in which all members of the

a *Education in Southem Manitoba - Oral History", Education Library Archives, University of Manitoba,
lVinnipeg

ã A¡nefte Charriere, interviewed by Rosa Bruno Jofre, 'Education in Southem Manitoba - Oral History',
Education Libræy Archives, University ofManitoba, Winnipeg, 1991

ø Charlotte Gabrielle, interviewed by Stacie Lockhart, December 4,2007
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classroom, including the teacher, were involved in both leaming and teaching.2T

honicallS this description matches very closeþ with the ideas of progressive education in

its democratic and participatory tendencies yet was not recognized as such at the time.
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also defended the actions of the local community in which they resided. They disputed

theories that local contol over education meant either disregard for the value of education

or the perpetuation of the local community's conservatism and backwardness. One

teacher even went as far as to claim that the level of cooperation between teachers and

community was better in rurat areas because in rural schools teachers lived in the local

area andthus felt an attachmentto its future whereas urban teachers often lived several

neighborhoods away from the school in which they taugbt and had little direct social

contact with the families attending their school.2s Afl teachers from rural schools spoke

of the communities il which they worked as caring quite deeply about the quality of

education 6lrd making significant efforts to get to knowteachers personally. One teacher

recalls, "The teachers got invit€d out to homes...if there was anything going on in the

community you were invited."2e Rather than feeling tike a goldfish in a bowl, this teacher

interpreted the desire of the community to know more about her as a sign of good will

and an attempt to integrate her into community life rather than keep tabs upon her ideas

27 Helen McKa¡ interviewed by Rosa Bnmo Jofre, "Education in Southern Manitoba - Oral History ",
Education Library Archives, Unirrasity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, 1991

28 Susan Wintrer, interviewed by Rosa Bruno Jofre, "Education in Southem Manitoba - Oral -llistory ",
Education Library Archives, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg 1991

2e Susan Winther
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and behaviors.

The cooperation between community and school was represented inrural areas in

the annual Cbristuas concert in which children performed plays, oral recitations of

poems, soûgs and dances for their parenis. ,{imosi aii ieachers, w-hen recouir-nng ^rheir

many years of teaching experience in the postwar era" have mentioned organizing the

Christmas concert as one of the most important, and most sftessful "duties" they

performed due to the fact that "everyone would be there" and "that was the only chance

[the parents] had for their children to do something in public."30 Teachers themselves

seem to have been as excited and happy about the concert as the parents or children as

one described the concert as the "event of the year" in an excited voice while another

fondly remembered the after-party which included dancing and lasted until three inthe

morning.3r In fact, the Christnas concert seeûrs to have become such an obsession in

rural schools that the Manitoba school inspectors became concerned that too much time

was being spent in preparation fo¡ it and that teachers should take care to ensure thæ time

devoted to concert preparation was in façt"anatural outgrowth of day-to-day school

work" with relevance to the cturiculum.32 The rural school Chrisfuas concert

demonstrates that close bonds were in fact fomred between communities and schools and

between local residents and teachers. Rural people themselves did not endorse the notion

that the backwardness rural life stood in the way of providing a quality modern education

30 AnneÉe Charriere

3t "Education in Southern Manitoba - Oral History ", Education Library Archives, University of MmitobA
Winnipeg

32 *Resional Trustee Convention Reports", The Manitoba School Trustee 12,no.6 (Sept. 1956) p. I
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to Manitoba's young people.

The rural one-room school remained in existence in Manitoba for far longer than

progressive reformers within the department of education had hoped or expected.

Tiuoughout ihe postwar perio<i, ütiie was accompüshed in terms of amaigamating sehooi

dishicts into larger divisíons and building larger graded schools to serve populations

whose children would be bussed many miles to school every day. It was not until the

Royal Commi5sistl of 1959 and the subsequent approval by all but four regions of a new

plan to divide the province into fiffy to sixty divisions that the process of closing the one-

room schools began in eamest.33 Even so, it was not until well into the next two decades

that proponents of "malgamation could claim to have entirely eliminated the smaller

primary schools that were supposedly retarding educational progress in Manitoba The

eventual elimination of the rural schoolhouse, however, was not consented to þ rural

communities because they shared the criticisms of the progressives, but because they

began to regard the financial limitations of smaller school disticts as too difficult to

ovefcome.

Teachers in rural schools who insisted that they delivered a high quahty education

to pupils and who defended the one-room school as having many advantages admitted

that the resources of such schools were simply not enough to provide large libraries or

science labs or indeed to offer teacher sala¡ies comparable to those in larger a¡eas. Thus

the problem of teacher tumover and athacting high quatity candidates for teaching jobs

remained in rural districts and even those teachers who speak higfúV of their school

33 Manitob4 Report ofthe Manitoba Royal Commission on Educstion 1959 (1959),22-29
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districæ acknowledged the inadequacy of their o\vr wages. School trustees inpoorer

disEicts eventually came to zupport amalgamation because it promised them a greater

degree of equalization of financial resources that would allow them to improve teacher

saiaries and upgrade inftasir-ucfr¡re.Y ii w-as preciseiy becausc r-r¡i'ai ìvíanitobans didv-aiue

education greatly that they accepted amalgamation. Finall¡ another factor was at work in

lessening resistance to the elimination of nnal schools. Manitoba itself was e4periencing

a massive population shift from the country to the city which was reflected in school

attendance. Simply put, rural schools closed due to lack of pupils as the rual areas of

Manitoba declined in population and the remaining population grew increasingly older.3s

The Royal Commission's recommendation to close all Manitoba schools with

populations of fewer than 10 students was a death knell for many schools in rural areas

that struggled to maintain this number on a yearly basis. Perhaps the reformers were

correct that the decline of the rural one-room school was inevitable, but not for the

reasons they themselves envisioned.

s'Blueprint for Education: Complete Overhaul of Manitoba's System Proposed", Mønitoba School
Journal 7,no.8 (Apr. 1945) p.12-13

t"Reporl" of School Inspectors", ManìtobaAnmtal Report on Education, 1955-56
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Chapter 8: The Battle Over Teachers

In the contest over schooling that raged between Progtessives and Traditionalists,

various battlegrounds had emerged. None was more contentious, however, than teachers
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individuals within the profession(72o/o in 195Ðt inpostwar Manitoba, especially at the

primary level, were regarded by both progressives and haditionalists as ñurdamentally

important to the creation of educational hegemony and badly in need of significant

reform. The Legislative Committee Report of 1944 concluded that all of its

recortmendations to improve schooling in Manitoba would be of little use if good quality

teachers could not be foundls implementthem:

it is the seriousness of purpose with the power of inspiration of the teacher that
infi¡ses rigot, provokes activity, and evokes the stirring of new life in the hearts of
our young people. Material condiJions may be improved...but in the end, it is the
spiritual force behind our educational effort that will detennine, not only the
quality of ot¡r citizenship, but also the course of our civilization. And that
spirituat force must find its outward expression througbthe teacher.2

More often than not, however, c¡mmentators upon education, whether progressive or

traditionalist, found such a spiritual force lacking among Manitoba's teachers. Perhaps

no other occupation in Canada was zubject to as much outrigbt scorn and derision from so

many different factions as was teaching in the 1950s. An article in the WínnipegTribune

discussing the 'tsig Rov/'over teachers quoted the Vice President of Great-West Life

caning teachers'tneducated and incompetent as a group" and asserting that those

I Rosa del C. Bruno-Jofre and Colleen Ross, 'Decoding the Subjective Image of Women Teachers in Rural
Towns and Surrounrling Areas in Southem Manitoba: 1947-1960", in Bruno Jofre, ed., Issues ín the

Hßnry of Mrcation ín Manitoba, (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellon Press, 1993)

2 Manitoba, Report of the Speciol Select Committee ofthe Manitoba Legislative Assembly, (1944)



teachers that *lack either training or ability or both for teaching at any school levef'

represented the majority in Manitoba3 This view was widety expressed in the popular

media. Teachers were said to be under qualified and underperforming. No enry into the
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least one attack upon the individuats who had the most direct control over the educational

system as it existed in practice. Yet, as with other battlegrounds in the battle over the

schools, progressives and traditionalists had vastly different ideas regarding the way in

which the teaching profession was to be reformed.

hogressives, seeing the teacher, particularly at the primary level, as primarily a

manager of the psychological health of her pupils, argued for more teacher taining in the

area of psychology, the eliminatisa of the "emotionally immature" permit teacher and the

inclusion of more men in the profession. Traditionalists, on the other hand, regarded the

teacher's role as strictl¡r academic and argued that, if schools were to retr¡m to the goal of

providing the most academically challenging experience possible, then teachers

themselves would have to gain greater academic credentials. They also argued for the

elimination of perrnit teachers, on the grounds that they lacked the knowledge necessary

to cballenge pupils academically. Teachers organizations incorporatedparts of each

side's critiques in their own calls for an overhaul of the teacher qualification process in

order to advance their primary goal which was the achievement of professional st¿tus for

teachers. They accepted the argument made by both progressives and naditionalists that

t St€im Hansm, in ' Big Row Enryß Over Teachers", Winnipeg Tribune, Jan. 14 1960; Ted Weaiherhead;

"Teacher Delivers Blasf, Winnipeg Free Press, Jan 14, 1960



teachers required far more training than was currentþ mandated and roundly condemned

the permit-teaching system. However, the argument made by some traditionalists that

teaching tvas aû innate rather than learned skill threatened their claims to professionalism
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especially under the Campbell administration, was reluctant to raise minimum teachers'

salaries enough to athact a flood of candidates to the profession and relied upon the

permit system to fill the gap. Thus, not suqnisingly, the departrnent tended to ignore the

recommendations of both progressives and taditionalists and insisted that the current

teachertraining system was adequate until the Royal Commission of 1959.

Certainly no individual was the subject of as much criticism as the permit teacher,

a special category set up by the deparünent in order to deal with the massive teacher

shortage experienced in Manitoba and across all of Canada during and afterthe war.

Under the permit system, individuals who had completed grade 12, and in some cases

only grade 11, would be given special permission to teach the primary grades for one full

year, after which time they would be expected to enter the one year normal school

training program in order to obtain the pennanent teaching certificate that was standard æ

that time.a It was also hoped that these 'þermittees" would take a six week sunmer

coutse offered by the ManitobaNormal School before entering the schools in September.

This special cowse was intended to provide permit teachers with a crash course in the

basic skills required to effectively manage a classroom and implementthe curriculum.

a Alexander D. Gregor, *Teacher Education in Manitoba: 1945-1982" in Bruno Joûe, ed., Issues in the
Hßtory of Hucation in Manitoå4 fl,ewiston, NY: Edwin Mellon Press , 1993)
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As of the 1945-1946 school year, however, only 509 of the 826 people who received a

special permit to teachhadtakenthe course.s At the 1947 peakof the teacher shortage,

the permit system provided 871 teachers, almost all of them women6. Atthougb the use
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568 of Manitoba's 5118 teachers or llVo.7 However, since no permit teachers were

employed in the high schools, uåere teachers almost always had university training, the

percentage of permit teachers was much higher in the primary schools, particularly rural

schools whichfor financial reasons had difficulty holding experienced teachers and were

thus forced to recruit from the pool of perrnittees.

The presence of so many'înqualified" teachers in Manitoba's classrooms was a

cause of great concem for many educational commentators. konically it was those

individuals who were farthest removed from the realities of everyday classroom practice

rråo criticized the permit teachers in the ha¡shest temrs whereas school inspectors, who

were the only ones other than students who had actually seen permit teachers at worþ

were much more likely to soften their criticisms. Opinions of permit teachers va¡ied

geatly among the inspectors but can roughlybe grouped into three categories; those who

wholeheartedly approved of the job being performed by permittees, those who felt their

teaching was adequate under the circumstances but not up to par with fully trained

teachers, and those who condemned pennit teachers ouhight as unable to satisfactorily

s Manitoba Anrual Report on Edtrcatíon,194546,10

6 Anmnl Report, 1951-1952,11

7 Annual Report, 1950-1951, 13
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perfonn their task. While there were several inspectors in each of the extremes, it was the

middle category into which most inspectors' reports fell.

Some inspectors, such as B. Wa¡kentin, fully supported the permit teaching
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generally no better or \ilorse than that of ñrlly qualified ones. Warkentin stated, "the

general level of their work was satisfactory, and in a number of cases the work was

considered excellent."s The chief inspectorpointed out that only two permittees failed to

complete the school year and that as many were classified as above the level of the

average teacher as below. His report also noted that the grade 9 exam results of those

students who came from schools relying heavily upon permit teaching in the primary

grades \¡¡ere no lower than those who came from schools staffed entirely withteachers

holding permanent certificates.e Minister of Education John Dryden agreed that "the

permit teachers, with arelativeþ small number of exceptions, have given good service."ro

Both the Garson and Campbell administrations publicly defended the permit teaching

system, the former because it was deemed necessary due to the wartime labor shortage

and the latter because of a fisoally conservative ideology which opposed the extension of

public spending on all areas of education if at all possible.

Most school inspectors did not have as positive a view of the permittees as the

officials at the top of the public school system hierarcþ. Inspector R. J. MacKenzie

8 B. Warkentin, School Inspector Rep orts, Annual Report, 1946-1947 ,26

e C. K Rogers, Report ofthe Chief Inspector,Anmtal Report, 1946-1947

ro John DrydenrAnrnnl Report, 1946-1947,11
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declared, 'þermit-teachers did as well as should be expected from themo', but noted that

the conditions with which they were faced made i1 impossible for them to perform up to

the standa¡d of the regular teacher: "generally they had "left-over" schools in which
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the responsibilities placed upon them, but in the great majority of cases, once they

accepted the responsibilities they responded handsomely and gave of thefu best."rr This

ambiguous attitude toward permit teaching was held by the majority of inspectors, who

commended the permit teachers individuallyand praised both their efforts and intentions,

but maintained that perrnit teachers were not equal to their firlly qualified counterparts,

and were in need of "more hetp than the inspectors can give them.'il2 School inspectors

crediæd themselves wit\ Sivin9 the.guidance that allowed permit teachers to succeed, but

maintâined that the continuation of the permit system was not a long term solution to the

problem of the teacher shortage. As inspector A. A. Herriot concluded, "the sooner they

can be replaced by qualified teachers the better it \reill be for all concerned."r3

Several inspectors, however, argued that their own experience in the classroom

with permit teachers had demonstrated "without any shadow of doubt, the advantages

gained by the employment of fully qualified and experienced teachers."r4 This minority

position on the part of the inspectors was the viewpoint most often found outside of the

rI R. J. MacKenzie, "school Inspector Reports",,,4nnuel Report, 1946-1947

12 A. A- Herriol "school Inspector Rep orts", Anmtal Report, 1946-1947

t3 Herriog *School In$rector Reports"

ra Hugh Connolly, "school Inspector Reports", Annual Report, 1946-1947
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departuent of education itself, With the exception of the inspectors, permit teachers

formd very little s¡.mpathy with the Canadian public. Instead they were denounced from

all sides of the education debate, and regularly held up by progressives and taditionalists

.-!:!-- -- -----^-f ^- ^-C.---^-JL:-- rL-¿ =,j+!- -,.L!i^ ^¡--^^+:^- El-,^- ¿L^:- f^tl^,--it¡rJfË itìr çÃrilrrprtrs ur çvnTyt-r¡rrrB t"r¡äa w¿is -wlûDg -m-Ln puDüc ecì¡caäon. ^ÉvÊn 
-liìe¡r ici¡ow

teachers, at least those with full qualifications, denounced them, as the Manitoba

Teachers Society re,peatedly published attacks upon the permit system tnThe Manitoba

Teacher. In one such article, theprincipal of Kelvinhigh school in Winnipeg claime¿

that students who had been "subjected to permit teaching" were academically weak and

could 'þrofit much more from correspondence courses" rattrer than from teaching by

permittees.ls He called for the abolition of the permit teacher system entirely and blamed

theprovincial government for failing to address the teacher shortage in amore

constructive manner. The WinnipegTribune echoed the idea that permit teaching was

something to which students were being "subjected", publishing an editorial entitled

"Lowered Educational Standards in Manitoba'' that argued for the elimination of the

permit teacher by the provincial govemment based upon two premises: that the standards

in schools had been lowered and that permit teachers were unable to properþ carry out

the task of teaching.r6

Perhaps the most scathing att¿ck upon permit teachers came from Macleans

which published a three part report on education in Canada One part entitled, "The

Teacherso'placed the blame for most educational problems in Canada squarely on the

ls R J. Cochrane, 'I-ike a Grain of Mustard Se€d', The Maniøba Teacher 38, no. l(May/Jun 1959) p. 18

16 "[ owered Educational Standards in Manitoba" , W'innipeg Tribtme, l1Lar. 5 1947
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shoulders ofpermit teachers, and governments that allowed the permit system to

continue. Using anecdotal evidence, Macleans presented the classroom of the perrrit

teacher as every parent's nighfuare. Permit teachers, it was said, were immature

¿^^-^-- ---L^ ----^ ..-^+ a^^^L* L..+ L^L-, ^:4*t).,,t^ L^l L^^- l^+ i-+^ +L^ ^t^^^-^^..L('çuAË,çrù vyll(, ì/vìtrç llUL L(iarulrçrù Ut¡L U¿arry ùlltçrù WlIu rlc¿u u99rr rçr urL\, lll9 ry¡crùù.rlrt .Lrr

because, in the words of an unnamed deputy minisls¡, '1rye take everybody. If you haven't

got a criminal record and if you haven't been certified by a psychiatrist - you're in."r7

One sixteen year old in Quebec, according to the article, 'ospent most of her classroom

time reading love pulp magazines while children amused themselves byplaying games or

drawing. When her dates interfered with her job she closed the school."rs Such a

shocking story demonshates the degree to which permit teachers were demonized in the

popular Canadian press and hints at the highly gendered nature of this criticism.

Even teachers who took the one year normal school course, however, were under

qualified according to many progressives. For them, the solution to the problem of

unqualified teachers lay in allowing future teachers proper access to the knowledge of

ex¡rerts, particularly those in the field of psychology. Since, for the progressives,

education was primarily the changing of behavior orthepromotion ofpsychological

adjushent those within the public school qystem should themselves be well-adjusted

individuals with an adequate understanding of psychology. The Canadian Teachers'

Federation reconstruction committee, for example, explicitly called for normal schools

across the country to redirect their educational programs to provide courses in

17 eslhe Teachers', Macleans.

rB ø1'¡" T acherc", Macleans
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"community leadership" as well as "child guidance and practical child psychology.re

Thus, progressives suggested both an increase in formal taining in human management

techniques that were grounded in psychological knowledge and a change in the
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the necessary psychological makeup to become successful teachers. Since the

psychological characteristics deemed desirable in teachers were generally labeled as

*male" and the undesirable traits almost exclusively labeled "female", the solution to the

problem of training more effective teachers was to recruit more men, as well as the

"correcf'type of women, ie. maried mothers rather than single women.

According to progressives, it was not as important for the normal school to

produce a scholar with vast amounts of knowledge as it \¡ras to produce a well-adjusted

individual who was capable of teaching proper beh¿vior to others. Particularly in the area

ofprimary teaching, the academic knowledge required of a teacher was limited. That a

teacher had acquired enougb academic knowledge to teach the primary grades after

completing high school did not mean, however, that no further teacher education was

necessary or that permit system was sufficient preparation for a teaching career. Another

inspector noted that the reason for requiring permit teachers to go to normal school after

their one year certificate expired was not academic per se but so that they could leann to

overcome their "lack of maturity and training academic and professional.o'2o As Dr. J. L.

re Canadian Teachers Federation Reconstuction Committee, Education: The Keystore of Democrøcy,
"Subcommittee for Educæiod', Advisory Committee on Coordination of Postwar Planning Files, GRl650
400ú1, Archives of lvfanitoba, Winnipeg Manitoba

20 W. C. Rind,'Reports of School fnspectors ", Anmal Report, 1950-195 1, 43



Asselstine, the Director of the Child Guidance Clinic of Winnipeg remarked, "lfre Grade tr

classroom is no place for an emotionally unsüable childto be in charg".::2r 1o other words,

the future grade I teacher did not need to go to normal school in order to learn the

---l---t- -.î--J^ T aL^---^^l^l t- 
-^ 
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psychological well-being of a classroom fi.rll of 'þroblem" children who, Asselstine

wamed, "In a few years, unless something is done, will steal, run, and play truant.'Ð The

nonnal school, forprogressives, was not to be so much an academic institution as aplace

for the creation of well-adjusted teachers knowledgeable in the field of human relations.

As one proponent of increased teacher training observed, "A teacher is like a bacterium: it

is a delicate living organism which will only growto maturity under carefully contolled

circumstances; it must be carefullynurtured; the atuosphere must be regulated to produce

congenial conditions."æ Thus, the primary function of the nomral school was to promote

mental health and emotional maturity in its pupils.

Normal schools inManitoba did indeed create ahighly regulated atmosphere for

would-be teachers. The students at the Winnipeg residential normal school, mostly

ìilomen between the ages of l8 and 21, were subjected to regimentation in every aspect of

their lives and for virtually every minute of their day. Although they had graduated from

the public school system and would soon be teaching others, normal school students were

" J. L. Asselstine, 'thild Developmsnt and Behaviour in the Primary Grades", Manitoba School Journal
20, no.6 (Feb. 1959)p- l9-21

æ Asselstine, "Child Development''

ts Jackstevenson, 'nHe Who Can, Does. He Who Çennpl Teaches'', Møniloba School Journal 13, no. I
(Apr. 1952)p.18
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not considered to be adults. They were referred to in official doctrments as "boys and

gfuls" regardless of their actual ages which in many cases were beyond the official age of

legal majority.tn Th" paternalistic, in loco parentis approach of the normal school was

<iesigned to create an atmosphere in which stucients couiri be moided, füe ciay, into

exactþ the type of teachers desired by the deparhent. The regimented normal school

began at7 an every day when the "house captains" awakened their fellow sfudents for a

7:30 brealdast at which "no one sits down or touches anything placed on the table, before

grace has been said." Before heading to classes for the da¡ future teachers were led in

religious and patriotic exercises. Both noon and evening meals were again held at precise

times and the afrer'class portion of the day was regulated as well. Students were given

*quiet time" from 6:45 to 8:00 during which the canteen and g¡mnasit'm were locked and

they were expected to study. Although students had the freedom to leave the school

grounds in the evening, they were expected to be in bed by 10:30 and, if they wanted to

be late, had to inform the administration of their'\¡yhereabouts and intentions.'ø

The strict regimentation of daily life in the normal school was perhaps designed to

produce graduates who would become so accustomed to it that they would enforce.

reeimentation upon public school pupils as shictly as it had been upon them. The

purpose of the public education system in an industrialized society has always been in

part to inculcate a modem, industrialized way of life in young people so that the division

oftime and space that is so unique to modem society might appear to be common sense.

2a Annual Report, 1945-19 46, 46

æ Ar¡üor Unhown, *A Day in the life of a Normal School Stadenf', Manitoba School Journal lT,no.4
(Dec.1955)p. Il-14
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The regimentation of the nonnal school suggests more than simply a desire to produce

teachers accustomed 1s fime/labor discipline, however. The normal school sought to

mold the entire psychological make-up ofthe future teacher. The progressives sought, to

!--------==. ---:-- --4+!--i- ¿L- .L--t-^l^ ¿^^^L^- ¡s26 t- -¡L-- -----l- ¿L-uufruw uüç ur urçu- owü tt'flrt¡i, tu ufgarç ruç wuuttr rEill/r.lçf. J-u uulçI wufuü, ulç

teacher herself was to be trained to achieve perfect mental health. A teacher who lacked

the appropriate psychological athibutes wotrld fail to accomplish the goal of creating

psychological adjusûnent among her pupils that was so central to the progressives'

conception of schooling. Thus, the normal school represented an effort to change future

teachers' behavioral pattems and psychological make-up.

Child psychologists were convinced that the teacher's own mental health was vital

to the success of the educational process. Samuel Laycocþ Canada's foremost child

psychology experL was perhaps the most prominent in insisting thaf successful teaching

was aproduct of the teacher's own personal psychological adjustnent. Laycock

conducted an investigation of 158 classrooms in 5 provinces n 1944 in order to evaluate

the effect of the mental heatth of teachers on their classrooms. His conclusions, which

were repeated in numerous articles for educational publications across Canada for the

next decade, made it clear that the difference in good or bad education, "lay in the

personalities, not the academic competence, of the teachers."27

In a remark that was published in joumals by the Manitoba Association of School

Trustees, the Manitoba Teachers Society and the Deparhent of Education itse$ Laycock

?6AuthorUnhown,"Teachers-Let'stakeStocld', ManitobaschoolJownal 13,no.l (Sept 1951)p. ll
t7 S. R Laycock, "Invest in Good Teachers", The Manifoba School Trastee 12, no. 8 (Nov l95Q p. 5ó/
2r-22



claimsd of his experience observing the classroom in action, "it was amazing. The

dithery teacher had a dithery classroom; the tense teacher a tense one; and the bossy

teacher either a meek or resentfirl one."28 This placing of responsibility for the behavior

¡rf ttra ç!¡r¡Icnfo r¡"i+hi^ +1'o ^looo-^^* li--^+l., ,,-^- +L^ +^^^L^-t^ -^*^-^l:e- ^-lv¡ uv ùlssv¡rÐ vrr(,¡ri. uw v¡<lÐs¡üvlx i,¡xúùL¡t i¡i¡.t¡¡ ij_iú tä¿iç¡üJl ¡t Pç¡öirri¿üi¿J ¿ini¡

disregarding the factor of the pupils themselves exemplified the tendency of 1950s child

psycholory to subscribe to a crude behaviorism that regarded atl children as essentially

blank slates upon which adults could write. When applied to the classroom, this belief

meant that there were no bad children or bad students, just bad teachers. The key to

effective classroom practice was therefore to be found in shaping the personality of the

teacher herself. As Laycock stated, "only the emotionally mature, mentally healthy

teacher can teach most effectively the three R's or promote other leaming."' By shifting

the focus of child adjustment away from the student and on to the teacher, psychologists

created a larger role for themselves as guardians of that system by virtue of their belief

that they alone possessed the expert knowledge necessary to train good teachers.

Laycock argued: "the school should be a laboratory for living where a child's

relationship with his teacher and his fellow pupils give him practice in being socially,

emotionall¡ intellectually and morally mature...only a well-trained and highly competent

teacher can do that."30 specifically, the teacher \ilas to be frained not only in

rmderstanding the "characteristics and problems of each stage of child development- but

æ Laycocþ "Invest in Good Teachers"

æIaycocþ "Invest in Good Teachers"

'o S. R. Laycocþ "The Teacher's place in the Comm:,mitt'', Manitobø Schaol Journøl g,no. t (Sep. 1947)
p.l8
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also needed to receive instruction that would further her own personality development If

the behavior of children in the classroom was more or less a product of the teacher's own

mental health, then the teacher needed to leam to develop a well-adjusted personality. In

^¿l--- -----l- t^^^L^- u-l-l-- ^¿ ¿L^ -^-^1 ^^L^^l ^^^^-Åt-- ¿^ -^--^L^l^^i^+^ ---^L ^^uLlltil wulu¡', w¡ttillçl u¿1uxuë, ilt Lus uurrrl¿al sulluur, ä;urJr(¡rrrH tu pùyt.rlrulrrËrù]ù suvrr ilù

Laycock, was to be very much like the curriculum of the public school, with the focus

placed upon'lneeting basic personality needs", such as "emotional security",

"independence", "achievemenf', "recognition of approval" and "sense ofpersonal

worth."3r If teachers did not learn how to live balanced lives that provided them with

emotional satisfaction, they would become maladjusted and disgruntled complainers who

let their resenhent spill over into the classroom.

Although psychologists promoted teaching mental hygiene to those who had

chosen to become teachers, they also promoted the notion that not all of the mental

athib¡tes required for effective teaching could be leamed. They turned their attention,

therefore, from instruction of those who were interested in teaching to the selection of

proper candidates for the profession, recruiting individuals who possessed the necessary

atFibutes for effective teaching and turning away those who did not. Increasingl¡ this

process of selection assumed gendered overtones. An a¡ticle tnChatelaine told

prospective teachers that the predominance of women in thefu profession was a product of

their "normal interest in children, their aptitude for drawing them ouf' and advised them

that if women did not e4joy the messier jobs associated with looking after children, '!ou

shouldn't teach young children...But then, you shouldn't be a mother either. Or maybe

3t Laycocþ "Teacher's Place"
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even a woman!"32 In other words, the challenges of teaching were not challenges at all if

one \ilas a woman rather than a man, since nature had given women the innate ability to

handle the hardships of child rearing. Laycock, however, felt that a woman's rllatural"

lo-"'e of child'-en was not eno'.igh to make her an effective teacher. Aftction fur childien

was necessary, indeed assumed, for female teachers but was not enough to make one a

responsible guardian of children's mental hygiene. In fact, the rest ofthe positive

personality traits which Laycock deemed essential for teachers \r/ere ones that typically

were gendered as "male" in postwar Canadian society while most, if not all, of the

negative traits whichhe identified as standing in the way of effective teaching were

associated almost exclusively with female teachers, particularly those who were

unmaried and either very old or very young. Laycock made this clear in presenting the

results of his visits to classrooms, citing examples of teachers who lacked the

psychological adjusment necessary to succeed. In almost all of his examples, gender

subtly played a role in the cha¡acteristics of the teacher which made her unsuitable for her

profession and damaging to the welfare of the children.

Inthe case of young, unmarried female teachers, Laycock characterized them as

unable to "thrill pupils or 'lift' them enough'', and condemned them for not being '\ilarm"

and "outgoing" or for having an'hnimaginative, repressed, and "heavy" ty¡re of

personality''that resulted in a "deadly calm" in the classroom rather than an active and

stimulating atrrosphere of intellectr¡al curiosity. The young female teacher, according to

Laycocþ tended to lack the matemal warmth whicþ it could be assumed, he associæed

32 Lotta Dempse¡ 'But School Teaching is Going to be Different'', Chatelaine, Sept 1947
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witl women who had already become mothers. It was older, unmarried, teachers,

however, who receivedthe worst condemnation from Laycock. In one classroom

Laycock discussed a teacher of the "over-sensitive, recessive, 'old-maid' type" who was

t : .L I t tt f Ì - 1 
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teacher were clear to Laycock after "the Principal told me that this teacher has withdrar¡m

from life, lives and chums only with her mother, does not mingle with the other teachers

of the school." In another example, a middle-aged and unmarried teacher was

condemned as "ditheqy'', and said to be "flitting from one thing to another...the teacher

talks too much and gives the impression of being aneurotic old-maid. The pupils do not

like her and are tense, rude and intolerant."33 In both of these situations, the problems of

the teacher stemmed from her poor personality development as a result of hel inability, or

lack of desire, to carry out her'þroper" role of ma¡riage and motherhood. The belief of

Canadian psychologists that a'lromal" woman wanted to marry and have a family and

that failure to do so was therefore a sign of deep-seated neurosis led Laycock to

universally condemn the unmarried teacher, particularly the "old maid" who had chosen a

life without marriage or children, as completely unsuited to become a guardian of

children's mental hygiene. He stated that without the "natural" experiences of marriage

and motherhood, the unmanied teacher was prone to "develop characteristics which are

commonly called "old maidish". Sometimes these express themselves in prudisbness and

oversensitiveness. At othertimes they express themselves in cattiness or gushy

33 S. R- Laycocþ 'E'ffect of üe Teacher's Personality on the Behavior of Pupils", Maniîoba School
Journal 12, no. 5 (Jan. l95T'¡ p. 21 -22
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behaviour...Unma¡ried teachers must be heþd to face the problem as to how they are

going to handle the problem of emotional security outside of farnily life.'34

The Manitoba department of education argued, however, that proper normal

schooi baining was not enough to produce a superior teacher. The heaith curricuium

stat€d that, *the teacher with a well-modulated voice, a business-like manner, and an

encouraging smile achieves best results from children...If the teacher is nervous,

imperious, uncertain or mood¡ this attitude is reflected in the behavior of pupils aud

affects their mental development.'3s Although not explicitly stated in the curriculum,

psychologists and educational authorities were believers in the dominant gender discouse

that characterized women as more prone to emotionalrty and inst¿bility in contrast to men

who "naturally''exhibited a greater degree of outward emotional control and possessed

natural "business-like" rationality. Laycock's findings and the writings ofthe Manitoba

deparhent of education both expressed a fear which was courmon among male

psychologists in the postwar era: that female teachers were particularly prone to either

"over-motherind'or'hnder-mothering". As Kristina Llewellyn argues, in the 1950s the

female teacher was considered either "too much of a woman" or'otoo little of a mother"

to be suitable.36

Such concerns were nothing new. In turn of the century Ontario at the time of the

"cult of true manho6d," educational experts complained that female teachers were having

3{ S. R Laycoch *Mental Hygiene in Education", Manitoba School Journal S, no. I (Apr. l9a6) p.16-17

3s Health Educaion andNdwe Study I-m, Deparhent of Education, hovince of Manitoba, 1946,21

36 Kristina Llewellyn, "Gendered Democnacy: Women Teache¡s in Post-Wa¡ Toron to" , Historìcal Studies
in Education 18 no. I (Spring 2006)
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an overly feminizing effect upon male students, making them unable to perform their

male roles as breadwinners and political agents later in 1ife.37 Psychologists in the 1950s,

while no longer talking of "true manhood" shared the same core beliefs ttrat the
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overly surrounded with female influences at an early age. Presumably they were already

subject to a'.woman dsminated home" for the first few years of life. Now they were

going from houses in which "over-mothering" was a serious problem to schools in which

female teachers exerted too much of a feminine influence upon them. All of this time

sp€nt in female-dominated situations would create a generation of women who learned to

be too domineering and men who turned out to be overþ effeminate.38

These coûcems about the effects of femate teachers, particularly upon boys, \¡/ere

expressed at the first annuat Canadian Education Convention in 1958 and received a high

profile in the print media across Canada. One presenter at the conference told attendees

that "co-education is bunk and boys ought to be taught by men" because'\¡romen teachers

cannot teach the ma¡liness necessary to equip a boy for this tough world."3e A proposed

solution to this problem consisted of creating separate boys and girls schools across the

county in which boys would only be taught by men and girls, interestingl¡ would be

taught by both male and female teachers. Apparentl¡ even girls could use the additional

I John Abbotg "Accomplishing a "Man's TaslC': Rural Women Teachers, Male Cult¡¡e, and the School
lnspectorate In Tt¡m-of-he-Century Ontario", Ontario Hßtory 78, no. 4 (1986)

38 Mona l.ee Gleason, Normalizing the ldeal: Psychologt, Schooling ønd the Family in Postwm Csnada
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999)

3e "Women Teachers Tum Out Sissies, Educationists Tolt',Wirmipeg Free Press, Feb. 20 1958
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influence of male authority figures, perhaps to prevent their becoming accustomed to

lvomen holding positions of authority. Both boys and girls would benefit from patriarchal

schools because in the present system, "from birth until the age of six they're dominated
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level, and between ages 13 and 18 it's the same again in high school."a0 Although the last

stat€ment was false, (the majority of high school teachers in Canada were in fact male),

the presenter's concern wíth female authority in apostwar social order that was supposed

to be patriarchal and based upon the male breadwinner-led nuclear farnily as the basic

unit of society was sha¡ed by many Canadians. The teaching profession, therefore, was

innately problematic as it represented a break from the "natural" order of patria¡chal

society and yet was supposed to prepare the next generation to replicate such as society.

Simply put young people who grew accustomed to a women being in charge would be

ill-suited to a world in which this was seldom to be the case.

The psychologists' solution to the problem of reforming the teaching profession

was to induce more men to enter the profession so as to limit the influence of women, and

particularly emotionally unstable single womeq on Canada's next generation. Just as

psychologists saw the solution to the problem of "over-mothering" in the home as the

presence of a properþ masculine father, the solution to the problem of children being

subjected to neurotic, unmarried females was the introduction of men into the lives of

school children. Educational authorities in Manitoba made no secret of their desire to

recruit more male teachers. The Minister of Education declared n 1945 that the return of

4 *Too Many Women in a Boy's Lif€', Winnipeg Tribune, Feb. 21 195;
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men vfro had been serving in the armed forces during the war was "a good sign" because,

'\¡'e are particularly desirous of increasing the proportion of men inthe teaching

profession and hope that as demobilization proceeds we shall find amongst the ex-service
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called for the replacement of women teachers with men after the war and argued that

teacher recruituent efforts should be focused primarily upon men. 6tt" 
"¿¡lsrialist

remarked" 'o'Women teachers should be the variable and men teachers the constant factor

in a program to recruit candidates for the teaching profession.::42 ffis call for male

recruituent was echoed by the Department of Education's annual report of 1945 which

concluded that a "dearth of male teachers" existed within Manitoba at that time.a3

Nevertheless, the words of educational authorities made little difference in the

actual gender ratio of teachers or those training to become teachers in Manitoba in the

postwar era. From 1918 to l96l,the percentage of teachers who were women remained

between 70 and 80 percent, although women still made up only 33% of principals by

1956.44 In normal schools, the situation was no better from the perspective of those who

desired more male teachers. In the 1944-1945 school year, of the class of 235 at the

ManitobaNormal SchoolQ22 ofwhom graduated) only 1l were menas. Afterthe war,

4t J. C. Drydea 'Minister's Page", Manitoba School Journal S,no. 2 (Oct. 1945) p. 3

42 Victor Pete¡s, "The Crisis in Our Schcols", Winnipeg Tribzme, Feb. 25 1953

o3 Awrual Report, 1944-1945, 32

4 Mary Kinnear, 'Mostþ for the Male Members. Teaching in Wirmipeg 1933-1966", Historical Studies in
Education 6,no. I (Spring 1994)

45 D. Bruce Moorhead'T.eport of the Normal School", Annual Report, I9M-1945,55
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the situation began to change slightly, and the enrollment of 36 men in the normal school,

the largest number since the beginning of the \ilar, was described as having a "beneficial

influence upon the school".tr However, the hoped-for flood of male recruits to the
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much a female-dominated institution. By 1950-1951 men made up only 26Vo of the

student body and remained at roughly that level throughout the decade.aT When the

demographic make up of prospective teachers was broken down ftuther, one could see

that the typical person going into teacher training in Winnipeg was a female, rural WASP

between the ages of 18 and 20, hardly the professional urban career man pictured by

psychologists as the solution to the problem of mrntally unsuitable teachers.

In addition to encouraging men to take up teaching as a profession, educational

authorities also'tied to discourage \¡/omen from continuing as teachers as much as

possible, particularly when they married or became prepnant. Despite the massive

teacher shortage facingManitoba" normal school Principal Bruce Moorhead was not

worried about the teachers who were leaving the profession each year since "lüis loss is

occasioned mainly tlrough marriage and should not be consídered a loss (my italics). If

qualified teachers marry, the transfer of their ability from school to a home is in no sense

a loss."48 Although in the 1940s, married women received the right to continue as

teachers for the first time in Manitoba they were still in many cases discouraged and their

6 Anntnl report,l945-1946, 53

o?'Report of the Normal School", Anmral Re¡nrt, l95l-I952

Æ Bruce Moorhea{ 'Normal School Reporf', Awtual Report, 1946-1947,63
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motives for continuing to work were considered suspecl As in all areas of women's

work, manied women were assumed to be *doing this work to supplement the family

income, perhaps to pay mortgages on homes or try to afford the luxury of the famity

;;49 r. - ¡r-- -.---.--r- lr l:- - -- - 2' ¿' ,Ê- -- -' l- l- ' '.' - -, tL- --¿!^- --f¿L---^t-caf. -- ln otner worqs, lt was assumeo ur ä soulcry rouû(Içu upulì urç lluuuu ur urç urartr

breadwinner that a woman's income w¿rs not necessary for the family and thus a working

worrâtrr especially one with children, \ilas seeri as at best materialistic and looking to

simply purchase more consumer goods, and at worst a selfish and greedy individual who

was taking a job from a man while at the same time neglecting her domestic duties which

should have been her primary focus. konicall¡ discouraging married women from

continuing to teach only exacerbated the teacher shortage and contributed to the influx of

more young, female permit teachers into classrooms.

Oral testimony from female teachers confirms that they faced discouragement if

not outuight dismissal after marriage and childbirth. One remembers that while she was

atnormal school, "it was taken for granted that most girls would only teach until they got

married." Another notes that after her own marriage, 'T was permitted to continue

teaching but denied placement on the permanent staffand any salary increases."s0

Teachers who chose to have children faced an extremely uncertain fufure as in most cases

it was assumed they would never return to the profession and their position was lost as

soon as they resigned due to pregnancy, which in most cases was well before the final

ae H. Connolly, 'Reports of School Inspectors", I nnual Rqtort, 195l-1952, 63

$ Helen McKay and Emestine Fenn¡ 'Recollections, Reminiscences and Reflections", in Bn¡ro Jofre, ed.,

Issues in the Hßtory of Education in Mønitobø (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellon Press, 1993), 623,605
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months of pregnancy.sr However, despite the best efforts of some to make a retum to

teaching difficult after marriage or childbirtb, the problem of Manitoba needíng more

teachers than there were trained candidates, particularly male ones, meant that any efforts

îo exeiude married ì/volinan teachers simpiy backû¡ed by increasing the teacher shortage.

Althot'gh educational reformers could agree on the desirability of more male

teachers, the process of actually making this goal a reality was quite complicated. Low

wages and lack ofprofessional status remained major barriers to the enty of men into

teaching and converseþ the reality of teaching as a o'female" occupation worked against

its recognition in society as truly a'þrofessional" occupation or one in which workers

were paid a wage capable of supporting an entire family.s2 
'When 

evaluating the failure of

the education system to attract more men to the teaching profession, some commentators

relied upon culturat factors to provide an explanation. The headmaster at St. John's

Ravenscourt, a Winnipeg private school, commented tha! although lip service was paid

to the importance ofteaching by middle class men, "the number of businessmen who

would willingly see their sons as school teachers is minute."s3 Other commentators also

believed that men, or at least respectable, hardworking and competent men, failed to enter

teaching because the profession was populated wíth underachievers and unquatified

women. M*y, including school inspectors, blamed the permit teachers specificall¡

5¡ McKay and Fenny, Recollections, Reminiscences m.d Reflections-

52 Indeed, historicalty one of the most basic criteria for determining which occupations are recognized as
professions has been whether or not they a¡e carried out by men or women. See Mary Kinnear, 1z
subordination: :professionalwomeu 1870-1970 (Montreal: McGill-Queen's Univenity Press, 1995)

s Robert Gordon, "The Mission ofthe Teache,f', Winnipeg T?ibune, Oct.12 lg14
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remarking that no self-respecting man wanted to choose as his vocation something which

a teenage girl could enter with no schooling after high school.sa

Macleans, in a feahre article entitle{ "Why Teachers Quif', placed the blame on

tl-- 7- ^l- -.P------ti^- -?--^-- t- t^--7-l--- ---I zL- 
---^t--^ ^.f,¿^^^L---:- ¿L^ulc ra{.:K oI pf9sugE grvell r(, rgac¡rìfrB ¿lilu urç utrB,auvs srçrçuùypnn ul reauuçrs rr] urs

popular imagination: "Another factor that keeps young people out of the profession and

makes many teashers selÊconscious and almost ashamed to admit that they are teachers is

the old "Ichabod Crane" concept of the schoolmarm, which still persists in many minds.

Did you ever hear a characterization of a schoolteacher on the radio that didn't make him

out to be a blundering fool or worse? Cartoonists show teachers as spindly, long-nosed,

bespectacled individuats...always good for a laugh.o'ss As the concern expressed by

Macleøns demonstrates, the perceived lack of masculinity of the teacher was regarded as

a banier to encouraging the right sort of people, (ie, middle class men) from entering the

profession. However, the article also told two stories of male teachers who quit the

profession who, perhaps not surprisingly, did not name the public perception of teaching

¿N reasons for quitting. Instead, they told Macleans financial considerations \¡rere

paramount. They could, according to the magazine, make more money as a salesman and

a farm hand respectively than they could as teachers.56

Increasingly, promoters of men in the teaching profession acknowledged that it

was not the image of the teacher in the public mind so much as the rÊality of their pay that

* R E. Beecher, "Inspecûors Reporb", lnnual Report,1947-1948,41

tt Max Braithwaitg *Why Teachers Quit', Madeans, Jan.l 1947

56 Braithwaite, "Why Teachers Quit"
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ultimately dissuaded middle-class men from taking up the occupation. As with virtually

any job designated as'komen's work", teachers were underpaid. The WinnípegTribune

called the salary given to Manitoba teachers "a disgrace" and "completeþ olt of line with

+L--- --^---:------lLili+i-- ==-!:^t- zL- t-^-L^- l^ ^---^^¿^l t^ -L^--1.7^- ^-Â +L^ *j-j--urç rsspul!ölorrrùlçti wrllurr urtr rtrilurrçr rs çÃPúütci¡ lu sllu..¡tuitI ¿tuLu ttrG tlar¡rlllg

demanded.::57 þ comparison to other occupations, teachers' salaries simply did not

measure up. In 1950, the average salary paid to a teacher in Manitoba was $2,095 u¡ùile

the "average industrial wage worker" received $2013 and the "average industrial worker"

receiving a salary made $2818.58 Although the wages of qualified teachers rose

significantly in the 1950s to a 1957 average of $3,331 per year, permit teachers' wages

remained far below the average at $2639 andthe wage of an indushial worker remained

comparable to if not more than that of a teacher.se

No group was more enthusiastic in promoting the notion that low sala¡ies

presented the greatest barier to the recruitne¡t of more qualified candidates (and more

men) to the teaching profession than the Manitoba Teachers Society. MTS had

historically been instrumental in fighting for the small raises in real wages enjoyed by

teachers. Since its creation in 1919, however, it had been struggling with the issue of its

own identity and purpose, specifically the question of whether it should be a laborunion

or a professional organization. By the end of the Second World War, the question of

t "This Year of Disgra c€', Winnipeg Tribune, April 13 I 9214

s'Report of the Deputy Ministet'',lrmtøl Report, 1957-1958, l1; Rosa del C. Bruno Jofre,"The
Manitoba Teachers Federation 1919-1933: The Quest for hofessional Status", in Bruno Jofre, 1søes in
the History of Education in Manîtoba (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellon Press, 1993)

s Bruno Jofre, "The Manitoba Teachers Federation 1919-1933: The Quest for Professional Status"
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whether MTS should act as an indusrial union and form alliances with workers in both

white and blue collar industries as part of the broader labor movement or whether it

should tum its back on organized labor and insæad consider itsçlf akin to professional

^--^-i-^¿!^-^ ¿L^¿ -^--^-^J ^^^....^¡j^..^ ^.,^L ^^ *^l:^:-^ ^.^l l^.., L^l L^^- ^-^..,^-¡urË,¡ilIll¿il'truüit LLütl ë,uv¡truçLl uur/uPaLrul¡ù ùr¡urr i'ù rrrglr¡vrrrç crlru rÉ¿w rr4u uËçü o¡rìrvv\;rvu.

MTS saw itself first and foremost as a professional organization whose primary goal was

to receive recognition for teaching as a profession, cha¡acterized by selÊregulation of the

job itself, contol overtaining and en@ into the profession as well as salaries

çommensurate with those in other professions.

In deciding to become an organizatis¡ aimed at achieving professional status for

teaching, MTS tumed its back on the labor movement and those who wanted MTS to

become more like e1þs¡ rrnisns in the postwar era. Although regarding collective

bargaining as one of its greatest achievements, MTS eschewed the rigbt to strike, opting

inslead for a system of binding arbitration in ca.ses in which the union and a school

division could not agree on the next collective agreemenl The renunciation of the right

to sfike took place in 1956 when MTS essentially "fiaded" it for greater job security for

teachers. Under the new agreement with the provincial deparhnent of education, teachers

with more than two years experience teaching in a dishict could not be dismissed from

their positions without the right to appeal the dismissal to ajoint committee made up of

both MTS and management representatives. If this appeal \¡ras unsuccessful, the teacher

could take their final appeal to the provincial level via an arbitation board appointed by

the minister of education.60 Although MTS regarded such an arrangement as a step

60 "rrow Good is Our Tenure", The Manitoba Teacher 34, no. 4 (JanÆeb 1958) p.  -5
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towards professionalism in that it both secured tenure for teachers, which was vital to

their being regarded as professionals rather than individuals temporarily involved in an

occupation, and disassociated the teaching profession ûom unions which used the srike

as a weaoon, some teachers were less than enthusiastie abouf the deeision. An editorialist

tnThe Manitoba Teøcher noted, "there is evidence that many teachers feel we sold our

birthright for a mess of potage".6r

A vital step for any occupation to receive public recognition as having

'þrofessional'o süatus is for the profession itself to take control over training and to

institute a long and a¡duous process of education for those who would seek to enter the

profession. Forteaching in Manitoba in the post-war er4 however, this was perhaps the

biggest obstacle faced in the quest for professionalism. Not only did teachers themselves

have absolutely no control over teacher training, but the amount of education required to

teach in a Manitoba classroom was far below what would be considered appropriate for a

profession. Thus, MTS were harshly critical of permit teachers, not on the basis that the

individuals themselves were necessarily unsuited for teaching but that, besause teaching

wøs in fact a professional job, even if not recognized as such, it was just as impossible for

an untained teacher to perform her job adequately as it was for a medical student to

perform surgery as well as a trained doctor. Indeed the analogy with the medical

profession was used quite frequently by teachers in order to promote their desire for

professional status.

The president of MTS in his outgoing 1947 aÃdress to teachers aftacked the
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presence of 800 permit teachers in Manitoba schools as a "deplorable condition", stating,

"Imagine...the possibility of hundreds of young aspirants to the medical profession who

crowd the pre-medical course, being permitted to...establish a paying practice in the

==:!!-----,---- --l r=-.-l-t- --Cr Í---iL^t-- ---1- J^^¿--^ ^-^ ^--^:1^Ll^ r1^- -.^-, !-^-i-^ +L^vrrragcs all(¡ nafnlc;ts uI lvrarutuua wltçfç llu uuutur¡i '(11ç (lvtur.lulç. \-anr yuu xuaëruç urs

outcry of the doctors and the community?o'62 J. W. Chafe, who would later write the

official history of the Manitoba Teachers Society, wrote an editorial in 1956 that appeared

in the Winnipeg Tribune expressing exactþ the same concem: 'oCan you imagine a

mother allowing a permit-doctor (say a fust-year medical student) to treat her child's

body? Too many parents are willing to leave the delicate task of guiding the development

of their children's minds and cha¡acters for 10 to 12 years inthe hands of immature,

uneducated and untrained teachers."63 Thus, MTS joined the chorus of voices salling not

only for 1þs slimination of the perrrit systçm but for the raising of the educational bar for

all teachers. As early as 1944, the Canadian Teachers Federation called for a minimum of

one year of university education before normal school for teachers, with the ultimate goal

of all teachers earning a university degree before entering the profession.s The Royal

Commission of 1959 agreed with MTS, calling for the abolition of the nonnal school in

favor oftransferring control over teacher education to the University of Manitoba faculty

of Education, a process which was completed in 196565. This was still not, however,

e F- D. Baragar, "The Past President's Address", The Manitoba Teacher 26,no.l(May/Jun ßa7\p.12-16

* J. W. Chafe, "Your Child at School", Winnipeg Tribune, April 2 1956

s "Teache'rs Want Equality in Education" , Winnipeg Tribune, March 15 IgM

6 Gregor and Wilson. The Dnelopment of Education in Manitoba
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teacher self-regulation but rather passing the contol over teacher training to the

university rather tban the deparhent directty. It did, however, promise to bring teaching

closer to being a true profession by requiring teachers to hold significant academic

! ,¡ ! r t i? , -r.- - -^l -.-^7 ----^-J- --.L^ L^lJ DLTI^ +^ *-^-ll- ^rro- *-oini¡a
creognuals ano enaDnng e(lugauonan E)flltrtrs wüu uçru rru-¿rù ru Prvùr\¡v vvwr u@6.

The 1959 Royal Commission recommendation that teachers be subjected to a

'herit rating" system that would be used to determine their pay and tenure was a setback

to progressive teachers within MTS who desired professional status. Under such a

system, teachers would be given much higher wages and expected to attain higþer

academic credentials, both key planks in the progr¿tm for professionalism. krstead of

gaining more control over their occupation in return for higher wages, howeveç teachers

would be subject to a rating system that would force them to prove that they had "earned"

their higher salaries- In the words of Robert Bend, one time minister of education and

former teacher, "If teachers are going to receive this kind ofmone¡ they should be ready

to prove they're worth it.'ú6

The merit rating system would replace the possibility of teacher control over the

curricul¡m and classroom practice with a paternalistic system of almost constant

oversight in which each school principal rated each teacher annually before giving his

report to the inspector who commented upon the teacher's ability himself. These two

reports would then be given to the local school board without the teacher having had the

chance to make her own case as to her abilities as a teacher. It would be the local board

that woutd then decide on the basis of the reports of the principal and the inspector

6 Robert Bend in'Bend Goes All-Out for Merit Ratingl', Winnipeg Tribme, Feb. 10 1959
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whether or not to approve a'lnerit increase" in pay for each individual teacher. The only

level of appeal available to the teacher would be to file a complaint, along with

..supporting evidence" to MTS, whichwouldthen make their appeal on the teacher's

r- -r= -r-e rr-^ -ú-- ¿^ +L^ R /f:..:^+^- ^f E,f',^o+i¡.-11 '-r,h¡ree ¿lecis-ion in thg ngatf.ef WOt:ld beÐetr¿ff UlJ[gçuy LU urç rvtlrrrùLçr lrr tn¡uvcurvu, wavÞv svv¡ù¡vu

final.6?

Not surprisi"gly, those who had attacked teachers as standing in the way of

educational progfess were very much in favor of the new potential scheme for teacher

salaries. The WinnipegTribune called teacher merit ratings, "something that should have

been recognized in teachers' salary schedules long ago - not only in justice to hard-

working teachers but as a means of improving education standards in the province-'úE

presumabl¡ standards would be improved by such a scheme because any teacher

repeatedly denied araise on the basis of merit would quit either in seatch of more

lucrativç work or because of the pressure which would be applied by parents who wçre

unhappy with their children being taugbt by apoorly rated teacher.

Trustees were also heavily in favor of the merit rating system, voting virually

r¡nanimously in favor of its adoption6e and expressing their great disappointuent when'

under heavy pres5ure from MTS, the provincial govenrment failed 1e imFlement this

particular Royal Çsmmission Recommendation.To Of course, the support of trustees for

6? Manitob. Royal C ommíssion on Education in Manítoba 1 9 5 9, (19 59), 123

e'lrlo Reward for the Good', Winnipeg Tfibune, Nov' 4 1958

@ .The Urban Association Annual Meetingl', The Manitoba School Trustee 13, no. 3 (April L957) p. 16

?o "EducationBill Scoredby MSTA", WirmipegTribune, Nov' 2 1958
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merit ratings only confinned in the minds of teachers what they had suspected all along:

that the merit rating scheme \ryas an excuse for thrifiy school boards to avoid raising

teachers' salaries at all. The main objection to merit rating put forward by MTS,

however- wa-s not so mueh that thc svstcm eould be used to deny raises to teachers or

grant them on personal rather than professional grounds on the whim of the individual

school board, but that the idea of merit rating called into question their cental premise

that teaching was a professional job. Those opposed to the merit system did not oppose it

upon the general principle that ranking of teachers w¿rs demeaning and contary to the

principle of equality in the worþlace, but rather that the objective quality of the teacher

was simply impossible to meastue accurateþ.

Rather than adopting an argument that perhaps an industial union would have

employd insisting upon the fundamental principle of equal pay for an equal emount of

work and equal education and experience, MTS argued from aprofessional point of view

ihat since teachers' jobs were more complicated than those of industrial workers, their

proficiency was difficult, if not imFossible to measure. While a factory worker's

proficiency could be measwed v/ith a stopwatch and rewarded accordingl¡ (a possible

state of affairs about which MTS showed no opposition), a teacher's skills and abilities

were so complex that any individual teacher's effectiveness wÍts impossible to gauge

effectiveþ. As one expert commissioned by MTS to present the case against merit

ratings argue{ "a teacher is a craftsman, but the value of his craffsmanship may not be

apparent for a score of years. A teacher's work with one pupil may function in the

mastery of subject matter, with another it may help to build sfrength of character or it may
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help to mold personality so that the pupil in later life works well and co-operatively with

neigbbors and associates. Only God knows the teacher's real score."7l Tmplicit in this

statement, however, was the notion that such a score did indeed exist; it was simply

r- ---- -- r ¡L - -^-^^js- ^f 
-^-^ 
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achievement of his or hff pupils was impossible, furthermore, because while the

individual craftsman or industrial worker created an object from essentially unworked

rÍr\M material or at least a uniforrr product from firrther down the assembly line, the

teacher inherited a diverse and imperfect product in the form of a child who might already

have been well or poorly crafted by teachers and parents. Another expert brought forth by

MTS argued, "the schooling of a child is a grorrp project, not an individual one, and the

excellence of his education will depend in large measure on how whole-heartedly and

unselfishly all his teachers co-operate in the effort."z Rating teaehers individually

promised instead to divide the staffand breed jealousy and resentnent, making group

coopeftúion even more difficult.

Wbile the progressive prognm for reform of the teaching profession included

additional taining in psychology, the inclusion of more men in the profession and

professional recognition for teachers, traditionalists generally did not regard teaching as a

profession and, although they too fett that the academic training required to work in a

Manitoba classroom was completely inadequate, had little or no desire to see an

?, \U'. L. Shuman, "We Vote'1.{o" on Merit Rating",The Manitobø Teacher 35, no. 4 (JanÆeb 1957)p.36-

39

2 Jobn Long, *A Trustee Looks at Merit Ratin $', The Manitoba Teacher 35, no. 4 (JanÆeb' 1957) p- M-

l5
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expânsion of training in the area of child psychology. For traditionalists, the problem

with unqualified teachers was not that they were lacking education in the area of

management of children's psyches or knowledge in how to run a classroom but rather

':-,ere inçrrffi¡rienth, t.'ained in the s¡:lriecf matters w-hich thev w-ere ahetoe¡l to teac.h-YYVIV I¡-ÞUvrv¡¡uJ

Traditionalists held a quite different vision of what made one qualified to teach

and allowed one to become an effective teacher in the public school system. Hilda

Neatþ sawthe ideal teacher not as manager of behavior and expert inpsychology but as

a scholar.T3 In So Little For the Mind,Neatby wrote that teacher training was essentially a

waste of time in its current form because, "ordinarily, any intelligent person can teach any

other inælligent person what he knows; his success will depend very largely on his

knowledge of the subject matter and his s¡.mpathy with the pupil."to Thus, she dismissed

the goings on of the normal school as little more than wasting a valuable year instructing

young people on'othe operations of the local school act, the msaning of a teacher contact

how to draw up a time-table, and how to get along with the janitor" and reporting upon

"the latest research findings about the optimum \ iidth of school conidors or the latest

thing in paper towels."75 Neatby claimed that no more than two hours total were required

to insfuct teachers on what they needed to know to physically manage the running of a

typical school. The rest of the normal school progüIm was simply filler and the

memorization of meaningless jargon. What was required for teachers, then, was not more

ß Hilda Neatby, "Education is NOT Everybody's Business", Chstelaine, April 1958

74 Hilda Neatb¡ So Linle For the Mind (Toronto: Clarkq Invin ærd Company, 1953),74

TtNeatby, So Linlefor the Mind,I8
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normal school controlled by the departrnent of education but increased liberal education

at a university.

Neatþ's views on the solution to the problem of teaching in postwar Canada were

L^- ^"+ ^SLo- ^.'^ l;f^ o-^o*ia-¡oc \I-afl-'r l"*-l€L-r{ -+-'^^l-.1 +n nl-+oin o TT-irr*if.r|Ælu vul v¡ u9¡ vw4 ¡¡tw v^_[ t¡vuwù. rtv4lvJ uuùw¡l uÉiu ùúu56¡wt¡ lv vutu 4 v¡Jyvrùrry

education facing bariers as both a womân in a mals-dominated world and a product of a

modest economic background who required scholarships in order to proceed. Between

degrees, Neatby had attended nomral school herself, intending to teach high school while

pursuing her masters degree. Neatþ would never teach within the public school system,

however, and was able to obt¿in work teaching at the university level instead. Neatby

found that her own continuing education not only made her a more effeotive university-

level teacher but also a more mature, studious and generally more capable person. Her

own personal joumey of higher education as a path to greater fulfilment in life, as well as

her brother's frushations and struggles in his career as a teacher and principal, convinced

her that the path to the creation of better Canadian teachers lay in further education for

future teachers along academic lines. Normal school was, for Neatb¡ an inferior product

for the creation of individuals well-suited for teaching. Higher education for those

capable of excelling within it was a path to progress, not just for the teaching profession

but for all of society.T6

Traditionalists echoed Neatby in their dissatisfaction with the academic

knowledge of Canarla's teachers. University professors who were unhappy with what

76 Michael Hayden, "A ShortBiogaphy ofHildaNe¿tbt'', So Much to Do, So Little Time:The Writings of
Hilda Neatby, (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1983) 7-42
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they regarded as a recent decrease in the abilities of incoming university students were

quick to point the blame not just on a "frill" laden cuniculum but on teachers who

supposedly did not impart the linowledge necessary for competent perforrnance in

universiry in tÍreir students because they did not ¡rossess it'rhemsÊlves. Public criticisn of

the academic credentials of teachers, from primary to high school grades was particularly

strident in the area of science after the launch of Sputnik in 1957. In the wake of the

public panic surrounding the Russians' "ïrnning the space race" many turned their blame

to teachers who, it was said, could not teach science properþ to young people correctly

because they themselves did not understand itn. Traditionalists, following Neatby's lead,

accused teacher taining of ñlling teachers' heads with psychological nonsense while

neglecting to fuflher their knowledge of the content they would eventually be teaching. A

chemistry professor at University of British Columbia remarked that "Incompetent people

are allowed to teach science in Canadian high schools...This is onç reason why the

counûy fails to produce enough scientists. Russia is tuming out twice as suny scientists

as the rest of the world."?8

Neatby and the taditionalists argued that a thorough knowledge of the subject

matter one \¡ras teaching was suf,ücient for one to become an effective teacher and thus

implied that the teaching methods which progressives claimed to have been scientifically

developed and tested were more or less a waste of time. Some traditionalists advocated

the notion tlat teaching \üas an occupation that simply could not be taught. Great

T "Teachens Criticize School System-, ToronÍo Telegram, Nov. 26 1957

æ Cþil Reid in'Better Teaching Gives Russia l-ßat',Winnipeg Tribune, Oct.121957
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teachers were "born" with the gift of imparting their knowledge to others and therefore

the best course of action for the deparhnent of eùrcation \tras to weed out those unsuited

for the profession, give a financial incentive to those who were to take up teaching and

provide these individuais w-ith'rhe maximi¡m amoi¡nt of academic knowledge possible rn

order to allow them to succeed in the classroom. Not surprisingly, such a prescription did

not sit well with progressive reformers who argued that the idea of the 'bom teacher" was

a dangerous one which would lead to chaos in Manitoba's classrooms. Dean Neville

Scarfe invoked professionalism as a defense against critics of the teacher training system,

remarking "neither musicians nor artists, neither doctors nor lawyers ever become great

without training. No one wished to be operated on by the untained" "bom surgeon". It is

folly to suggest that teaching alone of all professions needs no training."Te Of course,

acceptance of Scarfe's argument was predicated upon one accepting the premise that

teaching was, in fact, aprofession, something which the taditionalists disputed. Thus, in

this debate as with many similar ones of the time, the "battle of the schools" was not so

much a debate between the two sides as it was an argument between two groups who

spoke a very different language and held a fr¡ndamentally different set of beliefs regarding

not just the intellectual foundations of public education but the intellectual underpinnings

of post-war Canadian society itself.

Teachers, however, were not simply passive objects to be manipulated by those

who wanted to reform the teaching profession, whether progressives or traditionalists,

D N. V. Scarfe, "Is Teacher Training Really Nec essart'l" Manitoba School Journøl 16, no. I (Sep. 1954) p.

8-10
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psychologists or newspaper editors. Although bound to follow the dictates of those who

confrolled both entry into their profession and tenure once hired" teachers did not simply

accept the comments of the various groups who blamed them for Canada's supposed

educationai dysftrnciion. i:rstead,'they dev-eloped'.heir o-*n vision of n'hat con$if¿ted a

'ogood teacher" and articulated their own agenda to the best of their abilities. While many

teachers took sides in the "battle over the schools", evidence suggests that for many these

debates were deemed less imFortant than other issues facing teachers in their classrooms

on a daily basis.

When the Mattitoba School Journøl temporarily offered teachers the ability to turn

the journal into more of a two way conversation between themselves and the deparhent

via a "question and answer pagd', the questions received and answered by the deparhent

dealt with much different issues than those taken up in the feature articles presented for

teachers by the departuent. Most of the inquiries by teachers dealt not with theoretical

iszues of education or the latest findings by child psychologists but instead consisted of

speci-fic questions of how to manage the many tasks assigned to the teacher in the limited

time frame of the school day. Such questions from a typical question and answer page

included, "I am having touble with my timetable. I have pupils in Grades I-VItr and a

girl in gade D( taking her work by correspondence. Could you please give me some

ideas on how to timetable my work?" or "How can I keep my Grades I and tr pupils

profitabty occupied while I teach other classes."m The enonnous task of managing a one-

room school meant thatthe teacher was in effect preparing lessons and grading papers for

so "Question and Answer Pag€', Manitoba School Journal I7,no' 3 (Nov' 1955) p. 6
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every subject in every Sade while tying to find ways in which to give children the

individual attention they often required. Several former one-room school teachers

remarked that the independence of "being my own boss" was one of the great advantages

-.ô¡r- - - --l- - -l 1---L -t-- l^-G- ¿^^^L^-- l- ^ ^:u-^t: ^- :- ---L:-L .r',^-- --,^-^or ule ong-rouln sulloul, Dut illtiu lErt ùtr¿l{ruçts [r il. sltu¿luulr lrl rryrrruur JUU wçrE urr yuut

own and you had to figure eul rhings for yourself."8l Some found this situation almost

impossible to manage, as one teacher recalled: "I was never able to ¿trrÍInge or prepÍÌre

enough assignments to keep them (the pupils) busy."*'Most teachers relied upon trial and

error in deterrrining their own theoretical framework for teaching. If a certain technique

worked, it was continued. If not it was discarded. Urban teachers in graded schools did

not necessarily feel any less put upon in their day to day lives. The Directed Self Survey

found that among the top four complaints of Winnipeg teachers was a vague outline from

the deparhnent of what they were expected to do, a'lack of proper materials and books

and a lack of time.B It seems that they too were using almost all of their time and

resources in a struggle to make the classroom work on a day to day basis and, like their

rural cousi¡s, were put in a position in which they were forced to figure out on their own

what worked and what did not.

In the postwar era it seemed as though everyone could agree that 1þs feÐçhing

profession was in a state of transition. Whether teaching would emerge as a profession or

8r Br¡mo-Jofre andRoss

o Agnus Remâis, interviewed by Rosa Bruno Jofre, "Education in Southern Manitoba - Oral Histoqt'',
1991, Education Library Archives, University of Manitobq Winnipeg

8 Report ofthe Directed Self Survey - Winnipeg Public Schooß (Chicago: Committee on Field Services,

Deparhent ofEducation, Universþ of Chicago, 1948) Education LibraryArchives, Universiff of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, 146-147
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not and whether teachers would be trained inpsychology, in academic subjects at the

universþ level or through a program of apprenticeship had yet to be decided. In the end,

teaching would take on elements of all three visions. As both progressives and

*l!¿!^--tl -t^ L^.1 ---:^L^l -^*l+ +^^^L-^ .,.^-^ ^1:*:-^+^l :- +L^ 1ÕUA^ ^*l L., I flZ< +L^u¿¡¡,¡l].luuinrsls ll¿ru wllillgLt, PçlrrrrL Lç¿tlllçlù wç19 çtllrtlu4Lç(¡ lll ùrll; rTrrvs <rrru rrJ tJrvJ LrLv

era of the normal school too had ended with teacher training being permanently

transferred to the University of Manitoba faculty of education.sa Progressives could take

pride in the fact that psychologically-oriented courses in classroom management and

guidance were part of the newuniversity teacher training program. Traditionalists were

happy about the creation of teaching as an occupation requiring university education,

particularly when that education rilas not just in the a¡ea of techniques for understanding

and management of child psyches but consisted of higber academic taining in the subject

areas u¡hich students would one day teach. On the other hand, the goal of professionalism

sought by MTS was never firlly realized, although teachers continued, and do continue to

this day, to perceive of themselves as professionals. Whether or not the public at large

holds this same perception is amatter of debate in a way it is not for the legal or medic¿l

professions. Furthermore, many of the markers ofprofessional status such as control over

entry into the profession and control over curriculum were not entirely in teachers' hands.

Education it seemed still was everybody's business as long as the provincial govemment

wished it to remain so. Nor, however, did teaching, as traditionalists such as Neatby

hope{ become regarded as a'haturalo' skill that could not be learned 6u1 5impl] existed

s Alexander Gregor and Keith Wilson, The Development of Educøtion in Mønitobû, @ùbuque, Iowa:
KendalUHunt Pub. Co., 1984)
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as a product of one's own mastery of a subject. Particula¡ly in the area ofprimary

education, academic content remained secondary to theory and technique in the courses at

the university level. If not a profession, then public school teaching in the post-war era

was at ieast regarded as ftirrdamentaiiy different ihan teaching ai a üniversify or o'rher

institution of higher learning and as an occupation that required not only inborn skills or

attibutes but skills in handling the physical and mental well-being of pupils that could

only be learned ûom those with expert knowledge.
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Conclusion

The drama that was the battle over public education in postwar Canada reached its

climax in the late 1950s and early 1960s. In Manitobq this climax can be seen in two

imporiant events; the Canadian Conferences on Education of i958 and i962 anci tÌre

McFarlane Report issued by the Royal Commission on Education in 1959. The first

demonstated the inability of the two sides in the debate over the future of public

education to reach even the most limited degree of consensus or, indeed, to even agrce

upon the terms of the debate itself. The second represented an attempt at formulating

public policy which expressed a practical compromise between the two camps that

neither entirely pleased nor entirely antagonized either. Together they revealed the limits

of possibility for the program of public education in Manitoba in this era

The first Canadian Conference on Education held in Ottawa in February of 1958

ìñ¡as a media extravaganza touted as the deus ex rnachína which would solve the problem

of the'trisis of education" once and for all. The WinnípegTribune noted that the

conference was launched, "with all the fanfare usually assoeiated with the unveiling of a

new automobile"r while the Manitoba School Trustee claimed that the conference had

"caught the imagination and enthusiasm of the general public" and would no doubt be "a

britliant gaÍhering."2 The conference organizers themselves did little to dispel notions

that this meeting would settle the "battle over the schools" in a constructive fashion once

and for all. The creators of the conference included nineteen different national

2 "f,nnadian Conference on Educationl', The Mønitoba School Trustee 13, no. 11 (Feb. 1958) p. 3 t
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organizations representing industry, labor and parents' groups and claiming over two

million Canadians in their membership5 ¿sse¡ding to their own estimations.' The

chairman of the conference, neurologist Wilder Penfield, noted that this was not simFly a

--ar - -?--- -f f ----- -- - --t-lt- -f ¿L- -^--:l^-- ^C ^l--^^L:^-^l -^---^- 
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conference \ryere some of the most prominent and outspoken commentators on education

of the past decade including Samuel Laycock, Sidney SmitlL and HildaNeatby but also

those individuals whomNeatby described as "the captains of education - deputy ministers

and deans, superintendents and presidents" in addition to 'olesser folk - principals and

teachers and trustees, home schoolers and professors".

Neatþ surnnurized the gathering by stating, "for the fust time in a generation

representatives of all levels of education...met in Ottawa in free and general talk with

representatives of their clients: parents, businessmen and labor unions. No intetested

group was excluded nor was any matter remotely pertaining to education slighted.'4 With

such an assemblage of individuals convened in one place and observed by a rabid media

who put them on the front pages of newspapers across the country, how could the

conference fail to solve the problems plaguing the education system? The answer to this

question was to be found among the bickering and disagreement into which the

conference descended.

Fundamentally, the battle over education w¿rs not so much a rational debate about

education policy as a \ryar of attrition between two sides who shared completely different

3 lVilder G. Penfiel{ "The Crisis in Education", Vílinnipeg Tríbune, Dec. 6 1957

a HildaNeatby'Education is NOT Everybody's Business", Chatelaine. April 1958
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visions of the school system and postwar Canada itself. Thus, haditionalists and

progressives could not even reach agreement regarding the all-important question of why

a public education system existed in the first place, much less reach consensus on the

- ! !- -- - -trrt- - - --.f:. - A la^-^l:^- Tì-^-^ ^/:^l^ ---*:-- 
-.- +L^ *^-.f+^
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of the 1958 conference said ìt best when commenting thet while the conference bad

aroused public opinion and perpetuated the already prominent notion that public

education in Canada was deeply flawed it "missed the boat on recommending what's to

be done about it."5 The Winnipeg Tribune concluded that the conference had "thrown

plenty of light on what is wrong with education in Canada, but without any concise

program for improving matters in the future.'r Indeed, the only resolutions which the

conference managed to pass included demands for more spending on education by the

federal and provincial levels of government and encouragement of higher pay for

teachers, both of which had never been causes of disagreement between progressives and

traditionalists in the first place.T Fundamentally, the conference failed to produce tangible

results because the battle over the schools was not merely a debate over how best to

achieve the goals of schooling, but about what those goals should be in the first place.

Progressives remained committed to the idea of schooling as a tool for the production of

citizens who were psychologically capable of succeeding within and reproducing the

postwar new liberalism. Traditionalists were equally adarnant that schooling needed to

s *They Lit the Fuse But No Explosion", Winnipeg Tríbune, Feb. 2 1 I 958

6 Charles Lynch, 'Meet Sees Ills But Offers No Crne for Education", Winnipeg Tribune, Feb. 21 1958

7 "6 Demands for Education Aid", Winnipeg Tribune, Feb. 21 1958
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return to its supposed original purpose of preparing yorÌng people to succeed inalaissez-

faíre society based upon individual competition that was strong enough morally and

intellectually to repel the threat of the Soviet Union. So long as these two different

=':-:-^--- -^-9---¿-,,^- 4^--¡^ -^:-:-^l +L^-^ --,^--lÂ L^ -^ ..-lf^*iç, *-^-Åt-- ¿L^ i^^..^ ^f,Ylslulls UI PUS¿\d¡1I \2nltaasax,lçl-tl¿lll-lçu, ilrstit WUI¡ti¡ Uç ¡¡U L¡i¡i¡üIIIXLJ IEgär-Ufüg ¡tug fSSUí- itf

education.

Despite the failure of the 1958 conference, its organizers tried again to assemble

an even larger collection oforganizations at a second conference fow years later in

Montreal. The 1962 conference, however, was even less successfrrl than the first and by

some accounts represented a complete and abject failure. Despite the original intent of

the organizers to create a permanent organization devoted to the study of educationE, the

National Committee on the Canadian Conference on Education voted itself out of

existence in June of l962,just tbree months after the second conference.e Their reason

for doing so was once again the faihue to reach consensus simply by bringing all players

in the education game to the table. Tlae 1962 conference degenerated into yet more

polemics being launched back and forth by fraditionalists and progressives, with the

Tribune noting that the delegates went home arguing among themselves and concluding,

"The Canadian Conference on Education - extravaganza, dismal failure, milestone, waste

of time - is over."ro Little enthusiasm could be found from any constituency to revive it.

While the failure of the Canadian Conference on Education demonsÍated the

8 R. W. Queens-Hughes, "Major Pulse-Taking on Canada's Schools", Winnipeg Tribune, March 2 1962

e'Education Group Kills Conferenc€', Winnipeg Tribune, Jrme I 1962

to p¿¡ QamFbell, "Delegates Go Home Arguing', Winnipeg Tribune, March 9 1962
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inability of Canadians to reach agreement regarding the purpose or practice of public

5çþssling and marked the end of public enthusiasm for broad attempts at widespread

educational reform, the Royal Commission of 1959 in Manitoba demonstrated how the
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synthesis in Manitoba's public schools that resembled the ideals of neither school of

thought yet included elements of each. Despite the conclusion drawn by some fhat

compromise wru impossible in the battle over the schools, there were some within the

deparbnent of education who demonstrated that this was not entirely true. J. K. MacKa¡

Chief hspector of Schools for the province, wrote in 1958 of apossible compromise that

l4¡ould foreshadow the recommendations ofthe MacFarlane report a year later. He stated

that the principle of educating the "whole child," as progressives advocated, was indeed a

sound one, and the inclusion of zubjects zuch as music, art, health and physicat education

was justified, but cautioned that the three R's should still form the corç of the curriculum.

Furthermore, making learning 6firn" was important: "Business and Industy recognize

[fun's] importance and we have things such as coffee breaks, pleasant physical working

conditions, and extra-curricular activities of a culfural and recreational natwe." At the

same time, such recreation was to remain a diversion from the serious and sometimes

difficult work of the school rather than its central pur¡lose.lt MacKay concluded by

stating, "some may call me a Progressivist, others a Traditionalist. I am neither."r2 Such

a compromise position may not have won MacKay any friends among the die hard

rr J. K. MacKry, "The Teacher, fte Pupi[ and the Public", Mønitoba Schools Jotrnal ld no. 9 (lvfay 195S)

12 MacKa¡ The Teacher, the Pupil, and the Public"
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supporters of either side, yet it did demonstrate a desire on the part of the Manitoba

deparhment of education to move forward with a new program of education that placated

both sides to some degree.

Ma rutoba's Roya! Commission w.as similar to oråe¡ such co¡enissions that, tcok

place in 1959 and 1960 in Alberta" BC, PEI and saskatchewan, all of which

recommended a'?eturn to the fimdamentals", marked an official end to the

"experimentation" with progressive education and yet retained the vast majority of the

results from such experiments.l3 For example, on numerous occasions the MacFarlane

Report stressed that it advocated a retum to fl¡rd¿mentals as demanded by taditionalists,

stiog, "It is better for the pupil that he learn a few subjects well than that he emerge with

an undigested mass of impressions of many subjects. To this end, the peripheral subjects

permitted in any grade must be rigldly reshicted to ensure that they can be given in the

time available after satisfying the demands of the core subjects."ra

Despite the devotion of additional time to the core subjects, however, subjects

such as health and physical education, art, guidance and home economics or industrial

arts remained part of the school program rather than being eliminated as traditionalists

had hoped. Furthermore, the Royal Qsmmission agreed with the progressive notion that

the purpose of the public school was to do more than simply identi$ the intellectual

abilities of each student and train the more capable to be scholars: 'olt seems to the

t3 Brian Titley and Kas Mazureþ *Back to Basics? Forward to the Fundamentals?", in E. Brian Titley ed.,
Canadian Educatíon: Historical Themes and Contønporøry ßsues (Calgary: Detselig Enterprises Limited,
l9eo)

14 Manitoba, Royal Commission on Education in Manitoba IgSg, (lg1g),I27
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Commission that there can be but one basic aim in compulsory public education...no aim

seerlls legitimate except that of developing in each child the desire and the capacity to

become an acceptable and worthy member of a society of free men."ls Such a statement
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as a sign that the goal of "education for democratic citizenship" was being retained under

a different name while traditionalists could choose to interpret it as a repudiation of social

engineering via psychology and a return of "moral" instruction in the schools. Such an

interpretation was supported by the most controversial recommendation of the

Commission: that "Judaeo-Christian concepts" be fonnally intoduced to public

5çþssling in order to foster "moral training and character formation."r6 Although formal

religious instruction was not to be compulsory (students being given the option to opt out)

it was recommended that at least ten minutes per day be set aside for religious exercises

in addition to a daily half-hour religious studies program in which childrçn would be

instructed as to the principles of either Protestantism, Roman Catholicism or Judaism.rT

For many taditionalists, such a call for a retum to religion-based moral instruction in the

school was long overdue. Although the trend ofthe Royal Commission report was very

much toward a return of traditional education" progressives could still take solace in the

fact that, especially in the primary grades, the enterprise or hands-on methods of learning

were retained and the retum of a school system based upon rote memorization and

ts RoyalCommßsion 126

t6 Royal Commßsion 150-152

17 Royal Commissior\ 150-L52
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frequent formal examination was not recommended.rs The Royal commission

demonstrated that while the pendulum had temporarity swung in favor of traditionalisnl

progressive education had a lasting impact upon the theory and practice of education

rr¡itlrin I\rfo-it^Lo
arrlllrweG

The failure of the Canadian Conference on Education and the report of the Royal

Commission marked the formation of a new paradigm in public education. While both

progressives and traditionalists could rightly complain that the public school system that

emerged in Manitoba in the 1960s and beyond would not entirely inculcate the sort of

hegemonic beließ they desired to see in yor,ng people and thus would not lead directly to

the realization of their visions of the postwar social, political and economic order, neither

side could deny that the education system of the sixties was greatly changed from that

which existed prior to the Second World War. The "battle over the schools" itself, at

least in its most public forms, died a quiet death, as the postwar moment of reconstruction

and the initial hysteria of the cold war era bothpassed and fewer and fewer Canadians

wondered aloud how their counûy could avoid a retum to the dark days of the "Age of

Catastophe" or speculated as to the chances of Canada's survival in the face of the Soviet

threat. While the issue of reconstuction which had sparked so much interest in pubtic

education slowly disappeared as Canada found itself living within the new postwar

consensus rather than debating its proper form, the debate between progressives and

traditionalists did not truly end. Rather it simply continued in other forms with different

actors contesting different specific issues. Neither side claimed victory nor conceded

tB Royal Commissiott 163
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defeat. Instead both simply continued the process of attempting to win enough adherents

to theirphilosophy of education as to one day establish something resembling unanimity.

The debate between'þrogressives" and "traditionalists" has continued, to the

nresent rlq¡.¡ fn rlernnncfmfa 'Êrnáqmpnfql rlicoæapmanl or¡ar flto ^rr*^oo on¡l ^'-¡+i^o ^fwJ r Lv 4¡ ú¡D.¡ó¡úwu¡wúL u i vi úv iji,üPiiùv ã.üii Piú,va¡irv iji

schooling among those responsible for its planning ¿¡d implementation- In the late 1960s

and early 1970s, a school of educational thought resembling the principles of

'þrogressive" education gained great support across Canada as part of a generalized

radicaltzation of Canadian politics and liberatization of Canadian society. Thomas

Fleming, education historian of BC, refers to this youth-based movement for broad social

change as not so much a social revolution as a "cultural prison break....in which

long-neglected constituencies, as well as new coalitions, clamoured for recognition of

theirrights.'le The Hall-Dennis report in Ont¿rio echoed the ethos ofthe time in calling

for a more libertarian school system in which children's independence and interest were

to be ofprimary concern and the conformity, competitiveness and authoritarianism

supposedly present in the old system were to be eliminated. These changes which at the

time were promoted as part of a broader vision of the "modernization" of Canadian

society ranged from the purely superficial such as loosening up dress codes and

conducting experiments in school architecture such as the "open schoof'to the

fi¡ndamental such as the elimination of religious instruction and corporal ptrnishmenl,l¡.

replacement of quantitative with qualitative report cards in the primary grades and the

re Thomas Fleming, "From Educational Govemment to the Government of Education: The Decline and Fall
of the British ColumbiaMinisfy ofEducation, 1972-1996", Hßtorical Studies in Education 15, no.2 (FalI
2003)
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implementation of a language arfs curiculum intended to nurlure the'fuhole child" and

focus upon creative expression rather than technical correchess.

The traditionalists, however, were never fully eliminated ftom the debate, and,

iust a,s a backla-*h to fåe radicalism of úe .!960s 
and the nercei.-'er{ â.l¿eescec nf thot ero. r-.dvrlvvuuvu vI uet vt4 ¡vg

to the birth of the New Right or neo-liberalism as a major political movement throughout

the Western world ûom the late 1970s to the end of the centurSr, so too a backlash against

the changes to the public school system of the 1960s and 70s emerged süonger than ever.

Once again critics of public education, as they had done in the fifties, mobilized against

the supposed "softness" of the public school system and its attempts at "social

engineering'which were said to have weakened the individual moral fibre and

intellectual ability of young people and created a generation incapable of succeeding

within the laissez-faire society which neo-liberals regarded as the solution to the

problems of the previous decades. This new move toward traditionalism in education

resulted in govemments across Canada reimflementing or attempting to intoduce several

of the major tenets of the taditionalist program of the 1950s including an increased

emphasis on the "core" subjects of English, Math and Science, standardized testing at all

ages, special enriched sheams for students identified as gifted as well as the evaluation

and testing of teachers.

In Manitobq the Conservative Filmon government of 1988 to 1999 backnacked

from the more'þrogressive" bent of Manitoba's firstNDP govemment of 1969 to 1977

led by Ed Schreyer. The Conservatives implemented province wide English Language

Arts and Mathematics exaûrs for grades three, six, nine and twelve in addition to other
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measures aimed at bringíng renewed emphasis to academic achievement in the core

subject aÍeri¡¡. However, many of the reforms of the NDp era such as the .,whole

language" approach to reading, remained. Simila¡ly, when Fiftnon's govemmext gave

wa¡r to an NDP administra¡ion led by Ga-ry Doer, provhcia! ex-arrs ¡enaained in place,

albeit only at the high school level. Although all of these changes in Manitoba's

çducation system occurred because ofissues and debates specific to their time period, it

has remained accurate to say that the "traditionalist" versus 'þogressive" debate has

survived and informed virtually every discussion regarding public education for the

simple reason that the confi,rsion of the Canadian Conference on Education has not

disappeared. The answer to the question of why exactly we send our children to public

schools remains a contested one. lVhether one believes that the mandate of the school is

to teach solely academic skills or to teach psychological adjustuent, whether the vague

goal of "citizenship education for democracy'' is taken to mean preBaration for a society

governed by the principles of laissez-faire or by a Keynesian new liberalism, or whether

one rejects these goals entirely and envisions another pu{pose altogether for the

educational state, one can look back upon the postwar era and conclude that then, as no%

these are not hivial or unimportant questions. Rather, the answers to such questions

reveal how, fundamentally, we see ourselves and our society.
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